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PREFACE

As the baby boom generation begins to approach much real income and wealth in retirement as their parents'

retirement age, concern over whether or not current workers generation now has. In her paper, she defends the CBO study

are financially prepared for retirement has heightened, and responds to criticisms.

Several studies have recently been released that try to assess Douglas Bernheim of Princeton University presents

the prospects for baby boomers in retirement--many of which another viewpoint. His paper provides an historical perspec-

come to sharply different conclusions, tive on U.S. saving and reviews the evidence on the adequacy

In order to critically evaluate these divergent studies, of saving by the baby boomers themselves. Bernheim con-

the Employee Benefit Research Institute's Education and cludes that baby boomers' retirement preparation falls far

Research Fund (EBRI-ERF) sponsored a policy forum in short of what is required to avoid a decline in their standard of

Washington, DC, on May 5, 1994 on the topic: "Retirement in living in retirement.

the 21st Century: Ready or Not?" The policy forum brought Finally, Laurence Kotlikoff of Boston University and

together government officials; corporate executives; public Alan Auerbach of the University of Pennsylvania consider the

opinion analysts; financial managers; and representatives interrelatedness of the the U.S. saving rate and the long-term

from labor, academia, elderly, and research organizations to forecasts of different aspects of U.S. fiscal policy. Their study

discuss these issues, documents the dimensions of these economic situations,

The forum focused on this question: When all factors explains their connections to one another, and considers their

are considered, such as the evolution of Social Security and implications for Americans in general and the baby boom

the pension system, in conjuction with the participation and generation in particular.

savings decisions of today's workers, what retirement picture Part Two explores individual and employer attitudes

are today's workers really facing? toward planning, saving, and preparedness. The paper

The papers included in this volume were originally presented by Steve Farkas and Jean Johnson of The Public

prepared for the policy forum. The session included an active Agenda Foundation is based on a multiphase study of Ameri-

discussion among the authors and 100 invited participants cans' attitudes toward planning and saving for retirement. It

with an interest in economic security issues, also investigates the perceptions of experts in the retirement
This publication integrates the papers and proceed- field.

ings of the policy forum into a single work. An introductory By examining several case studies, Part Three

essay highlights the primary issues that need to be considered considers whether individual savings and investment behavior

as we assess the prospects for retirement in the 21st century, can be changed or whether it can be expected to change. The

The book is organized into three parts. Each section concludes authors in Part Three examine the framework in which
with selected interactions and comments taken from the policy individuals make investment choices and what influences

forum discussion, them. Those authors representing major employers share

Part One explores the retirement income prospects their experiences in trying to affect individual behavior.

for the baby boom generation. The first paper by Paul In the first paper in this section, Robert Birubaum of

Yakoboski and Celia Silverman of EBRI analyzes trends in the J.P. Morgan Investment Management describes a research-

elderly's income and pension participation among workers; based approach to predicting 401(k) plan participant behavior.

examines saving behavior and critically evaluates studies of His paper describes the Participant Preference Model devel-

the adequacy of baby boomers' saving; and looks at tenure oped by J.P. Morgan to help plan sponsors determine in

trends, lump-sum distribution preservation, and changes in advance how plan participants would react to alternative

Social Security benefits, plan designs in terms of both satisfaction and investment
Next, Joyce Manchester of the Congressional Budget allocation.

Office (CBO) presents a paper that summarizes and evaluates Second, Paul Rivera of the Xerox Corporation sug-

CBO's September 1993 study on whether the baby boomers' gests a role for the employer in helping employees become
income and wealth in retirement will exceed that of their alert and aware that they may not be adequately prepared for

parents. The study, which was widely covered in the media, retirement. He describes one of a number of measures devel-

finds that baby boomers, on average, could have at least as oped and used by Xerox Corporation to help employees

xi



determine their retirement income needs and any correspond- achieve employer objectives.

ing shortfall (the retirement income "gap"). With tlhe publication of this book, we share the

Third, Curtis Mikkelsen of J.P. Morgan discusses the knowledge gained at the policy forum with a wider range of

results of his company's increased effort to educate their readers interested[ in the retirement security of Americans. We

employees regarding plan investment decisions. Morgan's wish to thank the speakers and participants and other
approach emphasizes the need to educate without offering authors for their substantial contributions to this book. We

investment advice, offer special thanks to the EBRI staff who contributed to the

Fourth, Don Sauvigne of IBM explores the savings publication of this book: Laura Bos and Kathy Stokes Murray

dilemma in the U.S. and how IBM has responded. Sauvigne for their role in planning the policy forum; Deborah Holmes

explains that IBM is undergoing a transformation--shifting for copyediting the papers; Malaika Barnes, Leah Blaugrund,

from a culture of entitlement to one of partnership and and Cheri Meyer for preparing the papers for publication;

responsiblity sharing. He outlines actions taken by IBM in Cindy O'Connor for layout and design of the final publication;

plan design and investment education to change savings and and Carolyn Pemberton for guiding the book through the last

investment behavior, phases of production. Partial funding for this book was

Finally, Allan Martin of Bankers Trust Company provided through a grant from Merrill Lynch & Co.

describes a recent study on defined contribution plans con- The views expressed in this book are solely those of
ducted by his firm that seeks to determine how plan sponsors the authors and participants. They should not be attributed to
can positively affect individual participant behavior. He EBRI.

suggests better plan design, broader participant awareness,

and easier access to retirement vehicles as effective means to Dallas L. Salisbury and Nora Super Jones, Editors

January 1995
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CHAPTER I: INTRODUCTION

DALLASL. SALISBURY

INTRODUCTION future economic growth--including real wage growth--will
make in the ultimate accuracy of projections, on the impor-

"Retirement in the 21st Century: Ready or Not?" was the tance of future inflation rates in general, and in health care

thirty-fifth policy forum held by the Institute since 1978. costs in particular.

The purpose of this forum was to take a step beyond Concern over saving adequacy, combined with an

the headlines in assessing the status of older Americans today aging population, has begun to produce a new focus on saving

and the prospects for future retirees--particularly those in the and financial planning. More financial planning columnists

baby boom generation. The forum placed a particular focus on have appeared in newspapers. More magazines have devel-

the role that pensions play and will continue to play. oped with a financial planning focus. More television financial
The growth of advance funded pension and retire- networks and shows have appeared. More attention to

ment savings programs has resulted in the accumulation of encouragement of retirement savings and financial planning

over $5 trillion in savings. Recent studies have found that by financial services organizations, unions, and employers

pension savings have been a primary form of personal savings have begun to appear, including both print and television

in the economy over the past 20 years. 1 Bosworth, et al., advertisements. Employers are providing more regular

found pensions to represent 50 percent of personal savings information on employee benefits to workers, along with

between 1976 and 1980, 59 percent between 1981 and 1985, software for the personal computer that allows regular reality

and, 51 percent between 1986 and 1990. However, some checks: assessing what a worker's savings to date will or will

estimates indicate that to maintain work life living standards not provide in retirement at different ages. This information

in retirement--without selling one's home--would require has given new meaning to the concept of lifelong learning, as

pension savings to be closer to $12 trillion today. 2 The differ- boomers face the prospect of later retirement ages if they have

ence is crucial, as studies of this issue find that boomers are not saved enough. A related issue is whether there will be jobs

saving one-third of what would be needed if housing wealth is for those who need to remain employed.
not counted, but over 80 percent if it is. 3 The issues of what is

counted, what is assumed about future economic growth, and WHAT DO WE COUNT AS SAVINGS?
what is assumed about inflation in such areas as health care

are at the center of the apparent contradictions in the findings The concept of savings, although widely discussed, has not

of different studies of the baby boomers' retirement income been consistently and clearly defined. 4 When considering the

prospects, issue of whether individuals are saving enough to support

It is also necessary to look carefully at differences themselves in years when they do not work or have emergen-

within the population. The baby boomers will be as diverse in cies, the traditional measure is the full value of all resources

economic and social character in retirement as they are today, they will have available to them: the value of liquid assets,

There cannot be enough emphasis on the difference that any real estate they own, the full value of retirement accounts

1Jack VanDerhei, "Pensions, Social Security and Savings," EBRI Issue Brief 2 Michael Kantor and William B. Madden, "Funding U.S. Retirement Benefits:
no. 129 (Employee Benefit Research Institute, September 1992); Barry A 100 Year Perspective," May 1994, mimeograph.

Bosworth and Gary Burtless, "Effect of Tax Reform on Labor Supply, 3 B. Douglas Bernheim, "The Adequacy of Saving for Retirement: Are the Baby
Investments, and Savings," Journal of Economic Perspectives (Winter 1992): Boomers on Track?," presented at Employee Benefit Research Institute

18; Congressional Budget Office, Assessing the Decline in the National policy forum, Retirement in the 21st Century: Ready or Not?, Washington,

Savings Rate (Washington, DC: Congressional Budget Office, 1993); and DC, May 4. 1994; and commentary by Joyce Manchester.

Barry Bosworth, Gary Burtless, and John Sabelhaus, "The Decline in 4 For full discussion of this issue, see Jack VanDerhei, "Pensions, Social
Saving: Evidence from Household Surveys," Brookings Papers on Economic Security and Savings," EBRI Issue Brief no. 129 (Employee Benefit Research

Activity, Vol. 1 (Washington, DC: The Brookings Institution, 1991): 183-241. Institute, September 1992).
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or lump-sum distributions for which they may be eligible, and assuring that those above poverty have 70 percent or

the value of any other private or government benefits. This 80 percent of final income. Furthermore, should liquid savings

method is not consistently used in assessments of future be considered or' the income potential of all assets, including

retirees' prospects, the income benefits that could come from selling a home? The
When considering the issue of whether the nation is answer makes a big difference. The answer for the individual

saving enough to provide for future economic growth, the may also differ greatly from the one given from the perspective
measure must also take into consideration negative savings by of public policy.

individuals, private entities, and governments as well as the Mandated public action--Social Security, food stamps,

assets noted above. The first step toward increasing the SSI--has provided an income base. The federal government

national savings numbers, were that deemed desirable, would has then acted as an employer to augment savings with both

be balancing the federal budget. Until that step is taken, all defined benefit and defined contribution plans for its employ-
Americans may be getting a regular message that going into ees and has encouraged other employers to do the same. Public

debt to live better today is deemed appropriate as a matter of policy has been to provide a floor of income with high replace-
public policy: ment at low income levels (over 100 percent for the lowest

America is not a nation of individual savers. This fact income), and low replacement for those with middle and higher
led to creation of the Social Security program, the employ- income (27 percent from Social Security for an individual

ment-based pension system, and programs such as individual earning $60,600 in 1994), leaving the rest to employers and
retirement accounts (IRAs). These programs seek to create a individuals. All workers are therefore saving enough to

level of deferred consumption. Since 1986 we have seen a survive; many are not saving enough to maintain their final

decline in the traditional measure of personal savings, years' income into retirement. Most will want to do more than
However, during this same period, net housing wealth in- survive and will have to save more to do so.

creased, as did pension wealth. The Social Security program A study by the Congressional Budget Office (CBO) 6

and federal pension plans have built assets in the form of compares the income and wealth of the baby boomers with that

Treasury securities, but the "surplus" has been spent on other of their parents' generations at similar points in their lives to

programs, leading to a net deficit for the federal government, assess how well today's workers are preparing for retirement.

The Social Security program, when considered with Disability Essentially, the CBO is answering the question: How well will

Insurance and Medicare, will move to a point where benefits baby boomers do in retirement compared with their parents,

exceed new tax revenue within 15 years. 5 Howew_r, the trends based on their financial circumstances at similar points in
and data noted above suggest that savings available to their working careers?
individuals will continue to grow through the pension system. CBO finds that both real household income--that in

The first issue for policymakers is to determine their excess of inflation--and the ratio of household wealth to

respective goals. First, should we focus on absolul_e income income are higher on average for baby boomers aged 25-44 in

levels such as two times the poverty rate, on replacement of 1989 than was true for young adults of the same age in 1959

final income, or some combination? The chairman of the and 1962, respec, tively. CBO notes that the boomers' parents,
Disney Corporation, for example, does not "need" 70 percent in general, seem to have adequate financial resources in

replacement to meet "the American dream." Second, should retirement, which is in part due to government transfer

our focus be on what the government views as entitlements programs and higher than normal capital gains on housing

programs such as Supplemental Security Income (SSI) and assets (rather than systematic financial planning.)

Social Security, or on incentives for saving? Should incentives CBO concludes that most baby boomers are likely to

seek 70 percent replacement in general or only 70 percent for enjoy higher real[ incomes in retirement than their parents,
incomes of up to $150,000? The different conclusions reached

by analysts are frequently attributable to different goals.
5BoardofTrustees,:t99.1Annual Reportof theBoardof Trustees_f the
FederalOld-Age,SurvivorsInsuranceand DisabilityInsuranceTrustFundHow MucH SAVINGSIS ENOUGH? (Washington,DC:U.S.GovernmentPrintingOffice,19941;andDallasL.
SalisburyandCeliaSilverman,"SocialSecurityandMedicarePrograms

A second area of defnition that leads to apparent disagree- Face Reform," EBRINotes (June 1994):1-6.
6SeeCongressionalBudgetOffice,BabyBoomersinRetirement:An Earlymerits is the concept of adequate savings. How much income
Perspective(Washington,DC:CongressionalBudgetOffice,19931;and

does one need in retirement for it to be adequate? A public CongressionalBudgetOffice,StatementofRobertD. Reiscbauer,director,
policy definition based on keeping the retired out of poverty CongressionalBudgetOffice,beforethe SubcommitteeonSocialSecurity,

CommitteeonWaysandMeans,U.S.HouseofRepresentatives,
represents a very different standard from one concerned with September21, 1993.
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assuming that real wages continue to grow, Social Security addition, a key role will be played by individual savings,

and private pensions remain intact, and health care expendi- particularly through employment-based savings plans such as

tures do not outweigh other gains. CBO notes the prospects 401(k)s. Also, fiscal policy decisions made by the federal

are not as sanguine for some demographic groups as others, in government will impact boomers by affecting their disposable

particular for the single, the less educated, and income today, and thus their ability to save, as well as benefits
nonhomeowners, they will receive in retirement through Social Security and

The relatively optimistic scenario for boomers relative Medicare. It is important to realize that many of the things

to their parents' generation is dependent on future economic that will impact the boomers' retirement, such as economic

growth, more specifically on the assumption that wages will growth; economic developments involving housing market

grow faster than prices over the next 20-40 years. Long-term trends; and government fiscal, savings, and retirement policy,
economic growth may be retarded by low savings and invest- will unfold over a period of decades and are difficult to predict.

ment and by government fiscal policy. Given the heterogeneity of the baby boom generation,
A study by Lewin-VHI for the American Association more research is needed to identify specifically what sub-

of Retired Persons reaches essentially the same conclusions as groups within the generation are currently at risk and what

the CBO, noting that most baby boomers should have higher the size of the problem is likely to be for them. This involves
income in retirement than today's elderly, while stressing that moving beyond broad sweeping generalizations regarding the

not all will benefit uniformly: "Large numbers will face a boomers. Groups that would now appear to be at risk to some

retirement of economic risk and deprivation because of a degree include nonhomeowners, the less educated, the single,

history of low earnings, intermittent employment, poor and the youngest boomers.

education, discrimination, and an inability to adjust to

changing employer requirements, among other variables. "7 WHAT SHOULD ONE SAVE?

The study begins with a note that should be applied
to the assessment of all such studies: "At the outset, it should The age at which one begins to save makes a great deal of

be noted that these projections at best reflect certain assump- difference. Individuals saving 3 percent of salary on a pretax
tions about the course of future events, which are incorporated basis, obtaining a tax deferred investment return exceeding

in a mathematical model. Needless to say, these data should inflation by 2 percent, would be able to purchase an annuity at

not be construed as a prediction of events to come but rather age 65 worth 5 percent of final salary if they began at age 50;

as a probability, based on our knowledge at present. "s 9 percent of salary if they began at age 40; and 13 percent of

Another study concluded that "If these trends salary if they began at age 30. This assumes that salary

continue, the baby boom generation will accumulate substan- increases at a constant 1 percent above inflation. 9 Looked at

tially larger levels of personal financial assets than their older from the opposite direction, to have 60 percent replacement of

counterparts and thus after retirement will have much larger final salary would require annual contributions of 13 percent

pools of accessible assets upon which to draw to meet unex- of salary from age 30, 20 percent of salary from age 40, and 35

pected contingencies." Whether such outcomes actually percent of salary from age 50. Because the law limits contribu-
materialize will depend to a large degree on the preservation tions to 25 percent of salary, waiting to age 50 would not allow

of lump-sum distributions received by workers as they change the goal to be achieved without saving even more outside the

jobs, as will be discussed later, qualified plan. 1°
The evidence indicates that boomers, in general, will The worker contributing the maximum of 25 percent

enjoy a standard of living in retirement that exceeds that of allowed from age 30 would replace about 110 percent of final

their parents. Whether they will be able to maintain the salary, beginning at age 40 about 75 percent of salary, and
standard of living they enjoyed while working once they move beginning at age 50 about 43 percent of salary.

into retirement is a different question with a less clear These examples highlight some relevant issues. First,

answer. A key role will be played by wealth accumulation the individual who has not saved, and does not settle into a

through homeownership. To the extent that boomers are final job until 50, should hope for both a defined benefit and a
willing to tap into this resource to fund their retirement, they defined contribution pension plan. Second, the individual who

would appear at this early stage to be in pretty good shape. In has a defined contribution plan available should contribute as

7Lewin-VHI,Inc.,AgingBabyBoomers:HowSecureIs TheirEconomic 9Thisassumesan annuitypurchasepriceof9.268.This is a functionof
Future?(Washington,DC:AmericanAssociationofRetiredPersons,1994). discountrates andlifeexpectancy,whichcan fluctuatein the future.

s Ibid. 10EmployeeBenefitResearchInstitute calculations.
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much as possible beginning at an early age and preserve on the job and working more than 1,000 hours per year (the

distributions at each job change. Third, the individual should ERISA work force), 67 percent worked for an employer with a
seek employment at an organization that offers some type of plan, 56 percent participated in a plan, 48 percent were

retirement plan, with the ideal being both defined benefit and entitled to a vested benefit, with 86 percent of participants
defined contribution. Fourth, the older the individual is when being vested. 12
making what he or she hopes will be the last job change, the The Cen,_us documents that female labor force

more advantageous it will be to participate in a defined participation has risen dramatically. Women in the work force

benefit plan. in 1993 were nearly as likely to have pension savings as men,

compared with a 116percentage point shortfall in 1972.13

PENSION COVERAGE AND THE CHANGING WORK Women were not as likely to be participants but were as likely

FORCE to be vested when they participated.
The Census documents that more workers are in

The American economy and work force have continued to professional services and retail jobs, and fewer are in manu-
change along trend lines in evidence since the 1960s. These facturing. Professional service and retail workers have both

experienced pension growth since 1988. Twenty-four percent
changes are beginning to show in pension coverage, participa-

of private-sector pension participants are now in service jobs,
tion, and benefit entitlement os well. 11 Among private-sector up from 19 percent in 1988. Manufacturing now employs

wage and salary workers, for example, pension participation 33 percent of all private pension participants.has been steady since 1972 at between 48 percent (1972, 1983,
The baby boom is now aging, with the effect of1988) and 50 percent (1979, 1993). This rate clirabs to

moving more workers into ages where available research

56 percent for all full-time workers. Men have experienced a indicates higher job stability, higher pension participation,slight decline, from 54 percent to 51 percent, while women
and higher general savings. For example, when offered a

have gained from 38 percent to 48 percent. Participation is 401(k) plan in 1993, 48 percent of private-sector workers
highest for men 45-49, at 63 percent. Participation in 401(k)

under age 30 elected participation, compared with 72 percentplans has also grown from 3 percent in 1983 to 14 percent in
of workers over age 30. The overall 401(k) participation rate1988 and 23 percent in 1993. Among those offered the oppor-

tunity to participate in such a plan, 67 percent did so in 1993, among those offered a plan grew from 60 percent in 1988 to
compared with 39 percent in 1983. 67 percent in 1993.14

Those who work for employers without any pension Changes in the law (5-year vesting) and work force
plan work predominantly for small employers, where patterns combined to move the number of vested pension

13 percent of workers are offered a plan, compared with participants, that is, those with a nonforfeitable benefit, to
86 percent of all participants from 77 percent in 1988 and

97 percent among those working for the largest employers. 52 percent in 1979.
Among full-time workers not participating in a plan

(that their employer sponsors) the most often cited reasons PENSION PARTICIPATION OVER A LIFETIME
are: not working enough hours to qualify (24 percent); not

having worked for the employer long enough (31 percent); Workers in the 41-50 age group reported the highest rate of

chose not to contribute (25 percent); are in a type of job not pension coverage ibr 1993 (72.9 percent). This compares with

covered (8 percent); too old (2 percent); too young (1 percent). 58.8 percent of workers aged 21-30 who reported coverage

Across the work force, 1993 saw gains for the pension (coverage rates are lower for workers younger than age 21). 15

system, both in absolute numbers and in percentage terms. Plan participation was also greatest among workers aged

Looking at private-sector workers over age 21 with one year 41-50 (63.5 percent). Thirty-six percent of workers aged

1EmployeeBenefitResearchInstitute tabulationsofthe employeebenefits 14Ibid.
supplementto the April1993Current PopulationSurvey(CPS). 15Accordingto EBRItabulations oftheMarch 1992CPS,33.4percent of

12TheEmployeeRetirement IncomeSecurityActof1974,(ERISA),as civilian,nonagriculturalwageand salary workersunder age 25were
amended,requires that a workermeetingthese requirementswhois covered coveredbyan employment-basedretirementplan in 1991.Thecoverage
bya pensionplan be allowedtoparticipate, rate forworkersaged45-64years was65.5percent.SeePaulYakoboski

13EBRItabulationsofthe employeebenefitssupplementto theApril1993 andCeliaSilverman."BabyBoomersin Retirement:WhatAreTheir
CPS,and U.S.DepartmentofLabor,SocialSecurityAdministration,U.S. Prospects?",EBRI SpecialReportSR-23/TssueBriefno. 151;July 1994i.
SmallBusinessAdministration,PensionBenefitGuaranty Corporation,
Pensionand HealthBenefitsofAmericanWorkers:NewFindingsfromthe
April 1993Cu:rentPopulationSurvey,May 1994.
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21-30 reported participating in their employer's plan. 16While provide benefit opportunities for you so that you can

the low coverage and participation rates among the young become self-reliant." A defined benefit pension plan (the
hold down the rates for the total work force, it can be as- sponsor contributes whatever it takes to keep the prom-

sumed, based on past experience, that many of the young will ise) is being provided when it serves a work force manage-

become covered by and participate in employment-based ment purpose, but these defined benefit plans are increas-

retirement plans as they become older, ingly taking on new forms with a focus on individual

For this reason, analysts argue that evaluation of the accounts and/or lump-sum distributions.

potential delivery of benefits by the private pension system • Large organizations are seeking to be more flexible.
should focus on workers well established in their careers. In Flexibility and reinvention, as now being implemented by

addition, marital status and the pension status of a spouse are the federal government and many others, means more

important considerations because married individuals are reliance on defined contribution retirement plans, on a

likely to have access to their spouses' pension benefits, smaller work force, and on the use of lump-sum buyouts
Policymakers should not assign too much importance and pension incentives to achieve that smaller work force.

to relatively low pension participation rates among very young With flexibility comes an end to a psychology of lifetime
workers when considering future retirement income prospects, employment-even though few in this nation have had

Many nonparticipating younger workers will move into lifetime employment with one firm, and a significant

covered employment and participate in an employment-based number move to other employment after leaving their

retirement plan as they progress through their working years. "career" job. 17
• Large organizations are seeking to change the form of

PENSION PLAN DESIGN IS CHANGING their employee benefit programs to one in which expense
is more predictable. The federal government may become

It seems that the United States has tended to base public the only entity that promises benefits with the presump-

policy on the practices of the largest employers and to at- tion that it will always be there. Between 1950 and 1980,
tribute the characteristics of those who work for the largest this presumption was part of the benefit programs of most

organizations to the rest of the work force. For purposes of large organizations. The recognition of having to innovate

savings and retirement planning, the history of small organi- and reinvent to survive has contributed to new pension

zations is quite different from that of large organizations, forms with more built-in cost control, expansion of lump-
sum payments instead of annuities, reduced retiree

• Small organizations have not been able to afford--and medical promises, expanded benefit options requiring

frequently do not want--to be paternalistic. That is, they worker contributions, enhanced communications pro-

have not promised the prospect of life-long employment grams, and a common emphasis on individual

and a full plate of benefits, responsibility.

• They have emphasized defined contribution and indi- Large organizations are beginning a move from
vidual account retirement programs with lump-sum paternalism to an approach that tests concepts of partnership,

distributions on job termination. Since 1980, we have seen shared responsibility, and increased individual responsibility.

large organizations, public and private, begin to move in Small organizations have historically been at this end of the

this same direction: redesign of defined benefit plans; spectrum. The federal government took the first step in this

expansion of defined contribution plans; and payment of direction as an employer in 1984 with the introduction of the

lump-sum distributions from both. Federal Thrift Savings Plan and a significantly reduced

• Many large organizations are seeking to be less paternal- defined benefit pension plan.
istic. They are no longer saying: "Focus on work and Congress has been moving social programs in this

productivity and you will have a job and we will take care direction since 1983, as it has taken action that will result in

of economic security for you," providing benefits as part of paying full Social Security benefits at later ages, decreasing

a social contract. Instead, they are saying: "Focus on work early retirement benefits, subjecting more of the benefits to

and productivity and you might have a job, and we will income taxes, and making available to workers Social Security

16Ibid.AccordingtoEBRItabulationsofthe March1992CPS,12.5percentof 17RobertE. Hall, "TheImportanceofLifetimeJobs in the U.S.Economy,"
civilian,nonagriculturalwageand salary workersunder age25participated AmericanEconomicReview(September1982):720;andChristopherRuhm,
in an employment-basedretirementplan in 1991.Theparticipationrate for "TheWorkand RetirementPatterns ofOlderAmericans,"EBRI IssueBrief
workersaged45-64years was58.3percent, no.121(EmployeeBenefitResearchInstitute, December1991).
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Administration individual statements with projections of what number of primary defined contribution plans. Therefore, the

recipients will receive, and when. rapid growth in defined contribution plans cannot simply be

These movements, and the societal attention they will explained by a replacement of defined benefit plans with

command, are likely to motivate more Americans to save more defined contribution plans, because the net increase in defined

for themselves. These savings are likely to be found increas- contribution plans is far greater than the net decrease in

ingly in pension and retirement savings plans due to the aging defined benefit plans, is

of the work force; the structure of payroll deductions; em- The implication is that many workers, particularly

ployer matching contributions; the convenient packaging of those in small firms, now have a defined contribution plan,

investment options; and public policy, employer, service-sector, very likely a 401(k) plan, when in the past they likely would
and media attention to the need for savings to achieve a have had no employment-based retirement plan.

dignified retirement. These trends will also increase aware- Such plans do involve explicit decision making on the
ness of the value of saving and beginning financial planning at part of individuals. They must decide whether to participate

an early age, as workers' ability to depend on employers to do in the plan, how much to contribute, how the funds should be

these things for them continues to decline, invested within choices offered by the sponsor, and whether to

roll over lump-sum distributions received from such plans on
A CLOSER LOOK AT PlAN TYPES job change. Poor decisions will weaken retirement income

security. However, it is important to realize that employees
While the number of private employment-based pension plans can often receive a higher benefit from defined contribution

and plan participants has been increasing, proportionately plans than they would from comparable defined benefit plans,

fewer are defined benefit plans and defined benefit plan assuming the same investment income, particularly if they are
participants. It is often argued that such trends jeopardize young and mobile. It has been documented that workers with

retirement income security because defined contribution accrued pension benefits (i.e., those in final average defined

plans, which typically involve explicit worker decision making, benefit plans) can experience pension losses if they change

are replacing defined benefit plans. There is concern about jobs prior to retirement. 19Participants in defined contribution

workers' ability to make wise decisions regarding their plans do not experience the same losses just by changing jobs.

participation in such plans. Defined contribution plan participants may have the opportu-

The total number of private tax-qualified employ- nity to save more tbr retirement than they would in a compa-

ment-based plans (both primary and supplemental) more than rable defined benefit plan; however, they need to recognize

doubled from 311,000 in 1975, when the Employee Retirement their opportunity tbr retirement planning and make decisions

Income Security Act (ERISA) became effective, to 712,000 in to maximize their :retirement income, such as preserving

1990. The total number of private defined benefit plans lump-sum distributions received on job change.
increased from 103,000 in 1975 to 175,000 in 1983, then Among workers covered by both defined benefit and

decreased to 113,000 in 1990. The total number of private defined contribution plans, 60 percent indicated that the

defined contribution plans increased from 208,000 to 599,000 defined contribution plan was the most important in 1993.

between 1975 and 1990. The number of active participants in This may well prove to be true for most of them, as the

primary defined benefit plans decreased slightly, from historical turnover rates cause the defined contribution plan

27 million to 26 million between 1975 and 1990, while the to have a larger lump-sum distribution value for many years.

proportion of all active participants in these plans decreased When an analysis was conducted for EBRI, looking at both
from 87 percent to 62 percent, types of plans with an identical cost, I was better off under the

Examination of private primary plan trends by plan defined contribution plan until age 55 (28 years of service).
size demonstrates that the vast majority, 75 percent, of the net

decrease in the number of defined benefit plans involved very

small plans, consisting of two to nine active participants, lSFora completeanalysis ofthesetrends, see CeliaSilverman,"Changesin
DBand DCPlans Oe.carringMainlyAmongSmallPlans,"EBRI Notes

Between 1985 and 1990, there was a net decrease in the (March1994):1-3;and CeliaSilverman,"PensionEvolutionin a Changing
number of primary defined benefit plans of 33 percent, or Economy," EBRI Special Report SR-17/Issue Brief no. 141 (Employee Benefit

56,651 plans, and the net decrease in plans with two to nine ResearchInstitute, September1993).
19Fora fullexplanation,see EmployeeBenefitResearchInstitute, "Pension

active participants was 42,328. Between 1985 and 1990, the Portabilityand WhatIt CanDoforRetirementIncome:n Simulation
n r "net increase in the number of defined contribution plans with pp oach, EBRI IssueBriefno.65(EmployeeBenefitResearchInstitute,
April1987);andEmployeeBenefitResearchInstitute, PensionPortabilitytwo to nine active participants was 66,425 plans; this ac- and Preservation:AssuringAdequateRetirementIncomeinto the21st

counted for 45 percent of the net increase of 149,078 in the Century, EBRI Policy Forum, Washington, DC, May 2, 1991.
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WILL PENSIONS BE A SAVINGS AND INCOME this federal lead and has placed more emphasis on defined

SOURCE TOMORROW? contribution plans and lump-sum distributions. Changing
attitudes of both employees and employers may cause this

Pension plans now provide income to 30 percent of those aged movement to continue.
55 and over, 37 percent of those aged 65 and over, and • What will individuals and employers be able and willing

50 percent of new retirees. 2° to save through pension arrangements if health costs

During 1990, pension plans provided $234.3 billion to continue to absorb increasing levels of compensation?
retirees in annuity payments, and $125.8 billion in the form of Survey data make it clear that individuals worry about

lump-sum distributions was paid from all tax-qualified health insurance first, pensions second, and other savings

programs.21 last. 24 Small employers have always moved to establish

The present approach to counting savings does not health benefits ahead of any pension arrangement. Large

fully account for the contribution of these programs. Capital employers deal increasingly in terms of total compensa-

gains and investment earnings are not counted, and public tion and employee flexibility, which may result in lower

defined benefit plan pension contributions are also excluded, pension savings by individual choice but with implications

Private pension capital gains and investment earnings for savings.

accounted for net additions to plan assets of $1.062 trillion • What will individuals do with lump-sum distributions?

over the past 10 years. Public plan contributions totaled Over $400 billion was paid in distributions between 1987

$524 billion during the period 1987-1991, most of which and 1990. A total of $219.6 billion was rolled over into

represented defined benefit plans and thus was not included IRAs, leaving $180.4 billion taken into income or directly

in savings. 22 transferred to a new employer's plan. The most recent

A combination of factors raises questions about the data available indicate that more individuals are saving

future role of pensions in savings and retirement income, lump sums for retirement--27 percent in 1987-1993
versus 7 percent prior to 1980--and fewer are spending

° What will government policy be toward pensions and them--23 percent in 1987-1993 versus 50 percent prior to

what action will that policy bring? Action taken in the 1980--but there is still a great deal of money not being

1993 budget act to reduce allowable contributions to preserved for retirement. 25This is not a judgmental

pension plans will reduce projected pension benefits for statement, but the numbers make clear that the amount

some by over 30 percent, resulting in lower contributions preserved will make a significant difference for both

to plans and smaller asset accumulations. 23 Senate present savings and retirement savings. This is the case
Finance Committee staff have suggested in recent for those leaving private plans as well as those leaving

speeches that further cuts in the amount that can be federal and other public employment. Pension savings

saved through pensions are in the offing. Will individuals would be much larger today had there never been lump-

offset lower pension savings by saving more outside sum distributions to individuals, rather only rollovers

pension plans? while they were still working and annuity payments on

• What types of plans will employers sponsor in the future? retirement.
Prior to 1984, federal employees had a generous defined • A recent study conducted for the American Association of

benefit pension plan that paid most benefits in annuity Retired Persons projects that between 81 percent and

form at retirement. Now more than 50 percent of federal 84 percent of baby boomers will have pension income

employees have a smaller defined benefit plan and a during retirement. The projection is based on two crucial

generous defined contribution plan that pays lump-sum assumptions: first, that nearly all lump-sum distributions
distributions. As noted, the private sector has followed are rolled over each time a worker changes jobs; second,

2°PaulYakoboskiand CeliaSilverman,"BabyBoomersin Retirement:What 23JackVanDerhei,"Analysisofthe 1993Amendmentsto Section401(a)(17),"
Are TheirProspects?"EBRI SpecialReportSR-23/IssueBriefno. 151 (EmployeeBenefitResearchInstitute, forthcoming).
(EmployeeBenefitResearchInstitute, July 1994). 24SarahSnider,"PublicOpiniononHealth,Retirement,andOther Employee

21paulYakoboski,"RetirementProgramLump-SumDistributions:Hundreds Benefits,EBRIIssue Briefno. 132(EmployeeBenefitResearchInstitute,
ofBillionsin HiddenPensionIncome,"EBRI IssueBriefno. 146(Employee December1992);EmployeeBenefitResearchInstitute/TheGallupOrganization,
BenefitResearchInstitute, February 1994). Inc.,PublicAttitudesof theValueofBenefits,1992,G-40(Washington,DC:

22EmployeeBenefitResearchInstitute, EBRI QuarterlyPensionInvestment EmployeeBenefitResearchInstitute, 1992);andEmployeeBenefitResearch
Report,FourthQuarter1993(EmployeeBenefitResearchInstitute, March Institute/TheGallupOrganization,Inc.,PublicAttitudesofBenefitTradeOffs,
1994). 1993,G-45(Washington,DC:EmployeeBenefitResearchInstitute, 1993).
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that all income is paid out as an annuity. 26Neither of but they seem to agree that, for some people, knowing that it
these assumptions can be relied on due to turnover, will provide an income base eliminates the motivation to save.

workers' propensity to spend lump-sum distributions, and Those working today have watched many parents retire with

the decreasing rate of annuitization. However, the near total reliance on Social Security and do well at maintain-

projection does provide a realistic estimate of the propor- ing their standard of living. Among lower income Americans
tion of' the baby boomers who will earn pension wealth there is a belief that the same can be true for them. Public

and benefit from it economically. Direct pension income confidence in the: program is weak, however, particularly

recipiency during retirement is likely to be little higher among the young. 31As the public begins to understand the

than tlhe 50 percent of new retirees we see _oday, while far benefit implications of increases in the retirement age, it could

more retirees will have asset income that is attributable well encourage added savings. The decline in benefits--

to pension lump-sum distributions taken in the past. 10 percent at age 62, when normal retirement moves to 67;

Analysts have recently called this "the pension 25 percent were :normal retirement age to increase to 70--will

anomaly. ''27 Others comment on the way this anomaly clearly increase the need for supplemental savings for those

leads to bad data and to misunderstanding of who who choose to retire early, and for added years of work for
benefits from the pension system as it functions today. 2s those who do not wish to take a lower benefit than that which

• There is a significant gap between individual expectations is now available at age 65. 32

for employer-provided retiree medical benefits and what Were Social Security benefits reduced by this further

will actually be provided. 29Were individuals to become increase in retirement age, through greater benefits taxation,

more aware of what they will need to provide for them- or through a direct reduction in the benefit formula, larger

selves, it could serve to increase the saving incentive, individual and pension savings would be needed to achieve the

Most of the studies reviewed above assume limited change same standard of living. Were benefits maintained by finding

in the area of health cost for the individual in assessing more revenue--t:hrough increases in payroll tax rates and/or

the future, an assumption that appears unrealistic, expansion of tlhe taxable wage base--the portion of the total

compensation package available for pension contributions and

SOCIAL SECURITY AS AN INCOME SOURCE savings would be reduced, with a likely negative effect on both
individual and pension savings.

Social Security is also an important component of what What the federal government does with Social

individuals view as part of their savings for periods of disabil- Security and Medicare benefit levels and financing will

ity and retirement. The program paid $34 billion to the directly impact both the ability of employers and individuals
disabled and $264 billion to the retired in fiscal year 1993. 3° to engage in retirement savings and on the amount of

There has been a debate among researchers in the savings they will need to maintain a targeted lifestyle in
past about the impact of Social Security on individual savings, retirement.

25U.S. Department of Labor, Social Security Administration, U.S. Small Pension Benefit Guaranty Corporation, Pension and Health Benefits of
Business Administration, Pension Benefit Guaranty Corporation, Pension American Workers: New Findings from the April 1993 Current Population

and Health Benefits of American Workers: New Findings frvm the April 1993 Survey, 1994: and Sarah Boyce, "Questions and Answers on Employee
Current Population Survey, 1994. Benefit Issues, l_:BRIIssue Brief no. 150 (Employee Benefit Research

26Lewin-VHI, Inc., Agblg Baby Boomers: How Secure ls Their Economic Institute, June 1994).

Future ?(Washington, DC: American Association of Retired Persons, 1994). 3°Board of Trustees,. 1994 Annual Report of the Board of Trustees of the Old-

27Gordon P. Goodfellow and Sylvester J. Schieber, "The Role of Tax Expendi- Age, Survivors a_zd Disability Insurance Trust Fund (Washington, DC: U.S.
tures in the Provision of Retirement Income Securit};" in E,mployee Benefit Government Printing Office, 1994).

Research Institute, Pensions in a Changing Economy (Washington, DC: 31Employee Benefit Research Institute/The Gallup Organization, Inc., Public
Employee Benefit Research Institute, 1994}. Attitudes on Social %curity, Part 1, G-56 and Public Attitudes on Social

2SPaui Yakoboski, "Retirement Program Lump-Sum D_stributions: Hundreds Security, Part H, G-57 (Washington, DC: Employee Benefit Research

of Billions in Hidden Pension Income," EBRI Issue Brief no. 146 (Employee Institute, 1994); and Robert B. Friedland, "When Support and Confidence

Benefit Research Institute, February 1994); and Celia Silverman and Paul Are at Odds: The Public's Understanding of the Social Security Program"
Yakoboski, "Public and Private Pensions Today: An Overview of the System," (Washington, DC: National Academy of Social Insurance, 1994).

in Employee Benefit Research Institute, Pension Funding & Taxation: 32Dallas L. Salisbary and Celia Silverman, "Social Security and Medicare
Implications for Tomorrow (Washington, DC: Employee Benefit Research Programs Face Reform," EBRI Notes (June 1994): 1-6; Paul Yakoboski and

Institute, 1994). Celia Silverman, "Baby Boomers in Retirement: What Are Their Prospects?"
29Employee Benefit Research Institute/The Gallup Organization, Inc., Public EBRI Special Report SR-23/Issue Brief no. 151 (Employee Benefit Research

Attitudes on Retiree Health and Medicare, 1993, G-51(Washington, DC: Institute, July 1994). Note: calculations assume an AIME (average indexed
Employee Benefit Research Institute, 1993); U.S. Department of Labor, monthly earnings) of 82,000 per month.
Social Secutnty Administration, U.S. Small Business Administration,
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WORK FORCE PATTERNS AND PENSIONS one might have anticipated a higher savings rate to
accommodate transitions. It did not and has not devel-

A great deal has been written and said in recent years about oped. The 28 percent of workers who are in jobs lasting

the tremendous changes in the nature of employment. One 20 years or more are most likely to be affected by the

reads constantly about a more job-mobile society. The higher retirement incentives, buyouts, and downsizing about

mobility hypothesis is used to argue for defined contribution which we read so much. Will workers assume such

plans, portability, lump-sum distributions, and preservation, patterns are permanent and save more? Available data
Based on census data from 1963 to 1979, an article written in indicate that continuing to work after one's longest career

1982 noted job patterns that more readily support a hypoth- job ends was the rule prior to 1979, and it likely still is. 34

esis that our society has been job mobile for decades: • The notion that until recently workers could assume early
attachment to a lifetime job is not supportable by the

The typical worker is currently on a job which will numbers. As Hall stated: "At no age is the probability very
last about eight years in all, counting the years it has high of a given job becoming a lifetime job. "35 More and

already lasted. An important minority--about more workers have historically found good job matches by

28 percent--are currently employed in near lifetime their late thirties. After age 40, about 40 percent in any

jobs lasting 20 years or more, and 17 percent are in given age group could expect to remain in that job for

jobs which will last 30 years or more. An equally 20 years or more. 36 This raises the question of whether

important minority are at work in what will turn out this number is now on the decline, but there are no data

to be very brief jobs--about 23 percent will have yet to show it. Since 1979, however, female job tenure has
eventual tenure of less than two years. A clear been on the increase as labor force participation has risen

majority of workers--58 percent-- are currently (nearly 75 percent today, compared with about 40 percent

holding reasonably long jobs, those which will last in 1960 and 62 percent in 1980). 37This has brought with

five years or more. 33 it much higher rates of pension vesting and pension
savings and the promise of many more dual pension

This is significant for a discussion of individual and pension households in retirement.

savings in a number of ways. ° The number of jobs held in a lifetime does appear to be
increasing for the young, but there are no data to show

° In what we refer to as the "good old days" from a job any change in older worker patterns. Hall reported that

perspective, only 58 percent of workers were expected to "job shopping is most intense in the early twenties--by
be in jobs long enough to meet the current general age 24, the average worker has held 4 jobs out of the 10

pension vesting standard of five years (e.g., the federal they will hold in an entire career. The next 15 years, from

employee pension plan). This tells us that job turnover age 25 through 39, will contribute another 4 jobs. Then,
has interfered with pension accumulation for a long time. less than three more jobs will be held on average. ''3s A

As a result, a requirement for mandatory participation 1992 Bureau of Labor Statistics report found that be-

would not significantly increase pension receipt of tween 1978 and 1990 those between age 18 and age 29

meaningful benefits, that is, benefits of significant cash held 7.6 jobs, compared with the 5 reported by Hall for the

value. And portability would only be a clear contributor to earlier period. 39

retirement savings if preservation were part of the In 1980, 51 percent of baby boomers were counted as

system, being in the labor force at ages 16-24. All boomers were under

• Given the high turnover rate for 42 percent of workers, the age of 35. All, in short, were at a stage of life characterized

33Robert E. Hall, "The Importance of Lifetime Jobs in the U.S. Economy," 37paul Yakoboski and Celia Silverman, "Baby Boomers in Retirement: What

American Economic Review (September 1982): 720. Are Their Prospects? EBRI Special Report SR-23/Issue Brief no. 151

34Christopher J. Ruhm "The Work and Retirement Patterns of Older (Employee Benefit Research Institute, July 1994).
Americans, EBRI Issue Brief no. 121 (Employee Benefit Research Institute, 38Robert E. Hall, "The Importance of Lifetime Jobs in the U.S. Economy,"
December 1991). American Economic Review (September 1982): 720.

35Robert E. Hall, "The Importance of Lifetime Jobs in the U.S. Economy," 39U.S. Department of Labor, Bureau of Labor Statistics, Work and Family:

American Economic Review (September 1982): 720. Jobs Held and Weeks Worked by Young Adults, Report 827 (Washington, DC:
36Ibid. U.S. Government Printing Office, 1992). The numbers are not fully

comparable, but they appear to show an increase in mobility of the young.
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by a high turnover rate and represented such a large propor- also suggests that. the retired would be doing better had they
tion of the total labor force that they created the impression of saved more, and that most would have had to save more to

a more mobile work force in general. As of 1990, 22.7 percent maintain the income levels they had prior to retirement.

of boomers were over age of 40, the age at which job change A review of available evidence indicates that, on a

begins to slow. History indicates that, on average, this older total wealth basis and on a pension savings basis, those in the

group will still hold three more jobs. The legitimate question work force today are doing better than previous generations.

arises of whether this average will increase as the boomers However, a minority are building the individual and pension

age--due to changes in the economy--or whether they will savings that will allow them to meet the goal of maintaining

continue the mobility of early years. If it does, it could in- final employment income throughout retirement, without
crease the motivation to save on the one hand, and, on the using real estate to produce income.

other, make it more difficult. On their 30th birthday, over Should the timing and value of Social Security

40 percent of the young had held their jobs for two years or benefits, Medicare, and employer-based defined benefit

less, with about one-quarter at more than six years. 4° The low pension and retiree medical benefits continue to be reduced,

savings and voluntary pension participation rates of the young the levels of necessary saving will increase, not decline.

may well be explained by decisions to change jobs frequently. Should the movement toward voluntary pension participation

At the older end of the age spectrum it is worth considering and lump-sum distributions continue, increases in participa-

that in 1979, 26.3 percent had left their career job by age 50, tion rates and rates of rollover will be necessary to achieve the
38.9 percent by age 55, 58.2 percent by age 60, and income levels projected by the studies reviewed above.
70.6 percent by age 62.41 New data to assess whether this has It should be stressed that the factors and trends

changed significantly will allow new savings assessments, reviewed here are present among both public-sector and

private-sector employers and workers. Public opinion surveys

CONCLUSION indicate that individuals realize that they should be saving

but do not believe they have the capacity or self-discipline to

A consensus exists in America that we do not save enough as a save enough. They favor savings through Social Security,
nation. A review of the elderly's income today indicates a employer pensions, and possibly, mandatory salary reduction.

population that is doing well relative to prior generations. It The demographic, economic, work force, and work-

place changes now taking place combine to require savings
now, more than ever.

4°U.S. Depamnent of Labor, Bureau of Labor Statistics, Work and Family: The papers presented at this policy forum and the

Turning Thzrty _ob Mobility and Labor Market Attachment, Report 862 active debate and discussion that took place provide many
(Washington, DC: U.S. Government Printing Office, 1993).

41Christopher J. Ruhm, "The Work and Retirement Patl,erns of Older insights into future retirement income prospects and set forth
Americans," _:BRI Issue, Brief no. 121 (Employee Benefit Research Institute, a number of challenges and opportunities for the nation.
December 1991).
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CHAPTER2: Baby Boomers in Retirement: What Are
Their Prospects?
Paul Yakoboski and Celia Silverman

EXECUTIVESUMMARY the income of individuals aged 55 and over, compared with
15 percent of the income of individuals aged 65 and over. On

What will the retirement experience of the baby boom genera- the other hand, Social Security represents 41 percent of the

tion be like? Will their standards of living be lower, higher, or income of individuals aged 65 and over, compared with

the same as those they maintained during their working 23 percent of the income of individuals aged 55 and over.

years? Will they be better or worse off than previous genera- Seventy-one percent of individuals aged 55 and over and
tions of retirees? Questions such as these are generating 95 percent of individuals aged 65 and over received some form

increased research and debate as members of the leading edge of retirement income (i.e., Social Security, pensions, individual
of the baby boom generation moves into their late forties, retirement accounts (IRAs), annuities, etc.) in 1992. Among

approximately 17 years from retirement age. individuals aged 65 and over, 93 percent received Social

This article examines the baby boomers' retirement Security benefits, and 38 percent received income from a

income prospects by analyzing trends in the elderly's income public or private pension or an IRA.
and pension participation among workers; examining saving

behavior and critically evaluating studies of the adequacy of • Median income received by elderly males and females has

the boomers' saving; and looking at tenure trends, lump-sum increased dramatically since the late 1940s. Median real

distribution preservation, and changes in Social Security income received by elderly females increased at a slightly

benefits. Although it cannot delve into any of these topics in slower rate on average than that received by elderly males

exhaustive detail, the discussion will explain what is known between 1947 and 1991. During the last decade, median

and highlight issues needing further analysis, real income received by elderly females increased at a

Different signals point in different directions. An- faster rate than that received by elderly males for indi-

swers to the question of the adequacy of the boomers' finances viduals aged 55-64 and at a slightly slower rate than the

in retirement often depend on exactly what question is asked, rate for elderly males among individuals aged 65 and over.

i.e., should this group be compared with previous generations • Mean real income increased for all elderly age cohorts

in retirement or should their standard of living in retirement between 1974 and 1989, and then decreased in 1992.

be compared with the standard they enjoyed while working or While aggregate mean real income decreased for these

with some other criterion. In general, it is too early and cohorts, Social Security income and pension and annuity
research on the topic is too incomplete to make sweeping income increased. The decrease in mean real income

generalizations about the adequacy or inadequacy of the baby between 1989 and 1992 was driven by a decline in real
boomers' retirement income security, mean income from assets and a decline in real mean

Before evaluating the baby boom generation's earnings.

prospective retirement income security, it is important to gain ° The percentage of the elderly receiving income from

perspective by examining current retirees' economic security, various sources has shifted over time. The percentage of

In 1992, there were 52.1 million individuals in the United elderly persons receiving Social Security and employment-

States aged 55 and over and 30.9 million individuals aged 65 based pensions and annuities has increased since 1974,

and over. Individuals aged 55 and over received a higher while the percentage of the elderly receiving income from

average income ($17,779) than individuals aged 65 and over assets increased dramatically between 1974 and 1979,

($14,901). Among older individuals, most received below remained relatively constant until 1989, and dropped
average income, as evidenced by a median income below the between 1989 and 1992. The percentage of elderly receiv-

mean income. The sources of income received by individuals ing income from earnings and other income sources

varies dramatically with age. Earnings represent 43 percent of decreased.
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• The composition of the elderly's income also has shifted an employment-based retirement plan, the proportion

over time. Social Security and employment-based pen- participating in such a plan, and the proportion vested in

sions represented an increasing percentage of the elderly's an employment-based plan over the time period 1984-
income between 1974 and 1992. Income from assets 1987, all three percentages increased between 1987 and

increased dramatically as a percentage of the elderly's 1991. The pension coverage rate among workers aged 25
income between 1974 and 1984 and has since declined, and over fell from 67.1 percent to 66.4 percent and then

Earnings have decreased, and income from other sources rose to 67.6 percent. The participation rate among

has remained relatively constant, workers fell :from 55.1 percent to 52.7 percent and then

• The percentage of individuals receiving income from rose to 53.1 percent. The vesting rate among workers fell

earnings and the proportion of income t¥om earnings from 45.1 percent to 44.8 percent and then rose to

decreases with age. In general, the percentage ofindividu- 47.4 percent.

als receiving income and the proportion of income from

other sources, including pension plans, Social Security; A general perception exists that the U.S. work force

income from assets, etc. increases with age until age has become increasingly mobile over the years, with one

70 or 80. potential ramification being that workers will not accumulate

• Total median income among the elderly declines with age. meaningful retirement benefits as they move from job to job.

Median earnings for those individuals receiving earnings An examination of job tenure figures for prime age (25-64)

and median pension and IRA benefit payments among workers, both male and female, reveals that tenure levels in

recipients generally decrease with age. Median Social the 1980s and tlhe beginning of the 1990s were actually higher
Security benefits remain relatively constant, increasing than those of the 1950s, 1960s, and 1970s.

slightly for those aged 65 and over, and median income

from assets increases with age. • For male workers in general, tenure fell between 1983

• While income is an important determinant of the eco- and 1987 and then remained stable to 1991. This followed

nomic status of the elderly, wealth also plays a major role a period of consistent increase between 1966, when tenure

in individuals' well-being. In general, wealth increases levels were at their lowest since 1951, to 1983, when they

with income for elderly households; however, there is a peaked. Therefore, while tenure levels in 1991 were lower

wide disparity of wealth among individuals within income than in Lq83, they were still higher than at any point in

levels. This disparity emphasizes the importance of the 1950s, 1960s, or 1970s.

viewing income and wealth jointly, as individuals receiv- • Female tenure levels show generally consistent growth
ing the same income levels may have dramatically from 1978 to 1991 after a period of relative stability

different wealth profiles, resulting in different levels of between the early 1960s and the latter 1970s.

economic stability.
The wealth that individuals accumulate through

The financial situation of the baby boomers once they saving and investing will be a critical determinant of many

reach retirement will to a large degree be a function of their baby boomers' financial situation in retirement. The fall in

participation in employment-based retirement plans today, saving rates own" the 1980s has generated concern among

Participation rates in such plans have generally risen over the analysts. At the micro level, low saving may mean, in particu-

decades since 1940. While participation rates did fall during laL that individuals will not be able to retire when they desire

the mid and latter 1980s, recent evidence indicates that this with the lifestyle they desire. While there is a popular percep-

decline has ceased if not actually reversed, tion that the saving rates of baby boomers are much lower

than those of previous generations, the data do not support

• In 1993, 62 percent of all civilian nonagricultural wage such a contention.

and salary workers worked for an employer where a Different studies have reached different conclusions

retirement plan was sponsored. Among these workers, regarding the adequacy of the baby boom generation's finan-

76 percent actually participated in the plan. Among all cial preparation for retirement. It is important to realize that
plan participants, 86 percent were vested in the plan. these studies ask different, though related, questions and then

• Between 1940 and 1974, the participation rate among all employ differing methodologies in answering the respective

private non-agricultural wage and salary workers rose questions.

from 15 percent to 47 percent. A recent study by B. Douglas Bernheim for Merrill

• After decreases in the proportion of workers covered by Lynch & Co. asked whether current workers are saving at a
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rate sufficient to allow them to maintain the same level of It is important to realize that many of the factors that

consumption during retirement as they have during their will impact the boomers' retirement, such as developing

working years. It was calculated that baby boomers are saving trends in employment-based retirement plan participation

at only one-third the rate necessary to maintain their level of rates, changes that are likely to occur in the level of Social

consumption in retirement. However, these calculations Security benefits and the taxes that support these benefits,

discounted housing wealth; if housing wealth is taken into other developments in government fiscal policy, and

account, then the study found that baby boomers are saving at macroeconomic developments such as economic growth and

84 percent of the rate necessary .to maintain their level of changes in the value of housing will unfold over decades and

consumption in retirement. Similar studies have come to are impossible to predict. These items are all in addition to the

similar conclusions that the baby boom generation is not planning, saving, and investing decisions made by individuals

preparing adequately for retirement, and often will impact these decisions. The oldest boomers are

Other studies have taken a different angle in assess- still 17 years away from age 65, and the youngest boomers are

ing the baby boomers situation and have reached different 35 years away from the same age. Many unforeseen events lie

conclusions. A study by the Congressional Budget Office ahead that will have a large impact on the baby boomers.

(CBO) compared the income and wealth of the baby boomers Continued economic growth would be a positive

with that of their parents' generation at similar points in their development, while economic stagnation would be a negative

lives to assess how well today's workers are preparing for for boomers. The continued increase in the proportion of

retirement. CBO found that both real household income and women in the work force earning their own retirement

the ratio of household wealth to income were higher on benefits is a positive development. Inheritances received by

average for baby boomers aged 25-44 in 1989 than for young boomers from their parents' generation will be a plus, al-

adults of the same age in 1959 and 1962, respectively. CBO though they are likely to be concentrated among a small

concluded that most baby boomers are likely to enjoy higher portion of the baby boom generation. Any innovations in

real incomes in retirement than their parents, assuming that housing finance that improve homeowners' access to their

real wages continue to grow, Social Security and private housing equity will be a positive development. Federal budget

pensions remain intact, and health care expenditures do not deficits and prospective fiscal adjustments loom as a negative.

outweigh other gains. CBO noted the prospects are not as The generosity of Social Security benefits is already being

sanguine for some demographic groups as for others, in scaled back, and further cuts remain a real possibility. In

particular for the single, the less educated, and addition, there is the possibility of payroll tax increases to

nonhomeowners, fund these benefits and increased income taxes on the recipi-

The evidence indicates that boomers, in general, will ents of Social Security benefits.

enjoy a standard of living, i.e., real level of consumption, in Given the heterogeneity of the baby boom generation,

retirement that exceeds that of their parents. Whether they more research is needed to identify which specific subgroups

will be able to maintain the standard of living they enjoyed within the generation are currently at risk and the likely size

while working once they move into retirement is a different of the problem. This involves moving beyond broad sweeping

question with a less clear answer. A key role will be played by generalizations regarding the boomers. Groups that would

wealth accumulation through homeownership. To the extent now appear to be at risk to some degree include

that boomers are willing to tap into this resource to fund their nonhomeowners, the less educated, the single, and the

retirement, they would appear at this early stage to be in youngest boomers.

pretty good shape.
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INTRODUCTION will directly affect baby boomers' financial status in retirement
and proportionately more so the status of those who were

What will the retirement experience of the baby boom genera- relatively low-income earners during their working years.

tion 1 be like? Will their standard of living be lower, higher, or Relevant questions center around likely changes in benefit
the same as those during their working years? Will they be levels over time and also changes in payroll tax rates, as these

better or worse off than previous generations of retirees? will directly impact boomers' disposable income while they are

Questions such as these are generating increased research still working and thus may affect their saving patterns.

and debate as the leading edge members of the baby boom Mortality and morbidity rates will have financial

generation move into their late forties, approximately 17 years impacts for the boomers. Longer lives may mean longer

from retirement age. periods of retirement that must be funded. Increased well-

Factors impacting the baby boomers' retirement being, should it accompany longer living, may mean more

income security are numerous, complex, and often interre- work in "retirement" and thus more income from earnings

lated. Their situation in retirement directly depends on their during this period. This also raises the question of what will

situation during their working years. Among the important happen to retirement patterns in the future, i.e., will workers

factors are their work histories. On the surface, it seems continue to retire at earlier ages or will retirement ages begin

reasonable to assume that workers in steady, good-paying jobs to rise (especially in light of the increase in the normal

should have reasonable prospects for a comfortable retire- retirement age for full Social Security benefits to 67 years)?

ment, while individuals currently living under marginal Developments in the macroeconomy and government

circumstances are likely to face similar conditions in their fiscal policy will also impact the baby boom generation's

later years. However, closer examination reveals the complex- retirement. In general, economic growth would improve their

ity of this issue, retirement prospects, while economic stagnation would hinder

Boomers' participation in employment-based retire- these prospects. Government fiscal policy decisions will affect

ment plans during their working years will directly impact both the taxes boomers pay while working, and thus their

their retirement income prospects. It is of interest to know the disposable income, and the transfer payments (Social Security,
demographic characteristics of individuals who are participat- Medicare, Medicaid) they are likely to receive during their

ing and those who are not participating in such plans. Among retirement years.

nonparticipants, have they participated in the past or are they This paper provides an overview of most of these

likely to participate in the future? Among participants, what questions and issues. Although, it does not delve into any in

are the types of plans in which they are participating? What exhaustive detail, it will explain what is known and highlight
levels of retirement income are these plans likely to generate? issues needing further analysis. Different signals point in

The answer to this last question depends on the answer to different directions. Answers to the question of the adequacy of

other questions. Did individuals receiving lump-sum distribu- the boomers' finances in retirement often depend on exactly

tions during their working years roll them over and preserve what question is asked, i.e., should this group be compared

them for retirement? What were the tenure patterns of with previous generations in retirement, to their standard of

individuals during their working years? living while working, or to some other criterion? In general, it

Boomers' savings and wealth accumulation during is too early and research on the topic is too incomplete to make

their working years will also directly impact their retirement sweeping generalizations about the adequacy or inadequacy of

income security. Much attention has been focused on the drop the baby boomers' retirement income security.

in U.S. saving rates over recent years and its multiple im- Furthermore, often lost in these discussions is the

pacts. Here it needs to be asked what are the saving patterns heterogeneity of the baby boom generation. Outcomes, in

of baby boomers, and, in particular, how much are they saving general, are likely to differ between early boomers and late

for retirement and how adequate is this saving? How exactly boomers, single boomers and married boomers, white boomers

have saving patterns changed over time? What are the and nonwhite boomers, well-educated boomers and less

implications of saving for retirement through employment- educated boomers, etc. Issues of heterogeneity are therefore

based vehicles such as 401(k) plans? What about wealth highlighted in the following discussion.

accumulation in other forms such as equity in housing? This paper first discusses what constitutes an

Benefits received from Social Security and Medicare adequate retirement income. Then it examines the current

elderly's income in terms of its level and sources and how it

has changed over time. Finally, it explores the issues raised
1 The term baby boom generation is used to refer to the cohort of people born

between 1946 and 1964. above.
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RETIREMENT INCOMEADEQUACY individual specific. While some will expect their standard of

living to remain exactly the same after retirement, others may
What constitutes an adequate retirement income? There is no be willing to accept something less once they move into

one simple standard of reference to answer what seems to be a retirement, still while others may very well expect a signifi-
basic question. The answer depends on the question's context, cant improvement in their standard of living.

i.e., the purpose behind the question. For example, adequacy Measures of retirement income security and adequacy
can be considered in the context of what constitutes the are typically based on replacement ratios: the percentage of
minimal acceptable standard of living in society for its end-of-career pay that is received as retirement income.

members. In this case, determination of adequacy is likely to However, determining what replacement ratio will provide an

involve some comparison with the official poverty level, adequate level of retirement income depends on many factors,
Moving beyond what is minimally acceptable, particularly individuals' needs and expectations for their

questions of adequacy often involve some type of comparison lifestyle in retirement relative to that of their final working

of standards of living. 2 Some of the studies discussed in this years, as discussed above. The fraction of preretirement

paper seek to compare, either explicitly or implicitly, the likely income needed in retirement to maintain a standard of living

standard of living of baby boomers once they reach retirement generally rises as preretirement income falls. However, it may

with the standard experienced by current retirees, to reach be more useful at times to focus on real levels of consumption

some conclusion about the likely adequacy of the boomers' needed and desired in retirement than on the percentage
retirement finances. If baby boomers' standard of living in relationship of retirement income to preretirement income,

retirement does not meet or exceed that experienced by their when discussing what constitutes adequate retirement

parents, their retirement income and wealth could in some income, especially for lower-income workers. Some expenses,
sense be considered inadequate, such as those for medical care and travel, may rise in retire-

From a personal financial planning perspective, ment, while others, such as work-related and child care

determination of adequacy often involves a comparison of a expenses will likely fall. Depending on the individual situa-

person's retirement living standard with that he or she tion, it may be more or less expensive to maintain the same

experienced while still working. If an individual is not or will standard of living in retirement.
not be able to maintain the same standard of living in retire-

ment as he or she experienced while working, then retirement OLDER PERSONS' CURRENT STATUS
income could be judged inadequate.

A level of income that is judged adequate under one Before evaluating the prospective retirement income security

standard for one particular purpose may be judged inadequate of the baby boom generation, it is important to examine

when held to a different standard. For example, an income current retirees' economic security. Since the mid 1970s, the
may be above the poverty level but inadequate in that it income of individuals aged 55 and over has increased in real

provides a standard of living below what an individual expects terms, although it decreased slightly between 1989 and 1992.

or became accustomed to during his or her working years. Or Sources of income have also shifted, with Social Security and

a group of retirees may have an adequate retirement income employment-based pensions representing a greater proportion

in the sense that their standard of living exceeds that of a of income and earnings and income from assets representing a
previous generation of retirees but inadequate in the sense smaller proportion in recent years.

that their standard of living falls below the one they experi- The Census Bureau produces an annual demographic
enced during their working years. It is entirely possible that survey, the March Current Population Survey (CPS), that

what is judged to be adequate from a public policy perspective includes an income supplement. 3 Because it is not possible to
may be considered inadequate when viewed in the context of gain an accurate picture of retired individuals' income due to

personal financial planning. Even from a personal planning differing definitions of retirement, this section discusses

perspective, what constitutes adequacy is likely to be very trends in income of the population aged 55 and over and that

2Standardoflivingis a commonlyusedterm that is not really welldefined, in these broadincomecategories;however,the data tape obtainedbythe
In this discussion,it refers toa subjectiveevaluationofan individual's EmployeeBenefitResearchInstitute (EBRI)forthis researchhad only
qualityoflife,whichis a functionofhis or her levelofincome,wealth,and broaderincomecategoriesthat still allowedfor somecomparison.More
consumption, detailedinformationonsourcesofincomeare availablefor 1988andlater

3Data onsourcesofincomeare comparablethrough 1979in the broad years.The surveyalsocontainsdetaileddemographicinformationin
categoriesofSocialSecurityincome,pensionandannuity income,earnings, additionto incomedata. Thisallowsthe examinationofthe leveland sources
incomefromassets,and otherincome.Censusdata for 1974are comparable of elderlyincomebydemographicvariables.
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Table 2.1

Sources of Income of the U.S. Population Aged 55 and Over, Percentage Distribution of Population and
Income by Income Source, Mean Income, and Median Income, by Age, 1992

TotalAged55+ Total Aged65+

Percentage Percentage Percentage Percentage
distribution receiving distribution receiving
of income income Mediana Mean of income income Mediana Mean
by source by source income income by source by source income income

Total 100.0% 100.0% $11,858 $17,779 100.0% 100.0% $10,200 $14,901

Earnings 42.9 35.0 15,840 7,630 14.8 14.9 7,000 2,207

Retirement Income 38.0 71.0 7,500 6,755 61.1 95.3 7,512 9,102
OASDIb 23.1 64.9 6,280 4,113 40.8 92.7 6,382 6,082
Private pensionsc 7.1 19.1 4,337 1,259 9.8 24.6 3,960 1,457

former worker 6.5 16.9 4,600 1,163 8.9 21.7 4,040 1,331
survivor 0.5 2.5 2,846 96 0.8 3.3 2,700 126

Public pensionsc 7.2 10.6 10,000 1,284 9.7 12.7 9,000 1,447
former worker 6.5 9.0 10,704 1,150 8.4 10.7 9,600 1,258
survivor 0.8 1.7 6,378 135 1.3 2.3 6,372 189

IRAd/Keogh/401(k) 0.4 0.6 4,160 68 0.5 0.8 3,520 75
Annuitiese 0.1 0.4 2,142 15 0.;_. 0.6 2,020 23
Other retirement 0.1 0.3 3,000 15 0.1 0.3 3,000 18

Income from Assets 14.8 68.9 969 2,627 20.1 68.8 1,200 2,989
Interest 9.5 66.7 587 1,694 13.P_ 66.7 750 1,960
Dividends 2.9 19.2 762 516 4.1 18.6 1,000 607
Rent, royalties,

estates and trusts 2.4 10.9 1,500 418 2.8 10.0 1,750 421

Financial Assistancef 0.1 0.4 1,800 13 0.1 0.4 1,200 9

Nonpension
Survivors' Benefits 0.8 1.3 4,694 149 0.9 1.6 4,500 133

Disability 0.7 1.6 5,835 125 0.5 1.1 4,596 77

Unemployment Compensation,
Workers' Compensation,
and Veterans' Benefits 1.5 6.1 2,640 265 1.:3 4.8 2,400 200

Public Assistance/SSIg 0.8 5.3 2,232 142 0.9 6.0 1,836 135

Otherh 0.4 1.8 1,200 74 0.3 1.5 2,274 50

Source: Employee Benefit Research Institute tabulations of the March 1993 Current Population Survey.
aMedian income by source includes only individuals receiving income from the source being measured.
bOld-Age, Survivors and Disability Insurance; includes railroad retirement.
CDoesnot include disability benefits.
dlndividual retirement account.
eDoes not include survivor or disability payments.
flncludes regular financial assistance from friends or relatives not living in the individual's household.
gSupplemental Security Income.
hlncludes educational assistance, child support, alimony, and other sources of income.

of the population aged 65 and over. The appendix at the back SOURCES OF INCOME

of this report includes further detail on these individuals'

income over time. Throughout this section and the appendix, In 1992, there were 52.1 million individuals in the United

mean income calculations by income source include all States aged 55 and over and 30.9 million individuals aged 65

individuals, whether or not they receive income from the and over. Individuals aged 55 and over received a higher

source, while median income calculations are based on income average income ($17,779) than individuals aged 65 and over

source recipients only, excluding those with no income from ($14,901) (table 2.1). Among older individuals, most received
that source, below average income as evidenced by a median income below
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the mean income. The Furthermore, the March

sources of income received Table 2.2 CPS significantly underesti-
Sources of Retirement Income of the U.S. Population mates the elderly's income,

by individuals varies Based on March Current Population Survey and National
significantly with age. Income and Product Accounts, 1992 particularly the role of the

Earnings represent pension system in providing

43 percent of the income of MarchCurrent National Incomeand Net retirement income. ThePopulationSurvey ProductAccounts Difference
individuals aged 55 and Bureau of Economic

over, compared with ($billions) Analysis (BEA) reports

15 percent of the income of OASDla 235.7 $289.5 $ (53.8) benefit payments fromPrivatePensions 72.6b 182.0c (109.4)
individuals aged 65 and Public Pensions 75.7 b 108.2c (32.5) various sources in the

over. On the other hand, IRAd/Keogh/401(k) 4.3 e e National Income and

Social Security comprises Product Accounts (NIPA).
Source:EmployeeBenefitResearchInstitutetabulationsof the March The benefit payments from

41 percent of income of 1993CurrentPopulationSurveyandU.S.Departmentof Commerce,
individuals aged 65 and Bureauof EconomicAnalysis,SurveyofCurrentBusiness,August1993, retirement plans and Social
over, compared with Vol.73, No.8 (Washington,DC: U.S.Departmentof Commerce,Bureau Security should equal the

of EconomicAnalysis, 1993). amount of income received
23 percent of the income of aCid-Age, SurvivorsandDisabilityInsurance;includesrailroadretirement.
individuals aged 55 and bDoes not include disability benefits, by individuals as reported
over. These differences in Clncludes disability benefits, in the CPS. However, in

dlndividualretirementaccount. 1992 the March CPSincome indicate that a much eData not available.
greater percentage of underestimated Social

individuals over age 65 are Security (including railroad

retired than individuals over the age of 55. Seventy-one retirement) by $53.8 billion, private pensions by

percent of individuals aged 55 and over and 95 percent of $109.4 billion, and public pensions by $32.5 billion (table 2.2).

individuals aged 65 and over received some form of retirement If the March CPS reflected all pension benefits as reported in

income (i.e., from Social Security, pensions, individual retire- the NIPA, the percentage of elderly income provided by

ment accounts (IRAs), annuities, etc.) in 1992. Among indi- pensions and Social Security would be nearly equal in the

viduals aged 65 and over, 93 percent received Social Security aggregate. In 1992, Old-Age, Survivors, and Disability

benefits, and 38 percent received income from a public or Insurance (OASDI) benefits totaled $289.5 billion and private

private pension or an IRA. and public pension benefits totaled $290.2 billion. The March

One shortcoming of the CPS as an income measure is CPS reflects that, among individuals aged 65 and over in

that income generated from lump-sum distributions, paid out 1992, Social Security provided 41 percent of income and public

by many pension plans on job change and retirement, may not and private pensions, excluding IRAs, Keoghs, and 401(k)s,

be accurately accounted for in the income statistics. Individu- provided 20 percent of income (table 2.1). It appears that the

als receiving a lump-sum distribution may or may not report it NIPA does not fully account for lump-sum distributions either,

as pension income; however, these pension distributions, if and if these pension distributions were included, retirement

preserved, generate income in retirement. 4 Depending on how benefits would represent an even greater percentage of

an individual preserves a distribution, it may be reported as retirement income. In 1990, there were $148.8 billion in

pension income; income from IRAs, Keoghs, and 401(k)s; or as private pension benefits, according to the NIPA, and

income from annuities. In 1990, 12.2 million people received $125.8 billion in lump-sum distributions, according to Era-

lump-sum distributions of $125.8 billion, $71.4 billion of which ployee Benefit Research Institute/Internal Revenue Service

were rolled over into an IRA (Yakoboski, 1994). (EBRI/IRS) data. If the NIPA included lump-sum distribu-
tions, the majority of which were from private plans, that
would imply that most private pension benefits are paid out in

4Individualswereaskedif theyreceivedanypensionor retirement income lump-sum distributions--an implication that does not seemandif they receivedregular paymentsfroman individualretirement account
(IRA).Therefore,preservedlump-sumdistributionsmay be classifiedas reasonable.
incomefromIRAs,Keoghs,and401(k)sor as incomefromannuities or

incomefromassets, dependingonhowit waspreservedand howit is INCOME OF THE OLDER POPULATION OVER TIMEreceivedinretirement.In addition,distributionsthat are preservedin a
vehiclethat doesnot allowforregular payments(i.e.,an IRAin which
individualsmaydrawmoneyas they desirerather than in regular Median income received by both males and females aged 55
payments)may notbe reflectedas incomebut playan important role in and over has increased dramatically since the late 1940s
individuals'economicstatus.
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(table 2.3). Median real 46.1 percent to 70.4 percent

income for males aged 65 and Table 2.3 and has remained relatively
over increased from $5,542 in Median Elderly Income by Gender, constant since then. TheSelected Years 1947-1991
1947 to $14,789 in 1991 (an percentage receiving income

average of 2.3 percent Males Females from earnings and other

annually), and median real 55-64 65+ 55-64 65+ income sources (i.e., public

income received by females ($1992) assistance, unemployment

aged 65 and over increased at 1947 $13,589 $ 5,542 $ 5,577 S3,194 insurance, workers' compen-
a slightly slower rate, from 1950 13,355 5,280 4,916 2,843 sation, veterans' benefits,
$3,194 to $8,436 (an average 1955 16,586 6,446 6,060 3,375 financial assistance from

of 2.2 percent) over the same 1960 18,688 7,398 6,165 3,578 individuals outside the1965 21,537 8,681 8,283 4,037
period (all f_gures in 1992 1970 26,083 10,449 10,007 5,170 household, etc.) decreased.
dollars). During the last 1975 26,562 12,380 9,737 6,596 Trends in income recipiency

decade, female median real 1980 27,129 12,516 8,397 7,205 of individuals aged 65 and1985 26,413 14,212 9,353 8,232
income increased at a faster 1990 26,626 15,225 10,091 8,634 over followed the same
rate than male income for 1991 26,226 14,789 10,200 8,436 general patterns, although

individuals aged 55-64 and at Source: U.S. Departmentof Commerce, Economicsand Statistics the percentages of these

a slightly slower rate than Administration,Bureau of the Census, Money Incomeof House- individuals receiving income
male income for individuals holds,Families,andPersonsin theUnitedStates:1991,Current from various sourcesPopulationReportsConsumerIncomeSeriesP-60,no. 180
aged 65 and over. Between (Washington,DC:U.S.GovernmentPrintingOffice,1992). differed greatly from those
1990 and 1991, there was a of individuals aged 55 and
slight decrease in median over (table 2.5).

income for all males and older females (table 2.3). The composition of the older population's income has

Sources of income vary by age cohort and over time also shifted over time. Among individuals aged 55 and over,

(table 2.4). Median real income of individuals aged 55 and Social Security and employment-based pensions represented
over increased between 1974 and 1989 from $11,425 to an increasing percentage of income between 1974 and 1992,

$12,509, and then decreased to $11,842 in 1992. While with the contribution from Social Security rising from

aggregate median real income for individuals aged 55 and 19.5 percent to 23.6 percent and that of employment-based

over decreased 2 percent between 1989 and i[992, Social pensions increasing from 8.5 percent to 15 percent (table 2.5).
Security and pension and annuity income stayed relatively Income from assets increased significantly as a percentage of

flat, increasing 0.1 percent and 0.5 percent respectively. The income between 1974 and 1984 and has since declined.

decrease in median real income between 1989 and 1992 was Earnings have decreased 14 percentage points, from

driven by the 11.7 percent decline in real median, income from 57 percent of income in 1979 to 43 percent in 1992. Income

assets and the 2.3 percent decline in real median, earnings, from other sources has remained relatively constant, contrib-

Similar trends occurred for individuals aged 65 and uting roughly 3 percent of elderly's annual income. The

over and for each age cohort of individuals aged 65 and over. composition of i[ncome of individuals aged 65 and over followed

There was some decrease in real median income for individu- similar trends. However, Social Security as a percentage of

als aged 55-64 between 1974 and 1984 that was likely due to income remained :relatively flat for these individuals, indicat-

the decrease in earnings, because a high percentage of these ing that the increase in the proportion of income represented

individuals relied on earnings for a substantial percentage of by Social Security for individuals aged 55 and over is due to

their income (table 2.4). more individuals aged 55-64 claiming Social Security benefits.

The percentage of the older populat:ion receiving Trends in the older population's income also vary by
income from various sources has shifted over time. Between income quintile. Most individuals aged 65 and over receive

1974 and 1992, the percentage of persons aged 55 and over income from Social Security, ranging from 87 percent in the

receiving Social Security increased from 58.2 percent to highest income quintile to 97 percent in the middle income

65.4 percent:, and the percentage of these individuals receiving quintile in 1992 (table 2.6). A greater percentage of the middle

employment-based pensions and annuities increased from and higher income older population receive pension income

18.2 percent to 30.2 percent. The percentage ofotder individu- than those with lower income. For example, 37 percent of

als receiving income from assets increased dramatically individuals in the third income quintile and 63 percent of

between 1974 and 1979, from individuals in the fourth income quintile received income from
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Table 2.4

Median Income of the Population Aged 55 and Over by Age and Income Source,
Selected Years 1974-1992

Total Total

Aged 55+ Aged 65+ 55-61 62-64 65-69 70-79 80+

Total

1974 a $11,425 $8,674 $20,490 $14,653 $ 9,676 $ 8,600 $7,492
1979 10,793 8,795 17,812 13,214 10,127 8,743 7,517
1984 11,349 9,659 16,536 13,039 11,081 9,657 7,977
1989 12,509 10,765 18,356 14,478 12,423 10,749 9,083
1992 11,842 10,200 18,043 13,620 11,302 10,361 8,947

OASDI b

1974 5,854 6,033 5,601 4,778 5,806 6,306 5,746
1979 5,674 5,798 5,598 4,522 5,643 5,989 5,691
1984 6,045 6,234 5,757 4,710 6,118 6,270 6,121
1989 6,332 6,504 5,884 5,011 5,886 6,789 6,618
1992 6,348 6,420 6,000 5,143 6,015 6,514 6,681

Pensions and annuities a,c

1974 a 5,464 5,123 8,538 6,010 5,362 5,123 3,961
1979 5,658 4,824 9,025 6,957 5,338 4,638 4,402
1984 5,476 4,694 8,733 7,025 5,476 4,350 3,896
1989 5,920 5,211 9,504 7,673 6,291 4,874 4,073
1992 6,000 5,076 10,000 8,000 6,204 5,024 3,600

Income from assets

1974 1,423 1,821 1,110 1,352 1,708 1,958 1,779
1979 966 1,353 696 966 1,248 1,366 1,353
1984 1,499 2,067 987 1,362 1,831 2,213 2,283
1989 1,436 1,923 987 1,245 1,707 2,086 1,980
1992 989 1,200 572 750 1,083 1,210 1,300

Earnings

1974 17,075 6,113 22,767 19,921 6,830 5,123 4,354
1979 17,393 6,646 21,654 18,939 7,730 5,539 3,247
1984 15,647 5,858 19,559 16,905 6,817 4,564 3,260
1989 16,972 7,694 22,063 16,972 9,052 5,657 4,526
1992 15,840 7,000 20,200 15,000 8,300 6,000 5,000

Other a,d

1974 a 2,739 2,669 3,039 2,869 2,732 2,598 2,732
1979 2,213 2,125 2,319 2,763 1,980 2,114 2,300
1984 2,086 1,956 2,477 2,086 2,034 1,964 1,784
1989 2,263 1,989 2,715 2,608 2,172 1,926 1,901
1992 2,400 2,264 2,628 3,334 2,400 2,172 2,100

Source: Employee Benefit Research Institute tabulations of the March 1970, March 1975, March 1980, March 1985,
March 1990, and March 1993 Current Population Surveys.
aMedian pension income in 1974 may be overstated, and median "other" income may be understated. Total private

pension income of individuals aged 55 and over in 1974 was $10,451 million; however, because some sources of
income in the "other" category are included in private pension income, the actual pension total is overstated by between
2 percent and 12 percent, or is between $9,221 million and $10,243 million. Similarly, public pension income in 1974
totaled $13,603 but is potentially overstated by between 7 percent and 18 percent, falling in the range of $11,226 million
and $12,638 million. Income from "other" income sources is understated by the amount pension income is overstated.

bOld-Age, Survivors and Disability Insurance; includes railroad retirement.
Clncludes pension, annuity, survivors,' and disability benefits.
dlncludes public assistance, Supplemental Security Income, unemployment compensation, workers' compensation,

veterans' benefits, nonpension survivors' benefits, nonpension disability benefits, educational assistance, child support,
alimony, regular financial assistance from friends or relatives not living in the individual's household, and other sources
of income.
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Table 2.5

Sources of the Older Population's Income Over Time, Selected Years 1974-1992

1974a 1979 1984 1989 1992

Percentage of the Older PopuLationIqeceivingVarious Income Sources

Aged 55+

Total Income 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0%
OASDIb 58.2 59.4 61.7 64.4 65.4
Pensions and annuitiesa'c 18.2 20.6 24.2 28.8 30.2
Income from assets 46.1 70.4 70.2 70.8 69.0
Earnings 46.4 39.4 36.4 36.0 35.0
Othera,d 16.0 15.7 14.2 13.7 13.9

Aged 65+

Total Income 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0
OASDIb 88.6 91.0 92.6 92.5 93.4
Pensions and annuitiesa,c 24.0 26.6 30.1 34.7 37.2
Income from assets 47.4 68.9 69.4 70.3 68.8
Earnings 21.9 17.5 15.2 16.4 14.9
Othera,d 17.3 15.3 13.6 13.4 12.9

Distribution of the Older Population's Income by Income Source

Aged 55+

Total Income 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0
OASDIb 19.5 20.3 21.4 21.7 23.6
Pensions and annuitiesa,c 8.5 10.0 11.1 13.5 15.0
income from assets 11.5 14.1 20.0 18.5 15.2
Earnings 57.2 52.5 44.6 43.4 42.9
Otherad 3.3 3.1 2.8 2.8 3.2

Aged 65+

Total Income 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0
OASDIb 42.0 42.7 40.5 38.6 41.7
Pensionsand annuitiesa,c 14.0 14.8 15.0 17.5 20.1
Income from assets 18.2 21.5 28.2 25.2 20.5
Earnings 21.3 17.3 13.3 15.8 14.8
Othera,d 4.5 3.6 2.9 2.9 3.0

Source: Employee Benefit Research Institute tabulations of the March 1975, March 1980, March 1985, March 1990, and March
1993 Current Population Surveys.
aln 1974, the percentage of older individuals receiving pension income and the percentage of income represented by pension

income may be overstated, and the percentage of people receiving "other" income and the portion of income represented by
"other" income sources may be understated. Total private pension income of individuals aged 55 and over in 1974 totaled $10,451
million; however, because some sources of income in the "other" category are included in private pension income, the actual
pension total is overstated by between 2 percent and 12percent, or is between $9,221 million and $10,243 million. Similarly,
public pension income in 1974 totaled S13,603 but is potentially overstated by between 7 percent and 18 percent, falling in the
range of $11,226 million and $12,638 million. Income from "other" income sources is understated by the amount pension income
is overstated.

bOld-Age, Survivors and Disability Insurance; includes railroad retirement.
Clncludespension, annuity, survivors,' and disability benefits.
dlncludes public assistance, Supplemental Security Income, unemployment compensation, workers' compensation, veterans'

benefits, nonpension survivors' benefits, nonpension disability benefits, educational assistance, child support, alimony, regular
fiqancial assistance from friends or relatives not living in the individual's household, and other sources of income.

private pensions, compared with 5 percent of individuals in population aged 65 and older also varies by income. Earnings,

the lowest income quintile and 12 percent of individuals in the income from assets, and pensions and annuities were a larger

second income quintile. The percentage of individuals receiv- source of income for higher-income individuals in 1992, while

ing earnings and income from assets generally increased with Social Security benefits generally contributed more to the
income, total income of low-income individuals. While all individuals

The percentage distribution of the income of the aged 65 and over rely on Social Security for 42 percent of
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Table 2.6

Sources of Income of the U.S. Population Aged 65 and Over by Income Quintile,
Selected Years 1974-1992

Total Lowest 2 3 4 Highest

Percentage of the Older Population Receiving Various Income Sources

OASDI a
1974 88.6% 82.0% 90.4% 94.8% 94.3% 79.6%
1979 91.0 82.5 95.5 96.6 95.6 83.9
1984 92.6 87.7 96.1 96.9 95.6 86.7
1989 92.5 89.7 95.7 96.5 95.5 85,1
1992 93.4 89.5 96.7 97.4 96.4 87.1

Pensions and annuities b,c
1974 b 24.0 2.2 5.0 14.5 40.0 50.8
1979 26.6 2.4 6.6 21.0 45.2 54.6
1984 30.1 3.2 10.5 29.0 52.3 53.5
1989 34.7 4.9 13.0 35.8 58.3 59.9
1992 37.2 5.4 11.9 37.2 62.5 66.2

Income from assets
1974 47.4 16.6 23.4 42.1 62.8 81.6
1979 68.9 43.9 51.8 70.2 82.8 92.3
1984 69.4 42.1 49.1 73.2 85.2 95.0
1989 70.3 44.6 53.1 72.6 85.4 94.3
1992 68.8 46.1 50.7 70.1 82.1 92.7

Earnings
1974 21.9 8.8 8.6 13.6 25.8 48.1
1979 17.5 4.5 5.9 10.8 23.1 41.4
1984 15.2 4.6 5.7 12.0 19.8 33.0
1989 16.4 4.5 6.1 12.8 20.0 37.8
1992 14.9 3.6 5.3 10.9 17.7 35.4

Other b,d
1974 b 17.3 14.5 27.2 21.8 13.8 8.3
1979 15.3 18.7 24.7 16.3 9.7 8.0
1984 13.6 20.0 21.6 11.7 7.5 7.7
1989 13.4 18.2 18.6 9.9 9.7 11.1
1992 12.9 15.9 17.9 9.7 9.6 11.7

Distribution of the Older Population's Income by Income Source

OASDI a
1974 42.0 88.6 77.7 74.6 55.4 19.9
1979 42.7 79.1 78.7 71.9 51.9 20.5
1984 40.5 80.2 79.7 68.1 48.0 19.6
1989 38.6 81.5 78.8 65.2 45.8 17.9
1992 41.7 82.6 81.1 69.6 50.5 20.4

Pensions and annuities b,c
1974 b 14.0 1.5 2.3 4.6 14.4 18.8
1979 14.8 1.1 2.1 5.5 15.7 20.6
1984 15.0 1.2 2.8 8.2 18.5 18.9
1989 17.5 2.0 3.8 10.6 21.1 21.6
1992 20.1 2.1 3.2 10.6 22.9 25.9

Income from assets
1974 18.2 3.8 4.4 7.4 14.1 25.7
1979 21.5 7.1 9.1 13.1 19.5 28.4
1984 28.2 7.4 8.5 16.5 23.5 38.6
1989 25.2 6.7 9.1 16.1 22.4 33.2
1992 20.5 6.6 8.0 12.6 16.6 27.5

(continued)
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Table 2.6 (continued)

Total Lowest 2 3 4 Highest

Earnings
1974 21.3% -3.2% 2.8% 4.8% 11.4% 33.8%
1979 17.3 0.3 1.6 3.9 9.9 28.8
1984 13.3 0.2 1.5 3.7 8.2 21.3
1989 15.8 0.2 1.7 5.0 8.6 25.3
1992 14.8 -0.4 1.5 4.3 7.6 24.1

Otherb,d
1974b 4.5 9.3 12.8 8.6 4.7 1.7
1979 3.6 12.3 8.5 5.5 3.0 1.7
1984 2.9 11.0 7.5 3.6 1.8 1.7
1989 2.9 9.7 6.6 3.1 2.1 2.0
1992 3.0 9.1 6.1 2.8 2.4 2.2

Source: Employee Benefit Research Institute tabulations of the March 1970, March 1975, March 1980, March 1985, March
1990, and March 1993 Current Population Surveys.
aOId-Age, Survivors and Disability Insurance; includes railroad retirement.
bin 1974, the percentage of income of the older population represented by pension income may be overstated and the

percentage of income represented by "other" income sources may be understated. Total private pension income of individuals
aged 55 and over in 1974 was $10,451 million; however, because some sources of income in the "other" category are
included in private pension income, the actual pension total is overstated by between 2 percent and 12 percent, or is between
$9,221 million and $10,243 million. Similarly, public pension income in 1974 totaled $13,603 but is potentially overstated by
between
7 percent and 18 percent, falling in the range of $11,226 million and $12,638 million. Ircome from "other" income sources is
understated by the amount pension income is overstated.

Clncludespension, annuity, survivors,' and disability benefits.
dlncludes public assistance, Supplemental Security Income, unemployment compensation, workers' compensation, veterans'

benefits, nonpension survivors' benefits non0ension disability benefits, educational assistance, child support, alimony,
regular financial assistance from friends or relatives not living in the individual's household, and other sources of income.

income, individuals in the lowest income quintile receive and income data and allows evaluation of the relationship

83 percent of their income from Social Security, compared between wealth and income. In general, wealth holdings are

with individaals in the highest income quintile, who receive positively correlated with income. According to Congressional

20 percent of their income from Social Security (table 2.6). Budget Office tabulations of the Survey of Consumer Finance,

in 1989, median household wealth among individuals aged

REIATIONSHIP BETWEEN WEALTH AND INCOME 55-64 ranged from no wealth for unmarried individuals in the

lowest income quintile to $425,000 for married individuals in

Measuring the economic well-being of the elderly by income the highest income quintile (table 2.7). Median wealth of
measures alone does not give a complete picture of the older households in which the head of household was married was

population's economic situation. Individuals with the same far greater than that of households in which the head was
income levels may have dramatically different wealth profiles unmarried. Households with the lowest incomes had the

resulting in different levels of economic security. Resources lowest median wealth-to-income ratios, indicating that they

available by drawing on assets or reduced expenses resulting are relying more on income than wealth, compared with

from living in owner-occupied homes reduce the amount of higher-income groaps. These individuals are of most concern

income necessary for the elderly to live comfortably in retire- in evaluating the future of the Social Security program, as on

ment. Furthermore, interest and dividends, which are directly average they have little wealth and rely on Social Security for

related to wealth, comprise 28 percent of the income of elderly the major part of their income.

who are above the poverty line, compared witch only 4 percent Factors in addition to wealth, such as transfer

of the income of those who are in poverty (Quinn and payments, may improve economic status in retirement.

Smeeding 1993). Financial wealth is also a determinant of Altering the definition of income to include realized capital

participation in entitlement programs for the elderly, such as gains, government noncash income, imputed rent for owner-

Medicaid. occupied housing, employer-provided health insurance and

The Survey of Consumer Finance provides wealth Medicare greatly increases measures of income received by the
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Table 2.7

Median Elderly Household Wealth and the Ratio of Median Household Wealth to Income,
by Income Quintiles, 1989

Median Ratioof Wealthto Income MedianWealth

Aged 55-64 Aged 65-74 Aged 55-64 Aged 65-74

All Households
Lowest 0.55 1.84 $ 8,100 $10,400
2 3.70 5.23 50,000 51,000
3 3.67 6.36 98,200 96,700
4 2.88 4.15 109,300 108,300
Highest 3.62 6.00 331,200 333,200
Median 3.07 4.83 97,200 81,500

Unmarried Head of Household
Lowest 0.00 0.94 0 3,700
2 2.58 2.60 19,200 20,900
3 2.48 5.92 46,100 60,600
4 3.92 5.75 97,200 79,600
Highest 2.92 7.19 182,000 228,400
Median 2.58 3.99 43,100 50,800

Married Head of Household
Lowest 3.90 3.95 39,900 44,500
2 3.83 6.36 97,700 88,000
3 3.18 2.89 116,200 67,800
4 2.76 4.67 162,900 158,200
Highest 4.86 6.83 425,000 491,000
Median 3.51 5.23 119,500 130,200

Source: Congressional Budget Office tabulations using the Survey of Consumer Finances in 1989, Baby
Boomers in Retirement: An Early Perspective (Washington, DC: Congressional Budget Office, 1991).

elderly relative to measures of income based on cash income both over the long term and within the last decade. Attention

only (table 2.8). Mean pretax income of elderly households is also focused on the types of plans employers are sponsoring

with individuals aged 65 and over as a percentage of all for workers today. The relative growth of defined contribution

household pretax income was 70 percent in 1991 (unadjusted plans has received much attention and is considered by some

for family size). Using an expanded definition of income 5 to have been a negative development for retirement income

results in a ratio of elderly to nonelderly mean income of security. The validity of such arguments is considered here.

81 percent. If implicit rental income of owner-occupied homes

is added to the income measure, the ratio increases to HISTORICAL TRENDS

86 percent.
Over the past five decades, the trend in participation rates in

BABY BOOMERS AND PENSION PLANS employment-based retirement plans has been upward. In that
sense, successive generations of workers have become better

The financial situation of the baby boomers once they reach off. Participation rates in private employment-based retire-

retirement will to a large degree be a function of their ment plans among nonagricultural wage and salary workers

participation in employment-based retirement plans today, increased steadily over the period 1940 to 1974 (the latest

This section examines sponsorship, participation, and vesting year for which data are available for this particular series),

rates of workers today in such plans by worker demographic rising from 14.6 percent to 46.5 percent (table 2.9). The

and work-related characteristics. Today's figures are put into number of workers participating in these plans rose from

context by examining trends in pension participation rates 4.1 million to 29.8 million over this same time period.

5The expanded income definition includes realized capital gains, employer- RECENT TRENDS
provided health insurance, noncash transfers of health insurance, including
Medicare and Medicaid, food stamps, and public housing, and subtracts Much attention has been focused on the well-documented drop

federal and state income taxes and payroll taxes, in pension sponsorship and participation rates over the
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Table 2.8

Ratio of Mean Household Income of Elderly Aged 65 and Over to Mean Household Income of All Households, 1991

Income Concept Unadjusted for Family Size Adjusted for Family Sizea

Ratio of Means
Money income before taxesb 0.70 0.85
Expanded incomec 0.81 0.99
Expanded income plus implicit rentsd 0.86 1.05

Source: Joseph F. Quinn and Timothy M. Smeeding, "The Present and Future Economic VVe41-Beingof the Aged," Pensions in a Changing
Economy (Washington, DC: Employee Benefit Research Institute, 1993).
aAdjusted incomeswere computed by using the U.S. Census Bureau's poverty line equivalence scale to transform unadjusted income. The

average household size for families was 2.63 persons, compared with 1.65 for all households headed by a person aged 65 and over in 1991.
bMoney ,ncome before taxes is the traditional U.S. Census Bureau measure of income used to generate annual income and poverty statistics.
CExpandedincome adds realized capital gains, employer-provided health insurance, and noncash transfers of health insurance taxes. Medicare

and Medicaid are measured at their fungible value i.e., they are counted as income only to the extent that they free up resources over and
above basic food and housing requirements that could have been spent on health care.

dExpanded income plus implicit rent adds a measure of the implicit rental income of owner-occupiers' rate of return (6.89 percent in 1991)
applied to the netequity in owned homes and subtracts property taxes owed on these homes from the expanded income measure defined in
footnote c above.

Table 2.9

Historical Private Pension Plan Participation Trends of All Private Nonagricultural Wage and Salary Workers,
Selected Years 1940-1974

Workers Participating Percentage of
PrivateWage and in Private Workers Participating
Salary Workers Pension Plans in Private

(thousands) (thousands) Pension Plans

1940 28,159 4,100 14.6%
1945 34,431 6,400 18.6
1950 39,170 9,800 25.0
1955 43,727 14,200 32.5
1960 45,836 18,700 40.8
1965 50,689 21,800 43.0
1970 58,325 26,1O0 44.7
1974 64,095 29,800 46.5

Source: Alfred Skolnik, "Private Pension Plans, 1950-74," Social Security Bulletin (June 1976): 3-17; and U.S. Department of
Labor, Bureau of Labor Statistics, Employment and Earnings (Washington, DC: U.S. Government Printing Office, March issues).

1980s. 6 However, many people are not aware of the trends is sponsored for any of the employees, actually participating in

since the latter 1980s into the beginning of the _/990s. Specifi- a plan, and vested in a plan over the time period 1984-1987,

tally, pension trends appear to have reversed dil"ection or, at all three percentages increased between 1987 and 1991,

minimum, ceased their decline] After decreases in the according to Bureau of the Census tabulations of the Survey of

proportion of workers who work for an employer where a plan Income and Prog_ram Participation (SIPP). s

6See Joseph S. Piacentini, "Pension Coverage and Benefit Entitlement: New s Workers were asked if their employer or union had a retirement plan for any
Findings from 1988,"£BRI Issue Brief no. 94 (Employee Benefit Research of its employees. A _orker who answered yes was counted as working for an
Institute, September 1989). employer where a plan was sponsored. These workers then were asked if they

7See Paul Yakoboski and Sarah Boyce,"Pension Coverage and Participation were included in the retirement plan. Workers who answered yes were
Growth: A New Look at Primary and Supplemental Plans," EBR[ Issue Brief counted as participating in an employment-based plan. Respondents reporting
no. 144 (Employee Benefit Research Institute, December 1993); and U.S. that they were a plan participant were asked if they could eventually receive
Department of Labor, Social Security Administration, U.S Small Business some benefits from this plan on reaching retirement age if they were to leave
Administration, and Pension Benefit Guaranty Corporation, Pension and the present employer now or in the next few months. They were also asked if
Health Benefits of American Workers: New Findings from the April 1993 their retirement bene:_ts from this plan could be received in a lump-sum
Current Population Survey, May 1994. payment. If they answered yes to either question, they were counted as vested.
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Table 2.10

Pension Eligibility--Wage and Salary Workers Aged 25 and Over: 1984, 1987, and 1991

Employer Workers Workers
Sponsorship Sponsors Participation Participating Vesting Vested

Year Workers Rate a Plan Rate ina Plan Rate inPlan

(thousands) (thousands) (thousands) (thousands)
All Workers

1984 78,619 67.1% 52,727 55.1% 43,290 45.1% 35,479
1987 83,962 66.4 55,738 52.7 44,297 44.8 37,604
1991 90,785 67.6 61,402 53.1 48,204 47.4 43,059

Males
1984 43,467 69.8 30,351 61.0 26,496 50.3 21,865
1987 45,047 68.8 31,006 57.8 26,040 48.9 22,045
1991 48,381 68.5 33,136 56.6 27,368 50.3 24,345

Females
1984 35,152 63.7 22,376 47.8 16,793 38.7 13,614
1987 38,916 63.5 24,731 46.9 18,239 40.0 15,559
1991 42,404 66.7 28,266 49.1 20,836 44.1 18,714

Source: Unpublished tabulations of the Survey of Income and Program Participation by the U.S. Department of Commerce,
Bureau of the Census.

The pension sponsorship rate among wage and salary and 1987. The male sponsorship rate fell from 69.8 percent in

workers aged 25 and over went from 67.1 percent in 1984 1984 to 68.8 percent in 1987 to 68.5 percent in 1991

down to 66.4 percent in 1987 and then rose to 67.6 percent in (table 2.10). The male participation rate fell from 61.0 percent

1991 (table 2.10). The participation rate went from in 1984 to 57.8 percent in 1987 to 56.6 percent in 1991. After

55.1 percent to 52.7 percent to 53.1 percent. In 1984, falling from 50.3 percent in 1984 to 48.9 percent in 1987, the

52.7 million workers worked for an employer where a retire- vesting rate among male workers rose back to 50.3 percent in

ment plan was sponsored, compared with 55.7 million in 1987 1991 (table 2.10).
and 61.4 million workers in 1991. The number of workers More recent data from the April 1993 CPS employee

participating rose from 43.3 million in 1984 to 44.3 million in benefit supplement reinforces the upward trend in sponsor-

1987 to 48.2 million in 1991. The proportion of workers vested ship, participation, and vesting rates since the late 1980s

in a plan was greater in 1991 than in 1984; the vesting rate (table 2.11). Between 1988 and 1993, the pension sponsorship

fell slightly from 45.1 percent in 1984 to 44.8 percent in 1987 rate among all civilian workers aged 16 and over stayed flat,

and then rose 2.6 percentage points to 47.4 percent in 1991. at 57 percent, while the total number of individuals working
The number of workers vested rose from 35.5 million to for an employer where a plan was sponsored increased from

37.6 million to 43.1 million over this time period (table 2.10). 65 million to 67 million. 9 The participation rate and vesting

These trends were driven by sizable increases in the rates increased from 43 percent to 44 percent and from

sponsorship rates, participation rates, and vesting rates of 34 percent to 38 percent, respectively.

female workers between 1987 and 1991. After a slight drop The percentage of male workers working for an

from 63.7 percent in 1984 to 63.5 percent in 1987, the sponsor-

ship rate among female workers rose over 3 percentage points

to 66.7 percent in 1991 (table 2.10). After falling from 9Data for 1988 are tabulated under two methodologies to allow for compara-

47.8 percent to 46.9 percent between 1984 and 1987, the bility with earlier years' surveys. Workers who reported that their employer
or union did not have a pension plan or retirement plan for any of its

participation rate among female workers rose over employees were not counted as working for an employer where a plan was
2 percentage points to 49.1 percent in 1991. The vesting rate sponsored in the first line of 1988 data reported in table 11 even if they did

among female workers rose from 38.7 percent in 1984 to report that their employer offered a profit sharing plan or a stock plan in afollow up question. Additionally, participants who reported not being able to
40.0 percent in 1987 to 44.1 percent in 1991 (table 2.10). receive some benefits at retirement age if they were to leave the plan now

By comparison, both sponsorship rates and participa- were not counted as vested, even if they later responded that they could

tion rates for male workers fell between 1987 and 1991, receive a lump-sum distribution if they left their plan now. Data for 1988
reported above, and in the second line of 1988 data in table 2.11 includes

although by smaller increments than the fall between 1984 these individuals.
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Table 2.11

Trends in Pension Sponsorship, Participation, and Vesting Among Civilian Workers
Aged 16 and Over, 1979, 1983, 1988, 1993

Employer Workers Workers
Sponsors Participating Vested Sponsor- Partici- Sponsored Participant

Workers a Plan in Plan in Plan ship pation Participation Vesting Vesting
(millions) (millions) (millions) (millions) Rate Rate Rate rate Rate

All Civilian Workers
1979 95 53 44 23 56% 46% 81% 24% 52%
1983 99 52 43 24 52 43 83 24 57
1988a 114 62 47 32 55 42 76 28 68
1988b 114 65 49 38 57 43 75 34 77
1993 118 67 51 44 57 44 76 38 86

All Males
1979 56 33 29 16 59 5"1 87 28 55
1983 56 30 26 16 54 47 88 28 60
1988a 63 35 28 20 55 45 81 31 70
1988b 63 36 29 23 58 46 80 36 78
1993 64 36 30 25 56 45 81 39 86

All Females
1979 39 21 15 7 52 38 73 18 46
1983 43 21 16 8 50 38 76 20 52
1988a 51 27 19 13 54 38 70 25 66
1988b 51 29 20 15 57 4-0 70 30 76
1993 54 32 23 19 58 42 72 36 86

Nonagricultural
Wage and Salary

1979 85 52 42 21 61 50 81 25 51
1983 88 50 41 22 56 46 82 25 55
1988a 102 60 45 30 59 44 75 29 67
1988b 102 63 47 36 62 46 75 35 76
1993 106 66 50 43 62 47 76 40 86

Source: Employee Benefit Research Institute tabulations of the May 1979, May 1983, May 1988, and April 1993 Current Population
Sbrvey employee benefit supplements.
aWorkers who reported that their employer or union did not have a pension plan or retirement plan for any of its employees were not
counted as working for an employer where a plan was sponsored, even if they reported that their employer offered a profit-sharing
plan or a stock plan in a followup question. Participants who reported not being able to receive some benefits at retirement age if
they were to leave the plan now were not counted as vested, even if they later responded that they could receive a lump-sum
distribution if they left their plan now. This allows comparability with the tabulations from earlier years.

bWorkers who reported that their employer or union did not have a pension plan or rel:irementplan for any of its employees were
counted as working for an employer where a plan was sponsored, if they reported that their employer offered a profit-sharing plan or
a stock plan in a followup question. Participants who reported not being able to receive some benefits at retirement age if they were
to leave the plan now were counted as vested if they later responded that they could receive a lump-sum distribution if they left their
pan now. This allows comparability with the tabulations from 1993.

employer where a plan was sponsored decreased between 1988 attention that has been focused on the decline in pension

and 1993, from 58 percent to 56 percent (table 2.11). Over the sponsorship rar_es and participation rates during the 1980s.

same period the male participation rate fell from 46 percent to Especially notable is the strong growth rates for females, a

45 percent, but the male vesting rate rose [?om 36 percent to group that has historically received relatively little income from

39 percent. Female sponsorship rates increased from employment-based retirement plans in their older years (Grad

57 percent to 58 percent between 1988 and 1993. Over the and Foster, 1979, and Grad, 1992, 1990, and 1981-1985). These

same period the female participation rate rose from 40 percent figures indicate that the situation of many female boomers is

to 42 percent and the female vesting rate increased from likely to be very different from that of their mothers and

30 percent to 36 percent (table 2.11). grandmothers in that they will receive meaningful benefits

The overall increases between 1988 and 1993, from such employment-based plans. These trends will be

although not always sizable, are notable in view of the further enhanced by legally improved survivors' benefits.
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SPONSORSHIP_ PARTICIPATION_ AND VESTING_ 1993 sector, workers in the communications and utilities; manufac-

turing; finance, insurance, and real estate; and mining sectors
Individuals who work for an employer that sponsors a retire- were most likely to be working for an employer that sponsors

ment plan will receive retirement income from that plan a plan and participate in the plan. Also, workers covered by a

provided they meet the plan's age and service requirements union contract were more likely to be working for an employer

for participation and vesting. Examining the demographic and where a retirement plan was sponsored and participate in the

work-related characteristics of those workers who work for an retirement plan. Employment-based retirement plan sponsor-

employer where a plan was sponsored for any of the employ- ship and participation rates increased and then decreased

ees, participate in a plan, and are vested in such plans with worker age, with sponsorship rates peaking for workers

provides insight into who will benefit from pension income in aged 41-50 and participation rates peaking for workers

their retirement, aged 51-60.

According to EBRI tabulations of the April 1993 CPS While sponsorship and participation rates increased

employee benefit supplement, 62.1 percent of all civilian for women and decreased for men during the recent past, men
nonagricultural wage and salary workers aged 16 and over in were still more likely than women to be working for an

1993 were working for an employer where a retirement plan employer where a retirement plan was sponsored and partici-
was sponsored (table 2.12). In 1993, 75.9 percent of those pate in a pension plan. In 1993, the sponsorship rate for male

workers working for an employer where a retirement plan was civilian nonagricultural wage and salary workers

sponsored participated in the plan. Thus, 47.1 percent of all (62.3 percent) was slightly greater than that for their female

civilian nonagricutural wage and salary workers actually counterparts (61.8 percent), and the sponsorship participation
participated in an employment-based retirement plan in 1993 rate for males (80.2 percent) was greater than that for females

(table 2.12). A worker becomes vested in a plan, i.e., earns the (71.2 percent) (table 2.12).

right to receive nonforfeitable and nonrevocable benefit Given that vesting is a function of employment

payments from the plan, generally only after having worked tenure, it is not surprising that vesting rates among plan

for the sponsoring employer for a minimum number of participants were positively related to those job-related and
years. 10In 1993, 85.5 percent of these workers participating demographic characteristics most correlated with tenure, i.e.,

in an employment-based plan were vested in that plan, and earnings and age. Plan participant vesting rates did not vary
40.3 percent of all workers were vested in a plan (table 2.12). greatly with other worker and job-related characteristics

The incidence of pension sponsorship and participa- (table 2.12).
tion varied with worker demographics (table 2.12). Sponsor-

ship and participation rates generally rose with earnings, firm PENSION PARTICIPATION OVER A LIFETIME
size, and tenure. Sponsorship and participation rates were

higher in the public sector than the private sector and in- Workers in the 41-50 age group reported the highest rate of

creased with the number of hours worked. Within the private pension sponsorship for 1993 (70.6 percent). This compares

with 56.6 percent of workers aged 21-30 and 32.2 percent of

workers aged 16-20 who reported working for an employer

who sponsored a retirement plan. Plan participation was also

1°TheEmployeeRetirement IncomeSecurityActof1974<ERISA)requiresa greatest among workers aged 41-50 (61.5 percent). Thirty-plan to adoptvestingstandardsfor the employee'sbenefit (theaccount
balanceunder a definedcontributionplan or the accumulatedbenefitunder four percent of workers aged 21-30 and 3.5 percent of workers

a definedbenefitplan) at least as liberalas oneofthe followingtwo aged 16-20 reported participating in their employer's plan.
schedules:fullvesting(100percent)after fiveyearsofparticipationin the
plan (withnovestingpriorto that time, knownas cliffvesting)or graded While the low sponsorship and participation rates among the
(gradual)vestingof20percentafter threeyears ofserviceand an additional young hold down the rates for the total work force, it can be

20percentafter eachsubsequentyear ofserviceuntil 100percentvestingis assumed, based on past experience, that many of the young
reachedat the endofsevenyearsofservice.Theserules applyto employer
contributionsto a single-employerpensionplan. Employeecontributionsto will move into jobs where the employer sponsors a retirement
either definedcontributionordefinedbenefitplans andinvestmentincome plan and participate in such plans as they become older.
earnedonemployeecontributionstodefinedcontributionplansare For this reason, Schieber and Goodfellow (1993)
immediatelyvested.Multiemployerplans mayalsouse a 10-yearcliff
vestingschedule,whichmeans that employeesdonot attain vestedrights to argue that, when evaluating the potential delivery of benefits
employercontributionsuntil they havecompleted10yearsofservicebut by the private pension system, workers well established in

become100percentvestedat that time.Multiemployerplansmayprovide their careers should be focused on. In addition, marital statusforcancellationofpart of a vestedbenefitwhenthe participant'semployer
"withdraws."Publicplans,whichare includedin these tabulations,are not and the pension status of a spouse are important consider-
required to adhere toERISAstandards, ations, because married individuals are likely to have access
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Table 2.12

Pension Sponsorship, Participation, Vesting Among Civilian, Nonagricultural Wage and Salary Workers, Aged 16 and Over, 1993

Total Workers Sponsorship Participation Sponsored Vesting Participant
(thousands) Rate Rate Participation Rate Rate Vesting Rate

Total 105,815 62.1% 47.1% 75.9% 40.3% 85.5%

Annual Flours
1-499 3,436 32.1 5.0 15.5 3.9 78.9
500-999 5,025 41.8 9.9 23.6 8.7 87.7
1,000--1,499 8,085 47.8 22.5 47.1 17.6 78.0
1,500--1,999 12,335 59.5 42.9 72.0 35.7 83.3
2,000 or more 68,614 70.3 58.5 83.2 50.4 86.1

Tenure

Less than 1 year 19,643 39.3 10.9 27.7 6.4 59.2
1-4 years 34,345 55.5 35.2 63.5 25.9 73.5
5-9 years 21,167 68.9 60.3 87.5 51.9 86.1
10-14 years 11,380 77.1 72.1 93.5 67.1 93.1
15 or more years 17,552 83.9 80.0 95.3 76.1 95.2

Age
16-20 6,634 32.2 3.5 11.0 1.6 45.6
21-30 26,359 56.6 33.8 59.8 25.8 76.2
31-40 31,047 65.8 52.7 80.1 45.0 85.3
41-50 23,459 70.6 61.5 87.1 54.5 88.7
51-60 13,164 66.8 59.3 88.8 53.3 89.9
61-64 2,781 62.4 51.3 82.3 47.7 92.9
65 and up 2,371 46.1 29.0 63.0 26.6 91.6

Firm Size
FeweT than 25 22,499 18.8 14.2 75.6 12.5 87.8
25-99 12,901 46.3 33.7 72.8 29.0 86.0
100 or more 62,484 82.5 63.6 77.1 54.7 86.0

Annual Earnings
Less than $5,000 2,207 29.3 3.0 10.3 2.2 71.2
$5,000-$10,000 4,261 39.5 12.9 32.8 9.8 75.5
$10,001-$14,999 7,657 48.7 29.3 60.1 22.2 75.8
$15,000-$19,999 9,349 62.7 45.2 72.0 36.1 79.9
$20,000-$24,999 9,403 73.4 60.6 82.6 51.7 85.2
$25,000-$29,999 7,620 75.6 64.4 85.2 54.5 84.6
$30,000-$49,999 16,949 82.6 75.1 90.9 67.0 89.2
$50,000 or more 7,542 85.2 79.6 93.5 73.4 92.2

Sex
Male 55,582 62.3 50.0 80.2 42.8 85.6
Fema!e 50,233 61.8 44.0 71.2 37.6 85.3

Union Status
Union covered 18,498 88.4 78.7 89.0 67.0 85.1
Not union covered 87,317 56.5 40.5 71.6 34.7 85.7

Industry
Federal government 3,268 90.0 79.0 87.7 70.4 89.2
State and local government 15,228 89.3 74.4 83.3 66.0 88.7
Mining 648 73.3 66.9 91.3 60.4 90.2
ConsVuction 4,868 35.4 29.7 84.0 25.2 84.8
Manulacturing-nondu rabies 8,095 68.2 55.5 81.3 45.8 82.5
Manulacturing-durables 10,714 76.5 63.5 83.0 54.9 86.5
Transportation 4,064 60.4 47.0 77.8 39.0 83.1
Communicatiorqs, utilities 2,426 89 77.9 87.5 69.7 89.4
Wholesale trade 4,426 56.6 45.4 80.3 38.2 84.1
Retail trade 18,175 42.2 24.1 57.0 19.3 80.0
Finance, insurance, real estate 6,927 70.4 52.6 74.7 45.6 86.7
Business, personal entertainment

services 10,629 30.3 19.0 62.8 15.8 83.0
Professional services 16,346 63.2 42.5 67.3 35.3 831

(continued)
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Table2.12(continued)
PensionSponsorship, Participation,VestingAmong Civilian, NonagriculturalWageandSalary Workers,Aged 16and Over,1993

TotalWorkers Sponsorship Participation Sponsored Vesting Participant
(thousands) Rate Rate ParticipationRate Rate VestingRate

Race
White 90,654 62.2% 47.7% 76.6% 41.0% 86.1%
Black 11,622 62.7 45.3 72.3 36.8 81.3
Other 3,539 57.1 40.1 70.2 32.7 81.7

Source:EmployeeBenefitResearchInstitutetabulationsof the April1993CurrentPopulationSurveyemployeebenefitsupplement.

to their spouses' pension benefits. Table 2.13 presents their this age group neither member of the couple is yet receiving a

tabulations of the March 1991 CPS for the age group 45-59. pension but, one or the other spouse is participating in a

The table presents pension status by marital status for all pension, and in 18.5 percent of the cases, both members of the
individuals in this age group, not only workers, couple were participating in a pension plan. Among those not

According to the Sehieber and Goodfellow study: covered or not receiving a pension benefit of any sort,

"Among the single individuals, 3.9 percent were receiving a 2.4 million individuals reported no earnings in the prior year.
benefit, and another 35.7 percent of them were participating If the people who had not worked in the prior year and were

in a retirement pension or saving plan sponsored by their not already receiving a pension are removed from the basis for

employer. Another 22.3 percent of these single individuals had calculating the share of the population benefiting from a

not received any earned income during the year in 1990. In pension program, 75.3 percent of the remaining married

other words, among those single individuals who had worked individuals were receiving some benefit.

in the prior year, or who had previously retired with a benefit "Looking at everyone within the age bracket being
51 percent were receiving considered, 22.3 million

some form of benefit from Table 2.13 out of 36.4 million total

the tax preferences Marital and Pension Status of Individuals Aged 45-59 in 1990 people in the population,
favoring pensions, or 61.3 percent were

"Among the Single Married participating in an

married individuals, TotalPersons(inmillions) 9.86 26.50 employer-sponsored
69.4 percent were receiv- Percentage Percentage pension or saving pro-
ing some benefit from the NeitherParticipatingnor Receiving 60.4% 31.5% gram in some fashion. If
pension system. Among Respondent Only Receiving 2.8 1.9 the base population isSpouseOnlyReceiving 3.7
them, 5.6 percent already Both Receiving 0.4 narrowed to those already
appeared to have fully RespondentOnlyParticipating 35.7 19.5 retired and receiving a
retired on some form of RespondentParticipatingandReceiving 1.1 1.0 pension plus those stillRespondentParticipatingandSpouseReceiving 1.0
pension, reporting that RespondentParticipatingandBothReceiving 1.4 working, 22.3 million out
either they, their spouse, SpouseOnlyParticipating 18.5 of 31.8 million, or

or both were receiving a SpouseParticipatingandRespondentReceiving 0.8 70.1 percent are includedSpouseParticipatingandSpouseReceiving 1.4
pension, and had no SpouseParticipatingandBothReceiving 0.0 in such a retirement
earned income in 1990. BothParticipatingandNeitherReceiving 18.5 program. These levels of
For another 6.9 percent of BothParticipatingandRespondentReceiving 0.6BothParticipatingandSpouseReceiving 0.7 exposure to employer-
them, one or both spouses BothParticipatingandBothReceiving 0.0 sponsored retirement

is already receiving a TotalPercentagewithSomeBenefit 39.6 69.4 benefits far surpass those

pension, and one or both TotalNumberGettingSomeBenefit 3.90 18.39 that simply look at
of them is still employed current participation

Source:SytvesterJ. SchieberandGordonP. Goodfellow,PensionCoverage rates across the whole
and actively participating in America:A GlassTwo-ThirdsFullor One-ThirdEmpty?Presentationat
in a retirement plan. For u.s. Departmentof Labor,PensionandWelfareBenefitsAdministration population that are
38.0 percent of the Conference,PensionCoverage:WhereAreWeGoing?, Washington,DC, generally cited by critics
married individuals in April16.1993. of the current tax
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Table 2.14

Summary of Private-Sector Qualified Defined Benefit and Defined Contribution Plans and Participants, 1975-1990

1975 1976 1977 1978 1979 1980 1981 1982 1983 _984 1985 1986 1987 1988 1989 1990

(thousands)

Total Plans 311 360 403 443 471 489 546 594 603 601 632 718 733 730 731 712
Defined benefita 103 114 122 128 139 148 167 175 175 165 170 173 163 146 132 113
Defined contributiona 208 246 281 315 331 341 378 419 428 436 462 545 570 584 599 599
Defined contribution as

percentage of total 67% 68% 70% 71% 70% 70% 69% 71% 71% 73% 73% 76% 78% 80% 82% 84%

(millions)

Total Participants 45 48 50 52 55 58 61 63 69 74 75 77 78 78 76 77
Defined benefitb 33 34 35 36 37 38 39 39 40 41 40 40 40 41 40 39
Defined contributionb 12 13 15 16 18 20 22 25 29 33 35 37 38 37 36 38
Defined contribution as

percentage of total 26% 28% 30% 31% 33% 34% 36% 39% 42°/,, 45% 47% 48% 49% 48% 48% 50%

Active Participants 31 32 33 34 35 36 37 37 39 40 40 41 42 42 43 42
Primm'y plan is

defined benefit 27 27 28 29 29 30 30 29 30 30 29 29 28 28 27 26
Primary plan is

defined contribution 4 5 5 5 6 6 7 8 9 10 12 13 13 14 15 16

Source: Employee Benefit Research Institute tabulations based on John A. Turner and Daniel J. Belier, eds., Trends in Pensions, second
edition (Washington, DC: U.S. Department of Labor, 1992); U.S. Department of Labor, Pensionand Welfare Benefits Administration, Private
Pension Plan Bulletin (Winter 1993 and Summer 1993).
aExcludes single participant plans.
bActive,separated vested, survivors, and retired. Not adjusted for double counting of individuals participating in more than one plan.

treatment of pension programs." plans increased fl'om 103,000 in 1975 to 175,000 in 1983, then

This indicates that policymakers should not be too decreased to 113,000 in 1990. The total number of private

fixated by relatively low pension participation rates among defined contribution plans increased from 208,000 to 599,000

very young workers when focusing on future retirement between 1975 anti 1990. The number of active participants in

income prospects. Many nonparticipating younger workers primary defined benefit plans decreased slightly, from

will move into jobs where the employer sponsors a retirement 27 million to 26 million between 1975 and 1990, while the

plan and participate in such a plan as they progress through proportion of all active participants in these plans decreased

their working years, from 87 percent to 62 percent (calculated from table 2.14).

However, there is no evidence of a widespread "shift"

PLAN TYPES from defined benefit to defined contribution plans. While

undoubtedly some plan sponsors, particularly small employ-

While the number of private employment-based pension plans ers, have replaced defined benefit plans with defined contribu-

and plan participants has been increasing, proportionately tion plans, such replacements are not driving the trends in

fewer are defined benefit plans and defined benefit plan defined benefit and defined contribution plans. Examination of

participants. It is sometimes argued that such trends jeopar- private primary plan trends by plan size demonstrates that

dize retirement income security because defined contribution the vast majority, 75 percent, of the net decrease in the

plans, which typically involve explicit worker decisionmaking, number of defined benefit plans involved very small plans,

are replacing defined benefit plans. There is concern as to consisting of two 1:onine active participants (table 2.15).

whether workers are typically in a position to make wise Between 1985 and 1990, there was a net decrease in the

decisions with regard to their participation iin such plans, number of primary defined benefit plans of 33 percent, or

The total number of private tax-qualified employ- 56,651 plans, and the net decrease in plans with two to nine

ment-based plans (both primary and supplemental) more than active participants was 42,328. Between 1985 and 1990, the

doubled from 311,000 in 1975, when the Employee Retirement net increase in the number of primary defined contribution

Income Security Act (ERISA) became effective, to 712,000 in plans with two to nine active participants was 66,425 plans;

1990 (table 2.14). The total number of private defined benefit this accounted for 45 percent of the net increase of 149,078 in
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Table 2.15

Primary Defined Benefit and Defined Contribution Plan and Active Participant Trends

PrimaryPlans ActiveParticipants(thousands)

Active Net change Net change Net change Net change
Participants 1985 1989 1990 1985-1990 1989-1990 1985 1989 1990 1985-1990 1989-1990

DefinedBenefitPlans

2-9 88,124 59,966 45,796 -42,328 -14,170 353 246 189 -164 -57
10-24 24,267 17,791 15,624 -8,643 -2,167 369 271 244 -125 -27
25-49 14,178 9,736 8,605 -5,573 -1,131 491 340 304 -187 -36
50-99 11,303 9,013 8,346 -2,957 -667 808 645 599 -209 -46
100-249 9,534 7,109 6,563 -2,971 -546 1,498 1,135 1,040 -458 -95
250-499 4,670 4,022 3,647 -1,023 -375 1,651 1,430 1,293 -358 -137
500-999 3,149 2,701 2,463 -686 -238 2,222 1,910 1,751 -471 -159
1,000-2,499 2,360 2,220 2,090 -270 -130 3,636 3,434 3,221 -415 -213
2,500-4,999 847 833 798 -49 -35 2,930 2,940 2,802 -128 -138
5,000-9,999 455 450 434 -21 -16 3,141 3,153 3,015 -126 -138
10,000-19,999 198 213 223 25 10 2,749 2,956 3,134 385 178
20,000+ 175 178 161 -14 -17 8,985 8,792 8,711 -274 -81
None or None

Reported 10,280 18,485 18,139 7,859 -346 a a a a a
Total 169,540 132,717 112,889 -56,651 -19,828 28,834 27,252 26,303 -2,531 -949

Defined Contribution Plans

2-9 199,704 334,762 266,129 66,425 -68,633 852 1,410 1,127 275 -283
10-24 70,424 107,113 94,054 23,630 -13,059 1,056 1,637 1,476 420 -161
25-49 31,406 48,351 45,748 14,342 -2,603 1,091 1,680 1,585 494 -95
50-99 17,620 29,997 27,434 9,814 -2,563 1,224 2,081 1,909 685 -172
100-249 8,878 13,334 13,658 4,780 324 1,331 1,991 2,070 739 79
250-499 2,552 3,599 4,144 1,592 545 868 1,239 1,428 560 189
500-999 1,185 1,675 1,838 653 163 808 1,151 1,266 458 115
1,000-2,499 784 1,148 1,103 319 -45 1,194 1,709 1,671 477 -38
2,500-4,999 219 265 310 91 45 752 907 1,072 320 165
5,000-9,999 97 107 130 33 23 683 726 869 186 143
10,000-19,999 34 59 44 10 -15 460 788 626 166 -162
20,000+ 29 36 27 -2 -9 1,100 1,329 1,151 51 -178
None or None

Reported 13,082 38,839 40,473 27,391 1,634 a a a a a
Total 346,014 579,285 495,092 149,078 -84,193 11,420 16,647 16,250 4,830 -397

Source: Employee Benefit Research Institute tabulations of 1985, 1989, and 1990 Form 5500 annual reports filed with the Internal
Revenue Service.
aNotapplicable.

the number of primary defined contribution plans (table 2.15). very likely a 401(k) plan, 12 when in the past they likely would

Therefore, the rapid growth in defined contribution plans have had no employment-based retirement plan. Arguments

cannot simply be explained by a replacement of defined that defined contribution plan trends jeopardize retirement

benefit plans with defined contribution plans, because the net income security implicitly assume that if 401(k) plans were

increase in defined contribution plans is far greater than the not allowed, all workers with these plans would instead have

net decrease in defined benefit plans. 11 a defined benefit plan. This assumption is incorrect; many

The implication is that many workers, particularly likely would have no employment-based plan at all. Therefore,

those in small firms, now have a defined contribution plan, they cannot be worse off because of these developments.

llFor a complete analysis of these trends, see Celia Silverman, "Changes in 12previous research indicates the growth in defined contribution plans was
DB and DC Plans Occurring Mainly Among Small Plans," EBRI Notes largely driven by the introduction of401(k) plans. See Celia Silverman,
(March 1994): 1-3; and Celia Silverman, "Pension Evolution in a Changing "Pension Evolution in a Changing Economy,"EBRI Special Report SR-18/
Economy,"EBRI Special Report SR-18/Issue Brief no. 141 (Employee Benefit Issue Brief no. 141 (Employee Benefit Research Institute, September 1993).
Research Institute, September 1993).
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Whether they are utilizing these plans in such in a manner as a failure to vest fhlly in an employer's plan, to serving few

to maximize their potential is a separate question, years under a defined benefit plan where benefit payments

Such plans do involve explicit decisionmaking on the are partly a function of tenure, or to a failure to preserve
part of individuals. They must decide whether to participate lump-sum distributions that are received from retirement

in the plan, how much to contribute, how the funds should be plans on job change.

invested within choices offered by the sponsor, and whether to An examination of job tenure figures for prime age
roll over lump-sum distributions received from such plans on (25-64 years) workers, both male and female, reveals that

job change. Poor decisions will weaken retirement income tenure levels in the 1980s and beginning of the 1990s were

security. However, it is important to realize that employees actually higher than those of the 1950s, 1960s, and 1970s. For

can often receive a higher benefit from defined contribution male workers in general, tenure fell between 1983 and 1987

plans than they would from comparable defined benefit plans, and then remained stable until 1991. This followed a period of

assuming the same investment income, particularly if they are consistent increase between 1966, when tenure levels were at

young and mobile. It has been documented, that workers with their lowest since 1951, and 1983, when they peaked. There-
accrued pension benefits (i.e., those in final average defined fore, while tenure levels in 1991 were lower than those in

benefit plans) can experience pension losses if they change 1983, they were still higher than at any point in the 1950s,
jobs prior to retirement. 13Participants in defined contribution 1960, or 1970s (chart 2.1).

plans do not experience the same losses just by changing jobs. Female tenure levels show generally consistent

Defned contribution plan participants may have the opportu- growth from 1978 to 1991 after a period of relative stability

nity to save more for retirement than they would in a compa- between the early 1960s and latter 1970s (chart 2.2). In

table defined benefit plan; however, they need to recognize addition, median job tenure increased with worker age in all

their responsibility for retirement planning and make deci- years for which data were available, and males had longer

sions to maximize their retirement income, such as preserving tenure than their female counterparts by age in all years.

lump-sum distributions received on job change as discussed in The baby boomers fell into the age groups 25-34 and

the next section. , 35-44 in 1991. Their current tenure at these ages was

generally higher than that of previous generations of workers
RETIREMENT PLAN INCOME at the same ages (table 2.16). The tenure of older male

boomers, i.e., those aged 35-44 in 1991, was 7.2 years--longer
Several factors affect the amount of income individuals may than that for male workers of the same age in the 1950s,

receive from employment-based retirement plans. These 1960s, and 1970s (with the exception of 1963), although male

factors include job tenure throughout an individual's career workers of the same age in the 1980s had longer tenure by
and the receipt and preservation of lump-sum distributions, about one-half),ear. The tenure of young male boomers (aged

25-34 years) in 1991 was 3.7 years--longer than that of any

JOB TENURE TRENDS AND THE IMPORTANCE OF CAREER previous generation at the same age. Similarly, the tenure of
JOBS female boomers in 1991--5.0 years for older boomers and

3.2 years for younger ones--was longer than that of previous

Recent increases in pension participation, sponsorship, and generations of fi_male workers at the same point in their lives
vesting do not insure that pension income in retirement will (table 2.16).

increase for the baby boom generation. The pension benefits Tabulations of the Retirement History Survey

ultimately received by individuals in retirement often depend (RHS) 14provide evidence of the long-term nature of career

on years of service with an employer. A general perception jobs for workers aged 58-63 in 1969--the generation prior to

exists among the public that the U.S. work force has become the baby boomers. Focusing on the duration of the longest job

increasingly mobile over recent years. Among the potential held, as opposed to tenure on a current job, by these workers

ramifications of such a trend, if it does exist, is the possibility in the years shortly before retirement age, Quinn, et al. (1990)

that mobile workers will not accumulate meaningful retire- found that 55 percent of men and 28 percent of women held a

ment benefits as they move from job to job. This may be due to job that lasted 20 or more years (table 2.17). Furthermore,

13For a full explanation, see Employee Benefit Research Institute, "Pension 14The Retirement History Survey was a 10-year longitudinal survey of older
Portability and What It Can Do for Retirement Income: A Simulation Americans conducted by the Social Security Administration. Over 11,000

Approach," EBRI Issue Brief no. 65 (Employee Benefit Research Institute, respondents aged 58--63 were interviewed in 1969 and again every two years
April 1987). until 1979 to study the retirement process.
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Chart 2.1

Prime Age Male Job Tenure Trends, by Worker Age, 1951-1991
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Source: Employee Benefit Research Institute compilation: (for years 1951, 1963, 1966,and 1979), U.S. Department of Labor, Bureau of
Labor Statistics, Monthly Labor Review September 1952,October 1963,January 1967, December 1974,and December 1979 (Washing-
ton, DC: U.S. Government Printing Office, 1952, 1963, 1967, 1974, and 1979); (for years 1973 and 1987), The Wyatt Company, The
Compensation and Benefits File: January 1989,Vol. 5, no. 1; (for years 1983 and 1991), U.S. Department of Labor, Bureau of Labor
Statistics, Employee Tenure and Occupational Mobility in the Early 1990's,News release USDL 92-386, June 26, 1992.

31 percent of men and 11percent of women held a job that This last point is of importance in that it indicates
lasted 30 or more years at some point during their career, and that perceptions held today regarding paternalistic employers,

13 percent of men and 5 percent of women held a job that lifetime employment, and limited job mobility among previous
lasted 40 or more years. Moreover, among this generation generations of workers often exaggerate reality. According to a

prior to the boomers, a nontrivial percentage had relatively study ofthe importance of lifetime jobs in the latter 1970s:
short longest job tenure. Twenty-two percent of males and "The typical worker is currently on a job which will last about

44 percent of females had a longest job tenfire ofless than eight years in all, counting the years it has already lasted. An
10years (table 2.17). important minority--about 28 percent--are currently era-

Chart 2.2

Prime Age Female Job Tenure Trends, by Worker Age, 1951-1991
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Source: Employee Benefit Research Institute compilation: (for years 1951, 1963, 1966, and 1979), U.S. Department of Labor, Bureau of
Labor Statistics, Monthly Labor Review September 1952, October 1963,January 1967,December 1974, and December 1979 (Washing-
ton, DC: U.S. Government Printing Office, 1952, 1963, 1967, 1974, and 1979); (for years 1973 and 1987), The Wyatt Company, The
Compensation and Benefits File: January 1989,Vol. 5, no. 1; (for years 1983 and 1991), U.S. Department of Labor, Bureau of Labor
Statistics, Employee Tenure and Occupational Mobility in the Early 1990's,News release USDL 92-386, June 26, 1992.
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Table 2.16

Median Years with Current Employer, Selected Years 1951-1991

Age and Gender 1951 1!)63 1966 1973 1978 1983 1987 1991

Both Genders 3.4 4.6 4.2 3.9 3.6 4.4 4.2 4.5
14-17 0.7 0.7 0.6 0.7a b b 0.5a b
18-19 0.6 0.5 0.5 0.6 b b 0.5 b
20-24 1.3 1.1 1.0 1.3 b b 1.6 b
16-24 b b b b 0.7 1.1 b 1.2
25-34 2.6 3.0 2.7 2.8 2.6 3.3 3.4 3.5
35-44 3.2 t3.0 6.0 5.2 5.0 5.8 6.1 6.0
45-54 6.3 9.0 8.8 8.6 8.3 10.3 9.6 10.0
55-64 8.0 11.8 13.0 11.9 11.0 13.6 12.7 12.4
65 and over 10.0+ 13.8 13.7 12.6 11.0 13.2 12.4 11.1

Males 3.9 5.7 4.2 4.6 4.5 5.1 5.0 5.1
14-17 0.8 0.7 0.6 0.6a b b 0.5a b
18-19 0.6 0.5 0.5 0.6 b b 0.5 b
20-24 1.2 1.1 1.0 1.2 b b 1.7 b
16-24 b b b b 0.7 1.1 b 1.4
25-34 2.8 3.5 2.7 3.2 2.7 3.4 3.7 3.7
35-44 4.5 7.6 6.0 6.7 6.9 7.7 7.6 7.2
45-54 7.6 11.4 8.8 11.5 11.0 13.4 12.3 12.2
55-64 9.3 14.7 13.0 14.5 14.6 17.0 15.7 15.5
65 and over 10.0+ 16.6 13.7 13.9 13.5 14.6 15.0 13.1

Females 2.2 3.0 2.8 2.8 2.6 3.3 3.6 3.8
14-17 0.5 0.6 0.6 0.6a b b 0.5a b
18-19 0.6 0.5 0.5 0.6 b b 0.5 b
20-24 1.4 1.1 1.1 1.2 b b 1.5 b
16-24 b b b b 0.7 1.1 b 1.1
25-34 1.8 2.0 1.9 2.2 1.6 3.1 3.1 3.2
35-44 3.1 [3.6 3.5 3.6 3.6 4.6 4.9 5.0
45-54 4.0 6.1 5.7 5.9 5.9 6.9 7.3 7.3
55-64 4.5 L8 9.0 8.8 8.5 10.5 10.3 10.4
65 and over 4.9 8.8 11.2 10.9 8.4 11.9 10.8 10.4

Source: Employee Benefit Research Institute compilation (foryears 1951, 1963, 1966, and 1979); U.S. Department of
Labor, Bureau of Labor Statistics, Monthly Labor Review: September 1952,October 1963,January 1967,December 1974,
and December 1979 (Washington, DG: U.S. Government Printing Office, 1952, 1963, 1967, 1974,and 1979); (for years
1973 and 1987): The Wyatt Company, The Compensation and Benefits File: January 1989, vol. 5, no. 1; (for years 1983
and 1991) Bureau of Labor Statistics News Release, Employee Tenure and Occupational Mobility in the Early 1990's, News
release USDL 92-386 (Washington, DC: U.S. Department of Labor, June 26, 1992).
aThe data represent individuals aged 16-17.
bData notavailable.

ployed in near-lifetime jobs lasting 20 years or more, and than five years, the current general pension vesting standard.

17 percent are in jobs which will last 30 years or more. An It is currently estimated that between the ages of 18

equally important minority are at work in what will turn out and 30 the average number of jobs held is 7.5 (the median

to be very brief jobs--about 23 percent will have eventual number is 7.0) (U. S. Department of Labor, 1993). Males have

tenure of less than two years. A clear majority of"workers-- had a slightly higher number of jobs on average by age 30

58 percent--are currently holding reasonably long jobs, those than females (7.6 versus 7.3), but the median for both is 7.0.

which will last five years or more" (Hall, 1982). Over one-quarter of workers have had 10 or more jobs by age

Th_s, while lifetime jobs have been an important part 30. Hall estimated that in 1978, by age 29 the average worker

of the labor market experience (Hall estimated that among had held 5.5 jobs since age 16. While the number of jobs held

workers aged 30 and over in 1978, about 40 percent were in by very young workers appears to have increased over the last

jobs that would eventually last 20 or more years ), it can also decade and a half, it remains an open question whether the

be argued that the work force has been fairly mobile for same is true among older workers and whether it will be true

decades. For example, in the late 1970s, over 40 percent of of the baby boomers as they advance through their working
workers could expect to remain in their current job for less careers.
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through rollovers are an issue of growing importance for

Table 2.17 retirement income security. In 1990, there were 10.8 million
Job Tenure on Longest Job, Workers Aged 58-63 in 1969

lump-sum total distributions 15from tax-qualified plans,
Men Women totaling $126 billion. 16Over the four year period, 1987-1990,

0-4 Years 12% 29% there were 46.0 million such distributions, totaling over
5-9 years 10 15 $406 billion (table 2.18).17
10-19 years 23 27
20-29 years 24 17
30-39 years 18 6 15Atotal distribution is one or more distributions within one tax year in
40 or more years 13 5 which the entire balance of the account is distributed. Some readers might

be more familiar with the term lump-sum distribution (LSD).LSDs are a
Source: Joseph F. Quinn, Richard V. Burkhauser, and Daniel A. subset of total distributions. An LSD is a total distribution that is the result
Myers, Passing the Torch: The Influence of Economic Incen- of one of the following:(1) the employee's death, (2) the employee attains age
tives on Work and Retirement (Kalamazoo, MI: W.E. Upjohn 59 1/2,(3) the employee's separation from the service of the sponsor, or
Institute for Employment Research, 1990). (4) the employee has become disabled. In addition to LSDs, a total distribu-

tion may be the result of a prohibited transaction, Internal Revenue Code
Sec. 1035 exchange, excess contributions plus earnings/excess deferrals, and

Available data do not support the widely held percep- PS 58 costs. Most total distributions are LSDs; in 1990, 90 percent of all
total distributions were LSDs and 79percent of all funds distributed as a

tion that the U.S. work force is becoming increasingly mobile, total distribution were due to a LSD.
It seems reasonable to assume that once the boomers move 16These numbersincludenotonly preretirement distributionson job change

into the years shortly before retirement age, they will have butalsootherdistributionssuchasretirementdistributions.Thesedistributions are from defined benefit and defined contribution pension
longest job tenure figures similar to those discussed above, plans as well as from IRA and simplified employee pension (SEP) accounts.

given the current tenure rates ofthe boomers and how these (SeeYakoboski, 1994).
17Dataare the result of Employee Benefit Research Institute/Internalcompare favorably with the tenure of previous generations at Revenue Service (EBRUIRS) tabulations of IRS Form 1099-Rfilings. IRS

similar points in their working lives. It is possible that, while Form 1099-R,Statement for Recipients of Total Distributions From Profit-

tenure rates today compare favorably with those of the past, Sharing, Retirement Plans, IndividualRetirementArrangements, Insurance
there are more workers involuntarily terminated from their Contracts, Etc., is filed by plan trustees for each person to whom anydesignated distribution that is a total distribution has been made from
jobs than before; however, better data are needed to evaluate profit-sharing or retirement plans, IRAs, annuities, etc. A total distribution

this hypothesis and its potential impact on retirement income is defined as one or more distributions within one tax year in which the
entire balance of the account is distributed. Information reported on the

security. 1099-R includes gross distribution amount, taxable amount, amount eligible
for capital gain, and type of distribution (i.e., normal, premature, death,

LUMP-SUM DISTRIBUTIONS AND BENEFIT PRESERVATION disability, etc.). This information can be broken out by distributions from
defined benefit and defined contribution plans (non-IR,aJSEPaccounts) and
by those from IBA/SEP accounts. EBRI was not directly or indirectly

Lump-sum distributions and subsequent benefit preservation provided with any individually identifiable tax return information.

Table 2.18

Lump-Sum Total Distributions from Tax Qualified Plans, 1987-1990

1987-1990
1987 1988 1989 1990 Total

Number of Distributions (millions)
Aggregate 11.4 12.2 11.6 10.8 46.0
Nonindividual retirement account/simplified employee pension 8.8 a a 8.2
Individual retirement account/simplified employee pension 2.6 a a 2.6

Total Amounts Distributed ($ billions)
Aggregate $80.3 $85.2 $115.3 $125.8 $406.6
Nonindividual retirement account/simplified employee pension 65.9 a a 107.2
Individual retirement account/simplified employee pension 14.4 a a 18.6

Average Amounts Distributed ($ thousands)
Aggregate $7.0 $7.0 $10.0 $11.7 $8.8
Nonindividual retirement account/simplified employee pension 7.5 a a 13.2
Individual retirement account/simplified employee pension 5.7 a a 7.0

Source: Employee Benefit Research Institute/Internal Revenue Service (IRS) tabulations of IRS Forms 1099-R, Statement for Recipients of
Total Distributions From Profit-Sharing, Retirement Plans, Individual Retirement Arrangements, Insurance Contracts, Etc., 1987-90.
aNot available
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These distributions, a large proportion of which are tions, totaling $71.4 billion (table 2.19). 18Thus, 29 out of

accounted for by preretirement distributions, represent a every 100 lump-sum total distributions in 1990 resulted in

tremendous pool of financial resources. Recipients' decisions an IRA rollover contribution. This compares to 23 out of 100
regarding the use of these funds is a significant public policy in 1987, 21 out of 100 in 1988, and 25 out of 100 in 1989

issue; recipients may roll this money over and preserve it for (chart 2.3). The 19'90 figure indicates that over 70 percent of

retirement on a tax-deferred basis, they may save it on a all distributions were not even partially rolled over into an

nonpreferred basis, or they may consume it. Some consump- IRA in that year. Focusing on the money involved, 57 out of

tion, such as home purchase or increased education, may every 100 dollars distributed in a lump-sum in 1990 was

enhance retirement income security. Some consumption may rolled over into an IRA. This compares with 49 out of

be necessitated by current economic hardship, i.e., a worker is 100 dollars in 198'7, 54 out of 100 dollars in 1988, and 55 out

laid off and needs the money to cover his or her family's of 100 dollars in 1989 (chart 2.3). The 1990 fgure indicates

current living expenses. Other consumption may be the result that 57 percent of all money distributed in a lump-sum total
of the desire for' current gratification combined with short- distribution was rolled over into IRAs.

sightedness on behalf of the worker, i.e., a worker is changing Both the fraction of distributions rolled over and

jobs and decides to use some of the money to take a vacation the proportion of dollars distributed that are rolled over

rather than preserve it for retirement. Consumption of such have trended upward over the limited period for which data

distributions, particularly among current workers, whether as are available; however, a sizable fraction of lump-sum total

a result of financial hardship or shortsightedness, entails the distributions is not preserved on a tax-deferred basis. These

sacrifice of funds that would otherwise be available for figures are consistent with recent government tabulations of

retirement. ]?his entails the risk of workers not being able to the employee benefit supplement of the April 1993 CPS

retire in the lifestyle they desire or being forced to remain (U.S. Department of Labor, Social Security Administration,

active in the labor force longer than desired. U.S. Small Business Administration, and Pension Benefit

Such issues are heightened by ongoing developments Guaranty Corporation, 1994). Over 11 percent of the

within the employment-based retirement system. While experienced labor force 19aged 25-64 reported previous

defined benefit plans have remained the primary type of receipt of a lump-sum distribution from a pension or

retirement plan offered by large employers, there, has been retirement plan. Twenty-nine percent of recipients spent all
significant growth, as discussed previously, in the number of the money they received; 21 percent rolled it all over into

defined contribution plans both as primary plans for smaller retirement savings; and another 35 percent saved or

and mid-size employers and as supplemental plans for mid- invested it all in some other form. The older the recipient
size and larger employers. The growth in defined contribution and the larger the amount received, the more likely it was

plans has been accompanied by a growth in the availability of to be saved. The study also noted that the trend over time

lump-sum distributions, as nearly all defined contribution has been toward more saving and less spending of such

plans provide for such distributions. In addition, a significant distributions. Of,distributions received before 1980,

number of defined benefit plans now offer lump-sum distribu- 6 percent were put in retirement saving; of distributions

tions. In a recent survey, 34 percent of the surveyed compa- received between 1980 and 1986, 15 percent were put in

nies with defined benefit plans for salaried employees had a retirement saving; and since 1986, the retirement saving

lump-sum option in the plan, and of these 67 percent made rate has been 2'7 percent9
the option available to terminated employees who were vested To the ,extent that current workers do not or cannot

in their plan, 72 percent to early retirees, and 75 percent to think long term with their lump-sum distributions, they are
normal retirees (Hewitt, 1992). Thus, lump-sum distributions sacrificing funds that would otherwise be available to fund

and their preservation are an issue with both defined benefit consumption in retirement and thus may be jeopardizing to

and defined contribution plans, some degree their :retirement income security.
In 199(I, there were 3.1 million IRA rollover contribu-

lSDataare the l'esultofEBRI/IRStabulationsofIRSForm5498filings.IRS 19Includesthe currentlyunemployedwithpreviousworkexperienceandthe
Form5498,IndividualRetirementArrangementInformation.is filedbyplan currentlyemployed.
trustees fbreachpersonforwhoman IRAor SEPis maintained.Information 2°TheTaxReformActcf 1986imposeda 10percent penaltytax onlump-sum
reportedonF(,rm5498includesregularcontributions,rollovercontributions, distributionsreceivedbeforeage 591/2that are not rolledover intoanother
and fair marketvalueof'the account.EBRIwasnot directlyor indirectly tax-qualifiedretirementplan.This likelyexplainsa largepart ofthe
providedwith anyindividuallyidentifiabletaxreturn information, increasedpreservationoflump-sumdistributionssince 1986.
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Table 2.19

Regular and Rollover Contributions to Individual Retirement Accounts, 1987-1990

1987-1990
1987 1988 1989 1990 Total

Number of Contributions (millions)
Regular 12.8 10.9 10.1 9.3 43.1
Rollover 2.6 2.6 2.9 3.1 11.2

Total Amounts Contributed ($ billions)
Regular 19.7 17.1 16.0 15.6 68.4
Rollover 39.3 45.9 63.0 71.4 219.6

Average Amounts Contributed ($ thousands)
Regular 1.5 1.6 1.6 1.7 1.6
Rollover 14.9 18.0 21.5 22.8 19.6

Source: Employee Benefit Research Institute/Internal Revenue Service (IRS) tabulations of IRS
Forms 5498, Individual Retirement Arrangement Information, 1987-90.

INDIVIDUALSAVING AND WEALTH TRENDS IN SAVING RATES

The wealth that baby boomers accumulate through saving and The fall in saving rates over the 1980s has generated concern

investing will be a critical determinant for many of them of among analysts at both the macroeconomic level and the

their financial situation in retirement. Not only does wealth microeconomic level. At the macro level, low saving implies

continue to generate earnings during retirement years, but it low investment and therefore lower productivity growth in the

is also a store of purchasing power that can be drawn down future and stagnating standards of living. At the micro level,

over the years to fund consumption and cover unexpected low saving may mean, in particular, that individuals will not

expenses that may arise. Such saving occurs in many forms; be able to retire when they desire with the lifestyle they

some is through employment-based retirement saving plans desire.

such as 401(k) and 403(b) plans, some is through IRAs, some The Congressional Budget Office (CBO) published a

is through the purchase of tax-deferred annuities, some is report analyzing the decline in the saving rate since the

through mutual funds and other vehicles like saving accounts, 1980s. 21 The report cites NIPA data indicating that the net

and still other wealth is accumulated through investments in

housing, which is a significant store of wealth for many 21SeeCongressional Budget Office,Assessing the Decline in the National
individuals. Saving Rate (Washington, DC: Congressional Budget Office, 1993).

Chart 2.3

Ratio of Individual Retirement Account Rollover Contributions to Lump-Sum Total Distributions, 1987-1990
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Source: Employee Benefit Research Institute (EBRI)/Internal Revenue Service (IRS) tabulations of IRS Forms 1099-R, Statement for
Recipients of Total Distributions From Profit-Sharing, Retirement Plans, Individual Retirement Arrangements, Insurance Contracts, Etc.,
1987-90; EBRI/IRS tabulations of IRS Forms 5498, Individual Retirement Arrangement Information, 1987-90.
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national saving rate fell fi'om 7.1 percent during the 1970s to included in personal income until benefit payments are made.

3.8 percent during the 1980s and to 1.8 percent thus far in the Investment income is partially reflected in the NIPA, which

1990s. Federal deficits accounted for more than one-half of the include imputed interest, dividends, rent, and royalties but

decline in the net national saving rate between the 1970s and not capital gains.

1980s. Business and personal saving each accounted for about From the individual's perspective, personal saving

one-fourth of the decline. 22During the 1980s, personal saving rates through a defined benefit plan are best measured by
provided $1.24 for each dollar of national saving, compared benefit accruals, not contributions or investment income.

with $0.59 in the 1960s and $0.77 in the 1970s, thus becoming Existing data do not fully capture benefit accruals, which are

a more important source of national saving. By the end of the only imperfectly reflected in the level of contributions made

1980s, the personal saving rate was at an all-time low of about each year to these plans. Personal saving rates through a

4 percent, rhe CBO study concluded that increased wealth defined contrfbution plan are best measured by contributions

and improved income prospects resulted in the decrease in and investment income, which are captured in the NIPA,

personal saving rates. In particular, the (unexpected) booms in excluding capita] gains. (Table 2.20 summarizes what is and is

the stock markets and real estate market during the 1980s not included in overall saving measures from public and

were likely responsible for much of the decrease, private pension plans in the NIPA.) Extensive data are

It is not known whether the drop in personal saving available regarding the store of wealth in pension plans and

rates is indicative of a long-term change in behavior or other retirement saving vehicles such as 401(k) plans and
whether these rates will rebound to previous levels. If they do IRAs. 24

not rebound, does this mean that current workers will not be Personal saving measures also do not include expen-

adequately prepared financially for retirement'! Not necessar- ditures for home ownership, the single biggest investment

fly. Saving rates are a flow measure of activity in a given year. many individuals will make. For many individuals a home

Just as important are measures of the store of wealth accumu- represents a sigTdficant store of wealth that can be tapped

lated by a given point in time. Of course, increased savings during their retirement years to fund living expenses. After

lead to increased wealth, consistent growtlh since 1960 (the first year for which such

data are available), per household net worth in housing

Measuring Savings--The concept of saving, although widely (derived by adding the value of owner-occupied housing to the
discussed, has not been consistently and clearly defined. In value of owner-occupied land and then subtracting home

this discussion, personal saving is defined as disposable mortgage liabilities) fell steadily from its peak of $52,500
personal income (i.e., personal income less personal tax and (measured in 19!)2 constant dollars) in 1979 to $39,600 in

non-tax payments i less personal outlays, including all expert- 1992 (chart 2.4). Whether average per household net housing

ditures for durable goods, nondurable goods, services, interest, worth will remain in this range (as it has the past three

and transfers to foreigners. 2a Saving rates, as constructed, years), rise to previous levels, or fall further remains to be
are a less than perfect measure of asset accumulation for seen.

retirement. While _:here is a popular perception that baby

Private and public defined benefit and defined boomers' saving rates are much lower than those of the

contribution plans represent a substantial store of wealth for previous generations, the data do not support such a conten-

retirement. Annual accumulations (i.e., contributions and tion. Tabulations of the Survey of Consumer Finances (SCF)

investment income) in such plans are not fiflly captured in and the Consumer Expenditure Survey (CES) indicate that

traditional measures of personal saving. The NIPA are the saving rate for those aged 25-44 in the early 1980s (the

perhaps the most widely used source for measuring personal baby boomers) was only slightly lower than that for those of

saving. Contributions to private defined benefit plans and the same age in 1963 and 1972-1973 (Bosworth, Butless, and

private and public defined contribution plans, including 401(k) Sabelhaus, 1991). In fact, the study noted that the relative

plans, are included in their measure of personal saving, decline in saving over these time periods was smaller among

However, contributions to public defined benefit plans are not the younger households. Between 1963 and 1983-1985, the

included. Public defined benefit pension plan benefits are not saving rate fell about I percentage point for households aged

22Alternativemeasuresofnationalsavingthat adjust forconsumerdurable 23Thisdefinitionis fl'omthe U.S.DepartmentofCommerce.
expenditures,governmentnonmilitaryinvestment,the inflationcomponent 24SeeCeliaSilvermanandPaulYakoboski,"Publicand Private Pensions
ofinterest flows,the market valueoffederaldebt, and definedbenefit Today:AnOverviewofthe System,"in DallasL. SalisburyandNoraSuper
pensionpla_softhe privatesectorsuggestthat gow_rnment'sshareofthe Jones, eds.,PensionFundingand Taxation:Implicationsfor Tomorrow
declinewas abouttwo-thirdsofthe declinein nationalsaving. (Washington,DC:EmployeeBenefitResearchInstitute, 1994).
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25-44 years and 7 percent- retirement in ways other

age points for those aged Table 2.20 than through tax pay-

45 and over, according to Inclusion of Pension Plans in Personal Savings merits to Social Security

the SCF. Between 1972- Includedin Personal Savings? or employer-funded plans.

1973 and 1982-1985, the PrivatePension Plans Among retirees,
saving rate fell about Definedbenefit plans 78 percent reported saving

1.7 percentage points for employercontributions Yes for retirement. Among

households aged 25-44 and investmentincome Partiallyinterest,dividends,rent,and royalties(imputed) Yes current workers not
6 percentage points for capital gains No saving, 68 percent said it
those over age 45, accord- benefitpayments N°a'b was because of a lack of

Definedcontributionplans
lag to the CES. Allowing individualcontributions Yes b money, while 71 percent of
for saving through employ- employercontributions Yes current retirees who did
ment-based retirement investmentincome Partially not save cited the same

interest,dividends,rent,and royalties(imputed) Yes
plans, the 1.7 percentage capital gains No reason. When it comes to
point decrease in baby benefitpayments Nob investing for retirement,

boomer saving between PublicPension Plans 76 percent of nonretirees

1972-1973 and 1982-1985 Definedbenefitplans who were saving said that
employercontributions No

becomes a 1.7 percentage individualcontributions No they were doing very well
point increase. 25 investmentincome No or somewhat well at

benefitpayments Yes getting a good rate of
Definedcontributionplans

WORKER ATTITUDES individualcontributions Yesb return. This is very close
REGARDING SAVING employercontributions Yes to the 78 percent of

investmentincome Partially retirees who felt they did
ADEQUACY interest,dividends,rent,androyalties(imputed) Yes

capitalgains No very well or somewhat
While it does not necessar- benefitpayments Noa well in terms of a good

ily give a true indication of rate of return on theirSource:EmployeeBenefitResearchInstitute,interviewwithNationalIncome
how adequately or inad- and Product Accounts (NIPA)source, retirement savings. It is
equately current workers aBenefitpaymentsare notincludedin privateplansandpublicdefined not possible with the
are preparing for retire- contributionplansbecausethatwouldcreatedoublecountingin the NIPAofthecontributionsandinvestmentincomethatarereportedduringthe period survey to judge whether
ment or current retirees that they occur, nonretirees who felt good
prepared for retirement, it blndividualcontributionsto privatedefinedcontributionplansare includedin about their rate of return

is nonetheless illuminating personalsavingstotheextentthat theyare includedinwageandsalarydisbursementsin employers'reportsfor unemploymentinsurance.Virtually were actually doing well
to examine what individu- all states require employers to report employee contributions, or whether retirees who

als say regarding their feel similarly about what

planning and saving they achieved did do well

behavior. Especially interesting are comparisons of what in this regard. Nonetheless, it is interesting that the two

current workers say they are and are not doing with what groups have such similar subjective judgments.

current retirees say they did and did not do while still working. In a recent survey, 66 percent of respondents not

currently retired indicated they had begun to save for retire-

Who is Saving and When Did They Begin--Among the studies ment (Employee Benefit Research Institute/The Gallup

that have examined the attitudes of individuals toward Organization, Inc., 1994a). This compares with 65 percent in
planning and preparing financially for retirement, a recent 1993, 63 percent in 1992, and 66 percent in 1991 of nonretired

survey focuses on the attitudes of nonretirees versus retirees respondents who said they had begun to save for retirement.

(Mathew Greenwald & Associates, 1993). In this survey, The higher a respondent's income, the more likely he or she

64 percent of nonretirees said that they had started saving for was to have begun saving. A positive correlation also exists

between education and the likelihood of having begun to save.

25Theauthors cautionthat this is likelyan artifact oftheir imputation In addition, married individuals are more likely than
procedurebecausethey assumethat the contributionrate is identicalforall nonmarried individuals to have begun to save for retirement.

wageandsalary workers,regardlessofage.However,youngerworkersare Among those already saving and those already retired, the
less likelytobe coveredbya plan, and, if coveredbya definedbenefitplan,
the requiredemployercontributionsare likelytobe smaller, mean age at which they began to save was 33 and the median
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Chart2.4
PerHouseholdValueof Owner-OccupiedHousing,1960-1992(iin1992ConstantDollars)
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age was 30. Twenty-four percent reported beginning saving to save so that they can live comibrtably in retirement. This is

before age 25. more than double the percentage of retirees who report ever

A cifferent picture is painted by another survey that having tried the exercise. Therefore, while a large fraction of

found fewe_ than one-half of American households are saving workers may be saving for retirement on a regular basis, in

for retirement (Merrill Lynch, 1994). Among respondents to fact more so than current retirees did while working, this

this survey, 46 percent of preretirees (aged 45-64) and survey does no1: answer the question of whether they are

35 percent of baby boomers reported currently saving for saving enough. Among nonretirees who have done the catcula-

retirement, with an additional 25 percent and 39 percent, tion, 73 percent say they are very confident or somewhat

respectiveb; reporting saving for other goals. Baby boomers confident that they will be able to save the amount necessary.

are beginning to prepare for retirement earlier than Eighty-four percent of retirees who did the calculation

preretirees began. The average age at which preretirees first reported that t]hey were able to save that amount.

began to prepare was 35. Baby boomers, by comparison, first According to the 1994 EBRI/Gallup survey, among

began preparing at age 26 (among those who say they feel those who were saving money for retirement, the average

prepared to any extent and have taken some action to prepare amount saved the previous year was $6,759. Fourteen percent

for retirement), did not know how much they saved last year. Thirteen percent

saved less than. $1,000, 11 percent saved $1,000-$1,999,

How Muct7 .rs Being Saved--In the Greenwald survey; 17 percent saved $2,000-$2,999, 12 percent saved

67 percent of nonrefired savers said they were trying to save a $3,000-$4,999, 14 percent saved $5,000-$7,999, 3 percent

specific amount of money for retirement each month or pay save $8,000-$9,999, and 11 percent saved $10,000 or more.

period, and among these, 90 percent reported that they are Respondents to a recent survey of current nonretired

usually able to save that amount. By comparison, among individuals with total household income of $25,000 or more

current retirees who saved for retirement, only 4:3 percent were asked if they were saving more, less, or about the same

tried to saw_ a specific amount of money on a regular basis, for retirement as they did last year (Fidelity Investments,

and of these, 78 percent were able to do so. Therefore, it would 1993). Among those aged 30-54, 35 percent said they saved

appear that current workers are doing a somewhat better job more, and 47 percent said they saved the same. Among those

of putting away money for retirement on a periodic basis than aged 55 and over, the corresponding percentages were

current retirees did while working. However, among both 31 percent and 49 percent. A little less than one-half

groups there has been little effort to calculate the funds (49 percent) of those aged 30-54 said they saved as much for

needed in retirement. Thirty-five percent of nonretirees report retirement as they expected to in 1993, while 54 percent of

ever having tried to figure out how much money they will need those aged 55 and over said they saved as much as expected.
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Fifty-three percent of those aged 30-54 and 53 percent of were that they were doing a goodjob of preparing financially
those aged 55 years and over said they would be willing to for retirement, 23 percent reported being very confident and
reduce some of their personal spending to save for retirement. 46 percent reported being somewhat confident. Thirty-five

Among those aged 30-54, the mean amount saved for percent ofretirees were very confident about their financial
retirement each year was reported to be $6,700, with preparation for retirement, and 41 percent were somewhat

35 percent saving less than $3,000 annually and 37 percent confident. Eighty-three percent of nonretirees were very
saving more than $5,000 annually (17 percent responded confident or somewhat confident that they will have enough
"don't know").Among those aged 55 and over, the mean money to take care of their basic expenses during retirement,
amount saved for retirement each year was reported to be but a somewhat smaller percentage, 74 percent, was confident
$8,600, with 23 percent saving less than $3,000 annually and that they will have enough money to live comfortably through-
47 percent saving more than $5,000 annually (31 percent out their retirement years. By comparison, 83 percent of
responded "don't know"), retirees also are very confident or somewhat confident that

The EBRI/Gallup survey also asked individuals how they will have enough money to take care of their basic
much they will need to save by the time they retire. On expenses during retirement, and 76 percent were confident

average, respondents felt they need to save $278,500 by the that they will have enough money to live comfortably through-
time they retire. The median amount was $150,000. Twenty- out their retirement years. Both nonretirees and retirees were
seven percent did not know how much they would need to less confident that they will be able to handle medical ex-

save. Twenty-one percent responded less than $100,000, penses in retirement. Fifty-five percent of nonretirees are very
16 percent responded $100,000-$199,999, 13 percent re- confident or somewhat confident that they will have enough
sponded $200,000-$299,999, 12percent responded money to take care ofmedical expenses when they retire,
$300,000-$599,999, 2 percent responded $700,000-$899,999, while 68 percent of current retirees were confident of their
and 9 percent responded $900,000 or more. While the public ability to do so.

apparently has realized that they need to save for retirement, The Fidelity study found that 76 percent of those
Americans may not understand the extent to which they need aged 30-54 were satisfied with the amount they had saved for
to save. $150,000 may not give people as much purchasing retirement thus far. Among those aged 55 and over, 80 percent
power in the future as they think, when inflation is factored were satisfied. Among those aged 30-54, 34 percent reported
into the equation. Today,$150,000 in savings can purchase a having saved under $20,000 for retirement, 14 percent have
monthly annuity for life of $1,060 at age 62 and $1,134 at saved $20,000-$30,000, 16 percent have saved

age 65. $30,000-$50,000, 15 percent have saved $50,000-$100,000,
The Merrill Lynch survey found that preretirees and 12 percent have saved over $100,000. Among those aged

(aged 45-64) allocated 8 percent of income, on average, to a 55 and over, 17 percent report having saved under $20,000 for
retirement account in 1992. This was down from 10 percent in retirement, 4 percent have saved $20,000-$30,000,9 percent
the previous year and 14 percent in 1988. Among those have saved $30,000-$50,000, 19 percent have saved
saving, a gap was reported between what they are saving and $50,000-$100,000, and 30 percent have saved over $100,000.

what they think they need to be saving. Preretirees are saving While today's workers apparently believe that they
8 percent annually but think they need to save 29 percent to are preparing adequately, in general, for their eventual
live comfortably in retirement. Baby boomers are saving retirement, the question remains whether they actually are

7 percent on average and think that they need to be saving saving enough, or their apparent confidence is unjustified by
26 percent. However, most survey respondents felt prepared their planning and saving behavior. The following section
for their eventual retirement. Seventy-three percent of discusses various empirical studies that have sought to
respondents in 1992 felt prepared, down from 80 percent in answer this question.
the previous year. Among preretirees, 58 percent anticipate

having the same standard of living in retirement as they have EMPIRICAL ANALYSIS OF SAVINGS ADEQUACY
while working, and 7 percent anticipate a higher standard of
living. Among baby boomers, 53 percent anticipate the same Different studies have reached different conclusions regarding
standard of living, and 22 percent anticipate a higher one. the adequacy of the baby boomgeneration's financial prepara-

tion for retirement. It is important to realize that these

Confidence in Savings Behavior--In the Greenwald survey, studies ask different, though related, questions and employ
most workers thought they are doing a goodjob of preparing different methodologies in answering them.
financially for retirement, when asked how confident they A recent study asked whether current workers are
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saving at a rate sufficient to allow them to maintain the same consumption during their working years will vary from
level of consumption during retirement as they have during household to household.

their working years (Bernheim, 1992 and 1993). [['oanswer Similar studies have come to the same conclusion

this question, a microsimulation model was developed that that the baby boom generation is not preparing adequately for

calculates how much baby boom households with varying retirement. One, study estimated the annual income individu-
characteristics need to save throughout their adult lives to als will need after retirement and compared this with esti-

accumulate enough for retirement at age 65. The model mates of income they will have in retirement (Arthur D. Little,

accounted for probable economic developments over the course Inc., 1993). 26 Income needed at retirement was defined as

of a lifetime and took account of Social Security, private 70 percent of the average of an individual's income in the final

pensions, taxes, interest rates, inflation, economic growth, five years in the labor force. The study found that households

family composition, and employment prospects. Savings without pension plans typically will have 20 percent to

prescriptions generated by the model were then compared 30 percent of what they need to retire. Households with

with actual savings deduced from a survey of 3,800 baby boom pension plans typically will have 50 percent to 60 percent of
households. It was calculated that baby boomers are saving at what they need to retire. Households headed by single women

only one-third the rate necessary to maintain their level of are least likely to retire comfortably. Women with pensions

consumption in retirement, will have as little as 37 percent of what they need to retire,

However, these calculations discounted housing while women without pensions will have as little as 14 percent

wealth, which many households likely regard as their most of what they need. The study also concluded that saving more,

important financial asset. This exclusion has a dramatic effect shifting assets into equity investments, or drawing down

on the findings; if housing wealth is taken into account, then home equity after retirement have positive effects on asset

the study found that baby boomers are saving at 84 percent of accumulations available to meet retirement income needs.

the rate necessary to maintain their level of consumption in Other studies have taken a different angle in assess-

retirement, l_he study argues that it is inappropriate to treat ing the baby boomers' situation and have reached different

homeownership as a form of saving for retirement consump- conclusions. A CBO study compared the income and wealth of

tion, because previous research suggests that the elderly have the baby boomers with that of their parents' generation at

an aversion to paying living expenses during retirement by similar points in tlheir lives to asses how well today's workers

drawing on the equity in their homes (Venti and Wise, 1989). are preparing fi)r retirement (Congressional Budget Office,

However, other research indicates that dissaving does occur 1993a). Essentially, this study answered the question: How

out of housing wealth, but that housing assets are consumed well will baby boomers do in retirement compared with their

later than other assets (Sheiner and Weil, 1992). Whether parents, based on their financial circumstances at similar

baby boomers will have such an aversion in their retirement points in their working careers?

years is an unanswered question. The use of home equity Using data from the 1960 Census, the 1990 CPS, and

loans today and the advent of reverse mortgages suggest that the SCF in 1962 and 1989, CBO found that both real house-

they may not be as averse as past retirees. The relevant hold income and tlhe ratio of household wealth to income were

question for policy purposes is whether housing wealth should higher on average for baby boomers aged 25-44 years in 1989

be taken into account when evaluating the adequacy of the than was true fbr young adults of the same age in 1959 and

baby boomers' prospective retirement finances. 1962, respectively. CBO noted that the parents of the boomers,

The study also assumed a goal of maintaining a in general, seem to have adequate financial resources in

steady level of consumption after retirement. However, it is retirement, which is in part due to government transfer

not clear that tlhe same level of consumption will be necessary programs and unanticipated capital gains on housing assets
to maintain the same standard of living. Expenditures change (rather than systematic financial planning.) CBO concluded

as individuals move into their retirement years. Some expen- that most baby boomers are likely to enjoy higher real incomes

ditures are likely to fall, such as work-related expenditures for in retirement than their parents, assuming that real wages

clothing, transportation, and lunch. Also, as children move continue to grow, Social Security and private pensions remain

into adulthood, retirees may no longer have expenses related intact, and healtlh care expenditures do not outweigh other

to their care. On the other hand, if children enter college as gains. CBO noted the prospects are not as sanguine for some

parents enter retirement, such expenses can rise during the

first years of retirement. Other expenses, such as for travel

and medical care, may also rise during retirement. How 26Thisstudy actuallycoveredindividualsaged20-64years in 1993,ofwhich
individuals' desired consumption in retirement relates to the baby boomersare a subset.
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demographic groups as others, in particular for the single, the age through a spouse or children.

less educated, and nonhomeowners. Reaching essentially the same conclusions as CBO

One criticism of this work concerns the assumed and Easterlin, et al., another study noted that most baby

standard of comparison, i.e., the adequacy of future retirees' boomers should have higher income in retirement than today's

finances was judged by comparison, in real terms, with elderly, while stressing that not all will benefit uniformly

previous generations. This may be especially important in a (Lewin-VHI, 1994). The study projected that between

society that is accustomed to and expects increased standards 81 percent and 84 percent of baby boomers will have pension

of living over time. In this sense, adequacy of retirement income during retirement. However, this projection was based

income would be judged by comparing an individual's living on two crucial assumptions: first, that nearly all lump-sum
standards in retirement with those he or she enjoyed while distributions are rolled over each time a worker changes jobs;

still working, or maybe even comparing the individual's second, that all income is paid out as an annuity. Neither of

standard of living in retirement with that of those currently these assumptions can be relied upon due to job turnover, the

working. A retiree may have higher real income in retirement propensity to consume lump-sum distributions, and the

than his or her parents but still have a lower standard of decreasing rate of annuitization. However, the projection

living than when he or she was working. Would this retire- provides a realistic estimate of the proportion of the baby
ment income be considered in some sense inadequate? This boomers who will earn pension wealth and benefit from it

question may very well have different answers, depending on economically.

whether it is considered from a personal financial planning or The study begins with a note of caution that should
a public policy perspective, be applied to the assessment of all such studies: "At the

It is also important to note, as discussed in the CBO outset, it should be noted that these projections at best reflect

report, that the relatively optimistic scenario for boomers certain assumptions about the course of future events, which

relative to their parents' generation depends on future are incorporated in a mathematical model. Needless to say,

economic growth, more specifically on the assumption that these data should not be construed as a prediction of events to

wages will grow faster than prices over the next 20 years- come but rather as a probability, based on our knowledge at
40 years. Long-term economic growth may be retarded by low present."

savings and investment and by government fiscal policy. Another study projects the average resource and

Other studies with similar methodology have reached consumption levels among retirement of early, middle, and

the same basic conclusions as the CBO study. Another study late baby boomers to determine how well prepared these

assessed the retirement outlook of the baby boomers relative groups are for retirement relative to current retirees

to their parents with regard to wealth, income, and family (Auerbach and Kotlikoff, 1994 and Merrill Lynch, 1994). The

status (Easterlin, Schaeffer, and Macunovich, 1993). Specifi- study projects that all three groups of boomers will be able to

cally, this study compared the boomers' status with the sustain a level of total consumption in retirement greater than

experience of their parents' generation at similar points in that of current retirees. However, the authors argued that
their working years and then assessed the likelihood that the Medicare and Medicaid transfers should be excluded from

observed differences would continue to retirement. It found consumption. 27 With such an adjustment, the consumption of

that, on average, boomers are doing considerably better early and middle boomers remained greater than that of

economically than their parents at similar points in their current retirees, although by a smaller margin, and the

lives, and their living levels in retirement are likely to be consumption of late boomers in retirement is projected to be

considerably better, with the possible exception of the poorest just under that of current retirees. The authors note that

segment of the youngest boomers. Balanced against these when medical transfers are excluded, only the oldest boomers

findings was the likelihood that a smaller percentage of will have a level of consumption in retirement exceeding that

boomers will have a spouse or adult children in retirement, of previous retirees to the extent expected with economic

and a larger percentage will live alone than current retirees, growth. However, it is not clear, given the importance of
These outcomes are the result of boomers raising their

economic status over that of their parents by making demo-

graphic decisions to remain single longer, have fewer children, 27Thereasonscitedforsuchexclusionare that suchtransfers"donot provide
and combine mothers' marketplace work with childbearing, individualswith the samecommandoverresourcesthat cashor otherwise
The study therefore concluded that while boomers will be fungibletransfers would,"andthat "giventhe sharp increasesin the share ofmedicalspendingoverthe next coupleofdecades,it is inappropriateto
better off economically in retirement than their parents, it is equate the large associatedincreasesin medicaltransfers received,

at the price of decreased availability of personal care in old particularly by the elderly, withother increasesin consumption."
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medical expenditures to the well-being of the elderly, that individual savings, particularly through employment-based

such transfers should be excluded from consumption when saving plans such as 401(k)s. Also, fiscal policy decisions made

making these projections. Once adjustments are made in by the federal government will impact boomers by affecting

prospective government fiscal polio}, i.e., tax increases and their current disposable income and thus their ability to save,

transfer payment reductions, to counter what the authors see as well as the benefits they will receive in retirement through

as the long-term unsustainability of current fiscal policy, the Social Security and Medicare. Many of the things that will

prospects for the baby boom generation's reLireraent financial impact the boomers' retirement, such as economic growth,
security dim, i.e., their level of consumption in retirement is trends in housing values, and government fiscal policy, will

reduced through increased taxes and decreased transfers, unfold over a period of decades and are impossible to predict.

Such fiscal adjustments would have a relatively greater

negative impact on younger baby boomers. SOCIAL SECURITY

Another study focuses on the effects of personal

targeted retirement accounts (IRAs, 401(k)s, and Keoghs) on Social Security, which comprised 42 percent of income of the

the financial status of recent retirees and on persons ap- population aged 65 and over in 1992, will provide a smaller

proaching retirement (Venti and Wise, 1993). Based on a benefit for the same amount of lifetime earnings for the

comparison of age cohorts across time, it concludes that the elderly in the future. This is of particular interest for the

real personal financial assets of younger cohorts are substan- poorest of the eiderly population, because Social Security

tially larger than those of their predecessors due to increasing comprised 83 percent of income for those in the lowest income

contributions to personal retirement accounts and to the fact quintile and 81 percent of income for those in the second

that such contributions have not displaced other forms of lowest income quintile. As discussed previously, these indi-

saving. While families that are aged 76 or over currently have viduals also have the lowest median wealth-to-income ratios,
$43,000 in personal financial assets (including assets in meaning they rely on income to provide for most of their-well

addition to personal retirement accounts), 1Lhes_tudyprojected being during retirement. The status of future benefit levels

that famihes with a head of household aged 76 or over and the level of thture payroll taxes to support Social Security

18 years from now will have approximately $25,000 more in is uncertain.
assets (this includes both contributors and non.- contributors The Social Security system operates on a pay-as-you-

to personal retirement accounts). The difference among go basis, with income generated primarily from payroll taxes,

participating families is projected to be even greater: $93,000 income tax on. Social Security benefits, and interest on the
versus $160,000. Social Security trust fund in a given year covering benefit

The stu@ concludes that "If these trends continue, payments and expenses during that year. Any excess in

the baby boom generation will accumulate substantially larger income over disbursements during the year is put in the Social

levels of personal financial assets than their older counter- Security trusl: fund, which is invested exclusively in U.S.

parts and thus after retirement will have much larger pools of Treasury securities or bonds. In this mannm; the federal
accessible assets upon which to draw to meet unexpected government borrows from the trust fund to cover general

contingencies." Whether such outcomes actually materialize operating expenses. When Social Security expenditures exceed

will depend to a large degree on the preservation of lump-sum income, the _[_ceasurywill be required to appropriate funds

distributions received by workers as they change jobs. Fur- from the general budget to redeem the bonds and securities to

thermore, other research has indicated the opposite, i.e., make payments to Social Security beneficiaries. The annual

vehicles such as IRAs and 401(k)s increase private savings by reports issued by the board of trustees of the Old-Age and

a marginal amount, at best (Engen, Gale, and Scholz, 1994). Survivors Insurance (OASI) and Disability Insurance (DI)
In conclusion, the evidence indicates that boomers, in trust funds (which together form OASDI, commonly called

general, will enjoy a standard of living, i.e, real level of Social Security), include projections based on three sets of

consumption, in retirement that exceeds that of their parents, actuarial economic and demographic assumptions that predict

Whether they will be able to maintain the standard of living the amount of income and disbursements of the OASDI trust

they enjoyed while working once they move into retirement is fund over a 75-year period. The OASDI trust fund is consid-

a different question with a less clear answer. A key role will be ered to be insolvent when the funds are exhausted.

played by wealth accumulation through homeownership. To

the extent that boomers are willing to tap into this resource to PROJECTIONS OF SOCIAL SECURITY'S SOLVENCY

fund their retirement, they would appear at this early stage to
be in good shape. In addition, a key role will be played by According to the 1994 board of trustees report, under the
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Chart 2.5
Ratio of Assets to Disbursements in the OidAge and Survivors Insurance and Disability Trust Fund

by Alternative Assumptions Calendar Years 1994-2070
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Source:u.s. Departmentof HealthandHumanServices,SocialSecurityAdministration,1994AnnualReportof theBoardof Trusteesof the
FederalOld-AgeandSurvivorsandDisabilityInsuranceTrustFunds(Washington,DC:U.S.GovernmentPrintingOffice,1994).
aRepresentsassetsat the beginningof theyearas a percentageof disbursementsduringthe year.Thesedataincludeinterestincome.

intermediate set of assumptions the projected date of insol- that are subject to federal income taxation from 50 percent

vency for the OASDI trust fund is 2029; seven years earlier to 85 percent for single individuals with incomes above

than the year projected in the two prior annual reports, and $34,000 ($44,000 for married individuals filing jointly). This

just as the oldest of the baby boom generation begins reaching provision increased Social Security's income from

retirement age (chart 2.5). The cash flow of the combined 12.4 percent to 12.6 percent of taxable payroll and is

OASI and DI programs is expected to be positive until 2019, projected to gradually increase to 13.3 percent of taxable

when expenditures are projected to exceed income and payroll by the end of the 75-year projection period.

interest earnings. The Treasury would be required to appro-

priate funds from general revenue income to redeem the IMPACT OF CHANGING THE RETIREMENT AGE

special securities at that time. The Social Security program's

cash flow would be negative even sooner if the interest on the Increasing Social Security's normal retirement age will

special issue Treasury securities were not included in income, decrease the value of the benefit to older Americans. Taking

In actuality, the Treasury would have to appropriate funds at a simplified example, table 2.21 shows the monthly benefit

the point when income excluding interest income (i.e., payroll individuals of various ages, with the same salary history,

tax revenue and income tax on Social Security benefits) falls would receive if the normal retirement age were changed

short of disbursements, because the principal and the interest today to age 67 or age 70 and compares that benefit to the

of the Treasury securities are not accessible without an average benefit payment received by an individual under

appropriation of general revenues from the Treasury. current law. Under current law, an individual claiming

These projections are based on current law, and Social Security payments at age 65, with average indexed

further changes to the Social Security program may be made monthly earnings of $2,000, will receive $884 per month in

to increase OASDI income or to reduce benefit payments. The Social Security retirement benefits (William M. Mercer,

1983 amendments to Social Security included a provision to 1994). If the normal retirement age for Social Security were

increase the normal retirement age (the age at which indi- changed to age 67, assuming the monthly benefit at the new

viduals are entitled to a full Social Security benefit) incremen- normal retirement age would be the same, $884 per month,

tally from 65, the current normal retirement age, to age 67 for individuals who still wished to claim Social Security

those attaining this age in years 2027 and later. The Omnibus payments at age 65 would receive a monthly benefit of $766,

Budget Reconciliation Act of 1993 increased Social Security or 13 percent less than the benefit at age 65 under current

revenue by increasing the amount of Social Security benefits law. If normal retirement age were age 70, an individual
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wishing to retire at age 65 PUBLIC OPINION
Table 2.21

would receive $636 per Monthly Social Security Retirement Benefitsa Under Current workers, while not
month, or 25 percent less Different Normal Retirement Ages
than the benefit at age 65 likely to be knowledgeable
under current law. AssumedNormalRetirementAge(NRA) regarding the specific

issues discussed above,
Individuals Age 65 Age 67 Age 70 b

choosing to claim Social Age Retired (Current NRA) (Eventual NRA) (Alternative NRA) nonetheless have limited
expectations regarding the

Security payments prior to 62 $ 707 $636 $530 level of benefits they willnormal retirement age 65 884 766 636

receive reduced benefits, 67 955 884 707 receive from Social
which under current law 70 1,039 977 884 Security in their retire-

ment. In a recent publicwould be $707 a month at Source: Employee Benefit Research Institute simulation based on

age 62 under the same monthly benefits calculated in William M. Mercer, Guide to Social opinion surveythat asked
scenario(table2.21).An Security and Medicare (Louisville, KY: William M. Mercer, 1993). respondentsto rate their

aAssumes individuals in each scenario will reach normal retirement confidencein Social
individual claiming Social age on January 1, 1995 and begin receiving benefit payments on

Security benefits at age 62 their62nd,651:h,67th,or70thbirthday.Normalretirementbenefits Security on a scale of one
are based on average indexed monthly earnings of $2,000. to five, with five indicating

would receive 10percent bThe reduction in benefits for early retirement and the increase in
less ($636) if normal benefits for late retirement are calculated according to current law. extremely confident and
retirement age were age one not at all confident,

67 and 25 percent less ($530) if normal retirement age were the mean confidence score

age 70. was 2.8 (Employee Benefit Research Institute/The Gallup

Individuals who wait longer to claim Social Security Organization, In(',., 1994b). More than two-thirds of Americans

benefits because they do not want to retire or cannot afford to (69 percent) said they expect the level of Social Security

stop working, receive an increased benefit. Under current law, benefits to decrease (38 percent ) or be eliminated (31 percent)
an individual claiming Social Security benefits at age 67 in the future. One-quarter of Americans said they expect

would receive $955 per month, and an individual waiting until benefits to increase in the future, and 4 percent said benefits

age 70 would receive $1,039 per month (table 2.21). If normal will stay the same.

retirement age were 67, an individual claiming Social Security Lower-income individuals were more likely than

benefits at age 67 would receive $884 per month; the monthly higher income individuals to say Social Security benefits
benefit a similar individual would receive under current law would increase, while higher-income individuals were more

at age 65. ]ifnormal retirement age were age 70, the monthly likely than lower-income individuals to say benefits would

benefit at age 67 would be $707, which is equal to the early decrease. The lower-income individuals are also tess likely to

retirement benefit under current law at age 62. be saving on fheir own for retirement. Currently, lower-income

The effect of an increase in normal retirement age individuals receive the majority of their retirement income

would be somewhat mitigated by the increase in benefits for from Social Security, but it appears that many younger lower-

those claiming retirement benefits after normal retirement income individuals are not aware that Social Security benefits

age. For people born after 1930, the percentage increase in the have decreased and may decrease further, Without this

annual benefit is scheduled to increase one-haF percent every knowledge, it is unlikely they will make up for a loss in Social

two years, reaching 8 percent per year for those born after Security benefits with increased personal savings.
1942. Currently, individuals claiming Social Security benefits Twelve percent of respondents to another public

at age 67 in 1995 would receive a 4 percent increase for each opinion survey stated they expect Social Security benefits to

year they defer benefits and those beginning benefits at age 70 increase more than the rate of inflation or at the same level

in 1995 would receive a 3.5 percent increase for each year they (Employee Benefit Research Institute/The Gallup Organiza-

defer benefits. Using the example in table 21, if the 8 percent tion, Inc., 1994c). Twenty-one percent expected Social Security

benefit increase were in affect now, the individual initiating to increase for some individuals but to decrease for others,

Social Security benefits at age 67, where normal retirement while 21 percent expected benefits to stay the same for
age is age 65, would receive $1,025 per month rather than everyone. Forty-nine percent of those surveyed expected Social

$955 under current law. Similarb; the individual receiving Security benefits to decrease (33 percent) or be eliminated

Social See arity benefits at age 70 would receive a monthly (16 percent). Wb.en asked if they believed that taxes will have
benefit of $1,238. to be raised dramatically to pay for the program in the future,
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only 46 percent agreed, and the remaining 54 percent Any innovations in housing finance that improve homeowners'

disagreed, access to their housing equity will be a positive development.
Federal budget deficits and prospective fiscal adjustments

CONCLUSION loom as a negative. The generosity of Social Security benefits
is already being scaled back and further cuts remain a real

What will the situation of the baby boom generation be once possibility. In addition, there is the possibility of payroll tax
they reach their retirement years? Generally, workers them- increases to fund these benefits and increased income taxes on

selves are fairly optimistic regarding their preparation and the recipients of Social Security benefits.

their likely retirement lifestyles. They say that they are saving This paper has not discussed the issues surrounding
and are generally pleased with the amount they are saving, retiree medical expenses and health insurance. To the extent

However, the question remains whether such confidence is that boomers, once they are in retirement, have adequate
justified, insurance coverage and to the extent that health care inflation

Expert opinion on the question of the boomers' likely is brought under control, they will be that much better off.To
financial situation in retirement is divided, and answers will the extent that their out-of-pocket expenditures for medical
depend on the specifics of the question being asked. To care in retirement increase, they will be that much worse ofi:
summarize, the evidence indicates that boomers, in general, In response to Financial Accounting Standard FAS 10628
will enjoy a standard of living, i.e., real level of consumption, employers have reevaluated their retiree health benefits.

in retirement that exceeds that of their parents. Whether they Some firms have dropped the provision of retiree health
will be able to maintain the standard of living they enjoyed benefits for future retirees entirely, while others have no
while working once they move into retirement is less clear. A intention of changing their existing plans. Some employers
key role will be played by wealth accumulation through have placed limits on their postretirement medical benefit

homeownership. Tothe extent that boomers are willing to tap promises by linking the promise to tenure or by comprehen-
into this resource to fund their retirement, they would appear sively restructuring the plan design, often using a defined
at this early stage to be in good shape. Of course, should the contribution approach (A.Foster Higgins, 1993).
value of housing drop significantly and the housing market The reduction in retiree health coverage places
remain depressed into the boomers' retirement years, their additional financial burdens on retirees, at least until they
financial situation would be hurt. The exact extent would reach age 65 and qualify for Medicare benefits. However, the
depend on the magnitude of the drop, its timing, and its Medicare program is accounting for an increasing proportion
duration, of the federal budget, and the federal government is consider-

Many of the factors that will impact the boomers' ing passing health reforms that would reduce future Medicare

retirement, such as developing trends in employment-based expenditures. Constraints on federal spending for Medicare
retirement plan participation rates, likely changes in the level and reduced employment-based benefits may mean a greater
of Social Security benefits and the taxes that support these portion of the elderly's health care costs will be shifted to
benefits, other developments in government fiscal policy, and individuals. It remains to be seen how such issues will be

macroeconomie developments such as economicgrowth and dealt with by health care reform, but they have obvious
changes in the value of housing, will unfold over a period of implications for retirement income security.
decades and are impossible to predict. These factors are all in Given the heterogeneity of the baby boom generation,
addition to the planning, saving, and investing decisions made more research is needed to identify specifically what sub-
by individuals, and often will affect these decisions. The oldest groups within the generation are currently at risk and what
boomers are still 17years away from age 65 and the youngest the size of the problem is likely to be for them. This involves

boomers are 35 years away from the same age. Many unfore- moving beyond broad generalizations regarding the boomers.
seen events lie ahead that will have a large impact on the baby Groups that would now appear to be at risk to some degree
boomers, include nonhomeowners, the less educated, the single, and the

Continued economicgrowth would be a positive youngest boomers.
development, while economic stagnation would be negative for
boomers. The continued increase in the proportion of women in

the work force earning their own retirement benefits is a 28FAS106went into effect for most companies with the start of their fiscal
positive development. Inheritances received by boomers from year after December 15, 1992. Companies that sponsor retiree health plans
their parents' generation will be a plus, though likely concen- are required torecordunfundedliabilitiesforfutureretireehealth
trated among a small portion ofthe baby boom generation, expenditures on theirbalancesheet.
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Appendix Table 2.1

Distribution of the Population Aged 55 and Over by Age,

Annual Income, Gender, and Marital Status, 1992

Total Percentage
Total Older Population (thousands) Distribution

By Age
55+ 52,117 100.0%
65+ 30,870 59.2
55-61 12,887 24.7
62-64 8,360 16.0
65-69 9,832 18.9
70-79 14,499 27.8
80+ 6,539 12.5

By Gender and by Marital Status

Population Aged 55+

Total Male 23,037 100.0
Married 17,703 76.8
Widowed 2,210 9.6
Divorced 1,486 6.4
Separated 400 1.7
Never married 1,239 5.4

Total Female

Married 14,788 100.0
Widowed 10,173 68.8
Divorced 2,403 16.2
Separated 453 3.1
Never married 1,264 8.6

Population Aged 65+

Total Male 12,832 100.0
Married 9,716 75.7
Widowed 1,830 14.3
Divorced 582 4.5

Separated 136 1.1
Never married 568 4.4

Total Female 18,038 100.0
Married 7,439 41.2
Widowed 8,578 47.6
Divorced 1,054 5.8
Separated 172 1.0
Never married 795 4.4

Source: Employee Benefit Research Institute tabulations of the
March 1993 Current Population Survey.
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Appendix Table 2.2

Sources of Income by Gender and Marital Status, Population Aged 55 and Over, 1992

Total Married Widowed Divorced Separated Never Married

Mean Income

Total Male $24,829 $26,587 $17,512 $.22,952 $21,783 $15,994
Earnings 12,142 13,538 3,727 12,066 13,307 6,922
Retirement income 8,876 9,232 9,868 6,835 4,624 5,829

OASDI a 4,563 4,603 6,129 :3,390 2,439 3,290
private pensions b 2,12,¢ 2,260 2,239 1,667 415 1,077
public pensions b 2,004 2,160 1,293 1,750 1,746 1,423
IRAC/Keogh/401 (k) 135 153 177 1 19 6
other retirement

(including annuities) d 50 56 30 28 6 34
Income from assets 2,851 2,893 3,170 2,620 1,948 2,257
Other e 960 924 747 1,432 1,904 986

Total Female 12,194 10,862 12,711 16,502 10,744 15,955
Earnings 4,05'.5 4,587 1,898 13,657 5,061 6,075
Retirement income 5,074 3,430 7,554 4,303 2,655 6,688

OASDI a 3,757 2,554 5,782 2,952 2,111 3,653
private pensions b 574- 368 769 670 121 1,394
public pensions b 71:5 492 956 659 414 1,585
IRAC/Keogh/401 (k) 1:5 7 29 4 3 11
other retirement

(including annuities) d 1:5 10 17 18 6 47
Income from assets 2,450 2,535 2,458 2,173 839 2,492
Other e 61:5 309 802 1,370 2,189 700

Median Income f

Total Male $17,729 $19,095 $12,562 $16,154 $11,428 $12,154
Earnings 22,000 23,000 12,000 213,000 19,049 14,925
Retirement income 10,46:2 10,800 9,358 9,900 7,800 8499

OASDI a 7,89.4 8,020 7,413 7,183 6,240 6,278
private pensions b 5,80;3 6,000 4,950 6,480 5,844 4,722
public pensions b 13,20,3 13,793 9,600 1:3,368 13,217 11,642
IRAC/Keogh/401 (k) 7,24:5 7,245 9,500 768 8,000 3,000
other retirement

(including annuities) d 3,000 3,174 1,479 1;2,000 1,224 16,000
Income from assets 1,000 951 1,500 800 399 1,231
Other e 3,038 3,000 2,616 ',3,600 4,476 3,050

-Total Female 8,50,3 7,016 9,392 11,439 6,400 11,500
Earnings 11,000 11,000 8,375 16,000 9,784 15,000
Retirement income 5,97,5 4,545 7,354 6,344 4,533 7,719

OASDI a 5,33:5 4,296 6,696 15,586 4,497 6,000

private pensions b 2,63:2 2,400 2,605 :3,400 1,000 3,000
public pensions b 6,87,5 6,968 6,114 9,007 7,000 12,000
IRAC/Keogh/401 (k) 2,1319 2,000 3,200 1,627 579 13,000
other retirement

(including annuities) d 1,680 1,452 2,100 983 538 2,460
Income from assets 95,3 922 1,028 423 349 1,007
Other e 2,400 2,000 2,400 :3,000 3,665 3,775

Source: Employee Benefit Research Institute tabulations of the March 1993 Current Population Survey.
aOId-Age, Survivors and Disability Insurance; includes railroad retirement.
bDoes not include disability benefits.
Clndividual retirement account.

dDoes not include survivor or disability payments.
eincludes public assistance, Supplemertal Security Income, unemployment compensation, workers' compensation,

veterans' benefits, nonpension survivors' benefits, disability benefits, educational assistance, child support, alimony,
regular financial assistance from friends or relatives not living in the individual's heusehold, and other sources of
income.

fMedian income by source includes only individuals receiving income from the source being measured.
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Appendix Table 2.3
Median Elderly Income from Major Sources, Married Couples and Unmarried Individuals

Aged 65 and Over, Selected Years 1976-1990

Sourceand MaritalStatus 1976 1978 1980 1982 1984 1986 1988 t990

MarriedCouplesa
Mediantotalfamilybincome c $10,150 $12,830 $16,310 $18,670 $20,520 $22,063 $25,654
Medianaged unitd income $7,890 9,460 12,020 15,130 17,250 18,890 20,305 23,352
Median incomefrom majorsources,

aged unitsd withincome from
Social Security benefits 4,090 4,820 6,030 7,560 8,470 9,070 9,751 10,715
earnings 4,060 5,360 5,990 7,270 7,120 9,040 9,534 10,502
private pension or annuity 2,150 2,540 2,980 3,160 3,750 4,090 4,374 5,409
government employee pension 4,990 4,270 6,280 7,320 c c c 10,795
assets 1,120 1,230 1,700 2,160 3,010 3,020 3,319 3,295

Unmarried Individuals
Median total familyb income c 5,730 6,690 8,190 9,580 10,100 11,179 12,638
Median aged unitd income 3,360 3,910 4,780 5,880 6,690 7,180 7,928 9,147
Median income from major sources,

aged unitsd with income from
Social Security benefits 2,410 2,880 3,580 4,450 4,830 5,260 5,589 6,219
earnings 2,100 2,590 3,370 4,060 3,800 4,700 5,271 5,261
private pension or annuity 1,500 1,700 1,760 1,880 1,870 2,230 2,616 2,833
government employee pension 3,070 3,580 3,440 4,360 c c c 7,066
assets 680 740 760 1,120 1,550 1,520 1,517 $1,887

Source: Susan Grad and Karen Foster, Income of the Population 55 and Over, 1976,U.S. Department of Health,
Education, and Welfare, pub. no. 13-11865 (Washington, DC: U.S. Government Printing Office, 1979); Susan Grad,
Income of the Population 55 and Over, 1978, 1980, 1982, and 1984, U.S. Department of Health and Human Services,
Social Security Administration, pub. no. 13-11871 (Washington, DC: U.S. Government Printing Office, 1981-1985); and
Susan Grad, Income of the Population 55 or Older, 1988, U.S. Department of Health and Human Services, Social
Security Administration, pub. no. 13-11871 (Washington, DC: U.S. Government Printing Office, 1990); and Susan Grad,
Income of the Population 55 or Older, 1990,U.S. Department of Health and Human Services, Social Security Administra-
tion, pub. no. 13-11871 (Washington, DC: U.S. Government Printing Office, 1992).
aCouplesare includedif theyare married,livingtogether,andat leastone is aged65orover.
bAfamilyincludesallpersonsrelatedby blood,marriage,oradoptionand residingtogether.
CNotreported.
dAged units include unmarried individuals aged 65 or over and married couples if at least one spouse is aged 65 or over.
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Appendix Table 2.4

Sources of Income of the Population Aged 55 and Over by Income Quintile, 1992

Total Lowest 2 3 4 Highest

Distribution of the Elderly by Receipt of Income Source

Total 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0%

Earnings 35.0 13.4 13.9 27.6 44.0 71.5
Retirement Income 71.0 64.0 86.3 82.8 72.0 50.0

OASDI a 64.9 61.3 84.3 78.7 64.0 37.1

Private pensions b 19.1 3.5 8.8 27.2 33.8 19.9
Public pensions b 10.6 1.5 3.6 10.5 17.5 18.1
IRAC/Keogh/401(k) 0.6 0.1 0.1 0.4 1.1 1.2
Other retirement

(including annuities) d 0.7 0.3 0.3 0.7 1.0 1.0
Income from Assets 68.9 53.0 51.0 69.0 80.0 88.6
Other e 15.6 15.5 20.3 14.3 12.8 15.3

Distribution of Elderly Im.'ome by Income Source

Total 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0%

Earnings 42.9 6.2 8.8 18.5 32.8 59.1
Retirement Income 38.0 69.9 73.9 64.1 49.3 20.9

OASDI a 23.1 66.8 69.6 50.6 27.1 6.6

Private pensions b 7.1 1.8 2.4 7.8 11.8 6.0
Public pensions b 7.2 1.3 1.7 5.5 9.9 7.6
IRAC/Keogh/401 (k) 0.4 0.0 0.0 0.1 0.3 0.6
Other retirement

(including annuities) d 0.2 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.2 0.2
Income from Assets 14.8 11.6 9.0 12.4 14.4 16.4
Other e 4.3 12.3 8.3 5.0 3.6 3.5

Source: Employee Benefit Research Institute tabulations of the March 1993 Current Population Survey.
aOId-Age, Survivors and Disability Insurance; includes railroad retirement.
bDoes not include disability benefits.
Clndividual retirement account.

dDoes not include survivor or disability payments.
elncludes public assistance, Supplemental Security Income, unemployment compensation, workers' compensation,

veterans' benefits, nonpension survivors' benefits, disability benefits, educational assistance, child support, alimony,
regular financial assistance from friends or relatives not living in the individual's household, and other sources of
income.
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Appendix Table 2.5

Sources of Income of the U.S. Population Aged 55 and Over by Income Quintile, Selected Years 1974-1992

Total Lowest 2 3 4 Highest Total Lowest 2 3 4 Highest

Percentage of the Older Population Distribution of the Older Population's
Receiving Income from Various Sources Income by Income Source

OASDI a' OASDI a
1974 58.2% 54.1% 80.5% 77.7% 54.2% 22.5% 1974 19.5% 76.9% 69.6% 53.7% 23.0% 3.9%
1979 59.4 51.7 82.4 79.2 59.0 24.0 1979 20.3 65.8 67.5 51.3 24.3 3.8
1984 61.7 55.4 81.6 76.4 60.9 33.8 1984 21.4 65.9 66.5 47.9 24.8 5.7
1989 64.4 63.3 83.5 77.0 61.5 37.1 1989 21.7 65.9 66.4 45.8 23.6 6.1
1992 65.4 61.4 84.8 79.5 64.8 37.5 1992 23.6 67.2 70.2 51.7 28.1 6.8

Pensions and annuities b,c Pensions and annuities b,c
1974 b 18.2 2.9 5.4 19.9 33.9 20.5 1974 b 8.5 3.0 2.8 7.2 14.1 7.3
1979 20.6 2.3 7.6 26.3 38.1 24.5 1979 10.0 2.0 2.8 8.9 15.8 9.2
1984 24.2 3.7 10.4 31.5 42.6 29.2 1984 11.1 2.5 3.5 11.4 17.3 10.1
1989 28.8 4.9 15.9 39.6 47.4 36.5 1989 13.5 2.8 5.5 14.4 19.6 12.8
1992 30.2 5.4 12.9 38.5 51.5 38.8 1992 15.0 3.2 4.2 13.4 22.0 14.8

Income from assets Income from assets
1974 46.1 22.3 22.5 44.1 57.3 70.7 1974 11.5 9.6 4.7 9.0 11.3 13.0
1979 70.4 58.2 51.2 70.9 80.0 88.5 1979 14.1 18.2 10.6 15.4 15.5 13.6
1984 70.2 54.5 49,8 72.3 81.9 89.6 1984 20.0 17.4 10.9 17.8 19.7 22.1
1989 70.8 51.0 55.0 74.1 83.1 90.6 1989 18.5 12.3 11.6 16.9 19.2 20.0
1992 69.0 53.1 51.0 69.2 80.0 88.7 1992 15.2 11.7 9.0 12.5 14.5 17.1

Earnings Earnings
1974 46.4 25.8 16.5 31.8 60.1 85.8 1974 57.2 -2.8 9.9 22.1 48.3 74.9
1979 39.4 13.5 12.8 27.8 53.5 82.9 1979 52.5 3.2 8.0 18.9 41.5 72.0
1984 36.4 14.6 14.0 28.8 48.5 71.8 1984 44.6 3.1 8.7 19.1 36.0 60.7
1989 36.0 13.7 16.0 30,0 47.1 72.6 1989 43.4 6.4 9.6 19.9 35.2 59.4
1992 35.0 13.4 13.9 27.6 44.1 71,5 1992 42.9 6.2 8.8 18.5 32,9 59.1

Other b,d Otherb, d
1974 b 16.0 13.7 24.7 20.4 11.5 8.3 1974 b 3.3 13.3 13.1 8.0 3.2 1.0
1979 15.7 13.4 25.3 16.2 11.9 11.7 1979 3.1 10.9 11.1 5.5 2.8 1.4
1984 14.2 14.6 24.7 12.3 10.7 8.9 1984 2.8 11.2 10.4 3.9 2.2 1.4
1989 13.7 17.8 18.1 10.6 11.3 10.8 1989 2.8 12.6 7.0 3.0 2.5 1.7
1992 13.9 15.1 19.3 12.0 10.5 12.8 1992 3.2 11.8 7.8 3.9 2.6 2.2

Source: Employee Benefit Research Institute tabulations of the March 1970, March 1975, March 1980, March 1985, March 1990, and March
1993 Current Population Surveys.
aOId-Age, Survivors and Disability Insurance; includes railroad retirement.
bin 1974, the percentage of the older population receiving pension income may be overstated and the percentage of people receiving "other"

income may be understated. Total private pension income received by individuals aged 55 and over in 1974 was $10,451 million; however,
because some sources of income in the "other" category are included in private pension income, the actual pension total is overstated by
between 2 percent and 12 percent, or is between $9,221 million and $10,243 million. Similarly, public pension income in 1974 totaled
$13,603 but is potentially overstated by between 7 percent and 18 percent, falling in the range of $11,226 million and $12,638 million.
Income from "other" income sources is understated by the amount pension income is overstated.

Clncludes pension, annuity, survivors, and disability benefits.
dlncludes public assistance, Supplemental Security Income, unemployment compensation, workers' compensation, veterans' benefits,

nonpension survivors' benefits, nonpension disability benefits, educational assistance, child support, alimony, regular financial assistance
from friends or relatives not living in the individual's household, and other sources of income.
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Appendix Table 2.6

Mean and Median Income of the Population Aged 55 and Over, by Income Quintile, Selected Years 1974-1992

Total Lowest 2 3 4 Highest Total Lowest 2 3 4 Highest

Mean Income ! Median Income

Total i Total

1974 a $16,109 $ 790 $5,473 $9,846 $18,376 $45,826 1974 a $11,4;._5 $2,391 $5,522 $9,562 $17,957 $37,565
1979 16,760 1,874 6,094 10,419 18,497 45,885 1979 10,793 2,765 3,032 1,623 387 1,353
1984 17,304 2,212 6,534 11,026 19,041 19,041 1984 11,349 3,129 3,239 1,252 391 1,369
1989 18,987 2,918 7,562 12,611 21,235 52,115 1989 12,509 3,830 7,488 12,512 20,790 42,041
1992 17,767 2,496 6,864 11,50"! 19,347 47,436 1992 11,842 3,420 6,840 11,407 19,002 38,478

OASDI b OASDI b

1974 3,141 608 3,808 5,287 4,232 1,777 1974 5,854 2,728 4,694 7,069 7,786 7,911
1979 3,394 1,234 4,115 5,343 4,499 1,749 1979 5,674 5,994 4,978 1,716 626 3,894
1984 3,700 1,457 4,344 5,276 4,727 4,727 1984 6,045 6,520 5,383 1,486 699 4,313
1989 4,118 1,924 5,019 5,771 5,010 3,187 1989 6,3:32 3,630 6,137 7,693 8,208 8,486
1992 4,201 1,676 4,816 5,947 5,432 3,215 1992 6,348 3,495 5,800 7,643 8,422 8,664

Pensions and annuities a,c Pensions and annuities a'c

1974 a 1,367 24 153 71,'3 2,598 3,325 1974 a 5,464 1,449 2,391 2,937 6,651 13,660
1979 1,678 37 171 929 2,926 4,222 1979 5,658 10,233 6,957 2,759 1,202 7,730
1984 1,929 55 230 1,253 3,294 3,294 1984 5,476 10,859 7,081 3,064 1,565 7,823
1989 2,570 82 414 1,819 4,155 6,657 1989 5,920 1,268 1,650 3,883 8,024 14,935
1992 2,671 79 290 1,544 4,253 7,004 1992 6,000 1,263 1,500 3,245 7,200 15,000

Income from assets Income from assets
1974 1,854 76 255 882 2,077 5,947 1974 1,423 498 632 1,283 1,918 2,561
1979 2,367 340 647 1,605 2,876 6,222 1979 966 18,129 7,630 6,841 1,546 15,460
1984 3,467 384 715 1,96"3 3,743 3,743 1984 1,499 18,648 7,833 6,978 2,704 15,647
1989 3,516 360 879 2,127 4,070 10,433 1989 1,436 381 792 1,608 2,829 3,889
1992 2,697 291 620 1,438 2,809 8,105 1992 9t39 267 500 1,000 1,500 2,300

Earnings Earnings
1974 9,215 (22) 540 2,17(3 8,882 34,314 1974 17,075 1,138 3,566 7,115 15,652 34,150
1979 8,794 59 485 1,96!) 7,676 33,044 1979 17,393 38,650 7,478 13,914 1,824 34,785
1984 7,725 69 567 2,107 6,861 6,861 1984 15,64-7 37,878 7,855 12,877 4,107 33,901
1989 8,246 187 724 2,51(3 7,476 30,939 1989 16,972 1,810 4,526 9,052 17,539 37,338
1992 7,630 154 605 2,128 6,360 28,054 1992 15,84-0 1,530 4,950 8,310 15,600 35,000

Othera,d Other a'd
1974 a 532 105 717 78!) 587 463 1974 a 2,739 1,679 2,610 3,210 3,757 2,388
1979 526 204 676 573 520 650 1979 2,213 1,546 2,190 2,899 2,788 1,987
1984 483 247 678 42:7 416 416 1984 2,086 1,627 2,159 2,503 2,608 2,026
1989 536 366 526 379 524 899 1989 2,263 1,901 2,037 2,851 2,715 2,715
1992 568 295 533 443 494 1,059 1992 2,4(:)0 1,802 2,064 2,880 3,000 3,915

Source: Employee Benefit Research Institute tabulations of the March 1970, March 1975, /vlarch 1980, March 1985, March 1990, and March
1993 Current Population Surveys.
aMean and median pension income in 1974 may be overstated and mean and median "other" income may be understated. Total private

pension income of individuals aged 55 and over in 1974 was $10,451 million; however, because some sources of income in the "othe¢'
category are included in private pension income the actual pension total is overstated by between 2 percent and 12 percent, or is between
$9,221 million and $10,243 million. Similarly, public pension income in 1974 totaled $13,603 but is potentially overstated by between
7 percent and 18 percent, falling in the range of $11,226 million and S12,638 million. Income from "other" income sources is understated by
the amount pension income is overstated.

bOld-Age, Survivors and Disability Insurance; includes railroad retirement.
Clncludes pension, annuity, survivors, and disability benefits.
dlncludes public assistance, Supplemental Security Income, unemployment compensation, workers' compensation, veterans' benefits,

nonpension survivors' benefits, nonpension disability benefits, educational assistance, child support, alimony, regular financial assistance
from friends or relatives not living in the individual's household, and other sources of income.
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Appendix Table 2.7

Mean and Median Income of the Population Aged 65 and Over, by Income Quintile, Selected Years 1974-1992

Total Lowest 2 3 4 Highest Total Lowest 2 3 4 Highest

Mean Income Median Income

Total Total

1974 a $12,239 $1,857 $5,549 $8,252 $12,950 $32,417 1974 a $8,674 $3,159 $5,576 $8,203 $12,806 $24,958
1979 12,673 3,102 5,984 8,764 13,458 31,524 1979 8,795 3,620 5,933 8,678 13,296 24,705
1984 14,347 3,520 6,529 9,672 15,295 36,204 1984 9,659 3,971 6,520 9,550 15,107 28,248
1989 15,942 3,678 7,091 10,744 16,918 41,099 1989 10,765 4,222 7,085 10,657 16,689 32,226
1992 14,899 3,436 6,730 10,183 15,712 37,483 1992 10,200 4,020 6,684 10,085 15,473 28,527

OASDt b OASDI b
1974 5,142 1,645 4,313 6,157 7,169 6,467 1974 6,033 3,113 4,849 6,884 7,581 8,135
1979 5,412 2,455 4,708 6,298 6,982 6,471 1979 5,798 3,252 5,054 6,903 7,322 7,730
1984 5,817 2,822 5,202 6,585 7,345 7,080 1984 6,234 3,476 5,585 7,010 7,822 8,063
1989 6,148 2,997 5,588 7,010 7,748 7,343 1989 6,504 3,647 5,998 7,565 8,161 8,554
1992 6,206 2,838 5,460 7,092 7,929 7,642 1992 6,420 3,600 5,846 7,534 8,248 8,842

Pensions and annuities a,c Pensions and annuities a,c

1974 a 1,709 29 127 378 1,871 6,093 1974 a 5,123 1,605 2,224 2,151 4,013 9,904
1979 1,875 35 124 493 2,115 6,489 1979 4,824 1,353 1,480 1,836 4,360 9,647
1984 2,158 43 180 790 2,822 6,847 1984 4,694 981 1,252 2,112 4,930 10,030
1989 2,794 72 269 1,139 3,574 8,886 1989 5,211 1,109 1,358 2,636 5,567 1t,812
1992 2,991 71 218 1,081 3,597 9,703 1992 5,076 1,000 1,272 2,280 5,194 12,000

Income from assets Income from assets
1974 2,230 70 243 611 1,821 8,340 1974 1,821 484 598 953 1,931 5,265
1979 2,727 221 546 1,150 2,621 8,947 1979 1,353 291 580 966 2,019 4,831
1984 4,039 262 557 1,593 3,590 13,968 1984 2,067 317 652 1,408 3,260 10,431
1989 4,018 245 643 1,734 3,784 13,631 1989 1,923 311 623 1,513 3,337 8,969
1992 3,051 226 539 1,286 2,603 10,297 1992 1,200 217 500 1,000 1,904 4,924

Earnings Earnings
1974 2,607 (59) 155 400 1,476 10,962 1974 6,113 1,025 1,423 2,627 5,692 17,075
1979 2,199 9 99 341 1,330 9,090 1979 6,646 773 1,193 2,899 5,798 15,847
1984 1,912 7 100 356 1,260 7,710 1984 5,858 652 1,398 2,712 6,259 15,256
1989 2,513 7 120 534 1,450 10,415 1989 7,694 1,018 1,697 3,734 6,789 22,629
1992 2,207 (12) 104 434 1,201 9,024 1992 7,000 350 1,204 3,581 6,018 18,000

Othera, d Other a,d
1974 a 552 t72 711 706 613 554 1974 a 2,669 1,568 2,459 2,698 3,835 5,078
1979 461 382 507 481 409 526 1979 2,125 1,739 1,855 2,435 3,989 3,479
1984 421 387 490 348 277 600 1984 1,956 1,674 1,833 2,347 2,608 3,502
1989 468 357 470 328 361 824 1989 1,989 1,582 1,738 2,675 2,738 3,575
1992 445 313 408 290 382 818 1992 2,264 1,656 1,704 2,640 3,000 4,200

Source: Employee Benefit Research Institute tabulations of the March 1970, March 1975, March 1980, March 1985, March 1990, and March
1993 Current Population Surveys.
aMean and median pension income in 1974 may be overstated, and mean and median "other" income may be understated. Total private

pension income for individuals aged 55 and over in 1974 was $10,451 million; however, because some sources of income in the "other"
category are included in private pension income, the actual pension total is overstated by between 2 percent and 12 percent, or is between
$9,221 million and $10,243 million. Similarly, public pension income in 1974 totaled $13,603 but is potentially overstated by between
7 percent and 18 percent, falling in the range of $11,226 million and $12,638 million. Income from "other" income sources is understated by
the amount pension income is overstated.

bOld-Age, Survivors and Disability Insurance; includes railroad retirement.
Clncludes pension, annuity, survivors', and disability benefits.
dlncludes public assistance, Supplemental Security Income, unemployment compensation, workers' compensation, veterans' benefits,

nonpension survivors' benefits, nonpension disability benefits, educational assistance, child support, alimony, regular financial assistance
from friends or relatives not living in the individual's household, and other sources of income.
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Appendix Table 2.8
Sources of the Older Population's Income by Age, Selected Years 1974-1992

Total Total Total Total

Aged 55+ Aged 65+ 55-61 62-64 65-69 70-79 80+ Aged 55+ Aged 65+ 55-61 62-64 65-69 70-79 80+

Percentage of the Older Population Receiving Various Income Sources Distribution o _the Older Population's Income by Income Source

OASDI a OASDI a
1974 58.2% 88.6% 10.8% 47.5% 83.8% 91.4% 91.6% 1974 19.5% .4;2.0% 2.5% 11.6% 33.7% 47.5% 50.2%
1979 59.4 91.0 10.7 51.3 86.8 93.7 92.3 1979 20.3 4;_3.7 2.6 13.3 35.8 45.9 52.2
1984 61.7 92.6 9.0 55.0 88.8 95.2 93.3 1984 21.4 40.5 2.2 14.5 34.5 43.5 46.6
1989 64.4 92.5 9.3 55.6 87.1 95.6 94.7 1989 21.7 38.6 2.3 14.5 29.3 43.2 48.2
1992 65.4 93.4 9.1 55.7 89.7 94.8 95.9 1992 23.6 41.7 2.4 15.8 33.6 43.8 52.6

Pensions and annuities 13,c Pensions and annuities b,c
1974 b 18.2 24.0 9.1 16.7 26.1 24.8 17.4 1974 b 8.5 1,4.0 4.0 7.7 14.2 14.7 11.0
1979 20.6 26.6 10.8 20.1 29.0 27.3 20.1 1979 10.0 1,4.8 5.7 10.4 15.2 15.4 11.8
1984 24.2 30.1 13.1 25.0 33.2 30.8 23.0 1984 11.1 15.0 6.3 12.3 16.4 15.3 11.2
1989 28.8 34.7 16.3 29.6 36.8 35.8 28.6 1989 13.5 17.5 7.8 14.9 19.4 17.3 13.5
1992 30.2 37.2 15.8 28.0 37.0 40.0 31.4 1992 15.0 20.1 8.1 15.7 20.6 21.4 15.3

Income from assets Income from assets
1974 46.1 47.4 44.5 44.6 45.3 48.7 48.2 1974 11.5 18.2 6.6 8.6 15.7 19.3 22.7
1979 70.4 68.9 72.6 71.2 69.8 69.4 65.7 1979 14.1 21.5 8.4 11.6 18.3 22.7 27.0
1984 70.2 69.4 71.3 71.1 71.3 70.0 64.3 1984 20.0 28.2 12.2 16.2 23.3 29.8 35.3
1989 70.8 70.3 71.6 71.6 71.5 70.7 67.2 1989 18.5 25.2 11.1 15.1 21.3 26.5 31.2
1992 69.0 68.8 69.3 69.1 69.8 69.8 65.1 1992 15.2 213.5 9.0 12.6 18.5 20.5 24.6

Earnings Earnings
1974 46.4 21.9 81.9 61.3 33.3 18.0 7.8 1974 57.2 21.3 84.3 69.8 32.7 13.9 9.5
1979 39.4 17.5 70.8 51.4 28.6 14,2 3.3 1979 52.5 17.3 80.5 61.6 27.7 12.6 2.6
1984 36.4 15.2 70.0 47,1 25.1 12.7 3.6 1984 44.6 1:3.3 76.5 54.3 23.2 8.6 2.9
1989 36.0 16.4 71.5 48.8 28.6 12.4 4.5 1989 43.4 1:5.8 76.2 52.7 27.1 10.1 3.6
1992 35.0 14.9 72.4 49.2 25.7 12.4 4.1 1992 42.9 14.8 77.2 52.0 24.6 11.3 3.9

Other b,d Otherb, d
1974 b 16.0 17.3 15.7 11.0 15.1 17.4 21.9 1974 b 3.3 4.5 2.6 2.2 3.7 4.6 6.7
1979 15.7 15.3 16.9 14.4 13.4 14.7 20.7 1979 3.1 :3.6 2.7 3.0 3.0 3.3 6.5
1984 14.2 13.6 15.4 13.9 12.1 13.3 17.1 1984 2.8 :2.9 2.7 2.7 2.6 2.8 4.0
1989 13.7 13.4 14.7 12.6 13.2 13.2 14.4 1989 2.8 :2.9 2.7 2.9 2.9 2.8 3.5
1992 13.9 12.9 16.1 13.8 12.3 13.2 13.0 1992 3.2 3.0 3.3 3.8 2.7 3.0 3.5

Source: Employee Benefit Research Institute tabulations of the March 1970, March 1975, March 1980, March 1985, March 1990, and March
1993 Current Population Surveys.
aOId-Age, Survivors and Disability Insurance; includes railroad retirement.
bin 1974, the percentage of older individuals receMng pension income and the percentage of income represented by pension income may be

overstated, and the percentage of people receiving "other" income and the portion of income represented by "other" income sources may be
understated. Total private pension income of individuals aged 55 and over in 1974 totaled $10,451 million; however, because some sources
of income in the "other" category are included in private pension income, the actual pension 'Iotal is overstated by between 2 percent and
12 percent, or is between $9,221 million and $10,243 million. Similarly, public pension income in 1974 totaled $13,603 but is potentially
overstated by between 7 percent and 18 percent, falling in the range of $11,226 million and $12,638 million. Income from "other" income
sources is understated by the amount pension inc.ome is overstated.

Clncludes pension, annuity, survivors', and disability benefits.
dlncludes public assistance, Supplemental Security Income, unemployment compensation, workers' compensation, veterans' benefits,

nonpension survivors' benefits, nonpension disability benefits, educational assistance, child support, alimony, regular financial assistance
from friends or relatives not living in the individual's household, and other sources of income.
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Appendix Table 2.9
Mean Income of the Population Aged 55 and Over by Age and Income Source, Selected Years 1974-1992

Age 1974a 1979 1984 1989 1992

($1992)

Total Income
55-59 $21,382 $22,942 $22,002 $24,604 $23,565
60-64 19,096 19,596 19,692 21,867 20,274
65-69 14,104 14,251 16,059 18,282 16,922
70-74 11,863 12,700 14,646 16,190 15,100
75+ 10,614 11,089 12,586 13,728 13,172

OASDIb
55-59 451 482 393 448 497
60-64 1,554 1,829 1,929 2,125 2,096
65-69 4,760 5,104 5,546 5,363 5,683
70-74 5,401 5,716 6,157 6,715 6,195
75+ 5,343 5,487 5,819 6,450 6,624

Pensions and annuitiesa,c
55-59 799 1,164 1,097 1,636 1,525
60-64 1,222 1,796 2,246 2,873 2,899
65-69 2,007 2,165 2,627 3,546 3,488
70-74 1,862 2,073 2,295 2,970 3,351
75+ 1,582 1,437 1,635 2,018 2,354

Income from assets
55-59 1,270 1,846 2,484 2,545 2,077
60-64 1,643 2,088 3,085 3,083 2,291
65-69 2,209 2,603 3,739 3,888 3,130
70-74 2,204 2,724 4,257 4,129 2,942
75+ 2,271 2,853 4,156 4,057 3,063

Earnings
55-59 18,275 18,858 17,471 19,351 18,705
60-64 14,254 13,273 11,872 13,148 12,254
65-69 4,612 3,950 3,726 4,963 4,167
70-74 1,909 1,767 1,498 1,930 2,140
75+ 1,074 788 569 767 711

Othera,d
55-59 588 592 557 623 760
60-64 423 609 559 638 734
65-69 517 429 422 522 455
70-74 488 420 438 446 472
75+ 346 524 408 436 420

Source: Employee Benefit Research Institute tabulations of the March 1970, March 1975, March 1980, March 1985, March
1990, and March 1993 Current Population Surveys.
aMean pension income in 1974 may be overstated, and mean "other" income may be understated. Total private pension
income of individuals aged 55 and over in 1974 was $10,451 million; however, because some sources of income in the
"other" category are included in private pension income, the actual pension total is overstated by between 2 percent and
12 percent, or is between $9,221 million and $10,243 million. Similarly, public pension income in 1974 totaled $13,603 but is
potentially overstated by between 7 percent and 18 percent, falling in the range of $11,226 million and $12,638 million.
Income from "other" income sources is understated by the amount pension income is overstated.

bOld-Age,Survivors and Disability Insurance; includes railroad retirement.
Clncludespension, annuity, survivors,' and disability benefits.
dlncludes public assistance, Supplemental Security Income, unemployment compensation, workers' compensation, veterans'
benefits, nonpension survivors' benefits, nonpension disability benefits, educational assistance, child support, alimony,
regular financial assistance from friends or relatives not living in the individual's household, and other sources of income.
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DISCUSSION AFTER YAKOBOSKI/SILVERMAN In 1993. there were approximately 141,000 lump-sum
distributions from Hewitt Associates' client plans. Thirty-one

PRESENTATION percent of those electing to take a lump-sum distribution from

MR. SCHIEBER: I guess the way I look at this isn't so much their plan rolled the distribution into an IRA. Five percent

that tenures have been going up. It's that wCve all held this transferred their distribution into their new employer's plan.

myth for the last 15 or 20 years that they've been going down, Sixty-four percent took their distribution in cash. However,

and they really haven't been. 70 percent of the 1;otal dollar amount of the distributions was
rolled over into an IRA, and 10 percent was transferred to a

MR. BERI_EIM: Whether the transitions in the labor new employer's p]an. Twenty percent of the value of distribu-

market are voluntary or involuntary strikes me as an ex- tions was taken in cash.

tremely important issue. If they were moving to better The Vanguard Group, one of America's largest mutual

opportunities, that completely changes the interpretation of fund families, did a similar study, with results similar to those
these data. So I think that that's a vital issue to resolve, found by Hewitt Associates. These studies encompass a very

large number of participants, and I believe that their results

MR. WRAY: The Profit Sharing Council of America (PSCA) are typical for plans generally.

has begun reviewing the impact of the recently passed This does not account for those who choose to leave

legislation that imposes a 20 percent withholding tax on lump their distributions in their former employer's plan. As you

sums in qualified retirement plans that are not rolled over know, the law provides that participants have the right to

into IRAs or a subsequent employer's plan. leave their account balances in their plan at termination of

At PSCA's request, Hewitt Associates did a study of employment if the balance is over $3,500. PSCA is currently

its 1993 distributions. Hewitt Associates is a consulting firm evaluating ways to determine the number of participants who

that does recordkeeping for a wide variety of qualified plans choose this option and the amount of money they are deferring

throughout the United States. in this way.
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CHAPTER 3: Baby Boomers in Retirement: An Early
Perspective

Joyce Manchester

INTRODUCTION Moreover, baby boomers could inherit substantial amounts of
wealth from their parents over the next 20 years to 30 years.

Many people are concerned that, in retirement, the baby boom Recognize, however, that CBO is asking a restricted
generation will place unduly large demands on private and question in this study--whether the baby boomers' income and
public resources. One reason is the sheer number ofAmeri- wealth in retirement will exceed that of their parents. The
cans born between 1946 and 1964. This bulge is expected to answer to that restricted question appears to be yes, but that
raise the share of the population that is aged 65 and over from does not imply that baby boomers are saving enough. If
about 12percent in 1990 to about 20 percent in 2030, when boomers simply reach the income of their parents' generation,
the youngest baby boomer is 66 years old. Pressures will be the economy will show no progress and the standard of living
felt in funding Social Security and private pensions and in will stagnate. The way to increase growth is for baby boomers,
providing health care to older people. A second reason for the their parents, and the generation following the boomers to
concern is the lower saving rates of recent years, which reduce save more, through lower government deficits and higher

the odds that sufficient resources will be available to provide rates of saving.
for the baby boomers' retirement. Other studies offuture retirement incomes have used

The Congressional Budget Office (CBO) released a higher standards, although they are not related to any specific
study in September 1993 that finds baby boomers, on average, concern about overall national saving. Some suggest that baby

could have at least as much real income and wealth in boomers might try to maintain some proportion of their
retirement as their parents' generation now has. Their saving preretirement standards of living when they retire, with the
to date is similar to that of their parents as young adults. As a proportion ranging up to 100 percent. Full replacement of
whole, baby boomers have higher real incomes and more preretirement incomes is probably a higher standard than
wealth than their parents had as young adults, although some current retirees have met, and we have no way of knowing

demographic groups have not fared as well as others. For the what replacement ratio boomers would find acceptable. The
most part, the parents of baby boomers, now close to or just CBO study does not examine how boomers' retirement income
past retirement age, seem to have adequate financial re- might relate to their preretirement income.
sources in retirement, reflecting in part transfer programs These concerns notwithstanding, CBO's findings
available to essentially all of them and unanticipated gains on stand in contrast to the claims of some that the baby boomers
housing assets rather than systematic financial planning. As will certainly face hard times in retirement. Such assertions
long as real wages continue to grow, Social Security and focus on the slowing of real wage growth, the future financial
private pensions remain intact, and health care expenditures deterioration of the Social Security system, the decline in
do not swamp other gains, most baby boomers are likely to defined benefit pension plans, low private saving rates, and
enjoy higher real incomes in retirement than their parents, possible declines in the value of housing. CBO acknowledges

Of course, it is far too soon to predict the financial those trends but also recognizes that real wages are still
situation of baby boomers in retirement. Even though the growing, the work force is more highly educated, and the
older boomers have completed almost one-half of their work- participation rate of women in the labor force has increased.
ing years, they are just entering the period of life when most All ofthese factors portend increases in household incomes of
of the financial preparations for retirement take place. It baby boomers in retirement, in part by making greater
would not be surprising to find different wealth profiles of accumulation of assets possible during their working years.
baby boomers 10years to 20 years from now as they get much

closer to their retirement years and have more information on How Do BABYBOOMERSCOMPARE WITH

which to base their saving decisions. Indeed, most of the THEIR PARENTS AS YOUNG ADULTS?
pension benefits and private assets of the current retirees

were acquired after they were older than the boomers are now. CBO's findings show that baby boomers in general are finan-
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cially better off than their parents' generation was as young ratio of wealth to income is higher now than it was for young

adults. Both real household income and the ratio of household adults in 1962. Among households in the 25-34 age bracket in

wealth to income are higher, on average, for baby boomers which the head of household is not married, the median ratio

aged 25-44 in 1989 than was true of young adults aged 25-44 of wealth to incorae has more than tripled. Among married

in 1959 and 1962.1 couples in that age bracket, the median ratio has more than

The advantage of older boomers is even greater than doubled. The rise in the median ratio is less pronounced for

that of younger boomers. For the group aged 25--34, median those in the 35-44 age bracket, but an increase is still evident.

household income in 1989 dollars is 35 percent higher than it The median ratio rises 11 percent for unmarried heads of

was for a similar group in 1959--$30,000 in 1989 and $22,300 households and 16 percent for married couples.
in 1959 (table 3.1). The slightly older group, aged 35-44, These gains in household income and wealth have

reports substantially larger gains, with median inflation- come despite changes in household composition that in some
adjusted household income 53 percent abow_ that of the cases work against the betterment of household finances. For

corresponding group in 1959, rising from $25,100 to $38,400. example, a much larger share of households is now headed by
Median household wealth in real terms is about 50 percent unmarried people who may be divorced, widowed, or never

higher in 1989 than it was in 1962 for the younger group and married. In 19.59, an unmarried person headed just 14 percent

about 85 percent higher for the older group, of households in the 25-34 age group. By 1989, that propor-

Even more striking is the finding that the median tion had more than tripled to 46 percent.
At the same time, the increased number of women in

the labor force and higher educational attainment among baby

1Congressional Budget Office analysis of the 1960 Census, tlne 1990 Current boomers help to increase household incomes and wealth. The

Population Survey (CPS), and the Survey of Consumer Finances ISCFI in proportion of married couples with two earners has risen from1962 and 1989. The unit of observation used throughout this study is the

household, defined to include all people living in a dwelling unit in the 39 percent to 69 percent among households headed by a

Census and the CPS. In the SCF, boarders are not included as members of married person aged 35-44. Also, many more baby boomers
the household.

are completing high school or college. The proportion of

households headed by a person aged 35-44 with a high school

degree has risen from 40 percent to 58 percent. For the same
Table3.1

age group, the share of households headed by a person with
MedianIncomeandWealth,byAgeandMaritalStatuswith

andwithoutChildren,1959and1989,in 1989Dollars. four years of college has risen from 11 percent to 30 percent.
Exceptions to the general improvement in the

Aged25-34 Aged35-44 financial situation of young adults point to those groups that
have not shared in the economic prosperity of the past

1959 1989 1959 1989 30 years. Those households with heads aged 25-34 without a

AllHouseholds high school degree report lower median household income in

Medianincome $22,300 $30,000 $25,100 $38,400 1989 than in 1959 after adjusting for inflation, although

Medianwealth 6,100 9,000 29,300 54,200 today's dropouts probably have fewer skills than did those of

Not Married the early 1960s (table 3.2). 2 Households headed by unmarried

Median income 13,000 21,900 14,200 25,300 individuals aged 25-34 with children report median income

nochildren 17,000 26,000 16,800 28,700 about one-third the size of married couples with children andwith children 8,100 13,300 10,900 20,900
Medianwealth 400 1,800 6,300 16,700 about one-twentieth as much wealth. Married couples aged

nochildren 900 3,100 13,500 17,700 25-34 with only one earner report about two-thirds as much

withchildren 0 700 1,900 7,900 wealth in 1989 as in 1962. Wealth among nonhomeowners

Married aged 25-34 has not changed much since 1962 and has actually

Median iqcome 23,300 36,700 26,700 46,800 declined among nonhomeowners aged 35-44.
no children 26,500 44,500 28,000 50,500
with children 22,700 34,600 26,300 46,200 CBO has analyzed only changes in financial well-

MedianWealth 7,900 17,300 36,500 70,100 being as measured by income and wealth. Thus, our study

nochildren 7,800 17,200 43,1O0 71,900 does not address many "quality of life" issues that surely arewith children 8,000 18,800 35,500 70,100

Source: Congressional Budget Office tabulations using the 1960 Census
and 1990 C_rrent Population Survey for income and the 1962 and 1989 2A much smaller percentage of the population does not complete high school
Survey of Consumer Finances for wealth, today. In 1959, 42 percent of household heads aged 25-34 had not completed

high school. This proportion fell to 13 percent in 1989.
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of great importance when comparing how baby boomers live strong economic growth and real wage growth until 1973,

today with how their parents lived three decades ago or with although real wages have grown only a little since then. Social

how the boomers will live 30 years or 40 years into the future. Security benefits have expanded greatly over the last few

The large increase in women's participation in the decades, pension coverage and benefits for recent retirees

labor force in recent decades may mean more family income have been rising, and unexpected capital gains on housing and

and many more opportunities for women today and in the financial gains on fixed rate mortgages have given many older

future. At the same time, this development also imposes households a welcome financial boost. For those aged 65 and

strains on families who must set up child care arrangements over, the government covers a large percentage of medical

outside the home and juggle the needs of all family members expenses through the Medicare program.

during the few hours of family time that remain each week. One indicator of the financial circumstances of older

Moreover, improvements in medical care, automobile safety, adults is the relatively low share of total income from earn-

housing, and consumer electronics have been remarkable, but ings--perhaps a signal that the elderly do not find it neces-

they cannot be measured in a study such as this. Similarly, sary to have a job in order to make ends meet. In 1990, just
deterioration of the environment and an increase in crime 18 percent of the total income of households of persons aged

rates cannot be quantified but may have high costs in terms of 65 and over came from earnings, down from 37 percent in

health, safety, and enjoyment. 1958.
That decline in the share of income from earnings can

be associated with both the rise in Social Security benefits and

Table 3.2 with declines in participation in the labor force. In 1990,

MedianIncome and Wealth,by Age and Number of Earners 36 percent of the total income of the elderly came from Social
andby Education,1959and1989,in1989Dollars Security, up from 22 percent in 1958. The relative importance

of other sources of income has not changed much since 1958.
Aged25-34 Aged35-44

The share of income from assets has risen from 23 percent to

1959 1989 1959 1989 25 percent, while the share from pensions has increased from

14 percent to 18 percent. The share of public assistanceBy Numberof Earners
MedianIncome dropped from 5 percent to 2 percent.

Married,oneearner $21,900 $28,100 $24,700 $38,500 Closely related to the decline in the share of income

Married,two earners 25,500 41,500 29,600 50,400 from earnings over the past few decades is the decline in the

MedianWealth rate of participation in the labor force among people aged 55

Married,one earner 12,600 8,100 40,700 53,400 and over. In 1965, 85 percent of men aged 55-64 were in the

Married,twoearners 5,600 28,300 34,600 92,400 labor force, but that proportion had dropped to 67 percent by

By Educationof Head of Household 1991. Among men aged 62-64, participation in the labor force
MedianIncome fell from 73 percent in 1965 to 46 percent in 1991. For men
No highschooldegree18,600 16,300 20,700 20,800
Highschool degree 23,900 29,000 27,500 35,600 aged 65 and over, participation rates fell from 28 percent in
Fouryears of college 29,200 41,800 38,500 53,4O0 1965 to 16 percent in 1991. Women aged 55-64 show small

increases in labor force participation over this same period,MedianWealth
Nohighschool degree 800 1,600 13,900 6,100 from 41 percent to 45 percent. Among women aged 65 and
Highschool degree 8,600 8,300 43,200 45,600 over, the rate fell slightly from 10 percent in 1965 to 9 percent
Fouryearsof college 23,100 28,300 68,400 102,700 in 1991.

Source:CongressionalBudgetOfficetabulationsusingthe1960Census Some notable exceptions mar that optimistic picture
and1990CurrentPopulationSurveyforincomeand the1962and 1989 of recent and soon-to-be retirees. Those who are aged 55-64,

SurveyofConsumerFinancesforwealth, not married, and not working report substantially lower
median incomes and wealth than does the median household

in the cohort. Households with heads holding less than a high

WHAT IS THE FINANCIAL SITUATION OF THOSE school degree report about one-third of the median income and

CLOSE To OR JUST PAST RETIREMENTTODAY? less than one-quarter of the median wealth of households with
heads of household who completed four years of college.

The cohort that includes parents of the baby boomers, defined Median wealth for nonhomeowners in the 55-64 age group is

to be older people aged 55-74 in 1989, in general has consider- less than one-hundredth of the median wealth (including

able income and wealth. These older people benefited from housing equity) of homeowners in this age group. In the 65-74
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age group, median wealth for nonhomeowners is less than growth, and more resources available for saving. However, the

one-fiftieth of the median wealth of homeowners, prospects of earning a decent wage are much poorer for those

without skills valued by the marketplace. The job opportuni-
LOOKING AHEAD TO THE FINANCIAL CIRCUM- ties for those without a college education or technical skills

STANCES OF BABY BOOMERS IN RETIREMENT will probably continue to shrink in the future as the workplace
places a growing premium on advanced skills and training.

Overall, CBO expects that baby boomers will have higher real Marital status is also important in determining

retirement incomes than older people today for a variety of financial well-being both before and after retirement, espe-
reasons, cially for women. Being married today usually means having

two incomes and sharing many expenses, with housing among

• First, as long as real wage growth is positive, on average, the most significant. Fringe benefits, particularly health

during the next 20 years to 40 years, boomers will have insurance coverage, are usually better for married couples

higher real preretirement earnings than today's older than for single people because the gaps in one spouse's

people had in their working years. Under current law, this benefits are often filled by the other. These financial benefits

growth will increase the level of boomers' Social Security continue in the retirement years, and under current law a

benefits. Pension benefits will be higher as well, and significant percentage of wives also receive more generous

higher earnings now will enable them to save more for Social Security payments based on their husband's work
retirement, history rather than their own. Widows especially gain from

• Second, increases in women's participation in the labor their husband's more extensive work history.

force imply that more boomers will have acquired more Homeownership may be an important indicator of the

years of work experience before retirement. Not only will potential for lifetime earnings and at least in the past has

more women be eligible for their own Social Security and contributed to wealth through sizable capital gains on housing
pension benefits, but also their income from these sources assets. Homeowners to date have accumulated significantly

in some cases will be higher, more wealth than nonhomeowners. Their wealth is in

• Third, boomers will be more likely to receive income from nonhousing assets as well as in housing, although this may

pensions as a result of recent changes in the pension reflect the relationship between income and wealth rather

system, than between hon:teownership and wealth. If this continues to

• Finally, baby boomers may inherit substantial wealth be true in the fi_ture, those who are unable to buy a home as

from their parents, young adults might be less financially well off in retirement

Several caveats must accompany these optimistic than those who could afford to become homeowners. Although

findings. One of the most important assumptions leading to CBO cannot forecast whether housing will continue to be a

these results is that wages will grow more rapidly than prices good investment in the years to come, we have found that

during the next 40 years. Although most growth in real wages households headed by older people who own their homes tend

in the long run comes from technical progress, low saving and to be financially better off in retirement.

capital investment will reduce the growth of real wages. In Two implications emerge. The first is that single,

addition, changes in government tax and benefit policies could poorly educated[ baby boomers may face a bleak economic

affect these conclusions. Changes that increase taxes or future, depending heavily on public programs. The current

reduce benefits could leave retirees with lower discretionary cohort of retirees also faces this prospect. The second is that

income. For example, during the next three or four decades, as nonhomeowners may be unable to accumulate wealth at a rate
the proportion of retirees in the population rises, Social that is sufficient to give them a comfortable lifestyle in

Security taxes could be raised or benefits cou.ld be reduced. In retirement. Although most baby boomers will enjoy higher

addition, benefits and financing of Medicare may be altered as incomes and more wealth than their parents, some types of

part of the current effort to reduce the deficit; and possibly as households will be struggling to make ends meet.
part of general ihealth care reform.

SPECIAL FACTORS THAT WILL AFFECT THEAlthough the future looks bright for those who are

well educated, it is somewhat gloomy for those with few FINANCIAL SITUATION OF RETIRED BABY
marketable skills. The baby boomers are one of the most BOOMERS
highly educated cohorts in history, with one of every four

completing fbur years of college as of 1989. Those with a The rate at which the economy grows over the next few

college education can expect higher incomes, faster wage decades and the provision of baby boomers for their own
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retirement will have a large influence on the financial two and uncertainty about the availability of housing wealth

circumstances of baby boomers in retirement, to finance retirement expenses have been a source of concern

about how well prepared households are for retirement.

TRENDS IN ECONOMIC PERFORMANCE AND SOCIAL In recent years, saving out of disposable income--the

SUPPORT PROGRAMS personal saving rate--declined to levels well below those of

earlier decades. The adjusted personal saving rate fell from
Sluggish economic growth in this country over the next 7.1 percent in the 1960s to 6.1 percent in the 1980s. Results
20 years to 40 years could reduce the ability of households to from household surveys suggest a significant drop in saving

save for retirement, both privately and through employment- rates in the 1980s by households with heads aged 45-64, the
based pension plans. Slow economic growth together with the cohort that is now close to or just past retirement age.
changing demographic composition of the population could Whether or not baby boomers are saving enough to
also endanger the ability of the government to maintain social provide for their retirement depends to a great extent on the

support programs, standard of comparison. A recent study of saving claims that,
Productivity growth, which is the main factor on average, baby boomer households are saving only

determining real wage growth, has slowed in recent decades 34 percent as much as they should to maintain their

relative to the 1950s and 1960s, and no clear sign of a pickup preretirement level of consumption in retirement. The study
is in sight. Households may save less as a result of slower assumes that Social Security benefits will continue at current
growth in national income, and firms will find it more difficult levels, ignores housing wealth as a component of total wealth,
to provide jobs with high wages and significant fringe benefits and carefully models job changes, pension benefits, and family
such as pension plans and health insurance. composition.

At the same time, sluggish economic growth in the Although the findings about the adequacy of saving
long term will make reducing the federal government deficit may be valid under the assumptions of that analysis, the

more difficult and funding for social support programs more question posed in this study is whether baby boomers will
problematic. Tax revenues are lower during periods of slow have higher real incomes in retirement than their parents.
growth, and demands for government support programs are Even though baby boomers are not accumulating assets fast

higher. Lower revenues and increased expenses will push enough to maintain their preretirement levels of consumption,

federal deficits higher and further impinge on long-term they may do better than their parents in retirement.
economic growth. Government programs such as Social

Security and medical services for the elderly could face stiff RESPONSE TO CRITICISMS OF THE CBO STUDY
fiscal opposition even before most baby boomers reach

retirement age. Now let me deal with two criticisms of the CBO study. First,
The changing age composition of the population may some people might argue that even if the saving behavior of

also imply trouble ahead for maintaining social support baby boomers is comparable to that of their parents, this

programs for older people. Programs such as Social Security doesn't mean much since their parents didn't save adequately
and Medicare rely on payroll taxes on current workers to themselves but have benefited from fortuitous circumstances.

support retirees. The ratio of the retired to the working Yet the evidence shows that the parents' generation was
population (proxied by the ratio of those aged 65 and over to saving at a moderately high rate prior to the 1970s and 1980s.
those aged 20-64) is projected to rise from 0.21 in 1990 to 0.27 Only after receiving good news regarding Social Security
in 2020 and then reach a high of 0.37 in 2035, when the oldest benefits, housing capital gains, and Medicare expansion did

baby boomers are almost 90 and the youngest boomers are they reduce their saving rates. Indeed, a paper by Attanasio
just past 70. Fewer workers supporting more retirees may argues persuasively that the age-saving profile shifted

generate pressure to reduce benefits or increase payments downward for those aged 45-60 in the 1980s. 3 Boomers are
made by elderly recipients. However, such pressure could be behaving the way their parents did before their elders learned
countered in part as the elderly become an even stronger about the windfalls from housing and Social Security, so it
voting block. On the bright side, the overall dependency seems wrong to assume they will follow in their parents'
ratio--both the aged and the young relative to workers--will
rise much more slowly.

PRIVATE EFFORTS TO PROVIDE FOR RETIREMENT 30razio P.Attanasio,"ACohortAnalysisofSavingBehaviorbyU.S.
Households,"WorkingPaper No.4454(Cambridge,MA:NationalBureauof

Declines in household saving rates over the past decade or EconomicResearch,1993).
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footsteps the rest of' the way toward retirement if we expect DISCUSSION A/FTER M,_NCHESTER

them to be confronted by different economic circumstances. PRESENTATION
This line of reasoning reinforces the need for more

information, education, and counseling in financial matters for MR. SCHIEBER: First, the most recent Social Security

boomers and for people of all ages. But recognizing that trustees' report shows that for the baby boom generation the

behavior does change in response to economic circumstances, program is underfunded by roughly 30 percent to 40 percent.
both good aud bad, is important. If we were to repeat the '77 amendments and the '83 amend-

Second, CBO has included housing wealth in the ments, half of the underfunding is going to be made up out of
measure of household wealth, even though some research benefit reduction.

finds that older people do not wish to use housing equity to Second, tlheir parents had a fortuitous experience in

finance expenses in retirement. The relevant question, terms of housing appreciation, but it's awfully hard to conceive

however, is not whether people desire to spend down their that they are going to have a similar experience. When the

housing equity but whether policymakers should ignore it baby boomers sell, they may face depressed housing values.
when evaluating the adequacy of resources to finance retire- Third, a paper that John Shoven and I did last fall
ment living. CBO believes that policymakers should include suggests that when the baby boomers begin to liquidate their

housing in household wealth because households can use that retirement assets, it could potentially cause equity or bond
wealth when needed. Indeed, recent research shows that prices to drop. You mentioned that there are some caveats to
households do in fact reduce housing equity :in the year or two your conclusions_ but it seems to me they are fairly
before death. At the very least, homeownership means more substantial.
discretionary income in retirement since the household need

not pay rent and most older households have paid off the MS. MACUNOVICH: You mentioned about the baby boomers

mortgage. And baby boomers are likely to find innovative selling when the baby busters are buying. That's already

ways to tap their home equity without moving, perhaps started to happen. That means we're probably seeing one of
through reverse mortgages, home equity loans, or some new the lowest price points right now.

kind of loan. I think it's important to go back to Joyce's

Finally, the CBO study does not address the likeli- [Manchester] point that people do change their patterns of

hood that baby boomers will pay higher tax rates or receive savings in response to other stimuli. So if the baby boomers
reduced benefits in the future as this country faces up to its don't have the benefit of the housing market that their

fiscal problems. Without a doubt, policymakers will have to parents did, then they will tend perhaps to adjust their
pay more attention to resolving fiscal imbalances projected for savings rate.

the future. As illustrated by the recent proposal by Rep. Dan The question is whether the baby boomers should be

Rostenkowski (D-IL) to shore up the finances of Social happy just being better off than their parents, or will they
Security, policymakers recognize that changes must be made want to be as well as off as they were before they retired?

soon to avoid more severe cuts in later years. These reports are :really showing us the price of constantly

CONCLUSION trying to increase our standard of living.

MR. SCHIEBER: I think if they begin to understand their

It is much too early to predict the financial circumstances of circumstance, baby boomers may pick up their savings rate.

baby boomers in retirement with any accuracy. Nevertheless, My own sense is that most people have a relatively simple

for the average boomer, the early signs are moderately model for retirement planning. They plan by looking around.

encouraging. As long as the economy continues to grow so that They look at the generations ahead of them. They look at their
real incomes continue to rise, public and private pension parents' generation. They know what their income stream was

systems remain intact, and health care costs do not explode, throughout their life. They know what kind of firms they
baby boomers should enjoy higher real incomes in retirement worked in. The), know what they accumulated in terms of

than their parents' generation currently does. But for some, as their assets. They watch the generation immediately ahead of

discussed above, the outlook is considerably worse, them. I think that the baby boom generation is going to be

poorly served by that model. I think it's the model they are
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using, because they have watched the generations ahead of accounts from the Federal Reserve Board are not very accu-

them have windfall gains, and they're not going to be there for rate as a measure of wealth in the United States, especially in

them. So I think that's an important issue, the household sector, where they are calculated as a residual.
Second, we have new information from the Federal

MS. MANCHESTER: On the other hand, if you look at public Reserve Board. They have recently completed a paper that

surveys of what people think about Social Security benefits-- looks at the '89 SCF compared with the '89 flow of funds, and
will they be there for them--overwhelmingly they say, no. they claim that, if you do all the fixes correctly--and appar-

ently there are a lot of fixes and people outside the Fed might

MR. SCHIEBER: But they're not changing their behavior, not be able to do all of those--you come to the conclusion that
the wealth measures in the two data sets are very, very close.

MS. MANCHESTER: That's not what the numbers say. The

numbers say that their saving relative to their income is MR. KOTLIKOFF: How about for 1962?

above that of their parents' saving at the same age. So it's very

difficult to argue that they're not saving as they should. MS. MANCHESTER: For 1962, that same careful compari-
son has not been done. At the moment, there are no plans to

MR. KOTLIKOFF: I think that benchmark you're using is do it. An earlier study by Avery, Elliehausen, and Kennickell 4

not a benign choice. I think it really is a benchmark that says showed that wealth in the SCF was underreported compared
that the American dream is over, and that it's acceptable to with the flow of funds, but he no longer will say that he has

have the American dream be over. The American dream is that confidence in those numbers. So we don't know about '62, but

every generation be better off than past generations. I think we do know that the '89 survey is just about right on.

your benchmark sends a message that is a very dangerous one
for the baby boomers. MR. GREENWALD: I think it is important to consider that

I have concerns about details of the analysis, the cost of retirement is not a constant. It has gone up,

Whether, for example, the data were benchmarked against the especially as life expectancy has gone up and the average age

national income account aggregates and also whether the of retirement has gone down. For generations now working, I

wealth data were benchmarked against the Federal Reserve feel the cost of retirement will be considerably higher than it

aggregates, so that we're not looking just at differences in is now. Their retirement will be longer, especially due to

misreporting over time. continued increases in life expectancy. The cost of their
The Federal Reserve survey of consumer finances medical care will be higher, especially with new medical

differently underestimates aggregate wealth in the different technologies and new drugs entering the market. Finally, they

years. Federal Reserve data should be taken with large grains are very likely to have less free support from their offspring in
of salt. terms of services, such as help if they become disabled in old

The other issue concerns saving rates. I think the age and need long-term care. With less help from their

notion of income is dramatically different now than it was children, they will have to buy additional services, such as
back in 1960. It used to be that we didn't have a 15.5 percent long-term care services, and this will add to the cost of being

payroll tax heading towards who knows what level. In 1960, retired.

we had a payroll tax of 3.0 percent.

The point is that some people may view that payroll MS. MANCHESTER: Part of changing behavior is changing

tax contribution as part of their income that the Social the age at which people retire. It's quite possible baby boomers

Security system is saving for them. So the notion of what is will find themselves retiring later.

income and what is a saving rate out of that income is really

very much of an arbitrary choice here as to how you define MR. BERNHEIM: I wanted to address the issue of what
income. I think there are more appropriate ways to define people expect from Social Security. First, I'm not sure how
lifetime resources that need to be examined, rather than much I trust the survey answers because I think people

looking at current income, which is really up for anybody's express cynicism when they're asked that question. They want
definition, to make a statement about how they feel about where the

government is headed.

MS. MANCHESTER: I want to respond to Larry Kotlikoff on

the benchmarking of the Survey of Consumer Finance (SCF). 4Avery, Elliehausen, and Kennickell, Review of Income and Wealth(December
The first point to make is that the flow of funds 19s8):339-369.
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Second, there's a more important policy issue tied and other private savings mechanisms. Similarly, it's most

into this. Beginning in 1995, the Social Security Administra- important to identify the groups that are at greatest risk and

tion is goin_ to begin to distribute to every worker a statement probably not in a position to substantially improve their

that looks very much like the statements workers get from retirement prospects through various private savings mecha-
private pension plans--a forecast of future Social Security nisms.
benefits based on current statutes. There was a time when I

supported this because I thought it would be a good idea in MR. MADDEN: It was a long winter in Philadelphia. Some-

terms of informing workers about what they could expect to where between the seventh and fifteenth snowstorm one of my

get. colleagues and i[developed a bottom-up approach to this whole
I think the statement is going to have a profound problem and assessed the present value for all Americans of a

effect on wh at people expect from Social Security. They're benefit of 70 percent of whatever their final pay might be. You

going to get a very official looking statement saying here's can come up with a number that's anywhere from $ l0 trillion-

what you're going to get. Now the fine print will say, by the $15 trillion, depe:nding on the assumptions. Making other

way, this isn't guaranteed, and the law may change; but that assumptions about the dynamics of the future, we can bring
isn't what's going to be emphasized. For political reasons, the the whole system to its knees, unhappily, anywhere between

Social Security Administration will not put ia forecasts based 2025 and 2050. Every asset is gone. Beyond that, [ like to look

on fiscal realism, beyond the baby boomers. Assuming there were some assets

They will not say, by the way, this is unrealistic, we're left after the last baby boomer dies--assuming that's

going to run out of money, and here's a more realistic number. 115 years old in tlhe year 2079--we're left with a system that

They can't do that. So people are going to get statements that has benefit paths that are 1.7 times those of today in real
assure them that this is coming. I think that if they are terms.

skeptical somewhat about Social Security now, unfortunately, So normalizing out the baby boomer impact, which I

this will be _educing their skepticism quite a lot. The benefit think we're focusing a little too much on, we've still got a
statements may therefore induce many people to save even system that's broke.
less than they're saving now.

MS. MITCHEI,L: The really important contributions of the

MR. FARKAS: First, I found the point about the Social work the CBO and others have done is to make it very clear
Security prq ected benefit notices very interesting. I think that that we have to do these forecasts, and we have to look at the

the first time people get a sense of what they can expect from variation around some sensible assumptions. Additionally, Bill

the benefit, they might react in exactly the way that Dr. Madden's work demonstrates the role of the retirement age

Bernheim said; but as soon as somebody puts out the warning and shows how :reasonable increases in the retirement age can

that this is not actually reliable, then there will be further help a lot. None of us wants to think about working a great

cynicism, deal longer and, certainly, when I talk to my bright young
Second, it strikes me that there are many contradic- students, they all want to retire at age 45; but I think the

tions and questions about how much of a problem overall message has to be that this is one of the safety valves that we

savings is in this country, is there a macroeconomic problem really ought to be looking at, in addition to trying to get people
for America, regardless of whether specific segments are in to save more.

trouble? Is the nation in trouble overall because i_:'snot saving Expectations are also of key importance. In the

enough? Is there consensus on that I've missed? Health and Retirement Survey we asked people what their

anticipated longevity would be. Results show they're not so far

MR. KINGSON: I think one of the strengths of the CBO off compared to life tables for the probability of living to age

study is that it emphasizes the heterogeneity of the baby 75. They're pretty far off for the probability of living to age 85.

boomers. We constantly hear talk about "the baby boom This is what we have to confront when we're talking about

generation" as if they are a homogeneous group. But we're saving for retirement. Forget about projecting Social Security.

really talking about a generation that is 76 million different Just how long do you think you're going to live? I'd like to put
people--some born in 1946 and some in 1964, some well-off, expectations of all ldnds on the table.
some poor, etc.

I think CBO talks to their diversity and, in doing so, MR. JACKSON: First of all, I'm not sure it's entirely a

provides a basis for us to think further about which groupings positive development to have the Congressional Budget Office,
of people can potentially gain the most from private pension which has been advising the Congress of the United States on
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how to conduct and budget its affairs, turn off into the private You don't hear that concern today because people

sector to help individuals and families do their budgeting, don't save that way. Inflation has absolutely destroyed a good
because I think the families have done a much better job than many of the mechanisms that individuals could use to save for

the Congress over an extended period of time. retirement. I think, if you don't focus on inflation, you're
Second, I have not heard one comment so far on the missing a real bet here.

subject of inflation. Some 20 years ago, my wife turned to me

at a point when I suggested saving some money, and she said, MR. FLUHR: As long as we're making a list of things we

"Paul, everybody knows that a dollar saved is 50 cents lost." haven't heard, we're hearing about the retirement needs being

The Congress of the United States has not given us a currency moved out because of a longer life expectancy, and we're

that is a store of value. It has given us a leaky bucket. Com- hearing that family income has gone up. However, it's gone up

pound that with the taxation of savings, and the taxation of because, for many households, it takes two wage earners, not

capital gains, including the portion of capital gains that comes one, to get along.

from increases in the cost of living. The same is true of I'm wondering, when we're all hanging around in our

interest on savings accounts, late sixties, what we're going to be doing. I don't see any

Thirty years ago there was concern about inflation reason to believe that there are going to be employment

because it hurt people. It hurt people who were on fixed opportunities. It seems to me that we're headed in the other

incomes. It hurt people who saved in savings accounts. It hurt direction.

people who bought government bonds.
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CHAPTER4: Adequacy of Saving for Retirement and
The Role of Economic Literacy

B. Douglas Bernheim

EXECUTIVESUMMARY ages, and that relative to income, baby boomers have at least
as much wealth as their parents.

Economists and policymakers have, for some time, been However, typical baby boomers would need to save
alarmed by steep declines in the U.S. saving rates. Aggregate more than their parents, even relative to income, to prepare
statistics on the decline of saving, coupled with anecdotes of adequately for retirement. It is unlikely that they will be as
profligate yuppies, have raised concern that most members of fortunate as their parents, who experienced a huge expansion
the enormous baby boomgeneration are not saving enough to of the Social Security system, a large expansion of the private
provide themselves with adequate financial security in retirement benefit system, very high inflation that wiped out
retirement. The accumulated empirical evidence overwhelm- their most significant liabilities such as fixed rate mortgages,
ingly supports the conclusion that, unless their behavior and, most importantly, rapid economicgrowth that translated
changes dramatically, baby boomers will be forced to accept a into real growth in wages.
significantly reduced standard of living in retirement. Baby boomers will probably face reductions in Social

The typical baby boom household is saving at one- Security benefits and increases in taxes, reduced retirement
third the rate required to finance a standard of living during benefits, the absence of large windfalls on their homes, and
retirement comparable to the one it enjoys before retirement, inflation rates that are not high enough to erode the value of
There is even some risk that baby boomers will fail to achieve their liabilities.
the standard of living enjoyed by their parents during retire- The CBO's discussion of wealth accumulation focuses

ment, despite the fact that they currently appear to be better on the level of savings rather than the rate of saving. This is
prepared than their parents were at comparable ages. important because cross sectional comparisons based on CBO

This conclusion is based on a computer model that data indicate that young workers saved at a more rapid rate
calculates how much baby boomhouseholds with varying during the late 1950s and early 1960s than workers saved in
characteristics need to save throughout their adult lives to the late 1980s and early 1990s.
accumulate enough for retirement at age 65. The model This finding is unsettling when considered along with
accounts for probable economicdevelopments over the course the fact that, according to my analysis, no significant accelera-
of a lifetime and takes account of Social Security, private tion ofthe rate of saving occurs as the baby boomers move into
pensions, taxes, interest rates, inflation, economicgrowth, their 40s. I find no evidence that they are changing their
family composition, and employment prospects. The savings behavior; rather, they are beginning to fall behind.
prescriptions generated by the model were compared with It has been suggested that baby boomers will bridge
actual saving, which was deduced from a survey of 3,800 baby the gap between what they need to save and what they are
boom households conducted in 1992. An important feature of actually saving through inheritances. This generation as a
this analysis was its focus on flows of wealth rather than on whole may stand to inherit a significant sum of money, but the
stocks of net wealth. In other words, it focused on rates of important point is that the distribution ofbequests--like the
accumulation--the trajectory, distribution of wealth--is extremely skewed. The typical baby

This analysis is based on a "best case" scenario and boomer will be lucky to inherit a sum in excess of $20,000.
may overstate the adequacy of savings by a wide margin. For Unfortunately, the average member of the baby boom
example, other survey data indicate that roughly 60 percent of generation lacks sufficient knowledge of financial issues to
this baby boomer saving is intended for purposes other than fully understand his or her vulnerabilities. Eighty-six percent
retirement, such as sending children to college, of baby boomers think that retirees will face financial crises in

The Congressional Budget Office's(CBO) report, the future, but less than one-half think that they personally
Baby Boomers in Retirement: An Early Perspective, an will face a financial crisis. There is certainly a gap there. Baby
analysis of income and assets of baby boomers in 1989 and of boomers seem to be in a state of denial on this issue. What
individuals of similar ages in 1962, found that baby boomers they need are incentives and sound guidance. What they do
have higher real incomes than their parents did at similar not need is a false sense of security.
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INTRODUCTION Finally, the article relates low rates of saving to the state of
economic and financial literacy. There is growing evidence

Economists and polieymakers have, for some time, been that the majority of Americans do not fully appreciate their"

alarmed by steep declines in the U.S. saving rate. During the financial vulnerabilities and poorly understand the implica-
1950s and ]96()s, the rate of national saving averaged more tions of financial decisions. This observation raises the

than 9 percent. It declined slightly during the 1970s, and possibility that programs designed to educate, infbrm, and
then plummeted to an average of just over 4 percent in the advise the public may be effective tools for increasing rates of

1980s. For 1992, the rate of national saving stood at just saving.

2.2 percent.

Low saving rates have alarming implications for A HISTORICAL PERSPECTIVE ON PERSONAL

macroeconcmic per(ormance. However, the most acute SAVING
consequences of low saving are personal. The failure to save

jeopardizes a household's basic financial security. Following The experience of elderly individuals demonstrates that, in

retirement, illness, or job loss, those who fail to save ad- the past, a large fraction of the population has done a rela-
equately often find that their resources are insufficient to tively poor job of preparing themselves for retirement.

maintain an acceptable standard of living. In some cases, low According to Diamond (1977), during the 1960s, approxi-

savers experience significant hardship, mately 40 percent of couples and more than 50 percent of

Ag_egate statistics on the decline of saving, coupled unmarried individuals reported that they received no money

with anecdotes of profligate yuppies, have raisec[ concern income from assets after retirement. At age 60, nearly

that most members of the enormous baby boom generation-- 30 percent of middle-class individuals lacked sufficient wealth
those born between 1946 and 1964--are not saving enough to to replace 2 years' worth of income. Likewise, according to

provide themselves with adequate financial security. This Hamermesh (1984), during the 1970s, most elderly iudividu-
topic has recently been the focus of considerable research, als had not accumulated sufficient resources to sustain their

The accumulated evidence overwhelmingly supports the accustomed standard of living. Hamermesh concluded that

conclusion that, unless their behavior changes dramatically, consumption shortly after retirement exceeded the highest

baby boomers will be forced to accept a significantly reduced sustainable level of consumption by an average of 14 percent.

standard of living during retirement. This study also found that most retirees were forced to reduce
This article reviews the evidence on the adequacy of their expenditures substantially within a few years of

retirement saving by members of the baby boom generation, retirement.

It provides a histor:ical perspective, emphasizing that low The typical individual retiring in the 1960s experi-

saving has become something of an American tradition, in enced the Great Depression as an adult. This same statement

that the baby boomers' parents also saved relati_ely little, applies to many individuals retiring in the 1970s. These

However, the parents of the baby boomers benefitted from a Depression cohorts have a widespread reputation fbr financial
variety of fbrtuitous developments, which left the majority of conservatism. The relative conservatism of these cohorts is

them in relatively good shape for retirement. The article then supported by hard evidence. The fact that so many members

reviews the evidence on the adequacy of saving by the baby of the Depression cohorts failed to provide adequately for

boomers themselves. Despite some suggestions to the retirement bodes ill for the more profligate generations that
contrary, wlen properly interpreted, this ev:iden_e uniformly followed.

supports the conclusion that baby boomers' retirement The evidence shows that the oldest cohorts achieving

preparatio_ _ falls far short of what is required to avoid a steep adulthood after tlhe Great Depression were significantly less

decline in tiaeir standard of living after retirement. There is frugal at comparable ages than the Depression cohorts. For

even some risk that baby boomers will fail to achieve the example, Attanasio (1993) found a steep decline in age-

standard of living enjoyed by their parents during retire- specific saving' rates for those born between 1925 and 1940

ment, despite the fact that the boomers currently appear to (similar findings are reported in Bosworth, Burtless, and

be better prepared _han their parents were at comparable Sabelhaus, 199] ). These cohorts preceded the baby boom

ages. I also examine the possibility that baby"boomers might generation and include the parents of many baby boomers. All

achieve financial security by inheriting substantial resources else equal, one.,would expect the retirement prospects for

from their parents. The available evidence does not support these cohorts to be significantly worse than those of the

this conclusion. Although some will receive subsLantial Depression cohorts.

inheritances, the typical baby boomer will inher:it very little. Howew_r, all else was not equal. The parents of' the
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baby boomers benefitted from a number of fortuitous develop- precipitous. This measure is appropriate in a variety of

ments. First, real Social Security benefits increased dramati- contexts. Suppose, for example, that the object is to provide
cally during the 1970s. Second, private retirement benefits households with financial guidance. Since most households

were significantly expanded and improved during this same wish to avoid sharp declines in their living standard, prescrip-

period. Third, the baby boomers' parents experienced a tions based on equalization of preretirement and

prolonged period of high inflation that wiped out much of their postretirement living standards are appropriate. In contrast,

real liabilities (by reducing the real value of fixed-rate mort- it would be entirely inappropriate to base financial recommen-

gages). Fourth, a sharp increase in the relative price of dations on an absolute measure of adequacy, such as avoiding

housing (most likely driven by baby boom population dynam- poverty. The majority of households would, upon finding

ics) created enormous windfalls for many members of these themselves living just above the poverty level after retire-

cohorts, ment, conclude that they had saved inadequately. Similarly,

Once one recognizes the importance of these develop- those who had achieved lifetime earnings substantially in

ments, it is less surprising that those retiring in the 1980s excess of their parents' earnings might be severely disap-

have, on average, done reasonably well during retirement pointed if their standard of living in retirement did not also
(Hurd, 1993 and Congressional Budget Office, 1993). Hurd exceed that of their parents.

(1993) attributes this finding in large part to the real increase The measure of adequacy adopted here may be

in Social Security benefits during the 1970s. Likewise, an somewhat more controversial in the context of public policy
earlier study concluded that the adequacy of savings for most issues. Yet the salience of this standard is unavoidable. When

retirees resulted from fortuitous and unexpected develop- the baby boomers retire, they will wield enormous political

ments (Kotlikoff, Spivak, and Summers, 1982). In short, the power, which they will presumably use to further policies that

typical member of the post-Depression, pre-baby boom promote their interests. It is therefore likely that future Social

generation has achieved a satisfactory degree of financial Security policy will be dictated in large part by the baby

security through luck rather than through careful planning boomers' own expectations about their retirement, which will

and prudent saving, in turn be driven by their preretirement experiences. A failure

to assist them in reaching this standard is therefore likely to

RETIREMENT PROSPECTS FOR THE BABY produce untenable political and fiscal pressures in the next

BOOMERS century.

To evaluate the adequacy of retirement preparation by STUDIES OF BABY BOOMERS _ RETIREMENT

members of the baby boom generation, one must first estab- PROSPECTS
lish a quantitative standard of adequacy. There are many

possible choices. For example, one can evaluate adequacy During the last few years, several studies have addressed

relative to some notion of "absolute" need (e.g., the poverty adequacy of saving by members of the baby boom generation.

level), relative to prevailing standards of living among the The authors of these studies have compiled several different

nonelderly, relative to the standard of living enjoyed by the kinds of evidence. Despite some assertions to the contrary, the
elderly of a previous generation, relative to the standard of implications of these studies are uniform: without fundamen-

living enjoyed by the elderly in other countries, or relative to tal changes in either the economic environment or attitudes

an individual's own lifetime standards. There is no "right" or toward saving, baby boomers will be forced to accept a

"wrong" standard of adequacy; rather, the use of different significant reduction in their standard of living after retire-
standards corresponds to different questions about retirement ment.

prospects. The appropriateness of a given standard must be According to my own research, the typical baby boom

judged within the context of a particular issue. A standard household is saving at one-third the rate required to finance a
that is appropriate in one context may be inappropriate in standard of living during retirement comparable with the

another, standard of living that it enjoys before retirement (Bernheim,

In this article, I adopt a measure of adequacy that 1993). To conduct this study, I developed an elaborate corn-

evaluates a retiree's living standard relative to his or her own puter model that calculates how much baby boom households

preretirement living standard. With this measure, inadequate with varying characteristics need to save throughout their

saving implies that a household will be forced to accept a adult lives to accumulate enough for retirement at age 65. The

lower standard of living during retirement; if the savings model accounts for probable economic developments over the

shortfall is severe, the decline in living standard will be course of a lifetime and takes account of Social Security,
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private pensions, taxes, interest rates, inflation, economic appropriate standard of adequacy in many contexts. Neverthe-

growth, family composition, and employment prospects. I then less, the evidence contained in these studies still sheds

compared s_vings prescriptions generated by the model with considerable light on the questions of interest. When properly

actual saving, which was deduced from a survey of 3,800 baby interpreted, this evidence corroborates the finding that baby
boom households, conducted in 1992. I have since corroborated boomers are saving far too little to avoid a precipitous drop in

these findings with data gathered in the fall of 1993.1 their standard of living after retirement. Moreover, since the

It is important to emphasize that m'y calculations economic environment of the late 1980s is very different from

assume a "best case" scenario. If anything, they overstate the that of the early 1960s, there is even some risk that baby

adequacy of retirement preparation. In particular, my analysis boomers will fail to achieve the standard of living enjoyed by

assumes that every penny of saving will be available for their parents during retirement.

retirement--that households do not have any other savings The CBO study provides a comprehensive analysis of

objectives, such as paying for college education. (More recent income and assets for baby boomers in 1989 and for individu-

survey data indicate that 60 percent of savings are intended als of similar ages in 1962. This study found that baby

for purposes other than retirement). It ignores the fact that boomers have higher real incomes than their parents did at

baby boomers will probably live longer than current retirees, similar ages, and that, relative to income, baby boomers have
It assumes that taxes will not rise in the future, that Social at least as much wealth as their parents. Specifically, the

Security and other retirement benefits will not be scaled back, median value of the ratio of wealth-to-income for 35-44 year

and that health care costs will not rise. According to more olds was 1.23 in 1989, compared with 1.19 in 1962. The CBO's

recent calculations, realistic assumptions about the future of findings may, at first, appear encouraging--after all, the baby

Social Security would more than double required rates of boomers' parents seem to be doing reasonably well during

saving, widening the gulf between needs and resources, early retirement. However, these findings are actually cause

Another, more recent, study reached similar conclu- for considerable alarm. The baby boomers certainly are not on

sions (ArthtLr D. Little Inc., 1993). For this study, income track to replace, their preretirement standard of living and

needed at retirement was defined as 70 percent of the average may even fail to achieve the living standards enjoyed by their

of an individual's income in the final five years in the labor parents during retirement. This conclusion follows from five

force. While this standard is somewhat ad hoc, it is a common separate considerations.

rule of thumb used by financial planners, and it delivers on First, it is important to evaluate the CBO's finding in

average a standard of living during retirement that is roughly the context of the historical perspective on personal saving

comparable to that enjoyed before retirement. This study also previously discussed. In particular, the baby boomers' parents
considers economic projections, demographic trends, and data were, on average, profligate as well, and in most cases
on household financial behavior. It concludes that households managed to achieve satisfactory preparation for retirement

without pension plans typically will have 20 percent to only because of unexpected, fortuitous developments. It is

30 percent ef what they need to retire, and that those with highly unlikely that the baby boomers will be equally lucky. In

pension plans typically will have 50 percent to 61)percent of particular:

what they need to retire comfortably.

Several other studies adopt a different standard of • Most analysts project reductions in Social Security

adequacy and evaluate retirement prospects for baby boomers benefits and increases in taxes. A recent study illustrates

by comparing their economic circumstances with those of the importance of this factor (Auerbach and Kotlikoff,

previous generations, such as their parents andior current 1994). They note that current U.S. fiscal policy will

retirees (Congressional Budget Office, 1993; and Kingson, become unsustainable during the next century. This

1992). I have already argued that this may not be the most observation leads them to consider a variety of alterna-
tive, sustainable fiscal policy scenarios, achieved through

increases in tax rates, reductions in Social Security1Thedata werecollectedthroughtelephoneinterviews.In order to achievea
highlevelofcomplianceand toassure accuracy,questionsondemographics, benefits, and/or cuts in health benefits. Auerbach and
assets, ande_onomicstatus weredeferreduntil the endofthe survey, Kotlikoff find that fiscal realism reverses the findings of

followingale _gthyseriesofless personalquestions.Thispermitted the Congressional Budget Office and Kingson--with ainterviewersi:oestablishcredibility,to placerespondentsat greater ease,
and toengagerespondentsin dialoguepriorto posingquestionsofan sustainable fiscal policy, most baby boomers would have a

invasivenature. Asa result,responserates onfinancialquestionswere lower standard of living in retirement than their parents
extremelyhigh, andcomparisonswithdata containedin the Surveyof
ConsumerFinancesgivenoindicationthat the keyeconomicvariableswere et;en in absolute terms.
either underreportedor overreported.
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• Many private companies have taken steps to reduce simulations demonstrate that a 2 percentage point
retirement benefits, partly in response to the increasing difference in the projected rate of wage growth has an

complexity of federal regulation. In many instances, these enormous impact on appropriate rates of saving. Tobe on
steps have been subtle and indirect. For example, there track for retirement, by age 45 baby boomers need to have
has in recent years been a dramatic shift from traditional saved substantially more, relative to income, than their
pension plans to 401(k) plans. Participation in 401(k) parents.
plans is voluntary. According to KPMG Peat Marwick

(1993), the typical plan has a participation rate ofonly • Two-earner households are much more common among
61 percent of eligible employees, who are permitted to the baby boomers than among their parents. Single-

defer up to 13 percent of their compensation but who earner households have historically received significant
actually defer only 5 percent. Since 80 percent of employ- windfalls from Social Security, in the form of spousal
ers offer matching contributions, low participation rates benefits. For this reason, Social Security replaces a
save employers money. In addition, many defined contri- smaller fraction ofpreretirement earnings for two-earner
bution plans--which have grown in importance--permit households. This means that two-earner households need

participants to withdraw a lump sum on termination of to save at higher rates, and to accumulate more wealth
employment, and many workers exercise this option, relative to earnings, than single-earner households.
consuming the proceeds.

• Baby boomers are having children later than their
• Baby boomers are unlikely to earn large windfalls on their parents did. As a result, they need to save more resources

homes. Indeed, it is generally believed that demographic earlier in life, because they will have fewer years to save
trends will drive real housing prices down as the baby after the child-rearing years are over. Baby boomers are
boomers approach retirement (see, e.g., Mankiw and Weil, also having fewer children than their parents. This
1989). implies that children are currently less of a drain on their

incomes, and that, consequently, the end of child rearing
• It is doubtful that inflation will significantly erode the will have less of a salutary effect on their ability to save.

value of the baby boomers' liabilities. Even if we experi-

ence a return to high inflation, many baby boomers have • Baby boomers will live significantly longer than their
opted for adjustable rate mortgages, parents, so their savings need to go further. There is

growing evidence that official mortality projections may
Second, even ignoring the foregoing considerations, significantly understate the longevity of those retiring in

typical baby boomers would still need to save significantly the next century. According to Vaupel (1992), "If current
more than their parents, even relative to income, to rates of progress in reducing mortality at advanced ages
prepare adequately for retirement. This is because continue or accelerate, children alive today may live 90 or
economic and social conditions changed dramatically even 100 years on average."
between 1962 and 1989. In particular:

• Baby boomers' pension assets are invested much more
• During the 1960s, real wages (for the economy as a whole) conservatively than their parents' pension assets (due to

grew at the rate of roughly 2 percent to 3 percent per year. the growth of defined contribution pension plans and
Yet this changed dramatically in the mid-1970s. Over the 401(k) plans, which give workers more control over their
past 19 years, real wages have been essentially stagnant, portfolios).2This means that they can expect to receive,
Thus, the baby boomers' parents benefitted from substan- over the long haul, much lower returns. Even if they are
tial aggregate wage growth during the 1960s and early doing as well at age 35, they are likely to fall far behind
1970s, which left their earnings during their 50s and 60s by age 65.
much higher than those in their 30s and 40s. Baby

boomers cannot expect their earnings to grow as rapidly • Baby boomers will exhaust a larger fraction of their

as their parents' earnings. This means that the baby wealth sending their children to college, both because
boomers' real incomes just before retirement may not turn
out to be much higher than their parents'. It also means

that the baby boomers need to start saving sooner. Unlike 2According to Arthur D. Little, Inc. (1993),individuals put only 25 percent of
their parents, they cannot afford to wait. Computer their401(k)plan assets in equity investments.
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their children are more likely to attend college and because Fifth and finally, the measures of wealth used to

the real costs of college have risen. This consideration may calculate the wealth-to-income ratios mentioned above include

be offset to some extent by the fact that baby boomers are equity in homes This is appropriate only if baby boomers

having fewer children than their parents did. expect to cash in all of their housing equity and use it to
finance spending during retirement. Yet previous research has

Third, the CBO's discussion of wea'lth accumulation shown that the elderly have a strong aversion to drawing

focuses on 1,helevel of savings rather than on the rate of saving, down the equity in their homes to pay for retirement (Venti

In other words, it indicates where househohls are, without and Wise, 198!)). Indeed, a 1993 survey by the American

attempting to determine where, or how fast, they are going. Association of Retired Persons found that 84 percent of

This is important because young workers may have saved at a persons aged 55 and over wish to stay in their homes and

more rapid rate during the late 1950s and early 1960s than in never move. 4 Merrill Lynch recently sponsored a survey that
the late 1980s and early 1990s. Indeed, cross-sectional compari- sheds light on attitudes toward housing among baby boomers.
sons based on the CBO's data confirm this pattern. 3 Fully 62 percent of baby boomers intend to stay in a house of

Fourth, it is important to bear in mind that the two equal or greater value after retirement. Moreover, since

surveys used in the CBO study were taken 27 years apart, and retirees must live somewhere, downsizing will make only a

that they differ in a variety of important respec_;s. The CBO's fraction of this equity available for financing other living

findings mast be interpreted in light of these differences: it is expenses. In the Merrill Lynch survey, those who indicate a

not at all clear that the CBO has compared app'ies to apples, willingness to downsize do have homes of greater value but

For example, in 1962, the Survey of Consumer Finances reports only by about 20 percent (controlling for income). Thus, it is

roughly 85 percent of the assets tallied in the Federal Reserve's unlikely that a significant fraction of housing equity will be
Flow of Funds data. In contrast, in 1989, assets in the Survey used to defray otlher living expenses during retirement for the

of Consumer Finances are roughly equal to the Flow of Funds majority of baby boomers. 5

tally. There are many potential explanations for this difference. The inclusion or exclusion of housing wealth is

One possibility is that baby boomers are much more forthcom- significant because housing is a larger fraction of net wealth

ing about their assets than their parents were, perhaps because for the baby booraers than it is or was for their parents.
the boomers have grown up during the "infbrmation age" and Indeed, according to the CBO's figures, the ratio of median

tend to place less importance on privacy. Another possibility is nonhousing wealth to median income among 35-44 year olds
that the ascendence of materialistic norms during the 1980s led is approximately 7 percent lower for the baby boomers than

more households to acknowledge or exaggerate their resources, for their parents. G

To illustrate the importance of this; third consideration, Thus., tb_eexisting evidence uniformly supports the

one can adjust the CBO numbers by "benchmarking" the 1962 conclusion that retirement preparation by baby boomers falls

and 1989 surveys to the Flow of Funds data. With this adjust- far short of any reasonable standard of adequacy. Baby boom

ment, the data indicate that median wealth-to-:income ratios households thai; fail to become significantly more frugal will
have fallen from 1A0 in 1962 to 1.23 in 1989--a decline of more be forced to accept dramatically lower standards of living

than 12 percent, during retirement.

3 Rates of saving can be inferred from the CBO's cross-sectional data by There are many possible explanations for this. Financial institutions must
examining the difference between wealth-to-income ratios for 35-44 year set rates to compensate fbr the fact that a reverse annuity mortgage

olds and for 25-34 year olds in the same year. For the typical married couple, significantly rec.uees incentives to maintain and repair residences. Annuity
this comparison indicates net accumulation equal to 97 percent of one year's markets for the elderly are also notoriously plagued with problems of

earnings for the baby boomers' parents, compared with 82 percent of one adverse selection. Ahernatively, the elderly may also regard their housing

year's earnings for the baby boomers (see Congressffmal Budget Office, equity as an "emergency fund" of last resort !i.e., the accumulation of
1993). This comparison is all the more striking when one :onsiders the fact housing equity rnay represent saving fbr a purpose other than retirement).
that the bahy boomers' parents were experiencing much bigher real wage 5 ] found that saving would still be inadequate even if it was assumed that all

growth. With higher real wage growth, a higher saving rate is required to housing equity would be available to finance other living expenses during
achieve the same change in the wealth-to-income ratio. Assuming 2.5 percent retirement. The inclusion of housing equity significantly narrows the gap

real wage growth for the baby boomers' parents and 0 percent real wage between needs and resources. However, few if any baby boomers would be

growth for the baby boomers, the observed cross-sectional changes in the able to tap all of their housing equity without creating offsetting living
wealth-to-income ratios imply that the baby boomers' parents were saving expenses (such ',asrent!. In addition, it should be recalled that the target

8.4 percent of earnings (in addition to reinvested capital income _,compared rates of saving in my analysis are derived under highly nptimistic assump-
with only 4.4 percent for the baby boomers, tions (Bernheim. 1993).

4 It is someti rues suggested that the elderly could access their housing equity _Author's ealeulaticms, based on figures appearing in Congressional Budget
without mo ring, through the use of reverse annuity mortgages. Despite their Office (1993).

availability these financial instruments have remained relatively unpopular.
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THE INHERITANCE MYTH between the means and medians of net worth. Kennickell and

Shack-Marquez (1992) report that median net worth in the

It is sometimes suggested that baby boomers can look forward 1989 Survey of Consumer Finances was $47,200, compared
to receiving substantial inheritances from their parents, and with mean net worth of $183,700. The ratio of median-to-

that this may help to address the savings shortfall. For mean net worth is therefore 0.257. If we assume that the same

example, CBO notes that "baby boomers could inherit sub- relationship between means and medians holds for bequests,

stantial amounts of wealth from their parents over the next 20 then the Avery-Rendall figures imply a median bequest of only
to 30 years." However, it is very unlikely that inheritances will $23,170.

significantly affect the adequacy of retirement preparation for In addition, the Avery-Rendall figures must be

the typical baby boomer, for several reasons, interpreted in light of their assumptions, which tend to

First, and perhaps most importantly, bequests are overstate the magnitude of bequests. In particular,
very highly concentrated. The typical member of any genera-

tion receives next to nothing. There is little reason to believe • Avery and Rendall make no allowance for the likelihood of

that the baby boomers will be any different in this respect, significant end-of-life expenses, such as extended nursing

Second, the baby boomers' parents are likely to live much home care. In practice, these expenses will probably

longer than their predecessors. In the process, they may well deplete a significant fraction of the wealth held by the

exhaust all or most of their resources, either through normal baby boomers' parents. In fact, many individuals may
living expenses or through large end-of-life expenses such as exhaust their assets intentionally so that Medicaid will

nursing home care. Third, in comparison with previous cover nursing home expenses (Levin, 1993).
generations, the parents of the baby boomers hold a larger

fraction of their wealth in forms that are not bequeathable. • Avery and Rendall use the Bureau of the Census's middle

For example, annuities, such as Social Security or corporate series for male and female single-year age-specific

pensions, generally cannot be passed on to children. According survival probabilities, forecasted for the year 2005. As I

to Auerbach, Kotlikoff, and Weil (1992), the increasing have already mentioned, these figures may understate

annuitization of the elderly has already reduced the flow of improvements in longevity (Vaupel, 1992). In addition,

aggregate bequests to children and grandchildren by Avery and Rendall do not compensate for the fact that
20 percent. Fourth, because the parents of the baby boomers, mortality probabilities are correlated with wealth. Since

by definition, had more children per family than other wealthy people tend to live longer, the Avery-Rendall

generations, their bequests will be divided among a larger calculations tend to overstate bequests.
number of heirs. In short, a small number of baby boomers

can probably count on inheritances to bail them out. The rest • Avery and Rendall forecast the evolution of bequeathable

would be foolish to do so. assets for the baby boomers' parents using age-wealth
Recent evidence supports this conclusion (Avery and profiles estimated from cross-sectional data. It is well

Rendall, 1993). Avery and Rendall forecast aggregate bequests established in the literature that cross-sectional estimates

to baby boomers of $10.4 trillion (1989 dollars), coming in tend to understate significantly the rate at which the

115 million bequests. This implies an average bequest of elderly deplete their resources (Bernheim, 1987).
$90,167. For the typical family, $90,167 would go some

distance toward closing the gap between actual and required ° Avery and Rendall assume that the baby boomers will

retirement saving. However, it is important to keep in mind ultimately inherit all of their parents' remaining wealth.

that this figure is a mean, not a median. It is well known that In practice, other parties (other relatives, churches,

the distribution of wealth is highly skewed due to the exist- charitable foundations, and so forth) may also receive
ence of a relatively small number of very wealthy households, significant bequests.
Moreover, the distribution of bequests, of necessity, closely

resembles the distribution of wealth. As a result, the mean In light of these considerations, even the $23,170

bequest significantly overstates the likely inheritance of the figure reported above probably exaggerates the likely inherit-

typical household, ance for the typical baby boomer by a wide margin.

Unfortunately, Avery and Rendall do not report Finally, it should be noted that baby boomers have, to
medians or other quantiles. 7 However, given their method for
forecasting bequests, the relation between the means and

7Instead,they examinethe distributionofbequestsand inheritancesby
medians of bequests should be very similar to the relation reportinglog-meansand log-variances,whichare difficultto interpret.
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some extenl;, already begun to receive their inheritances, launched a national campaign to promote saving. To orches-

Thus, estimates of the rate at which these individuals are trate this campaign, it established several new agencies,

accumulating assets subsumes the effects of' inheritances. Yet including the Central Council for Savings Promotion, the

these rates of accumulation are clearly insufficient by any Savings Promotion Department of the Bank of Japan, and the

reasonable standard. Savings Promotion Center of the Ministry of Finance. Promo-

tional activities ihave included monthly seminars that extol

THE ROLE OF ECONOMIC ANDFINANCIAL the virtues of saving and provide workers with financial

LITERACY guidance, sponsorship of children's banks, and the appoint-
ment of private citizens as savings promotion leaders. These

Why do members of the baby boom generation--and other agencies have also prepared and disseminated magazines,

Americans--save so little? And why do they inw_st their booklets, leaflets, posters, advertisements, and films designed

money so conservatively? The unfortunate fact is that the to build and reinfbrce the values of conservatism and frugality.

average member of' the baby boom generation does not have There is reason to believe that the combination of informa-
tional programs and favorable tax treatment of capital incomesufficient knowledge of financial issues to understand his or

her vulnerabilities and to distinguish between appropriate was responsible for much of the dramatic increase in Japan's

and inappropriate financial decisions, rate of personal saving during the post-war period (Bernheim,
Study after study has demonstrated that the level of 1991).

economic and financial literacy in this country is appallingly There is also some limited experience with saving

low. One common measure of economic knowledge is perfor- promotion campaigns in the United States. The expansion of

mance on the Test of Economic Literacy (TEL), which was eligibility for individual retirement accounts (IRAs) to all

developed under the sponsorship of the National Council on taxpayers in 1981 was accompanied by a great deal of public

Economic Education (NCEE). The TEL is typically used to fanfare. Television, newspapers, and magazines devoted an

evaluate economic literacy among high school students. The extraordinary amount of time and attention to this topic.

NCEE has also developed a Survey of American Economic Financial institutions soon joined the media blitz, hoping to

Literacy (SAEL), which has been administered to the general capture a share c.fthe rapidly expanding market. Promotional

public as well as to student populations. Other sources of strategies were designed to help potential investors appreciate

information on economic literacy include the Survey of Adult the tax benefits of IRAs through simple, concrete illustrations.

Literacy in America, sponsored by the National Center for There is evidence that the beneficial effects of IRAs were to

Education Statistics, U.S. Department of Education, a study of some degree attributable to these promotional efforts
high school competency tests sponsored by the Consumer (Bernheim, 1991).

Federation of America and the American Express Company Evidence from surveys also suggests that the promo-

(1991), and results from national high school equivalency tion of financial literacy could well lead to more responsible

tests. Collectively, these studies paint a rather bleak picture of financial behavior. Ng (1992) reports that, although most
individuals do not appreciate the power of compound interest,economic literacy. For example, only 20 percent of adults can

determine correct change using prices from a menu IJordan, they indicate a willingness to save more once the implications

19931, and many have trouble determining whether a mort- of compounding are demonstrated. Of course, a "willingness"

gage at 8.6 percent is better than a mortgage at: 8 3/4 percent may not translate into behavior. However, preliminary
(Crenshaw, 1993). Most individuals also severeiy underesti- analysis of data from a recent survey sponsored by Merrill

mate the benefits of compound interest (N_:, 1992), a concept Lynch suppor_s the view that financial knowledge signifi-
that is absolutely central to long-term financial planning, cantly affects behavior. Those who described themselves as

If poor financial decision making reflects deficiencies "very financially knowledgeable" saved several times as much

in economic and financial literacy, then it. may be possible to for retirement as those who described themselves as "not very

promote saving through programs that improve knowledge, financially knowledgeable." Moreover, both financial knowl-

encourage the dissemination of relevant information, and edge and adult financial behavior are strongly related to

facilitate qualified guidance. Indeed, these programs may identifiable developmental experiences. For example, those

prove to be highly cost effective complements to traditional tax baby boomers who, as children, talked with their parents
incentives, about financial decisions "always" or "often" saved 43 percent

The Japanese have had the most extensive experience more for retirement as adults than those who talked with

with policies of this sort (Central Council for Savings Promo- their parents "rarely" or "never." Similarly, those who received

tion, 19811. After World War II, the Japanese government allowances as children saved 36 percent more for retirement
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as adults than those who did not; those who held bank Avery, Robert B., and Michael S. Rendall. "Estimating the Size

accounts saved 108 percent more; those who held securities and Distribution of Baby Boomers' Prospective Inherit-
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tionary Motives for Savings Among the Elderly." Mimeo. the critical difference.

Santa Clara University, 1993.

Mankiw, N. Gregory, and David N. Well. "The Baby Boom, the MS. MANCItESTER: I'd like to say a few words about the

Baby Bust, and the Housing Market." Regional Science Bernheim study. First of all, the Bernheim study relies on

and Urban Economics (May 1989): 235-258. telephone survey data for wealth. Telephone survey data are

Ng, Yew Swang. "Do Individuals Optimize in Intertemporal known to understate actual wealth. People are reluctant to

Consumption/Savings Decisions? A Liberal Method to reveal the true value of their assets in a phone survey.

Encourage Savings." Journal of Economic Behavior and Second, the Bernheim study does not include housing
Organization (January 1992): 101-114. wealth in household wealth. Once that is included, the ratio of

Vaupel, James W. "Uncertainties and New Evidence about the savings adequacy rises to 84 percent. Now that sounds like

Prospects for Longer Life Expectancy." Mimeo. Odense we're almost there. Once you realize that Bernheim requires

University, Denmark, 1992. that people maintain the same consumption and expenditures
Venti, Stephen F., and David A. Wise. "Aging, Moving, and after retirement as before, you realize that maybe that's a very

Housing Wealth." In David A. Wise, ed., The Economics high standard, higher than most people meet today. So

of Aging. Chicago IL: University of Chicago Press, 1989. 84 percent sounds pretty good.
Third, not every computer simulation model finds

DISCUSSION AFTER BERNItEIM PRESENTATION that the baby boomers are not saving adequately. Lewin-VHI

has released a computer simulation model that shows that

MS. MANCHESTER: There are several misleading state- baby boomers on average will have household incomes in real

ments in l)r. Bernheim's presentation. First, the statement terms 70 percent higher than their parents.

that the microdata can't support the idea that :!peoplerespond In addition, Oppenheimer released a study by Arthur

to economic circumstances is simply not right. The Attanasio D. Little and WEFA in June 1993. 9 In their base case they

paper I mentioned before illustrates individual responses in find that saving adequacy ratios range from 20 percent to

consumption. 50 percent if households don't have a pension; from

50 percent to 90 percent if households do have a pension. Then

MR. BERNttEIM: You misunderstood the point, Joyce they allowed for various scenarios so that, if households

(Manchester). I'm referring to the literatures tlhat look for allocate more of their assets to equities, for example, their
substitution on an individual level with respect to the varia- saving adequacy rises.

tions that we're talking about. For example, the literature on If households use 50 percent of their housing equity, a

the extent to which Social Security displaces private wealth, substantial increase in saving adequacy ratios occurs; and if

When you look at individual data to try and figmre out households double their saving rate, which is within the realm

whether differences in Social Security or differences in of possibility for many baby boomers, again that adequacy
pension displace people's wealth, that's very dicey; and I think ratio rises. Let me add that their measure of how much is

that you'll find precious few studies these days; that document adequate is based on 70 percent of their preretirement income.

displacement in excess of 30 percent. I would also like to point out in response to Professor

All the Attanasio study is showing you is that Bernheim's remarks on wealth-to-income ratios of baby
temporally these things were correlated, but it's not showing boomers thai: household composition has changed dramatically

you anything on/,he individual level. That's what I'm for baby boomers compared with their parents, and the

referring to. biggest difference is seen in the 25-34 age group. The number

of single heads of households has increased dramatically.

MS. MANCHESTER: I agree that the Social Security studies Therefore, it is; very misleading to concentrate on the all-
are very complicated because of the complicated benefits
formula and other factors and therefore those studies have not .....

found substantial evidence. I still maintain that the Attanasio s Bosworth, Burtless, and Sabelhaus, BrookS_gs Pc_persoyzE_:o_zomicActiuity,
study is relevant, as is work by Bosworth, Burtless, and Issue I iWashin_on, I)C:The Brookings Institution. 1991}.

SabelhausS--both of which rely on microdata and find a 9Little and WEFA, Ameri_a'sRetirementCrisis:TheSearc/_/?,"Soluti_ms(June _993).
substantial decline in saving rates in the 198(ts in response to
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households ratio of wealth to income. Moreover, we are looking personal savings but also by government saving, and we have

at two different cohorts. It's misleading to say that, if the ratio seen large government deficits for many years, through no
of wealth to income is so high for 25-34 year olds and then fault of the CBO.

tails offin the 35-44 age group, this is evidence they will have Finally, a comment on the bequest issue. Dr.

low savings over time. You simply can't draw that conclusion Bernheim did some rough calculations that say median

by looking at table 3 of the CBO study, bequests per baby boomer may be about $23,000. We did some

Why is the level of saving by baby boomers so low if rough calculations looking at the wealth of parents of the baby

the baby boomers are saving enough? It is well known that the boomers, and using many reasonable assumptions we con-

bulk of savings in the United States comes from people in clude that the median baby boomer may receive an inherit-
their late forties, fifties, and early sixties. It is not the baby ance of about $30,000. Now the difference between 23 and 30

boomers yet who are responsible for the low rates of aggregate is not very big in my book. So I don't think that's a point of
saving, and indeed as the baby boomers reach later age contention.

groups, you may very well see a rise in the national saving

rate. Moreover, the national saving rate is affected not only by [Editor's Note: For further discussion of the Manchester and

Bernheim presentations, see pages 119-122.]
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CHAPTER5: U.So Fiscal and Savings Crises
and Their Impact for Baby Boomers
Laurence Kotlikoff and Alan J. Auerbach

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 1970s. The extremely low U.S. saving rate has produced an
extremely low rate of U.S. domestic investment. Low rates of

AMERICA _SSAVING AND FISCAL CRISES domestic investment have meant slower growth in capital per

worker, labor productivity, and real wages.
The United States faces two extremely grave and interrelated

economic crises. One involves its rate of saving. The other its THE FISCAL IMPLICATIONS OF OUR SAVING CRISIS
long-term fiscal finances. This study documents the dimen-

sions of these crises, explains their connections to one another, Since reduced saving produces, over time, a smaller and poorer
and considers their implications for Americans in general and economy than would otherwise be the case, it also reduces the

the baby boom generation in particular, tax base. Given the level of government spending, a smaller

tax base spells higher tax rates. Higher tax rates, in turn,

USING GENERATIONAL ACCOUNTING TO ASSESS FISCAL reduce the incentive to work and save, leading to even less
POLICY national saving.

The study uses a relatively new methodology, called genera- THE GOVERNMENT'S FISCAL FORECASTS
tional accounting, to assess the sustainability of long-term

U.S. fiscal policy. Generational accounting calculates how The General Accounting Office (GAO), the Health Care

much of the government's bills existing generations will pay Financing Administration (HCFA), and the Social Security

and how much of these bills will be imposed on future genera- Administration (SSA) make long-term forecasts of different

tions. Fiscal policy is unsustainable (in crisis) if it entails aspects of U.S. fiscal policy. Each of these forecasts is highly

leaving future generations with unpaid bills that are an alarming. GAO projects federal deficits rising to 20 percent of

extremely high percentage of their potential earnings. Gross Domestic Product (GDP) by 2020. HCFA projects that

federal spending on Medicare and Medicaid will grow from

Is THE BABY BOOM GENERATION SAVING ENOUGH? 4.4 percent of GDP now to 12.4 percent by 2030. SSA projects a

deficit in Social Security over the next 75 years. Under inter-

The study also develops new methods for assessing the mediate assumptions, fixing this deficit requires an immediate

nation's saving crisis. Specifically, it constructs a unique and permanent rise in the Old-Age, Survivors and Disability

cohort data base to consider whether the baby boom genera- Insurance (OASDI) payroll tax by 1.46 percentage points.
tion is saving enough to preserve the same living standard in Under pessimistic assumptions the required increase is

retirement as current retirees, after adjusting for growth. The 4.98 percentage points. If OASDI payroll tax increases are put
concern about saving adequacy is particularly important given off until 2036, when the Social Security trust fund is scheduled

the future tax increases or benefit cuts that baby boomers and to run out of funds, the requisite increases will exceed

other Americans are likely to face. 4 percentage points under intermediate assumptions and

9 percentage points under pessimistic assumptions.
U.S. SAVING

THE AGING OF AMERICA
The United States is now saving at less than one-quarter the

rate observed in the 1950s and 1960s and less than one-fifth The United States is aging. There are now 3.2 workers per

the rate of Japan and many other developed countries. In older American. This ratio is falling and may fall to 1.8 by
1992, the U.S. national saving rate was just 2.2. percent. Since 2029. Given that older Americans receive more transfers from

1980 the U.S. saving rate has averaged 4.2 percent, compared the government in Social Security and health care benefits, etc.

with 9.1 percent in the 1950s and 1960s and 8.5 percent in the than they pay in taxes, the aging of America will increasingly
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squeeze our fiscal finances. For example, hypothetically THE SCOPE AND DATA OF GENERATIONAL ACCOUNTING

replacing the current U.S. age structure of the population with

the one that is projected to prevail in 2029 would require a Generational accounting is a comprehensive method of

12 percent increase in all federal, state, and local tax rates to understanding U.S. fiscal policy. It considers the taxes,
avoid increases in the deficits of these gove:mments, transfers, and purchases of all government entities: federal,

state, and local. It uses the government's own fiscal forecasts,

A CENTURY OF RISING RATES OF NET TAXATION specifically those, of the Office of Management and Budget,
SSA, and HCFA. Indeed, generational accounting is, in large

The aging of America and the government's, fiscal forecasts part, simply a method for combining the government's sepa-

suggest an acceleration of what is now a century-long process of rate fiscal prqjections to consider their collective implications.

making each successive generation pay a higher share of its

labor earmngs in net taxes (taxes paid less transfer payments THE FISCAL BURDEN FACING FUTURE GENERATIONS
received). Generations born at the turn of the century paid less

than one-quarter of their lifetime labor earnings in net taxes. Under current policy, future generations face an 82.0 percent

Ignoring likely future tax increases or benefit cuts, generations lifetime net tax rate! This enormous net tax rate would have

just born will face a lifetime net tax rate of almost 37 percent, been even higher (93.7 percent) had Congress not passed the
Omnibus Budget Reconciliation Act of 1993 tOBRA '93). Since

THE NEED FOR GENERATIONAL ACCOUNTING the gross tax ]rate associated with a 82.0 percent net tax rate
is likely to be close to 100 percent, and since people stop

Most fisca analys_s focus on the size of the federal working when tax rates reach these levels, U.S. fiscal policy is

government's official debt. In so doing they ignore entirely the on an unsustetinable path.

government's unofficial obligations, such as the obligation to

pay current retirees' Social Security benefits through the THE IMPLICATIONS OF OUR FISCnL CRISIS FOR
remainder of their lives. The federal government's unofficial U.S. SAVING

obligations are many times larger and considerably more

problematic than its official debt. Focus on the federal debt also U.S. fiscal policy effectively asks future generations to pay a
ignores the fiscal affairs of state and local governments. And bill that existing generations would otherwise have to assume.

while the federal debt tells us something about the In letting existing generations off the hook, the government

government's fiscal policy in the past, it tells us nothing about permits them to consume more than would otherwise be the

where it is headed. Finally, if federal debt has any value as a case. Government health care spending on the elderly pro-

fiscal statistic, it is in suggesting the fiscal burden to be passed vides a clear example. The remarkable growth in this spend-

to the nex_ generation. But this fiscal burden can be calculated ing over the last few decades has led to an equally remarkable

directly by using generational accounting, increase in the total consumption (including health care) of
the elderly, measured either in absolute terms or relative to

WHAT IS GENERATIONAL ACCOUNTING_ that of younger Americans. Recent research has estimated
that the increased total consumption of the elderly accounts

Generatioaal accounting measures how much current genera- for about one-half of the decline in U.S. saving since 1960.

tions will pay, on average, in net taxes over the remainder of However one feels about the growth in government health

their lives. These amounts are measured as present values. The care transfers to the elderly, it's clear that the elderly, as a

aggregate present value net tax contribution of'current genera- group, have consumed ,these transfers without fully paying for

tions can be compared with the size of the government's bills them.

(the prese at value of its future purchases and the value of its
outstanding official net debt (financial liabilities less financial IMPLICATIONS ,OFU.S. FISCAL POLICY FOR THE BABY

assets). The difference between the govern ment's bills and the BOOMERS

aggregate net, tax contribution of current generations indicates
the fiscal burden being passed to future generations. The ratio Since taxing ihture generations at an 82.0 percent rate would

of this burden on future generations to the present value of the effectively bankrupt them, net tax payments of existing

labor income they are projected to earn indicates the lifetime generations will have to rise in order to lower those of future
net tax rate facing future generations. Demographics enter the generations. ]For the baby boom generation this means, in all
calculation of both the numerator and denominators in this likelihood, either paying substantially higher net taxes during

ratio, their remaining working years or paying even higher net taxes
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in retirement. Since net taxes can rise either though an BABY BOOMERS IN RETIREMENT

increase in taxes or a reduction in transfer payments, boomers

can anticipate either increases in income taxes, payroll taxes, The U.S. fiscal crisis has important implications for the baby

or other taxes or reductions in their future Social Security, boom generation as it approaches retirement. Take, for
health care, and other benefits, example, the possibility that the fiscal crisis will be resolved

by cutting health care and Social Security benefits by

THE ROLE OF HEALTH CARE SPENDING 49 percent starting in 2009--two years before the oldest baby
boomers retire. For those who are saving at tow rates, this

The projected continuation of what is now almost three would be an economically devastating outcome. To consider

decades of extraordinarily high growth in government health how well baby boomers as a group are prepared for retirement

care spending is, in large part, responsible for the 82.0 percent even in the absence of any of the fiscal adjustments they are

net tax facing future generations. Were U.S. governments likely to face, this paper projects the average resource and

able, starting in 1994, to restrain growth in their collective consumption levels in retirement of three different groups of

health care spending to be no greater than that warranted by boomers: those born at the beginning, middle, and end of the

demographic change and economywide productivity improve- baby boom. While the oldest boomers are projected, on a

ments, the lifetime net tax rate of future generations would growth-adjusted basis, to be able to sustain the same non-

equal 45.9 percent, medical consumption in retirement as current retirees, the

same is not true for younger boomers. Indeed, those born at

HEALTH CARE REFORM the end of the baby boom are projected to consume less, in

absolute terms, than today's retirees. These findings suggest

Unfortunately, President Clinton's health care reform proposal that the American dream may be ending, even ignoring the

does nothing to limit growth in government health care impact on the baby boomers of resolving the fiscal crisis.
spending (inclusive of the proposal's new subsidies) through

the turn of the century, although it does promise to stabilize THE EFFECT ON THE BABY BOOMERS OF RESOLVING
this spending after 2001. Under the proposal's own cost THE FISCAL CRISIS
estimates and assuming health care costs are stabilized after

2001, the lifetime net tax rate of future generations is Each of this study's eight options for resolving the fiscal crisis

66.5 percent. While 66.5 percent is lower than 82.0 percent, raises the net taxation of the baby boomers and reduces their

this rate is still astronomical. A net tax rate of this magnitude future consumption. Take the 49 percent cut in medical and

would represent nothing short of an economic catastrophe for Social Security benefits starting in 2009. This policy would

future Americans. While the President's proposal has much to reduce the retirement consumption of the oldest boomers by

recommend it, it continues to ask the next generation, in 29 percent and that of the youngest boomers by 40 percent. In
effect, to pay for today's health care spending, contrast, an immediate increase in income taxes means a

7 percent lower level of retirement consumption for the oldest

RESOLVING THE FISCAL CRISIS boomers and a 10 percent lower level for the youngest. The

results of the other policy simulations fall in between these

There are many different ways to resolve the fiscal crisis. But, estimates. Depending on the type of fiscal adjustment that

as generational accounting makes clear, the longer we delay occurs, one-half or more of the baby boom generation could
addressing the crisis, the more painful will be its resolution.

end up in retirement with a lower standard of living than
This study examines eight different policies to eliminate the

typical elderly Americans now enjoy.imbalance in the fiscal treatment of current and future

generations. One option is raising income taxes. If income CONCLUSION
taxes are raised permanently starting in 1994, they would

have to increase by 32 percent. If they aren't raised until 2009, The U.S. faces saving and fiscal crises of unprecedented

they'd have to increase by 63 percent. Another option is proportions, two crises that are exacerbating each other. These

permanently cutting Social Security benefits. The requisite crises are not simply macroeconomic phenomena. Given

cut, even starting in 1994, is 70 percent. A third of the eight current saving patterns, baby boomers are leaving themselves
options considered is permanently cutting Social Security and very poorly prepared for a retirement that is likely to be

government health care benefits by 12 percent coupled with a marked by sizable increases in taxes or cuts in Social Security
12 percent permanent increase in income and excise taxes, and health care benefits.
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INTRODUCTION our fiscal liabilities--liabilities that will have to be met in the
future. Unfortunately, as described in the next section, the

The United States faces two interrelated crises, one with deficit is an imperfect measure of our accrual of fiscal liabili-

respect to its fiscal policy, the other with respect to its rate of ties. Nonetheless, the trend in the deficit provides some

saving. Unfortunately, Americans are generally unaware of indication of the severe fiscal difficulties the country is facing.

the full dimensions of these crises. On the fiscal side, most Chart 15.1reports the actual and projected federal

Americans know that the federal government is running huge deficit as a share of GDP for this decade and the previous four

deficits, in part because of runaway health care spending. But decades. The estimate of the average deficit for the period

few know the dire implications of these deficits for their own 1990-1998 incorporates Congressional Budget Office (CBO)

future net tax payments (taxes paid net of transfers received) projections that take into account the OBRA '93.

as well as those of their children and grandchildren. As the chart indicates, the federal deficit averaged

With respect to saving, few Americans know that the less than 1 perc,ent of GDP in the 1950s and 1960s. Since the

United States has, fbr over a decade, been saving at about growth rate of debt was well below the economy's growth rate,

one-third the rate observed in the 1950s and 1960s. Nor do federal debt dec.lined during these years from 76 percent of

they know bow this low rate of saving will affect the growth of GDP to 29 percent (chart 5.2). In the 1970s, federal deficits
their wages and those of their offspring, or what this means exceeded 2 percent of GDP, but debt still grew less rapidly

for their own living standards in retirement. Finally, most than did the economy, leaving the federal debt in 1979 equal

Americans have little understanding that these two crises are to 26 percent of GDP. The 1980s witnessed deficits in excess of

connected: that our fiscal profligacy raises our collective 4 percent of GI)P and a rise in the debt-to-GDP ratio to

consumption and thereby lowers our collective saving, and 42 percent in 1989. In this decade, the CBG projects deficits to

that our failure to save means a lower future tax base and, be a smaller fraction of GDP than they were in the 1980s but
consequentlT, higher future net tax rates, nonetheless large enough to raise the federal debt to

This section describes these two crises in general 57 percent of GDP by 1998.

terms. It also considers how the crises relate to one another In considering the CBO's short-term deficit projec-

and to the remarkable demographic transition on which the tions, one should bear in mind that they are only as good as

United States is embarked. Specifically, it considers deficit their underlying assumptions. Martin Feldstein, former

projections lbr the total federal budget and fi)r two key chairman of the ]?resident's Council of Economic Advisers, has

components of the budget: Social Security and Medicare.

These projections lay a foundation for the next two sections'

generational accounting, which spells out what tlhese and

related fiscal forecasts are likely to mean for Americans in Chart 5.1
The Federal Deficit as a Percentage of

general and the baby boom generation in particular. Also Gross Domestic Product
documented are changes over time in the U.S. rate of national

saving and how the decline in national saving connects to the /
question of the adequacy of individual saving, particularly 5

4.0

saving by baby boomers for their retirement. This analysis / 3.7
will provide a background to the consideration in the last 4

section of the degree to which future tax increases or reduc- _ /
tions in transfer payments threaten the baby boomers' living _ 3 2.0 i_i_

standards during retirement, o /

0.8 _%
THE U.S. FISCAL CRISIS 1 / 0.4 _-_._

SHORT- TERM FEDERAL DEFICIT PROJECTIONS 0 '_ ......
1950-1959 1960-1969 1970-1979 1980-1989 1990-1998

Americans typically connect our fiscal problems with the Years
growth in federal debt--the deficit. Because the deficit equals

the difference between federal government expenditures and Source: u.s. President, Economic Report of the President,
February 1993 (Washington, DC: U.S. Government Printing Office,

receipts, the deficit records expenditures that are not cur- 1993);Congressienal Budget Office.
rently paid for. Hence, the deficit tells us about tlhe increase in
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federal tax receipts from personal and corporate income taxes,

Chart 5.2 excise tax, estate tax, etc. are currently about 19 percent of
The Federal Debt Held by the Public as a Percentage of GDP. Since the GAO's projection envisions federal taxes

Gross Domestic Product, 1950-1998
remaining roughly equal to this share of GDP, balancing the

9o budget in the year 2020 would require a doubling or more of
so federal taxes.

7o Why does the GAO project such huge deficits? Part of

60 the reason is the compounding of interest payments on
previous deficits. Part is the aging of society, coupled with the

¢o 50
fact that, as a group, the elderly receive more in transfer

40 payments than they pay in taxes, while the opposite is true forQ_

3o the nonelderly. And part reflects the projected rise in real

20 transfer payments per elderly individual, primarily in the

lO form of health care benefits. Let us consider the aging of

o society and then turn to the projected expenditures and
1950 1955 1960 1965 1970 1975 1980 1985 1990 1995 deficits of the Social Security system as well as those of

Year Medicare and Medicaid.

Source: U.S. President, Economic Report of the President,
February 1993 (Washington, DC: U.S. Government Printing THE AGING OF AMERICA

Office, 1993); Congressional Budget Office.

Chart 5.3 displays the Social Security Administration's

projections of the share of the population aged 65 and over for
identified four assumptions he views as particularly unrealis-

three different sets of demographic assumptions. 3 Set I is,
tic. 1 First, by 1998 the real defense expenditure is assumed to

from the Social Security Administration's budgetary perspec-

be reduced by 25 percent from its current level. Second, the tive, the most optimistic. It envisions the elderly dying

federal government is assumed to save $30 billion a year relatively early and, therefore, not being around as long to

through improved management. Third, the unemployment collect Social Security benefits. Set II is Social Security's
rate is assumed to fall to 5.8 percent. And fourth, rich Ameri-

intermediate assumptions, while set II] represents its pessi-
cans are assumed to neither significantly avoid nor evade

mistic assumptions.
OBRA '93's higher taxes on their incomes. Under what

Consider the population share of the elderly in the

Feldstein views as more realistic assumptions, federal deficits year 2029, when the youngest of the baby boomers reach age

through the turn of the century are almost two-thirds larger 65. Under assumptions I, this share equals 17 percent. Under
than CBO projects, and the ratio of federal debt to GDP is

assumptions II and III, it equals 20 percent and 23 percent,
almost restored to its 1950 value by the year 2000.

respectively. These figures may be compared with the current
The CBO's track record, as well as those of other

12 percent share of the elderly in the population.

government agencies, in deficit forecasting is hardly spotless. At present there are 3.2 workers per aged American.
In 1990, for example, the CBO forecast a $170 billion deficit

Under assumption I, this figure falls by more than one-

for 1993, well below the $281 billion deficit recorded last year. quarter, to 2.3, by 2029. Under assumption II, it falls by one-

The CBO's 1990 forecast for the 1995 federal deficit was third, to 2.1; and under assumption III, it falls by more than
$29 billion. Their current forecast for this deficit is

two-fifths, to 1.8. Because most of the transfer payments
$206 billion--almost 7 times higher!

LONG- TERM FEDERAL DEFICIT PROJECTIONS

1Martin S. Feldstein, "The Impact of Health Care Reform on the Budget

Even if CBO's projections prove correct, federal deficits will Deficit," Address to theAmericanEnterprise Institute, Washingon, DC,

not become smaller after the turn of the century. Rather, they September23,1993.
2 U.S. General Accounting Office, Budget Policy: Prompt Action Necessary to

will get bigger and bigger. In a recent study, the GAO ex- AvertLong-Term Damage to the Economy (Washington, DC:Government
tended CBO's deficit forecasts through the year 2020. 2 Their PrintingOffice,1992).

analysis sees the deficit growing to a colossal 20.6 percent of 3These data are reported inU.S.Department ofHealthand HumanServices,
Social Security Administration, The 1993 Annual Report of the Federal Old-

GDP by 2020, raising federal debt to almost two times GDP! Ageand SurvivorsInsuranceandDisability InsuranceTrustFund
It is hard to fathom deficits of this magnitude. Total (Washington,DC:U.S.GovernmentPrintingOffice,1993).
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age distribution _Lssociated with Social Security's intermediate

Chart5.3 demographic assumptions. The answer is $222 billion, because
Share of U.S. Population Aged 65 and Over, 1995-2070

actual total net tax payments in 1992 were $1.129 trillion,

35 while total 1993 net tax payments based on the 2029 age

distribution equal $0.907 trillion. Meeting this hypothetical3o _ _ $222 billion loss in net taxes without increasing federal, state,
Alternative3 _ or local government deficits would, in 1992, have required at

25 _ .,- f' least a 12 percent: increase in all federal, state, and local tax
f Altema|_ rates. 4

-__ -- Alternative 1 SOCIAL SECURITY DEFICIT PROJECTIONS

At present, the largest transfer payments being made to the

10 elderly are in the form of Social Security's disability, retire-

5 ment, and survivor benefits. Thus, the concern about the fiscal
impact of America's aging should be apparent in projections of

l Social Security _ finances. Indeed, it is. The latest Social0 I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I
t_s 200_ 2015 2025 2035 20_ 205s 2065 Security trustees:' report indicates that, under intermediate as

Year well as pessimistic assumptions, the present value of Social

Security benefit payments over the next 75 years exceeds the

Source: u.s. Department of Health and Human Services, Social present value of Social Security payroll tax receipts plus the
Security Administration, 1993 Annual Report of the Board of

assets of the Social Security OASDI trust fund. Under inter-Trustees of the Federal O/d-Age and Survivors Insurance and
Disability Insurance Trust Funds (Washington, DC: U.S. Govern- mediate assumptions, the present value tax shortfall equals
mentPrintingOffice,1993). 1.46 percent of the present value of tax receipts. Under the

pessimistic assumptions, it equals 4.98 percent.

In other words, if we take the intermediate assump-

received by the elderly are financed on a pay-as-.you-go basis tions as realistic and want to ensure that Social Security

from payroll taxes levied on workers, the decline in the breaks even over the next 75 years, we need to raise the

number of workers per elderly suggests that payroll taxes in combined employer-employee Social Security (OASDI) payroll

2029 would have to be 39 percent higher under assumptions I, tax rate by 1.46 percentage points, from its current

52 percent higher under assumptions II, and 78 percent 12.40 percent value to 13.86 percent. If we take the pessimis-

higher under assumptions III. tic assumptions as realistic, the Social Security tax rate needs

Of course, workers pay other kinds of taxes besides to rise by 4.98 percentage points, from 12.40 to 17.38.

payroll taxes, not only to the federal government but also to It is critically important to understand that, for each

state and local gow_rnments. Chart 5.4 graphs average total set of assumptions, the requisite tax increase is sufficient to
(federal, state, and local) tax payments in 1992 by adult finance Social Security's transfer payments over the next

Americans of different ages. It also graphs, as a negative 75 years if and only if the tax increase is instituted immedi-

number, the wdue of average total transfer payments in 1992 ately. If, instead of raising the OASDI tax rate now, the tax

received by adult Americans of different ages. Finally, it rate is not increased until, for instance, 2029, achieving

graphs the difference between these two curves, namely, balance over the 75-year period would require a much greater

average ne_ taxes in 1992 paid by adult Americans of different tax rate increase--an increase apparently in excess of

ages. As the chart shows, net taxes move from positive to 4 percent under the intermediate assumptions and in excess of

negative between age 60 and age 65. The level of average net 9 percent under the pessimistic assumptions. 5
tax payments was lowest for 85 year olds, equaling -$12,670.

It was highest for 45 year olds, equaling $11,523.

One way to assess the potential impact of America's

aging on government finances is to ask how much smaller 4This figure assumes no reduction in tax receipts, due to tax evasion or

total net tax payments would have been in :1992 had the U.S. avoidance, arising fromthe rise in tax rates.
5 We say apparently because the Social Security trustees do not report the tax

had the same total population, the same age profile of net tax rate increaseneededfor75-year balanceconditionalonthe tax rate not
payments per person but, for instance, the 2029 population being raiseduntil sFecified future years.
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Chart 5.4
1992 Average Taxes,Transfers, and Net Taxes, by Age
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THE SOCIAL SECURITY TRUST FUND exceptions, need Social Security benefits no longer. But in

almost every year since 1983, estimates of the trust fund's
Unfortunately, the chances of immediately enacting a fiscally accumulation have been scaled back. As mentioned, the

prudent Social Security tax increase or benefit cut are small current estimate, based on intermediate assumptions, sees the

because of Social Security's short-term cash-flow position. As trust fund running out of funds in 2036, more than a quarter

is well known, at present the Social Security system is century earlier than originally envisioned.

running surpluses. The system's excess of tax receipts over The sooner the trust fund runs out the better, in

benefit payments reflects the large contributions currently terms of getting the politicians to take remedial action. But if

being made by the baby boom generation, which is in its prime the trust fund runs out sooner than projected, it will do so

earning years. Those contributions that are not being used to because the system's finances are even weaker than projected

meet current benefit payments are being accumulated in the and require even stronger measures in the form of tax in-
Social Security trust fund. Under the intermediate assump- creases or benefit reductions.

tions, and given current tax rates, the Social Security trust Even were the U.S. Social Security system projected

fund will not run out of funds until the year 2036. Under the to be in actuarial balance over the next 75 years, one might

pessimistic assumptions, it will not run out until 2017. Absent still question whether its taxes were high enough and its

an imminent cash-flow crisis, politicians are likely to delay benefits low enough. The reason is that Social Security is part

addressing Social Security's long-term finances until well into of a larger fiscal system whose imbalances could require

the next century, at which time the requisite tax adjustment, adjustments of Social Security taxes and benefits. Stated

as indicated above, will be far more painful, differently, we may well decide that we need Social Security to
However, a cash-flow crisis may arise even before do better than just break even over the next 75 years to offset

2017, at least if the history of the trust fund projections is any problems with the rest of the government's finances.
guide. When the plan to accumulate a substantial trust fund

to help finance the baby boomers' Social Security benefits was Is THE SOCIAL SECURITY TRUST FUND A SHELL GAME_

formulated in 1983, the Social Security trustees estimated, SINCE IT HOLDS FEDERAL DEBT?
based on what they believed then to be intermediate assump-

tions, that the fund would last through 2063 (chart 5.5). By Another concern that has been raised about the Social

this time even the youngest boomers would, with a few rare Security trust fund, other than whether it is large enough to
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outstanding value of government bonds, it is difficult to know

Chart 5.5 whether the creation of the Social Security trust fund raised,

ProjectedOld-Age, Survivors and Disability Insurance Trust lowered, or kept constant the government's total outstandingFund Accumulations, in Current Dollars, 1983 and 1993 •
debt. The reason is that no one knows precisely what the

25 government's total outstanding debt would have been had the

I trust fund never been created.

,- As described in the next section, the trust fund, as

20 o"" %k well as the gown'nment's outstanding official debt, are simply

1983Projectionss"* *'*'_ two elements of a multifaceted intergenerational policy. These
_o 15 4- sSs" _ two elements can change greatly over time without any_g i - '
- °,," \\ necessary implications for the overall stance of generational
ee 10 - M' I policy, either because they offset each other or because other

"
s S , elements of the policy offset changes in these elements. Even

5 "'" _ if we could determine precisely how much the trust fund's
S SS

,,s 1993 Projection creation altered the total outstanding amount of government

' debt, this knowledge would not tell us whether other policies
0 I --4---- I _1

had been used to maintain the stance of generational policy.
1995 2005 2015 2025 2035 2045 2055 2065

The real question is not how one or two of the elements of the

Source: Old-Age, Survivors and Disability Insurance Trust Fund government's generational policy have changed over time. The

AnnualReports. real question is how the overall state of generational policy

has changed. This is the question that generational account-

meet its actuarial liabilities, is associated with its holding of ing alone can answer.

federal debt. Some Americans view the accumulation by the

trust fund of government bonds (federal debt) as evidence that MEDICARE I)EFICIT PROJECTIONS

the trust fund is a sham. According to their view, the baby

boomers' benefits represent a claim on the trust fund, but the Currently, federal transfer payments to the elderly total
almost 7 percent of GDP. By 2020, this figure is projected to

trust fund represents a claim on the federal government
rise to 12 percent. While the aging of the population explains

(through its holdings of government debt), so the boomers'
some of this growth, most of it reflects the projected continuedbenefits simply represent a claim on the federal government,
explosive growth in health care costs in the Medicare and

which is exactly what would occur under a pure pay-as-you-go
Medicaid programs.

system with no trust fund.
Medicare has two components: Hospital InsuranceIs this view correct? Is the trust fund a sham? The

answer is maybe, maybe not. The allegation that the trust (HI), which pays for inpatient hospital care, skilled nursing

fund is a sham really comes down to claiming that the federal facilities, hospice, and home health care, and Supplementary
Medical Insurance (SMI), which pays for outpatient services,

government simply borrowed the money that has been
such as physician visits, lab tests, and durable medical

invested in the trust fund. While this may be true, the fact

that the trust fund's assets are held in the form of government equipment. The HI portion of Medicare, which is financed by

bonds does not, in itself, establish the case. After all, if the HI payroll _ax, is currently running deficits, and these
deficits are projected to soar over time. Under the intermedi-tomorrow the trust fund were to sell its government securities
ate assumptions, the Medicare tax rate needs to rise byand purchase, say. corporate bonds, the trust fund would have
5.07 percentage points to achieve actuarial balance over the

the same value but no longer be holding a claim on the federal
next 75 years. 6 Under the pessimistic assumptions, it needs to

government. Yet, the total claims on the federal government
rise by 10.58 percentage points. Again, these are the minimumarising from its bonds would be the same, because the bonds
tax rate increases needed, provided they occur immediately.formerly held by the trust fund would simply be held by the

general public. Any delay in raising these tax rates implies much higher tax

To understand whether the government simply

borrowed _he money needed to build up the trust fund, one 6Theseestimates predatethe passageofthe OmnibusBudgetReconciliation
needs to consider the total amount of government bonds Act of 1993's increase in the Hospital Insurance (HI) taxes on upper income

Americans. Howew?r, this tax increase appears to be too small either to

outstanding, rather than the trust fund's portfolio composi- affect materially HI's long-term financial problem or the calculated across-

tion. Even if one looks at the right data, namely the total the-board tax increases that may have to be used to fix this problem.
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rate increases (or very severe benefit cuts) in the future. For over 0.5 percent of GDP by 2029. Because Medicaid is also

example, if we wait until 2029 to raise the HI tax rate, and if general revenue financed, if these additional costs are fi-

HI costs rise as projected, the requisite tax increases will, nanced by higher taxes on labor income, they will mean,

apparently, exceed 8 percentage points under intermediate roughly speaking, an additional 0.3 percentage point tax on

assumptions and 15 percentage points under pessimistic labor income by 2029.
assumptions!

If we combine these calculations of requisite HI tax HEALTH CARE SPENDING AND HEALTH CARE REFORM

increases with those for OASDI, we find that achieving

75-year actuarial balance necessitates an immediate combined Unfortunately, President Clinton's health care reform proposal

Old-Age, Survivors and Disability and Hospital Insurance will, it appears, do little, if anything, to curb federal health

(OASDHI) payroll tax increase of 6.53 percentage points care spending. Indeed, the proposal openly admits this, at

under the intermediate assumptions and 15.56 percent under least with respect to health care spending through the end of

the pessimistic assumptions. Since the current OASDHI this decade. It calls for essentially the same total spending on

payroll tax rate is 15.53 percent, this means immediately health care through 2000 as is projected under current policy.8

increasing payroll taxes by more than 40 percent, if we take While the proposal suggests that there will be health care

the intermediate assumptions as our guide, and immediately spending restraint after the turn of the century, it provides no

increasing payroll taxes by more than 100 percent, if we take projections of federal health care spending after the turn of

the pessimistic assumptions as our guide. A delay in raising the century.
the OASDHI tax rate until, for instance, 2029, entails, In reality, if it is adopted, the new policy may entail

apparently, increasing this tax rate at that time by over federal health care spending far beyond the extraordinarily

12 percentage points, according to the intermediate assump- high levels now projected. The reason is that the proposal calls

tions, and by over 24 percentage points, according to the for new and expensive subsidies to low-income Americans,

pessimistic assumptions. In this case, the OASDHI tax rate early retirees, and small businesses as well as new and

would end up exceeding 27 percent if the intermediate expensive health care programs for the elderly, including

assumptions prove correct and a whopping 39 percent if the increased payments for prescription drugs and home health

pessimistic assumptions prove correct! care. If past experience with newly adopted federal subsidies

Projections of the SMI component of Medicare make and direct health care payment programs is any guide, the
this bad news even worse. 7 Unlike HI, SMI is about one- ultimate cost of the President's health plan will far exceed the

quarter financed through insurance premiums collected from amount now being projected.

the elderly, with essentially all the rest financed through Worse yet, much of this new spending is to be "fi-

general revenue contributions. Hence, increases in SMI nanced" by reductions in federal spending on Medicare and

expenditures spell increases in general tax rates. Currently, Medicaid. But beyond some vague claims about controlling

SMI expenditures total 0.87 percent of GDP, up from costs in these programs through spending caps, the proposal

0.15 percent in 1967, SMI's first year of operation. Under offers no effective mechanisms to ensure that spending on

intermediate assumptions, SMI's expenditures are projected to these programs will actually be controlled.

reach 4 percent of GDP by 2029. SMI does not make long-term

projections based on the pessimistic assumptions. But the THE U.S. FISCAL CRISISmA SUMMARY
intermediate projections are bad enough. Because labor

The aging of America will place tremendous stress on ourearnings constitute about 65 percent of GDP, paying for this
fiscal finances--stress that will be greatly compounded by thegrowth in SMI would require a 3 percent to 4 percent addi-

tional tax on labor income, projected growth in real federal health care spending per old

In addition to Medicare, the government provides person. The federal government's projections of its overall

health care to the elderly through Medicaid, primarily in the deficit, as well as those of Social Security and Medicare,

form of nursing home care. The cost of this assistance is also represent early warnings signals of this stress.
Our ultimate concern with these projections is what

projected to continue to rise, from about 0.3 percent of GDP to

7 See Board of Trustees of the Federal Supplementary Medical Insurance s We define health care spending under the President's reform proposal to
Trust Fund, 1993 Annual Report of the Board of Trustees of the Federal include his proposed new subsidies to early retirees, low-income Americans,

Supplementary Medical Insurance Trust Fund (Washington, DC: U.S. and small business to assist in their purchase of health insurance.
Government Printing Office, 1993).
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they portend for our own future net tax rates as well as those or near 100 percent, the generation will stop working. In this
of our children and grandchildren. Unfortunately, as the next case, the government will be unable to collect the tax revenue

section makes clear, the answer is very unpleasant. Once one it needs to finance its spending, and it will be forced to reduce

properly takes into account all government (federal, state, and its spending. Since much of government spending is in the

local) liabilities, not just those showing up as official federal form of transfer payments, this means potentially reneging on

debt, and once one properly factors in our nation's changing transfer payment commitments.

demograph ics, the fiscal imbalance we face is truly startling. While the major impact of U.S. fiscal policy on U.S.

The projected future path of government spending, labor supply is likely to occur in the future as tax rates are

and the ultimate taxes that will have to finance it, represent a increased, U.S. fiscal policy already appears to be playing a

continuation of a century-long practice of placing increasingly major role in reducing the supply of U.S. capital by lowering

larger net tax burdens on each successive generation of U.S. saving. Let us review recent data on U.S. saving and

Americans. As chart 5.6 details, current taxes are already so investment and then consider the likely effect that U.S. fiscal

high that today's children will, on average, pay a larger share policy, in particular U.S. generational policy, has been having,

of their lifetime labor earnings to the federal, state, and local and will have, on U.S. saving.

government in net taxes than any previous generation of

Americans. This average lifetime net tax rate, equal to THE UoS. SAVING CRISIS

36.3 percent, is over 50 percent larger than the 23.6 percent

rate faced by Americans born at the turn of the century. But, Chart 5.7 plots the U.S. net national saving and domestic

as suggested above, and as examined in detail in the next two investment rates for the years 1950-1992. 9 As shown, 1992's

sections, even this very high rate of taxation on today's and saving rate (the latest rate available) was just 2.2 percent--
tomorrow's children will be far too little to meet the among the lowest rates observed in the postwar period. Last

government's bills if government spending continues to grow year was no outlier. The United States has been saving at a

at the rate now being forecast, very low rate for over a decade. Since 1980, the U.S. saving

There is certainly a limit to the level of taxes that can rate has averaged 4.2 percent, compared with 9. l percent in
be imposed on any American generation, either present or

future. A generation's net tax rate obviously cannot exceed
9 The denominator of this saving rate is net national product (Gross National

100 percent, but before a generation's net tax rate reaches Product minus depreciation). The numerator is net product minus the sum of

100 percent, its gross tax rate will reach 100 percent, assum- household consumption expenditures and government purchases. Thenet
investment rate is :lefined as net investment divided by net national product.ing positive transfers. Of course, with a gross tax rate equal to

Chart 5.6
Lifetime Net Tax Rates of Generations Born Between 1900 and 1992
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terms, by only about 3 percent. This is a very poor record

Chart 5.7 compared with the 35 percent increase in total compensation

U.S. Saving and Domestic Investment Rates, 1950-1992 per worker observed between 1960 and 1975.

14 U.S. GENERATIONAL POLICY AND THE DECLINE IN

12 =1 U.S. SAVING
Saving Rate

10 __ X. _ A Postwar U.S. generational policy appears, in large part,

_ _ _J_ ,_ responsible for our failure to save and invest. For over four

8 _ decades, government, at the federal, state, and local levels,

E
has been shifting fiscal burdens from current to future

6 generations. Much of this intergenerational redistribution has(3_

f,,,,,,___ been effected through the expansion of Social Security and4
Medicare, but some has come in more subtle forms, such as a

Domestic Investment Rate

2 shift in the tax structure away from sales and excise taxes
toward labor income taxes. 10In repeatedly shifting fiscal

0 I I I I I I I burdens from current to future generations, the government
1950 1956 1962 1968 1974 1980 1986 1992 has permitted current generations to consume more, with the

Year consequence that the nation as a whole has saved less. As

Source: Survey of Current Business. indicated in chart 6, this process of "pass the generational
buck" has left today's young and middle-aged Americans

paying such a high fraction of their labor earnings in net taxes

the 1950s and 1960s, and 8.5 percent in the 1970s. that many have little wherewithal from which to save for their

The drop in U.S. saving is taking its toll on U.S. old age.

domestic investment. The 2.6 percent rate of domestic invest- The process by which "pass the generational buck"

ment in 1992 represents another dismal performance. Since reduces national saving, domestic investment, and growth is

1980, our domestic investment rate has averaged 5.4 percent very gradual, making it difficult to document statistically. But

per year, compared with 8.2, 7.9, and 7.9 percent in the 1950s, in the past decade economists have developed detailed

1960s, and 1970s, respectively, computer simulation models to study the consequences of such

Thanks to the inflow of foreign capital, U.S. domestic generational policy. These models predict precisely the kind of

investment did not decline during most of the 1980s as decline in national saving, domestic investment, labor produc-

sharply as did U.S. saving. Net foreign investment as a tivity growth, and real wage growth that our nation has been

fraction of net national product (NNP) can be measured in experiencing. 11

chart 5.7 as the vertical distance between the national saving

and domestic investment rates. The rate of net foreign How WILL THE U.S. FISCAL AND SAVING CRISES

investment reached a postwar high of 3 percent in 1987. In AFFECT THE BABY BOOM GENERATION _.

that year as well as in 1986, foreign saving financed more
investment in the United States than did American saving. Are baby boomers saving enough for their retirement? This

However, foreign investment in the United States has waned, question is beginning to receive considerable attention by

Since 1988, the rate of net foreign investment in the United academics, the government, the general public, and the media.

States has declined, leaving most of U.S. domestic investment The question is prompted by a number of factors, including

to be financed by the meager amount of U.S. saving, the very low rate of total U.S. saving just described, the future

Nations that fail to invest experience slower growth tax increases and benefit cuts baby boomers are likely to

in capital per worker, which means slower growth in labor experience, uncertainty concerning the level of employer-

productivity. Since 1970, U.S. labor productivity has been provided private pensions that boomers will ultimately

growing at only about two-fifths the rate observed in the

1950s and 1960s. Since businesses pay workers based on their

productivity, slower growth in labor productivity has meant loSeeLaurenceJ. Kotlikoff, Generational Accounting Knowing Who Pays,
and When, for What We Spend (New York, NY: The Free Press, 1992).

slower growth in wages. Since 1975, total compensation 11See, for example, Alan J. Auerbach and Laurence J. Kotlikoff, Dynamic

(wages plus fringes) per U.S. worker have increased, in real FiscalPolicy (New York, NY: Cambridge Unversity Press, 1987).
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receive, the fact that boomers are likely to retire earlier and behavior of particular households or types of households, we

live longer than their parents, and the limited number of consider the average saving behavior of three different cohorts

children that boomers will able to count on to support them in of baby boomers: the oldest boomers--those who were born in
old age. 1946--middle boomers--those who were born in 1955 in the

A recent CBO study, Baby Boomers in Retirement: An middle of the baby boom--and the youngest boomers--those

Early Perspective, is quite sanguine about the boomers' who were born in 1964. The nature of our data leads us to look

retirement finances. 12It arrives at its optimistic assessment at mean, rather than median, resources and saving. In

by arguing that, when the boomers become old, they will have considering means rather than medians we are biasing our

incomes at least as high as their elderly parents now have. results toward a finding of saving adequacy. Nonetheless, we

The criterion for saving adequacy chosen by the CBO--that find that all three cohorts of baby boomers are saving too little

boomers be able to sustain the same living standard in in light of the potential tax increases and benefit cuts they

retirement as their parents--is quite peculiar./_£ter all, one may experience in old age. Even ignoring these fiscal adjust-

would naturally expect each generation to enjoy a higher ments, we find that the three boomer cohorts will be barely
living standard at each age as the consequence of productivity able to maintain their living standards in retirement. We also

growth. While U.S. productivity growth has slowed, it has not find that younger boomers will enjoy a lower living standard

stopped, so setting a target for the baby boom generation of at each age, including old age, than older boomers. Thus, we

simply matching the retirement living standard of their reach a conclusion opposite to that of the CBO study. Rather
parents is, to some extent, preordaining a favorable finding, than finding that the American dream is intact--that each

The real question of interest is not whether boomers generation is doing better than the previous generation--our

will do as well as their parents but whether boomers will be evidence indicates that the American dream is becoming just
able to maintain their current living standards 1;hrough that--a dream.

retirement, especially in light of the U.S. fiscal crisis and the

tax and transfer adjustments it will necessitate. The U.S. USING GENERATIONAL ACCOUNTING TO ASSESS
fiscal crisis and its potential resolution appear, by the way, to

THE U.S. FISCAL CRISIS
have been completely ignored in the CBO study.

A recent study asking a more appropriate question The previous section provided a general sense of the fiscal

was prepared by Douglas Bernheim. 13The study, Is the Baby crisis facing the United States but no precise analysis of what

Boom Generation Preparing Adequately for Retirement?, uses the entire panoply of federal, state, and local government

household survey data on the median income, wealth, and policies, coupled with our demographic transition, may mean

demographic characteristics of subgroups of the baby boomers for particular generations of Americans. This section uses a

and compares actual median saving in each subi_oup with the relatively new methodology, called generational accounting, to

amount of saving suggested by rational, life-cycle economic provide this analysis. 14Generational accounting estimates,

planning. Across all subgroups Bernheim finds that actual under different assumptions about future fiscal policy, how

median sa_ing averages only 34 percent of rational life-cycle much each current and future generation will contribute in

saving. While Bernheim's conclusion is dramatic:, it may even net taxes toward paying the government's bills. The

understate the degree to which boomers are undersaving. The government's bills are the sum of two components: the present
reason is that Bernheim assumes that boomers will face no and likely future purchases of goods and services by federal,

tax increases or cuts in their transfer payments when they state, and local governments and the outstanding official debt

reach retirement, of federal, state, and local governments.
In the section titled Baby Boomers in Retirement we

also examine tlhe adequacy of the baby boomers' saving. But in WHY WAS GENERATIONAL ACCOUNTING DEVELOPED _.
so doing we apply the results described in the section titled

Resolving the Fiscal Crisis, which calculates the sizes of The recent growth of federal debt has generated enormous

various fiscal adjustments that might be used to address the public concern,, apparently because the public believes federal

long-term U.S. fiscal crisis. Rather than consider the saving debt measures the fiscal burden we are placing on our chil-

12U.S.Congress, CongressionalBudgetOffice,BabyBoomersin Retirement:An 14Thefirstpaper ongenerationalaccountingisAuerbach,Gokhale,and
EarlyPerspe,:tive(Washington,DC:U.S.GovernmentPrinl:ingOffice,1993). Kotlikoff(1989).A fnlllistingofsubsequentpublicationsongenerational

13B.DouglasBernheim.Is theBaby BoomGenerationPrepc'ringAdequatelyfor accountingis givenin the references.
Retirement?,preparedforMerrillLynch&Co.,August1992.
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dren and grandchildren. Unfortunately, this is not the case. generational accounting focuses on the fundamental question
The federal debt directly measures neither the net tax underlying concern about the government's obligations, be

treatment of current generations nor the net taxes that are they official or unofficial, namely, how large are they? And

likely to be imposed on future generations. While the federal who will pay them?
debt does record our nation's accumulation of official liabili-

ties, it ignores a host of unofficial or implicit liabilities that THE SIMPLE ARITHMETIC OF GENERATIONAL

swamp the official ones as a source of concern. Indeed, if the ACCOUNTING

federal debt was all there was to worry about, our nation's

current fiscal position would look better than it did in 1950. As Generational accounting is based on what economists call the

described in the previous section, federal debt today is a government's intertemporal budget constraint. This constraint
smaller share of GDP than it was in 1950. says simply that either current or future generations will have

What liabilities or obligations does the federal debt to pay the government's bills. Because much of the

leave out? Take the largely unfunded obligation to pay Social government's bills, and much of the net taxes paid to meet

Security benefits to current retirees as well as younger adult these bills, will occur in the future, the intertemporal budget

Americans who have accrued benefits under the system, constraint considers the value today (what economists call
"the present value") of these future bills as well as net taxAccording to the Social Security Administration, this un-

funded "closed group" liability is more than twice as large as payments.
the size of federal debt. Also in the trillions is the "closed We can express the government's intertemporal

group" Medicare liability. While these liabilities are not budget constraint by a simple equation:

immutable (Social Security and Medicare benefits may be

changed), neither is federal debt. The real value of federal The present The present The present Official +

debt can, and has in the past, been reduced as well as in- value of value + of value = of government

creased by unexpected changes in the rate of inflation, remaining net net tax government net debt

In addition to paying current and near-term Social tax payments payments of purchases

Security and Medicare beneficiaries, our government has of existing future

implicit long-term obligations to pay benefits to welfare generations generations

recipients and unemployment insurance to the unemployed,

provide education to our children, maintain the nation's In this equation, the two terms on the right-hand side are the
defenses, etc. The enumeration of the very long list of our government's bills. The equation indicates the zero-sum

government debts might lead one to conclude that, as there is nature of generational policy. Given the size of the
no natural stopping point in producing "the" correct measure government's bills, the less current generations pay, the more

of government debt, it is best to just stop with the official debt. future generations will have to pay. The equation also puts the

The problem with this response is that those obliga- government's official and unofficial liabilities on an equal

tions that the government classifies as official are not intrinsi- footing in assessing the size of the net tax bill to be passed to

cally different, in economic terms, from those not so classified, future generations.

Indeed, one can say that the classification of government To see this, note that a higher value of official net

obligations as "official" and "unofficial" is a linguistic, rather debt, with no corresponding reduction in the present value of
than an economic, choice. 15To see this, consider the alterna- either government purchases or increase in the present value

tive choice of words that would be required to put the closed of net tax payments of existing generations, means a larger

group unfunded Social Security liability on the books (make it net tax payment required of future generations. But such an

official). The government would simply need to recharacterize outcome also arises if the present value of the obligation to
its Social Security contributions as "borrowing" rather than as make transfer payments to current generations is higher,

"taxes," and its Social Security benefits as "return of principal

plus interest" rather than as "transfer payments. ''16 Such a

change of language is not simply a hypothetical possibility. 15For a formalanalysisofthis point, seeLaurenceJ. Kotlikoff,"FromDeficit

Chile's privatization of its Social Security system in 1981 in Delusionto the FiscalBalanceRule:Searchingfora MeaningfulWaytoDescribeFiscalPolicy,"JournalofEconomics(Supplement7, 1993):17--4l.
large part entailed reclassifying a large portion of its implicit 16BecauseSocialSecuritybenefitsdonot necessarilypreciselyequalthe
unfunded Social Security liability as explicit government debt. amount that wouldconstitutereturn ofprincipalplus interest on past Social

Securitycontributions,the differencebetweenactual benefitspaidand this
Rather than contribute to a sterile debate over what amountcouldbe classifiedas an "oldagetax" or an "oldagetransfer,"

words to use to describe the government's fiscal liabilities, depending on whether the differencewas negativeor positive.
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because it means a smaller value of the first terra on the left- has elapsed would face larger lifetime net tax burdens than
hand side, requiring a larger value of the second term on the those estimated here.

left-hand side, given the value of the right-hand side. Our purpose in assuming (1) growth-adjusted equal
Generational accounting involves estimating the treatment of future generations and (2) that the generational

values of the government's bills as well as the present value of accounts of current generations are those one would project
net tax payments of'existing generations. Given these values, under current poli cy, is to illustrate the intergenerational

we apply the equation and calculate the burden on future imbalance of present fiscal policy and highlight the need to

generations as a residual. Determining the collective present change that policy. It is not to claim that policy will necessar-

value net tax payments of current generations requires ily deal with the intergenerational imbalance by treating all

separately calculating the present value of net tax payments future generations equally or, indeed, by putting all the
of each generation and then adding the values together, burden on future generations.

The calculation of any particular existing generation's

present value of remaining net tax payments (its generational CONSTRUCTING GENERATIONAL ACCOUNTS 18
account) is an actuarial one. It takes into account projections

of the number of members of a generation who will survive to To form generational accounts for current and future genera-

future years and, therefore, be alive to pay net taxes in those tions for our base :year, 1992, we need (1) projections of the

years. Assessing the burden on future generations in per population by age and sex, (2) projections of average net taxes

capita terms also involves actuarial analysis for the following for each generation in each year in which at least some

reason: once we know the total burden to be paid by future members of the generation will be alive, (3) a discount rate at

generations, figuring out how much any one person born in which to convert flows of net taxes into present values and a

the future will pay requires knowing how many people will be productivity growth rate, (4) an estimate of the initial stock of

around in the future to help make the payments. In incorpo- government net: wealth, and (51)projections of future govern-

rating actuarial projections, generational accounting auto- ment consumption.

matically takes demographic change into account.
POPULATION PROJECTIONS

ALLOCATING THE BURDEN TO BE BORNE BY FUTURE
We use the Social[ Security trustees' 1992 intermediate

GENERATIONS projections of population by age and sex through 2066 and

In estimating how much particular individuals born in the extend these projections beyond 2066 using the fertility,

future will pay, we assume that the average lifetime net tax mortality, and i:mmigration probabilities projected to prevail

payment of successive generations rises at the economy's rate in 2066.

of productivity growth. 17Leaving out this growth adjustment,
PROJECTION OF TAXESAND TRANSFERSthe lifetime net tax payments of future generations are

directly comparable to the generational accounts of current
Our age- and sex--specific projections of average future taxesnewborns, since the generational accounts of both newborns
and transfers incorporate projections of National Income and

and future generations take into account net tax payments Product Accounts (NIPA) totals of federal, state, and local

over these generations' entire lifetimes, taxes and transfers. These projections incorporate the Social

Note that our assumption that the generational Security trusteeW long-term forecasts of Social Security total
accounts of all future generations are equal, except for a

contributions and benefit payments, the Health Care Financ-
growth adjustment, is just one of many assumptions one could
make about the distribution across future generations of their ing Administration's long-term forecasts of spending on

Medicare and Medicaid, and the Office of Management and
collective ne_ payment to the government. We could, for Budget's (OMB) long-term forecasts of federal taxes and
example, assume a phase-in of the additional fiscal burden to

transfer payments other than those of Social Security, Medi-be imposed on new young generations. Such a phase-in would,
care, and Medicaid. The projections represent the latest

however, mean chat generations born after the phase-in period available as of December 1993. Since the OMB projections

_ postdate the passage of OBRA '93, they incorporate its federal

17Generationhererefers togender-specific birth cohorts, tax increases and spending cuts as summarized in OMB's
18For a detailecdescriptionofthe methodologyand data sourcesusedin 1993 mid-session review.
calculatinggenerationalaccounts,seeAuerbach,et al./1991}andExecutive
Officeofthe President(1994). Beyond the period in which these government long-
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term forecasts are available, we assume that particular tax each table, labelled "net payment," is the difference between

and transfer aggregates grow to keep pace with demographics the present value of taxes that a member of each generation

and productivity growth. The current and projected future will pay, on average, over his or her remaining life and the

NIPA tax and transfer totals are distributed to generations, as present value of the transfers he or she will receive. The other

defined by age and gender, based on corresponding distribu- columns show the average present values of the different

tions in cross-section survey data. 19 government taxes and transfers.
Take 40-year-old males. As table 5.1 indicates, these

DISCOUNT AND PRODUCTIVITY GROWTH RATES males are projected to pay, on average, $170,900 to the

government over the course of their remaining lives. This
The calculations assume a 6 percent annual real discount rate, figure (adjusted for rounding) is the difference between their

which is roughly half way between the real historical returns $252,800 present value tax payment and their $82,000

on government bonds and private-sector capital. They also present value transfer receipt. The largest source of payments

assume a productivity growth rate of 0.75 percent per year. (in present value) is payroll taxes, followed by income taxes,

excise taxes (which include state sales taxes) and capital

GOVERNMENT PURCHASES income taxes, respectively. Health-related transfers, through

Medicare and Medicaid, are the single largest transfer
Federal purchases of goods and services through 2004 are

category, followed by OASDI and welfare (such as Aid to

projected on a NIPA basis using OMB's 1993 mid-session Families with Dependent Children).
review estimates. State and local purchases through 2004 are The present value of the future taxes to be paid by

kept at the same ratio to GDP as in 1992. Federal, state, and the young and middle-aged generations exceeds the present
local purchases after 2004 were divided between (1) those

value of the future transfers they will receive. The present
made on behalf of specific age groups--the young, middle value of net payments peaks at age 25 for both males and

aged, and elderly--such as educational expenditures; and (2) females. These amounts are large because these generations

those that are more nearly pure public goods, such as defense are close to their peak taxpaying years. For newborn males
and public safety. Purchases per person in each of the three and females, on the other hand, the present value of their net
age groups, and purchases of public goods per capita, increase payment is much smaller, because they will not pay much in

at the assumed rate of productivity growth. 2° taxes for a number of years.

The male and female generational accounts differ

OFFICIAL GOVERNMENT NET DEBT because of differences in labor force participation, family

Our measure of official government net debt for 1992 is structure, and mortality. For example, older women are

formed by adding together annual NIPA deficits (federal, projected to receive a greater present value of health transfers

state, and local) from 1.900 through 1992. because they will live longer, on average.
Older generations have negative net taxes; they are

BASELINE1992 GENERATIONAL ACCOUNTS projected to receive more Social Security, Medicare, and other
future benefits than they will pay in future taxes. However,

Tables 5.1 and 5.2 present 1992 generational accounts for one must remember that the figures in these tables show the

every fifth generation of males and females alive in that year. remaining lifetime net payments of particular generations and

The calculations assume that no policy changes will affect the do not include the taxes a generation paid or the transfers it

burdens of generations currently alive. The first column of received in the past. Males who are now aged 65, for example,
paid considerable taxes when they were younger, and these

past taxes are not included in the remaining lifetime net
19 These surveys include the Survey of Income and Program Participation, the

Survey of Consumer Expenditures, and the Current Population Survey. payments shown in their generational accounts. Therefore,
2o We have not attempted to measure the value of existing government the remaining lifetime net payment by one existing generation

capital, such as highways, and subtract that value from official government cannot be directly compared with that of another. While the
debt. Nor have we added tile imputed rent on this capital to our measure of

government purchases. However, the omission of such adjustments has little generational accounts simply consider remaining lifetime net

impact on our assessment of the imbalance in the net taxation of current and tax payments, we have also constructed entire lifetime net tax

future generations. If we value the capital at the present value of its payments for each generation born in this century. These
imputed rent, these two ac[justments to the right hand side of the above
equation wouldcancel.For example, our exclusionofYellowstoneNational figures, which may be compared with one another, are used in
Park in calculating government net debt is offset by our exclusion of the forming the lifetime net tax rates that appear in chart 5.6.
park's implicit rent from future government purchases.
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Table 5.1

The Composition of Male Generational Accounts a (r=.06, g=.0075)
Baseline: with Omnibus Budget Reconciliation Act of 1993, 'without Health Reform

Present Values of Receipts and Payments

Tax Payments Transfer Receipts

Generation's Net Labor income Capital Payroll Exc-ise
_,gein 1992 Payment taxes income taxes taxes taxes OASDIb Health Welfare

($thousands)

0 $ 78.4 $32.2 $ 7.9 $34.7 $30.2 $ 6.8 $16.2 $3.6
5 99.3 41.3 10.1 44.6 35.6 8.6 19.1 4.6

10 124.8 52.6 12.9 56.9 41.3 10.3 22.7 5.9
15 157.2 67.1 16.6 72.8 47'.4 11.9 27.3 7.6
20 187.7 80.8 21.0 88.2 51.4. 13.3 31.0 9.2
25 203.0 88.2 25.2 96.7 52..2 16.4 33.0 9.9
30 201.6 87.8 38.2 96.5 51.4. 28.1 34.7 9.4
35 192.4 84.5 36.1 93.2 50.4 25.2 37.9 8.7
40 170.9 77.2 49.8 85.4 4o.4 31.7 42.3 8.0
¢5 132.5 64.9 43.5 72.0 46.7 39.8 47.5 7.2
50 81.0 49.6 44.0 55.2 42..8 50.4 53.6 6.5
55 19.5 32.7 42.2 36.6 37'.8 63.7 60.2 5.8
60 -43.9 17.5 38.9 19.6 32..2 80.4 66.7 5.1
65 -94.1 6.2 34.3 6.9 26.9 90.6 73.4 4.4
70 -98.6 2.5 27.1 2.9 21.5 82.7 66.1 3.8
75 -92.9 1.2 18.2 1.3 16.4 69.0 57.8 3.2
80 -79.4 0.6 9.2 0.7 11.5 52.0 47.2 2.2
B5 -69.4 0.3 0.0 0.3 7'.9 39.4 37.5 1.0
90 -11.6 0.0 0.0 0.0 1.7 6.9 6.4 0.0

Future Generations 177.I
Percentage Difference 126.8

Source: Authors' calculations.
aAssumes a discount rate of 6 percent and a productivity rate of 0.75.
bOld-Age, Survivors and Disability Insurance.

THE BURDEN ON FUTURE GENERATIONS rather than within generations, table 5.3 considers the
combined male-female lifetime net tax rate.

The bottom rows of tables 5.1 and 5.2, labelled "Future
The table indicates that future generations will face a

Generations," indicate the present value amounts that males huge lifetime net tax rate--82.0 percent--unless the course of
and females born in 1993 will, on average, have to pay to

U.S. fiscal policy is altered and existing generations are made
balance the government's budget constraint, assuming that

to pay higher taxes or are given smaller transfers! The
subsequent generations pay this same amount except for an

82.0 percent net tax rate is more than twice as large as the
adjustment for growth. This amount, $177,100 fbr men and

already extraordinarily high net tax rate facing today's young
$99,600 for women, represents an increase of 126.0 percent

over the burden faced by current newborns, who have been children, assuming they pay no more than current policy
assumed to face current tax and transfer rules! suggests.

Of course, the assumption that today's young children

MEASURING THE GENERATIONAL IMBALANCE IN TERMS as well as other existing generations pay the amounts stipu-

OF LIFETIME NET TAXRATES lated by current policy is made simply to illustrate the need to
adjust current policy. Certainly, there is no reason to expect a

Perhaps the easiest way to comprehend the size of the fiscal large discontinuity in the net tax treatment of children who

burden facing future generations is to express it as a share of were born, for instance, in 1990, and those who will be born in

their projected lifetime labor income. Table 5.3 and chart 5.8 1995. What table 5.3 is really telling us then is that our own

do this. For comparison purposes, they also show the lifetime living children as well as our as yet unborn children will face

net tax rates of generations born in this century, the values of sky-high net taxes unless adult Americans are made to pay

which also appear in chart 5.6. To focus on differences across more.
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Table 5.2

The Composition of Female Generational Accounts a (r=.06, g=.0075)
Baseline: with Omnibus Budget Reconciliation Act of 1993, without Health Reform

Present Values of Receipts and Payments

Tax Payments Transfer Receipts

Generation's Net Labor income Capital Payroll Excise
Age in 1992 Payment taxes income taxes taxes taxes OASDIb Health Welfare

($ thousands)

0 $44.1 $16.6 $ 8.4 $18.8 $29.2 $ 6.4 $13.1 $ 8.6
5 54.8 21.3 10.8 23.0 34.2 8.1 15.5 tl .0

10 67.3 27.1 13.8 29.4 39.3 9.7 18.6 14.0
15 82.5 34.4 17.7 37.5 44.5 11.1 22.6 17.9
20 96.9 48.7 22.3 44.6 48.0 12.4 25.8 20.5
25 101.5 42.1 27.3 46.2 49.1 15.4 29.4 18.5
30 96.9 39.5 32.2 43.5 49.0 18.9 33.4 15.0
35 87.8 36.3 37.3 40.8 48.9 23.7 39.1 11.9
40 69.1 31.5 40.5 34.9 47.8 29.9 46.6 9.1
45 39.7 25.1 41.4 27.8 45.4 37.9 55.3 6.8
50 2.4 18.1 48.2 20.2 41.5 48.4 64.1 5,2
55 -40.2 11.6 38.1 13.8 37.0 62.0 73.9 4.1
60 -86.3 6,0 34.9 6.8 31.8 79.2 83.2 3.5
65 -122.5 2.2 29.5 2.4 26.6 88.4 91.6 3.1
70 -124.6 0.9 20.7 1.0 21.7 81.4 84.6 2.8
75 -117.9 0.4 11,4 0.5 16.5 69.1 75.2 2.4
80 -100.5 0,2 4.3 0.2 12,1 54.1 61.2 2.0
85 -79.3 0.1 0.0 0.1 9.2 39.9 47.1 1.6
90 -11.3 0.0 0.0 0.0 1.6 5.9 6.7 0.3

Future Generations 99.6

Source: Authors' calculations.

aAssumesa discount rate of 6 percent and a productivity rate of 0.75.
bOld-Age,Surviviors and Disability Insurance.

Table 5.3

Lifetime Net Tax Rates for Generations Born Since 1900

Post- and Pre-Omnibus Budget Reconciliation Act of 1993 (OBRA '93)

Post-OBRA '93 (Baseline) Pre-OBRA '93

Year Generation Net Gross Gross Net Gross Gross
Was Born tax rate tax rate transfer rate tax rate tax rate transfer rate

1900 23.6 27.3 3.7 23.6 27.3 3.7
1910 27.2 33.0 5.8 27.2 33.0 5.8
1920 29.0 35.9 6.9 29.0 35.9 6.9
1930 30.6 38.8 8.1 30.5 38.7 8.2
1940 31.9 41.0 9,1 31.6 40.9 9.2
1950 33.2 44.0 10.8 32.8 43.7 10.9
1960 35.0 47.2 12.2 34.4 46.7 12.3
1970 36.5 50.6 14.1 35.7 49.8 14.1
1980 36.9 51.9 15.0 36.0 51.5 15.0
1990 36.5 52.4 15.9 35.5 51.5 16.0
1992 36.3 52.4 16.1 35.4 51.5 16.2

Future Generations 82.0 93.7

Source: Authors' calculations.
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Chart 5.8
Lifetime Net Tax Rates of Current and Future Generations
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THE GROSS RATE OF TAXATIONAND THE IMPACT ON rates for 1992 newborn and future generations under different

LABOR SUPPLY assumed values of growth and interest rates. As the table
indicates, the picture is worse, the larger is the interest rate

Table 5.3 also shows the gross tax and transfer rates, the and the lower is the growth rate. 21 However, even under the

diiference between which is the net tax rate. Consider the most favorable assumptions--a growth rate of' 1.25 percent

52.4 percent gross tax rate facing 1992 newborns under and an interest rate of just 3.0 percent--the lifetime net tax

current law. This figure indicates that 1992 newborns will, rate facing future generations is still 74 percent higher than

over their lifetimes, hand over to federal, stal_e, and local that on current newborns (44.3 percent versus 25.5 percenth

government the equtvalent of more than one-halt of all the And, with no change in the interest rate, growth alone has

income they earn over their working lives. Si nee this is an relatively little impact on the outcome. One reason tbr this

average, not a marginal tax rate, and since our tax and result is that government purchases are assumed to grow as

transfer schedules are progressive, the marginal tax rates fast as the economy does. Were faster economic growth to

facing most 1;ax-paying 1992 newborns will be ew;n higher occur without a concomitant rise in the rate of' growth of

than 52.4 percent. As mentioned in the first section, such high government spending, the results would look much more

marginal tax rates can be expected to have a very deleterious favorable. However, history suggests that this would not be a

impact on U S. labor supply. Unfortunately, as just suggested, realistic assumption.

1992 newborns could well be forced to pay even higher net tax

rates than current law suggests, which is, of course, likely to

mean even higher gross tax rates.
21One would expect lifetime net tax rates to be higher, the higqer is the

interest rate and tlne lower the growth rate. While a higher interest ,'ate
Is THE EKIIMATED IMBALANCE IN U.S. GENERATIONAL reduces both the numerator (the present value of net tax payments)and the

POLICY SENSITIVE TO DISCOUNT RATE AND GROWTH denominator (the present value of labor earnings! of the lifetime net tax
rate, it reduces the denominator by a larger percentage than the numerator.

RATE ASSUMPTIONS _. and thus raises the tax rate. The reason is that the present value of'net tax
payments equals tinepresent value of taxes minus the present xalae of

Given the central ro?e played by discounting and growth transfer payments. Since transfer payments occur relatively law m life,

accumulation in the calculations, it is natural to ask whether compared with tax payments, higher interest rates mean that tne futuretransfer payments aJ:ediscounted relatively more heavily than are the
the conclusions are sensitive to the assumed levels of the future tax payments. This makes the numerator fall bya smaller propnrti(m
interest and growth rates. Tab]e 5.4 shows lifetime net tax than the denominBtc,r.
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example, saw their lifetime net tax rates rise by almost a full

Table 5.4 percentage point. All in all, though, OBRA '93 representedLifetime Net Tax Rates for 1992 Newborns and Future
Generations Under Different Interest Rate and only about one-fourth of what really needed to be done to

Growth Rate Assumptions ensure that the next generation's economic birthright does not
end up being almost entirely taxed away.

Lifetime Net Tax Rates
Interest Growth

Rate Rate t992 newborns Future generations THE ROLE OF HEALTH CARE COSTS IN THE

U.S. FISCALCRISIS
3.0 0.75 26.9 54.2
6.0 0.75 36.3 82.0
9.0 0.75 42.1 134.9 The fiscal crisis documented in table 5.1, table 5.2, and

table 5.3 reflects a number of factors, including the demo-

3.0 0.25 28.3 67.3 graphic transition, the size of the official debt, and the scale of

6.0 0.25 39.1 101.5 pay-as-you-go Social Security. Eliminate any of these factors9.0 0.25 45.8 166.5

and the generational imbalance in fiscal policy would largely

3.0 1.25 25.5 44.3 disappear. Of course, we cannot change the demographic

6.0 1.25 33.8 66.6 transition or the size of official government debt. And Social
9.0 1.25 38.8 109.3

Security is viewed by politicians as "the third rail."

Source: Authors' calculations. However, one policy that we could change, which

would make an enormous difference to our fiscal problems:

eliminating excessive growth in government health care

DIDN'T OBRA '93 FIX OURFISCALWOES? spending. As the second column in table 5.5 shows, stabilizing

growth in health care spending starting in 1994 at the growth

Notwithstanding the considerable fanfare associated with the rate warranted by demographic change and productivity

passage of OBRA '93, it went only a small part of the way to growth eliminates most of the gap in the treatment of 1992

alleviating the U.S. fiscal crisis. As table 5.3 indicates, in the newborns and future generations. The lifetime net tax rate of

absence of OBRA '93, future generations would face an future generations falls from 82.0 percent to 45.9 percent,

93.7 percent lifetime net tax rate. OBRA '93's passage reduced while that of newborns rises from 36.3 percent to 40.1 percent.

this rate to 82.0 percent. This improvement came at the cost of Other existing generations also lose from stabilizing health

raising the net tax rates of existing generations, in some cases care. For example, young boomers experience a two percent-

by a considerable amount. The youngest baby boomers, for age point increase in their lifetime net tax rate.

Table 5.5
Lifetime Net Tax Rates for Generations Born Since 1900:

Health Care Spending and Health Reform Scenarios

Year Clinton Health Reform Post-2000 Spending Scenarios
Generation Stabilizing Health
Was Born Baseline Care Spending in 1994 Optimistic Pessimistic

1900 23.6 23.6 23.6 23.6
1910 27.2 27.3 27.2 27.2
1920 29.0 29.3 29.1 29.1
1930 30.6 31.5 30.9 30.9
1940 31.9 33.2 32.4 32.2
1950 33.2 34.8 34.0 33.5
1960 35.0 37.0 35.9 35.2
1970 36.5 39.1 37.6 36.6
1980 36.9 40.1 38.2 36.7
1990 36.5 40.1 38.3 36.2
1992 36.3 40.1 38.3 36.0

Future Generations 82.0 45.9 66.5 75.2

Source: Authors' calculations.
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While the Clinton health care reform proposal has following section examines the implications of these changes

many attributes to recommend it, cost containment, at least for the well-being of baby boomers, now and in their

through the end of this century, is not one of them. Based on retirement.

the proposal's own cost estimates, which many view as highly

questionable, total government health care spending (includ- ALTERNATIVE POLICY SCENARIOS

ing the proposed subsidies to early retirees, small businesses,
We consider a variety of tax increases, spending cuts, and

and low-income households) through the turn of the century combinations of tax and spending policies aimed at eliminat-
will be ess_mtially the same as that projected under current

policy. For the Clinton health reform plan to improve the ing the fiscal imbalance between current and future genera-
tions. The policies include increases in income taxes, increases

country's fiscal situation, it must restrain health care spend- in indirect taxes such as sales and excise taxes, and reductions
ing after the turn of the century.

The last two columns of table 5.5 consider both in entitlement, benefits, including Social Security, Medicare,
and Medicaid.

optimistic and pessimistic scenarios concerning health care
The policies considered increase the fiscal burdens of

spending after the turn of the century, assuming the Clinton
current generations through tax increases, benefits cuts, or

health care plan is enacted. Under the optimistic scenario, some combination of the two. In each case, the policy is scaled
health care spending growth after 2000 equals the amount to a level sufficient to eliminate the imbalance between the
warranted by demographics and productivity. Under the fiscal burdens of current newborns and those of future
pessimistic: scenario, health care spending grows between

2000 and 2020 at a 2 percentage point rate over' and above the generations. For example, consider raising income taxes to
achieve generational balance. This will increase the genera-

rate produced by demographic change and productivity tional accounts of those generations currently alive because of
growth. Even under the optimistic assumptions, the Clinton

the higher income tax payments they will make during their
plan produces a huge 66.5 percent lifetime net tax rate for

lives. At the same time, by raising the net payments made by
future generations--leaving a gap of over 28 percentage points

between the lifetime net tax rates of today's newborns and existing generations, this policy will reduce the burden that
must be borne by future generations in order to meet the

those of furore generations. This illustrates the cost of waiting

even a few years to achieve cost containment. And, under the government's liabilities. At some point, as income taxes are
increased, the rising fiscal burdens of newborns and the

pessimistic scenario, the Clinton plan achieves only a moder-

ate reduction in the net tax rate facing future generations, falling burdens of future generations will become equal to one

which remains at 75.2 percent, another.
In some cases, the policies are assumed to be enacted

immediately (:i.e., in 1994). In other cases, the policies are

RESOLVING THE FISCAL CRISIS assumed to take effect only with a delay of 15 years, in 2009.

It is useful to keep in mind that in 2009 the oldest babyAs the preceding section showed, the United States faces a
boomers will be nearing retirement; those born in 1946 will

serious fis('al crisis. If existing generations bear the fiscal
turn 65 in the year 2011. Thus, baby boomers will view the

burdens that current policy projects for them, future genera-
effects of a delayed policy much the way the older population

tions will have to face a considerably higher burden in order to
would view a similar policy enacted immediately. Simulating

satisfy the government's burgeoning debt. ttowever, as the

magnitude of this crisis becomes more evident, the pressure to delayed policies reflects our recognition that it may take a
considerable period before serious fiscal reform occurs. The

address this problem will increase. It is impossible to know
results of such simulations indicate quite clearly the costs of

when changes will be made, or how gradual they will be, but

most, if not all, current generations are likely to be affected by delay, in terms of the increased severity of budget cuts or tax
increases that will be needed in the future to restore fiscal

the changes that occur. There are many possible ways out of
balance between present and future generations.

the fiscal ccisis which, even if they have relatiw_ly similar

impacts on the pattern of future budget deficits, may have SIMULATION RESULTS
quite different effects on the well-being of the elderly, the

young, and the baby boom generation. We can use genera- Table 5.6 describes the following nine simulations. The first is

tional accounting to measure these different effects. This simply the baseline simulation, repeated from the previous

section considers the changes in the baseline generational section. The second, labelled INC94, increases income taxes

accounts that would result from several alternative policies permanently in 1994. The third, INC09, raises income taxes
that might be used to deal with the U.S. fiscal crisis. The permanently after a delay of 15 years, in 2009. The fourth
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Table5.6
Alternative Policy Simulations

Baseline:Baseline1993GenerationalAccounts

INC94: Increaseallincometaxespermanentlyby32percentin1994
INC09: Increaseall incometaxespermanentlyby63percentin2009
SS94: ReduceallOASDIa benefitspermanentlyby70 percentin1994
IND94: Increaseallindirecttaxespermanentlyby61percentin1994
IND09: Increaseallindirecttaxespermanentlyby132percentin2009
BE94: CuthealthandOASDIabenefitspermanentlyby29 percentin1994
BE09: CuthealthandOASDIabenefitspermanentlyby49percentin2009
TXBE94: CuthealthandOASDIabenefits,raiseincomeandexcisetaxespermanentlyby 12percent1994

Source:Authors'calculations.
aOId-Age,SurvivorsandDisabilityInsurance.

simulation, SS94, reduces Social Security's OASDI benefits generations is to raise lifetime net tax payments by $12,900 in

permanently in 1994, while the fifth and sixth, IND94 and present value, from $78,400 to $91,300. The greatest burden is

IND09, increase indirect taxes permanently in 1994 and 2009. felt by those between the ages of 20 and 45, who are already

The final three simulations combine different policies. The earning income and will be doing so for many years to come.

seventh and eighth simulations, BE94 and BE09, reduce For this group, the increase is in the neighborhood of $30,000

OASDI and government health care benefits (Medicaid and per person. For retirees, the increase is progressively smaller

Medicare) permanently in 1994 and 2009, respectively. The as age increases, because such individuals have lower taxable

last simulation, TXBE94, combines smaller versions of the income and fewer years over which their income will be taxed.

1994 permanent benefit cuts with permanent increases in Future generations, of course, will benefit considerably from

both income and indirect taxes, such a policy. Their lifetime fiscal burdens, on a growth-

As indicated above, each policy (except the baseline) adjusted basis, will decline by nearly $86,000.

is scaled to produce generational balance, as measured by the It is politically unrealistic to assume that such a large

generational accounts of current newborns and future genera- tax increase would be introduced immediately. It may take

tions. Table 5.6 indicates, for each simulation, the percentage time before the severity of the nation's fiscal problems spurs
increase in taxes or decrease in benefits needed to accomplish action. However, if action is delayed, the requisite tax increase

this objective. In the seventh and eighth simulations, OASDI is even larger. If income taxes do not increase until 2009, at

and health benefits are assumed to be reduced by the same that time they must rise by 63 percent, or roughly 9 percent of

percentage. In the final simulation, taxes are assumed to NNP. In this case, the increase in net taxes on generations
increase by the same percentage that benefits fall. aged 25 and over will be reduced, but those on generations

under age 25 will be increased. The reason is simple. Those
GENERATIONALACCOUNTSUNDER ALTERNATIVE not yet working gain the least from a delay in the tax increase

POLICIES and suffer the most from the added burden of higher taxes,

once they are raised. The extra burden placed on newborns is

Table 5.7 presents the generational accounts for males of essentially double that of the immediate income tax increase,
different generations under each of these policies. The effects for virtually all of their income will be earned after taxes have
of a particular policy can be ascertained by comparing the risen.

relevant column to the first, which presents results for the

baseline. Table 5.8 presents comparable results for females. CUTTING SOCIAL SECURITY BENEFITS
Let us begin with an examination of the effects of

these policies on male generational accounts, beginning with As the policies of 1993 indicate, another potential tool for
the policies that raise income taxes. In order to achieve

generational balance with an immediate increase in all income

taxes (federal, state and local, individual and corporate), these 22Thisestimateis about50percenthigher than earlier, preliminary
calculationswe performedbased onlessrecentdata. Theprimaryreasonfor

taxes must rise permanently by 32 percent, or about the changeis therevisionin OfficeofManagementandBudgetprojections,
4.5 percent of net national product. 22 The impact on newborn which leadsto a larger estimatedfiscalimbalance.
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Table 5.7

Male Generational Accounts

Policy

Age in 1991 Baseline INC94 INC09 SS94 IND94 IND09 BE94 BE09 TXBE94

0 81.0 88.9 96.4 83.7 84.7 89.9 94.6 84.3 87.4
5 102.4 112.6 121.1 105.8 107.1 112.8 116.5 106.5 110.3

10 128.3 141.3 148,9 132.3 134.2 140.1 142.1 133.2 137.9
15 161.4 177.9 182,9 165.7 168.8 174.4 174,8 167.0 173.0
20 191.9 211.2 212.7 197.2 200.8 205,1 204.4 198.4 205.0
25 209.3 230.1 228.2 215.8 220.0 221.9 220.8 216.7 223.2
30 211.2 232.3 227.2 219.1 224,1 223.'1 221.3 219.6 225.5
35 204,9 225.8 217.6 214.8 220.8 216.3 213.6 214.8 219.6
40 186.5 206.2 195.8 198.9 206.2 197.3 193.7 198.4 201.3
45 151.6 169.0 157.7 167.3 175.2 1(51.6 157.3 166.1 166.3
50 103.8 117.8 107.6 123.5 124.8 1-12.5 107.9 121.1 118.0
55 45.6 56.1 47.9 70.3 61.9 52.9 48.3 66.4 59.4
60 -16.3 -9.3 -14.9 13.9 -6.1 -10.3 -14.6 8.2 -2.8
65 -68.1 -63,4 -67.3 -39.7 -62.5 -63.4 -67,3 -44,7 56.2
70 -75.9 -72.7 -75.6 -51.9 -73.6 -72.6 -75.5 -56.0 -66.3
75 -72.0 -69.9 -72.0 -54.7 -72.0 -t39.7 -72.0 -57.0 -64.9
80 -58.7 -57.2 -58.7 -46.8 -58.7 -57.3 -58.7 -48.1 -53.7
85 -45.9 -44.9 -45.9 -38.4 -45.9 -44.8 -45.9 -39.0 -42.6
90 -3.5 -3.5 -3.5 -3.5 -3.5 -3.5 -3.5 -3.5 -3.5

Future Generations 136.8 88.9 96.4 83.7 84.7 89.9 94.6 84.6 87.4

Source: Authors' calculations.

Table 5.8

Female Generational Accounts

Policy

Age in 1992 Baseline INC94 INC09 SS94 IND94 INr)09 BE94 BE09 TXBE94

0 44.1 52.1 59.8 48.6 59.4 66.7 49.7 52.0 52.6
5 54.8 65.1 73.6 60.3 72.4 78.5 61.6 64.1 65.1

10 67.3 80.4 87.6 73.8 87,0 90.8 75.4 78.4 79.7
15 82.5 99.3 103.7 89.8 104.2 105.8 92.1 96.0 97.3
20 96.9 116.5 1t7.7 105.6 119.3 119,3 108.0 112.9 113,5
25 101.5 122.2 120.5 112.3 123,3 122.5 114.5 120.5 119.2
30 96.9 117,8 113.2 110.1 117.9 115.6 112.1 1192 115.5
35 87.8 108.5 101.4 104.3 108.2 104.1 106.1 114.3 107.4
40 69.1 88.4 80.0 89.9 88.7 62.9 91.4 101,3 89.7
45 39,7 56,8 47.6 66.1 57.7 50.9 66.7 78.7 61.1
50 2.4 16,9 7.5 36.1 18.4 11.1 35.1 42.8 24.8
55 -40.2 -28.4 -37.5 2.9 -26.5 -33,8 -0.7 -4.6 16,5
60 -86.3 -77.5 -85.2 -31.9 -74.9 --82.0 -39,3 -57.9 -61.0
65 -122.5 -116.6 -122.5 -68.4 -113.3 -119.7 -74.9 -102.7 -98.6
70 -124.6 -121.2 -124.6 -77.0 -117.5 -122.9 -82.1 -113.4 -104.2
75 -117.9 -116.5 -117.9 -79.8 -112.8 -117.9 -82.9 -117.9 -101.7
80 -100.5 -100.5 -100.5 -72.2 -96.8 -100.5 -74.0 -100.5 -88.7
85 -79.3 -79.3 -79.3 -60.5 -76.4 --79.3 -61.3 -79.3 -71.2
90 -11.3 -11.3 -11.3 -11.3 -11.3 .-11.3 -11.3 -11.3 -11.3

Future Generations 99.6 52.1 59.8 48.6 59.4 66.7 49.7 52.0 52.6

Source: Authors' calculations.
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addressing the nation's fiscal imbalance is a reduction in savings will result from the current effort. In any case, if we

Social Security benefits. Whether it occurs through a direct were able to reduce the level of health care and Social Security
reduction in benefits or, as was done in 1993, the exposure of a benefits by 29 percent immediately, this would suffice to
greater share of benefits to income taxation, the impact is still achieve generational balance. The seventh column of table 5.7

a reduction in after-tax Social Security benefits. Social shows the results of this policy simulation. Because Medicare

Security benefits would have to be cut considerably to solve is received by the same group that receives Social Security

the nation's fiscal crisis. Even were they cut immediately and benefits, the generational effect of this policy is similar to that

permanently, they would have to fall by 70 percent. Were the for the policy of cutting just Social Security benefits. The

cut delayed until 2009, even the complete elimination of Social elderly should prefer this policy over the alternative, and

Security benefits would not suffice! Clearly, these policies other generations prefer the Social Security cuts alone,

would hit hardest those who are already retired or nearing because health care spending also includes Medicaid, a benefit

retirement at the time the cuts occur, received not only by the elderly but by individuals of other

Under the immediate reduction, those most affected ages as well. However, as the next simulation shows, the baby

would be 60 and 65 year olds, who are just passing into their boomers would suffer considerably more if a cut in health and

primary age of benefit receipt. However, the young would Social Security benefits were delayed until 2009. After such a

vastly prefer this policy to an income tax increase and so, delay, a benefit reduction of 49 percent would be needed to

perhaps surprisingly, should baby boomers. Those in the close the generational gap. Only those generations who are

30-45 age group would experience a smaller increase in net now retired or are close to retiring would benefit from such a
lifetime tax payments if Social Security benefits were cut delay.

immediately, even by 70 percent, than they would from the Expanding the fiscal package to include not only

immediate increase in taxes depicted in the second column, these benefit cuts but also the tax increases already consid-

ered permits a much smaller change in each policy. Cutting

RAISING INDIRECT TAXES benefits and raising taxes immediately by 12 percent would
suffice to balance the fiscal burdens of newborns and future

Because indirect tax collections are not as large in the aggre- generations. As would be expected, the generational impacts of
gate as income tax collections, it would require a larger this combination policy lies between those of the tax increases

percentage increase in indirect taxes to achieve generational and benefit cuts alone. These policies would be preferred by

balance. These taxes would have to rise by 61 percent if the the elderly to benefit cuts but not to tax increases. They would
increase occurred immediately, or by 132 percent if it were be preferred by the young to tax increases but not to benefit
delayed 15 years. However, the generational impact of the two cuts. For the middle-aged baby boomers, the differences

types of tax policies would be similar. Income taxes would be among the policies would be smaller. For example, the
slightly preferred by the old and the young, whose consump- 45-year-old male would have the same generational account

tion exceeds their income. Indirect taxes would be preferred by under the combination policy and the policy of combined
those in the baby boom generation, who currently are in their immediate benefit cuts alone and only slightly different
peak saving years and consuming less than their income.

accounts under the two tax policies, compared with under the

COMBINING DIFFERENT POLICIES combined tax-benefit policy.

MALE-FEMALE DIFFERENCESOne clear lesson of all the foregoing simulations is how large a

change in any one tax or benefit program would be necessary The impact of these different policies on the generational
to provide generational balance. It may be that such indi- accounts of females is shown in table 5.8. Recall from the
vidual changes simply are not politically feasible. On the other

previous section that the baseline generational accounts for
hand, combining different policies might strengthen the females are smaller than those for males because of the lower
supporting coalition by broadening the distribution of the

female labor force participation rate and longer life expect-
program's effects and lessening the impact on each particular ancy, which lead to lower income and payroll taxes and higher

tax or benefit component. Social Security and Medicare benefits. Our generational
For example, one way of reducing the magnitude of accounts for future males and females are determined in such

Social Security cuts is by adding health care benefits to the
a way that the accounts of future generations of each gender

reduction package. Health care reform is already under bear the same ratio to the accounts of newborns of the same

discussion, but, as mentioned above, it is unclear what, if any, gender. We maintain this ratio as policies change, so that the
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alternative policies just considered that equalize the genera- policy change impose on their family. However, not every
tional accounts for newborn and future males also do so, household contains a married couple. Particularly among the

simultaneously, for females. This equality is apparent in each elderly, women may have no partner with whom to share the
of the columns of table 5.8 other than that representing the burdens of tax increases or benefit reductions.

initial baseline simulation.
The differences between males and females lead not REMAINING LIFETIME TAX RATES

only to the differences in baseline generational accounts just
discussed but also to differences in the relative effects of One way of assessing the potential changes in generational

different policy changes. In general, current generations of accounts is to express them in terms of the remaining re-

females are more adversely affected by benefit reductions than sources that individuals will have at their disposal over the

are males and less adversely affected by income tax increases, remainder of their lifetimes. By dividing an individual's

For example, while a 45-year-old male is indifferent between generational account by the present value of that individual's
the benefits-only combination package in the seventh column remaining lifetime income, we arrive at a "remaining lifetime

and the benefit-and-tax package in the last colunm of table 5.7 tax rate," the share of that individual's remaining resources

and table 5.8, females of the same age will bear a $5,600 that must be paid to the government, on net.

higher lifetime fiscal burden under the more limited policy. Table 5.9 shows these remaining lifetime tax rates for
Yet, while males of this same age will experience a lifetime male cohorts aged 0-50, corresponding to the generational

increase of $28,600 in their net tax burdens if the income tax accounts in table 5.7. Table 5.10 presents the remaining

rises immediately, the burden on 45-year-old females rises by lifetime tax rates for females that correspond to the genera-
tional accounts given in table 5.8. 23only $17,10(}. A final noteworthy difference between the sexes

is the relative impact of indirect taxes and income taxes. Under the baseline simulation, remaining lifetime tax
rates decline gradually with current age among males. AmongBecause consumption is more evenly distributed across men

and women than is income, males are relatively less adversely females, the decline with age is sharper, because of the lower

affected by indirect taxes, which fall mainly on consumption, lifetime incomes and larger transfer benefits females expect to

For example, the 45-year-old male is $10,200 worse offunder receive in old age as the result of greater longevity. While
the immediate income tax increase than under the immediate these overall patterns for males and females remain under all

rise in indirect taxes. However, for females, the income tax the alternative policy scenarios, the relative effects on indi-

increase imposes a lifetime burden that is $900 lower than
that under the indirect tax increase.

Of course, these comparisons may overstate the 23We do not present remaining lifetime tax rates for generations aged 55 and
over because, as the generational accounts become negative in older age, and

differences between men and women to the extent that remaining lifetime income falls, the remaining lifetime tax rates become

married couples share in the additional burdens that any quite negative andconveylittle intuition.

Table 5.9
Remaining Lifetime Net Tax Rates, Males

Policy

Agein 1992 Baseline INC94 INC09 SS94 IND94 IND09 BE94 BE09 TXBE94

0 35.5 41.1 46.6 37.4 42.4 46.2 38.3 39.5 40.2
5 34.8 40.6 45.5 36.9 41.3 43.8 37.6 38.7 39.5
10 34.3 40.1 43,6 36.2 40.1 41.2 36.9 37.7 38.8
15 33.6 39.4 41.2 35.3 38.6 38.9 36.0 36.7 37.8
20 32.9 38.5 39.0 34.5 37.1 36.9 35.1 35.7 36.8
25 32.2 37.7 3,7.2 34.1 35.9 35.6 34.5 35.1 36.0
30 31.9 37.4 36.2 34.1 35.4 34.9 34.4 35.2 35.8

: 35 31.4 37.1 35.0 34.3 34.9 34.1 34.4 35.3 35.5
1 40 30.3 36.1 33.1 34.2 33.9 32.7 34.1 35.4 34.8

45 27.7 33.7 29.9 33.5 31.6 30.0 33.0 34.8 33.0
50 21.9 28.3 23.7 31.4 26.4 24.2 30.0 31.1 28.6

Source:Authors'calculations.
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Table 5.10
Remaining Lifetime Net Tax Rates, Females

Policy

Agein 1991 Baseline INC94 INC09 SS94 IND94 IND09 BE94 BE09 TXBE94

0 38.4 45.4 52.0 42.3 51.7 58.1 43.3 45.2 45.8
5 37.2 44.2 50.0 41.0 49.2 53.3 41.9 43.6 44.2
10 35.6 42.8 46.6 39.3 46.3 48.3 40.2 41.7 42.4
15 34.2 41.2 43.0 37.3 43.3 43.9 38.2 39.9 40.4
20 33.5 40,2 40.6 36.5 41.2 41.2 37.3 39.0 39.2
25 33.6 40.4 39.8 37.1 40.8 40.5 37.9 39.8 39.4
30 33.9 41.3 39.6 38.6 41.3 40.5 39.3 41.7 40.4
35 33.3 41,2 38.4 39.6 41.0 39.5 40.2 43.3 40.7
40 29.9 38.3 34.6 38.9 38.4 35.9 39.6 43.8 38.8
45 21.4 30.7 25.7 35.6 31.1 27.5 36.0 42.5 33.0
50 1.8 12.5 5.6 26.7 13.6 8.2 26.0 31.7 18.3

Source:Authors'calculations.

viduals of different ages vary considerably across the simula- lifetime income.

tions. We can see this by considering what happens to remain- In short, the choice among policies to solve the
ing lifetime tax rates among the old, young, and baby boom nation's fiscal crisis is an important one to all individuals, but

cohorts, the preferred alternatives will differ strongly by age. Even

The policies that hit the young hardest are the among the baby boom cohort, the interest of those at the

delayed tax increases. For males, the highest increase occurs if young end differ from those already in their mid-40s. These

income taxes are raised: a newborn male experiences an findings illustrate not only why this is an important policy

increase of over 11 percent in his remaining lifetime tax rate decision but also why it is likely to remain a contentious one.

under the delayed tax increase. For newborn females, the

highest increase in fiscal burden, almost 20 percent of remain- THE BABY BOOMERS IN RETIREMENT
ing lifetime income, comes about if indirect taxes are raised.

For current 50-year olds, especially among females, benefit The current U.S. fiscal problem has important implications for

reductions hit the hardest. The combined, immediate Social the baby boom generation as it approaches retirement. Even

Security health benefit reduction, for example, would raise the without any change in fiscal policy, there is serious concern

50-year-old woman's remaining lifetime tax rate by over about whether baby boomers have been saving adequately for

24 percentage points! their own retirement. Moreover, each of the alternative policy

Given that the baby boom generation effectively scenarios considered in the previous section would increase

spans those from age 28 (born in 1964) to those age 46 (born in the future fiscal burdens faced by baby boomers, making it

1946) in 1992, it is difficult to draw firm conclusions about even more difficult for them to maintain their current living

which policy would be most preferred by this group. Younger standards without saving adequately.

baby boomers, particularly males--for instance, 30-year olds This section considers the baby boomers in retire-

in table 5.9--like the young, fare best under policies that ment. To begin, it asks how the future looks for them under

reduce benefits, and do so immediately. On the other hand, the current baseline projections. Because such projections

45-year olds generally do better under policies that raise assume no increase in baby boomers' fiscal burdens, they

taxes, if these tax increases are delayed. The 45-year-old represent an optimistic extreme. They tell us how well the

male's smallest increase in remaining lifetime tax rate, baby boomers will do if they shoulder none of the cost of

2.2 percentage points, occurs under the policy of a delayed meeting the nation's current fiscal crisis. This initial analysis
increase in income taxes. For 45-year-old females, the smallest provides estimates of the resources baby boomers will have as

increase is 4.3 percentage points, under the same policy. For they approach retirement and the retirement consumption

45-year-old males, the increase in remaining lifetime tax rates this will permit. By comparing these measures with the

could be as high as 7.1 percentage points if a delayed cut in consumption of baby boomers and retirees today, we can
benefits is used to restore fiscal balance. For females of the assess whether baby boomers will succeed in maintaining

same age, the increase would be 21.1 percentage points of their own living standard and how their living standard in
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retirement will compare with that of their parents' generation, beginning of the baby boom. The previous section illustrated

Then, for each of the alternative policy scenarios_ previously the importance of looking separately at individuals of different

discussed, we consider the change in resources the baby ages within the baby boom generation. We include those aged

boomers will experience and how this will affect their stan- 65 for the sake of comparison with the baby boomers' future

dard of living, experience. 25
The values of the net transfer flows are obtained from

METHODOLOGY_DXT_AND BASELINE PROJECTIONS our generational accounting data base. The values of the

various income flows and consumption flows were derived by

The easiest way to illustrate our methodolog_ is by describing distributing the 1.992 aggregate values of each of these flows

the four panels in table 5.11. The top panel reports actual to individuals at different ages in 1992, using cross-section

average flows of labor income, capital income, pension income, age-income and age-consumption profiles. 26 These profiles

net transfers (transfers minus taxes), and consumption in were obtained from the latest Current Population Survey and

1992, for individuals of four ages in that year: 23, 37, 46, and Consumer Expenditure Survey.

65. 24 The first three ages represent individuals born in 1964, The final two columns of table 5.11 give two measures

1955, and 1946, respectively--the endpoint_ midpoint and of consumption: consumption less Medicare and Medicaid

24 Because our measures of labor and capital income correspond to those females will share the burden of increased taxes and reduced transfer

reported in the national income accounts, they are alread) net of'indirect benefits under different policy changes.
taxes. Hence, to avoid double counting, only direct taxes are included in 26 Aggregate labor i:_come is estimated as 81 percent of 1992 National Income

forming net transfers, and Product Accounts (NIPA/national income. Aggregate capital income is

25 For each of these age cohorts, the information reported corresporids to the assumed to equal 6 percent of 1992 aggregate U.S. household net worth as
average individual of that age, combining the experience of males and estimated by the Federal Reserve Flow of Funds. Aggregate consumption

females. We combine males and females in order to provide an overall equals NIPA's lC,92 value of household consumption. Aggregate private

picture of the well-being of individuals in the future. In addition, this pension benefits for 1992 were assumed to have _own from their 1988 level
obviates the need to make arbitrary assumptions about how males and at the same rate as they did from 1984 to 1988.

Table 5.11

Baseline 1994

Total Net Labor Capital Pension Medical Total
Age income Transfers a Income Income Income Transfers b Consumption

Profile Males and Females in 1992

28 20,381.41 -5,039.54 23,546.99 1,848.82 25.14 18,210.80 18,708.59
37 27,260.51 -7,249.45 28,808.53 5,648.36 5:3.07 24,322.85 24,819.46
46 32,131.68 -8,542.39 31,209.30 9,384.06 80.71 25,483.18 26,176.18
65 28,758.89 5,417.68 7,671.66 13,468.78 2,1.!0077 18,937.28 22,614.72

Series for Males and Females Aged 46 in 1992

1992 32,131.68 -8,542.39 31,209,30 9,384.06 80.71 25,483.18 25,176.18
2011 36,733.79 9,700.87 8,841.90 15,654.56 2,536.47 21,682.10 29,699.07

Series for Males and Females Aged 37' in 1992

1992 27,260.51 -7,249.45 28,808.53 5,648.36 53.07 24,322.85 24,819.46
2001 29,727.39 -11,600.19 33,380.24 7,861.01 86.32 24,096.07 24,096.07
2020 37,105.58 10,981.88 9,456.95 13,953.84 2,712.91 20,966.88 30,293.18

Series for Males and Females Aged 28 in 1992

1992 20,381.41 -5,039.54 23,546.99 1,848.82 25.14 18,210.80 18,708.59
2001 23,500.90 -10,039.38 30,812.47 2,671.04 56.76 21357.46 21357.46
2010 27,812.95 -12,690.44 35,702.20 4,708.85 92.33 22,544.28 22,544.28
2029 35,009.20 11,640.57 10,114.78 10,352.23 2,901.63 18,760.18 28,922.50

Source: Authors' calculations.
aTransfers minus taxes.
bConsumption minus Medicare and Medicaid transfers.
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transfers received and total consumption. In each case, the PROJECTING THE BOOMERS _FUTURE LEVELS OF

consumption is family consumption, including the consump- INCOME AND CONSUMPTION
tion of dependent children. There are two reasons for consider-

ing the narrower measure of consumption that excludes the The future projections of labor income, pension income, taxes,

government's medical transfers. First, as transfers in kind, and transfers are the same as those used above in estimating

these transfers do not provide individuals with the same generational accounts, based on the same projections of

command over resources that cash or otherwise fungible economic growth and fiscal policy. To predict future consump-

transfers would. That is, an increase in medical transfers, tion, we assume that individuals in the future will save the

which must be used to purchase additional health care, is not same share of their disposable income as individuals of the

likely to allow individuals to increase other forms of consump- corresponding age save today. That is, we assume that a

tion. Moreover, given the sharp increases in tile share of 55-year old in 2002 will save the same share of disposable

medical spending over the next couple of decades, it is inap- income in that year as a 55-year old did in 1992. Thus, we are

propriate to equate the large associated increases in medical imposing the same pattern of saving on future baby boomers

transfers received, particularly by the elderly, with other as we observe for older generations today. Hence, if baby

increases in consumption. While the increased medical costs boomers save a lower fraction of their disposable income than

and transfers may represent an increase in the quality and their parents did at comparable ages, we will be overstating

quantity of medical care being received, they may not. the amount of saving that they do. The one exception to this
The top panel of table 5.11 shows how the income and behavioral assumption is our treatment of medical care

consumption patterns of individuals differ at present. Labor transfer payments. Consistent with the discussion above, we

income is highest among 46 year olds, while capital income assume that all medical transfers are consumed, i.e., that

(which includes not only income received but also the imputed increases in disposable income in the form of Medicare and

rent on owner-occupied housing) and pension income are Medicaid do not give rise to additional saving.

highest among 65-year olds. The latter age cohort also We derive our estimate of assets at each age from this

receives transfers, primarily in the form of Social Security and assumed consumption behavior. Starting with the actual level

Medicare benefits, that exceed the taxes that they pay. Finally, of assets in 1992 of our three baby boom cohorts, we estimate

the age profile of consumption (measured either way) peaks the change in assets in each successive year as the saving that
among this group at age 46. Those aged 65 consume less than a particular age group does in that year. 27For example, to

37-year olds and 46-year olds, but more than 28-year olds. The follow those who are aged 46 in 1992, we measure their 1992

drop in consumption between ages 46 and 65 reflects not only saving (equal to total income less consumption in the top
the reduction in consumption needs (i.e., the departure of panel of the table) and add this to their 1992 assets to derive

dependent children) but also the general growth of incomes their 1993 assets. We multiply this measure of 1993 assets by

over time. The elderly worked and saved in an earlier era, our assumed before-tax rate of return of 6 percent to calculate

when incomes were generally lower. Hence their ability to the household's capital income in 1993. Adding this to the

provide for their own retirement consumption is more limited, other income components already projected, we obtain a

However, the reduction in consumption in old age is smaller if measure of total income in 1993. Multiplying this income

we consider total consumption, because of the significant measure by the saving-income ratio for 47-year olds observed

health care transfers the elderly already receive, in 1992 gives us a projection of the saving by 47-year olds in

The remaining three panels in table 5.11 provide 1993, which, added to their 1993 assets, provides us with a

information about the income and consumption of baby measure of their assets in 1994. We are then in a position to

boomers at different key dates in the future. For each of the estimate consumption and saving in 1994 for the same age

three baby boom cohorts (those born in 1946, 1955, and 1964) cohort, who are then 48-years old, based on the saving-income

we compare income and consumption in 1992 and other key ratio (and associated consumption-income ratio) of 48-year
years: for those aged 46 in 1992, when they reach age 65, in olds in 1992. The process continues, following them as 49-year

2011; for those aged 37 in 1992, when they reach age 46 and olds in 1995, and so forth, until they reach age 65 in 2011.

age 65, in 2001 and 2020, respectively; and for those aged 28

in 1992, when they reach age 37, age 46, and age 65, in 2001,

2010, and 2029. These different "snapshots" permit us to 27Eachbabyboomercohort'saverage1992levelofassets is determinedby
distributingthe FederalReserveFlowofFunds'estimateofaggregate1992

consider different groups at similar ages and to follow each householdnet wealth to individualsofdifferentages in 1992,basedona
group over time. cross-sectionage-wealthprofile.This profilewasobtainedfromthe 1983

FederalReserveSurveyofConsumerFinances.
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Hence, our measure of boomers' future consumption is than did 65-year olds in 1992, 37 years earlier! Facing higher
an estimate of where historical saving behavior and projections taxes than earlier generations (as indicated in the previous

of fiscal policy will leave the baby boomers. If, for example, baby section, by the increase in lifetime net tax rates over time),

boomers face higher taxes as a share of before-tax income than younger generations will find it more difficult than older baby

their parents did, this will translate into lower asset accumula- boomers to accumulate assets.

tion and consumption when they retire. With this methodology, In summary, even under overly optimistic assump-

we can ask not only where the baby boomers are headed under tions, the future does not look promising for the baby boom

the baseline scenario but the impact that changes in taxes and generation. Even if they save as much of their income as past

transfers will have on their li_dng standard, generations saved at comparable ages, and are forced to bear
none of the fiscal burden needed to address the current fiscal

imbalance, only the oldest baby boomers will make it to

BABY BOOMERS IN RETIREMENT retirement with enough resources to permit them a standard

Having discussed the underlying methodolog_y, let us consider of living that exceeds that of previous retirees to the extent

the prospects for baby boomers in the next century under the indicated by economic growth. Younger baby boomers will fare
baseline fiscal projections. This information is provided in the progressively worse, with the youngest not even being able to

lower three panels of table 5.11, which show future income and consume as much at age 65 (aside from medical expenditures)
consumption measured, as before, in real terms, i.e., in 1992 as 65-year olds in 1992--a cohort that is 37 years older--

dollars. Considering first the oldest baby boomers, who reach consumed.

age 65 in 2011, we observe that consumption, overall, will be

higher than this cohort's consumption in 1992 and higher than FUTURE CONSUMPTION UNDER ALTERNATIVE POLICY
the consumption of those aged 65 in 1992. However, a consider- SCENARIOS
able share of this increase is attributable to the sharp rise in

medical transfers. Excluding medical transfers, this group will The discussion of the impact of different policy changes that

experience a drop in its consumption as it ages. lit still will would eliminate the fiscal imbalance between current and

enjoy a higher standard of living than 65-year olds in 1992. The future generations demonstrated that baby boomers could well
difference, $21,700 versus $18,900, represents a growth of experience significant increases in their remaining lifetime net

15 percent, which is roughly what would be predicted by the tax rates when the fiscal imbalance is addressed. How much
will these potential increases in net taxes affect boomers'

growth in productivity of 0.75 percent per year assumed over

this 19-year period. Thus, the prospects for the oldest baby retirement living standards? Table 5.12 through table 5.19
boomers u_der the baseline assumptions are for a maintenance provide the answers. Each table has the same format as

table 5.11, with the top panel repeating from table 5.11 theof the status quo.

For younger baby boomers, the prospects are dimmer, actual income and consumption of different age cohorts from

Chart 5.9 tells the story, tracing out each baby booms cohorts' 1992 and the lower panels presenting projections of income

consumption as it ages. Leaving out the huge medical transfers and consumption for the three representative baby boom

projected big the baseline, each generation will be successively cohorts. Each table presents projections corresponding to one

worse off al; each age than the previous one. Consumption drops of the policy scenarios previously discussed, with the tables

by nearly $1,500 at age 46 as we move from those born in 1946 organized in the same order as those experiments. Table 5.12

to those born in 1955, and by nearly this much again as we corresponds to the second columns of table 5.7 through table

move to those born in 1964. The gap continues to widen as the 5.10, the immediate income tax increase in 1994; table 5.13

cohorts age, with the youngest baby boomers projected to corresponds to the third column in these previous tables, and

consume nearly $3,000 less at age 65 than the oldest. This so forth. By comparing the lower panels of table 5.12 through

compares with the roughly $3,000 increase in consumption that table 5.19 with those of table 5.11, we can evaluate the impact

productivity growth alone would have predicted for this of a particular policy on the future consumption and income of

younger cohort relative to the oldest baby boomers. The reason baby boomers. Comparing the second column of each table
for this drop is the lower capital income that the younger cohort indicates the change in the flow of tax payments at each

will have at age 65. While the oldest baby boomers are pro- particular age associated with the policy in question. 28

jected to have more capital income when they retire than

today's retirees, each successive baby boom cohort will be able 28Specialtreatment is necessaryfor indirecttaxes, as the initial levelofsuch
to accumulate less. Indeed, the youngest cohort is projected to taxesdoesnot appearexplicitlyin thebaselinesimulation.In casesin which

have accumulated less capital when it reaches age 65, in 2029, indirecttaxesare changed(table 5.15,table5.16,andtable5.1911,the changein thesetaxes is incorporatedin the columnreportingnet transfers received.
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Chart 5.9
Consumption by Age, Baseline
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Since each alternative policy raises the net taxes consumption of the younger baby boom cohorts.

baby boomers face, each policy also reduces their future Combined with the relatively poorer prospects that

consumption. It is useful to focus on what happens to each younger baby boomers face even under the baseline scenario,

group as it reaches age 65. In each case, we will consider the outlook for this group is particularly grim. Even under the

consumption net of medical transfers. At this age, the oldest baseline scenario, their consumption at age 65 will be only

baby boomers face, under the scenario of a delayed reduction slightly higher than it is today, despite their spending

in health and Social Security benefits, a reduction in their 37 years working and saving in an economy whose productiv-

consumption as high as $6,200, or 29 percent, and the young- ity is growing each year. Their age 65 consumption under the

est baby boomers face a reduction of $7,600, or 40 percent. In baseline will also be lower in real terms than that of 65-year

contrast, an immediate increase in income taxes means a olds in 1992, a result that is quite the opposite of that embod-
7 percent lower age 65 consumption level for the oldest ied in the American dream.

boomers and a 10 percent lower level for the youngest.

(Chart 5.10 shows what happens to consumption of the oldest WHAT FRACTION OF BARYBOOMERS WILL CONSUME

and youngest baby boomers, under this second, relatively LESS AT A6E 65 THAN TODAY'S TYPICAL 65 YEAR OLD?
optimistic scenario.) The results of the other policy simula-

tions fall in between the estimates for these two simulations. One way of expressing the disappointing future facing baby
The extent of this range indicates how uncertain the future is boomers, even under the optimistic baseline case, is in terms
for baby boomers. It also indicates the general tendency of of the fraction of them who will have a lower standard of

policies to fall more heavily on the consumption of the younger living than today's typical 65-year old. That is, we can calcu-

baby boom cohorts. The reason is simple. Even if older cohorts late the share of each baby boom cohort whose consumption at

face the same net tax increases each year that younger cohorts age 65 will be less, in absolute terms, than the median 65-year
do, they have more assets already accumulated to help finance old's consumption in 1992.

their future consumption. Younger generations must depend In making these calculations, we assume that the

relatively more on their future disposable income to finance relative distribution of age-65 consumption across members of

future consumption. Hence, equal proportional drops in future a cohort remains the same as that currently observed. For

disposable income will lead to larger percentage drops in the example, if 70 percent of current 65-year olds are consuming
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Table 5.12

Raise Income Taxes in 1994

Total Net Labor Capital Pension Medical Total
Age Income Transfers a Income Income Income Transfers b Consumption

Profile Males and Females in 1992

28 20,381.41 -5,039.54 23,546.99 1,848.82 25.14 18,210.80 18,708.59
37 27,260.51 -7,249.45 28,808.53 5,648.36 53.07 24,322.85 24,819.46
46 32,131.68 -8,542.39 31,209.30 9,384.06 80.71 25,483.18 26,176,18
65 28,758.89 5,417.68 7,671.66 13,468.78 2,200.77 18,937.28 22,614.72

Series for Males and Females Aged 46 in 1992

1992 32,131.68 -8,542.39 31,209.30 9,384.06 80.71 25,483.18 25,176.18
2011 34,834.30 8,199.31 8,841.90 15,256.61 2,536.47 20,247.92 28,264.90

Series for Males and Females age 37 in 1992

1992 27,260.51 -7,249.45 28,808.53 5,648.36 5,'3.07 24,322.85 24,819.46
2001 27,395.94 -13,797.9:3 33,380.24 7,727.30 86.32 22,206.26 22,206.26
2020 34,830.40 9,372.71 9,456.95 13,287.84 2,71;_>.91 19,279.05 28,575.35

Series for Males and Females Aged 28 in 1992

1992 20,381.41 -5,039.5,4 23,546.99 1,848.82 2!3.14 18,210.80 18,708,59
2001 21,657.09 -11,841.16 30,812.47 2,629.01 56.76 19,681.81 19,681.8t
2010 25,173.20 -15,108.91 35,702.20 4,487.58 92.33 20,404.59 20,404.59
2029 32,476.76 9,918.78 10,114.78 9,541.57 2,901.63 16,848.10 27,010.42

Source: Authors' calculations.
aTransfers minus taxes.

bConsumption minus Medicare and Medicaid transfers.

Table 5.13

Raise Income Taxes in 2009

Total Net Labor Capital Pension Medical Total
Age Income Transfers a Income Income Income Transfers b Consumption

Profile Males and Females in 1992

28 20,381.41 -5,039.54 23,546.99 1,848.82 25.14 18,210.80 18,708.59
37 27,260.51 -7,249.45 28,808.53 5,648.36 53.07 24,322.85 24,819.46
46 32,131.68 -8,542.39 31,209.30 9,384.06 80.71 25,483.18 26,176.18
65 28,758.89 5,417.68 7,671.66 13,468.78 2,200.77 18,937.28 22,614.72

Series for Males and Females Aged 46 in 1992

1992 32,131,68 -8,542.39 31,209.30 9,384,06 80.71 25,483.18 25,176.18
2011 33,743.35 6,769.t2 8,841.90 15,595.85 2,538.47 19,424.22 27,441.19

Series for Males and Females Aged 37 in 1992

1992 27,260.51 -7,249.45 28,808.53 5,648.36 53.07 24,322.85 24,819.46
2001 29,727.39 -11,600.19 33,380.24 7,861.01 86.32 24,096.07 24,096.07
2020 33,489,34 7,840.00 9,456.95 13,479.48 2,712.91 18,266.50 27,562.80

Series for Males and Females Aged 28 in 1992

1992 20,381.41 -5039.54 23,546.99 1,848,82 25.14 18,210.80 18,708.59
2001 23,500.90 -10,039.38 30,812.47 2,671.04 56.76 21,357.46 21,357.46
2010 23,038.73 -17,412.44 35,702.20 4,656.64 92.33 18,674.45 18,674.45
2029 30,532.43 8,278.82 10,114.78 9,237.21 2,901.63 15,380.08 25,542.40

Source: Authors' calculations.
aTransfers minus taxes.

bConsumption minus Medicare and Medicaid transfers.
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Table 5.14

Lower Social Security Benefits in 1994

Total Net Labor Capital Pension Medical Total
Age Income Transfersa Income Income Income Transfersb Consumption

Profile Males and Females in 1992

28 20,381.41 -5,039.54 23,546.99 1,848.82 25.14 1,8210.80 18,708.59
37 27,260.51 -7,249.45 28,808.53 5,648.36 53.07 2,4322.85 24,819.46
46 32,131.68 -8,542.39 31,209.30 9,384.06 80.71 2,5483.18 26,176.18
65 28,758.89 5,417.68 7,671.66 13,468.78 2,200.77 1,8937.28 22,614.72

Series for Males and Females Aged 46 in 1992

1992 32,131.68 -8,542.39 31,209.30 9,384.06 80.71 25,483.18 25,176.18
2011 31,150.82 4,287.84 8,841.90 15,484.61 2,536.47 17,466.78 25,483.75

Series for Males and Females Aged 37 in 1992

1992 27,260.51 -7,249.45 28,808.53 5,648.36 53.07 24,322.85 24,819.46
2001 29,537.88 -11,779.72 33,380.24 7,851.03 86.32 23,942.45 23,942.45
2020 31,184.08 5,259.40 9,456.95 13,754.82 2,712.91 16,525.95 28,522.26

Series for Males and Females Aged 28 in 1992

1992 20381.41 -5039.54 23546.99 1848.82 25.14 18210.80 18708.59
2001 23390.20 -10147.87 30812.47 2668.82 56.76 21256.85 21256.85
2010 27604.94 -12883.46 35702.20 4693.87 92.33 22375.67 22375.67
2029 28902.67 5746.53 10114.78 10139.73 2901.63 14149.55 24311.87

Source: Authors' calculations.
amransfersminus taxes.
bConsumption minus Medicare and Medicaid transfers.

Table 5.15

Raise Indirect Taxes in 1994

Total Net Labor Capital Pension Medical Total
Age Income Transfersa Income Income Income Transfersb Consumption

Profile Males and Females in 1992

28 20,381.41 -5,039.54 23,546.99 1,848.82 25.14 18,210.80 18,708.59
37 27,260.51 -7,249.45 28,808.53 5,648.36 53.07 24,322.85 24,819.46
46 32,131.68 -8,542.39 31,209.30 9,384.06 80.71 25,483.18 26,176.18
65 28,758.89 5,417.68 7,671.66 13,468.78 2,200.77 18,937.28 22,614.72

Series for Males and Females Aged 46 in 1992

1992 32,131.68 -8,542.39 31,209.30 9,384.06 80.71 25,483.18 25,176.18
2011 34,969.64 8,264.15 8,841.90 15,327.12 2,536.47 20,350.11 28,367.08

Series for Males and Females Aged 37 in 1992

1992 27,260.51 -7,249.45 28,808.53 5,648.36 53.07 24,322.85 24,819.46
2001 27,695.01 -13,506.32 33,380.24 7,734.76 86.32 22,448.68 22,448.68
2020 35,009.89 9,444.38 9,456.95 13,395.65 2,712.91 19,414.56 28,710.87

Series for Males and Females Aged 28 in 1992

1992 20,381.41 -5,039.54 23,546.99 1,848.82 25.14 18,210.80 18,708.59
2001 21,627.14 -11,865.39 30,812.47 2,623.29 56.76 19,654.60 19,654.60
2010 25,572.74 -14,719.90 35,702.20 4,498.11 92.33 20,728.44 20,728.44
2029 32,674.58 9,995.94 10,114.78 9,662.24 2,901.63 16,997.46 27,159.78

Source: Authors' calculations.
aTransfers minus taxes.
bConsumption minus Medicare and Medicaid transfers.
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Table 5.16

Raise Indirect Taxes in 2009

Total Net Labor Capital Pension Medical Total
Age Income Transfers a Income Income Income Transfers b Consumption

Profile Males and Females in 1992

28 20,381.41 -5,039.54 23,546.99 1,848.82 25.14 18,210.80 18,708.59
37 27,260.51 -7,249.45 28,808.53 5,648.36 53.07 24,322.85 24,819.46
46 32,131.68 -8_542.39 31,209.30 9,384.06 80.71 25,483.18 26,176.18
65 28,758.89 5,417.68 7,671.66 13,468.78 2,,?00.77 18,937.28 22,614.72

Series for Males and Females Aged 46 in 1992

1992 32,131.68 -8,542.39 31,209.30 9,384.06 80.71 25,483.18 25,176.18
2011 33,542.94 6,568.05 8,841.90 15,596.52 2,536.47 19,272.90 27,289.88

Series for Males and Females Aged 37' in 1992

1992 27,260.51 -7,249.45 28,808.53 5,648.36 53.07 24,322.85 24,819.46
2001 29,727.39 -11,600.19 33,380.24 7,861.0t 86.32 24,096.07 24,096.07
2020 33,330.10 7,629.30 9,456.95 13,530.95 2,712.91 18,146.27 27,442.58

Series for Males and Females Aged 28 in 1992

1992 20,381.41 -5,039.54 23,546.99 1,848.82 25.14 18,210.80 18,708.59
2001 23,500.90 -10,039.38 30,812.47 2,671.04 56.76 21,357.46 21,357.46
2010 23,338.14 -17,115.75 35,702.20 4,659.36 92.33 18,917.14 18,917.14
2029 30,423.46 8,054.38 10,114.78 9,352.67 2,901.63 15,297.79 25,460.11

Source: Authors' calculations.
aTransfers minus taxes.

bConsumption minus Medicare and Medicaid transfers.

Table 5.17

Lower Health and Social Security Benefits in 1994

Total Net Labor Capital Pension Medical Total
Age Income Transfers 'a Income Income Income Transfers b Consumption

Profile Males and Females in 1992

0 250.54 250.54 .00 .00 .00 -244.53 .00
28 20,381.41 -5,039.54 23,546.99 1,848.82 25.14 18,210.80 18,708.59
37 27,260.51 -7,249.45 28,808.53 5,648.36 53.07 24,322.85 24,819.46
65 28,758.89 5,417.68 7,671.66 13,468.78 2,200.77 18,937.28 22,614.72

Series for Males and Females Aged 46 in 1992

1992 32,131.68 -8,542.39 31,209.30 9,384.06 80.71 25,483.18 25,176.18
2011 31,640.31 4,742.73 8,841.90 15,519.20 25,38.47 17,836.35 25,853.33

Series for Males and Females Aged 37 in 1992

1992 27,260.51 -7,249.45 28,808.53 5,648.36 53.07 24,322.85 24,819.46
2001 29,311.79 -11,996.88 33,380.24 7,842.11 86.32 23,759.19 23,759.19
2020 31,399.01 5,462.86 9,456.95 13,766.29 2,712.91 16,688.23 25,984.54

Series for Males and Females Aged 28 in 1992

1992 20,381.41 -5,039.54 23,546.99 1,848.82 25.14 18,210.80 18,708.59
2001 23,218.58 -10,3_4.90 30,812.47 2,664.25 56.76 21,100.89 21,199.89
2010 27,319.44 -13,150.27 35,702.20 4,675.19 92.33 22,144.26 22,144.26
2029 28,858.78 5,7"r4.36 10,114.78 10,128.01 2,901.63 14,116.41 24,278.73

Source: Authors' calculations.
amransfers minus taxes.

bConsumption minus Medicare and Medicaid transfers.
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Table 5.18

Lower Health and Social Security Benefits in 2009

Total Net Labor Capital Pension Medical Total

Age Income Transfers a Income Income Income Transfers b Consumption

Profile Males and Females in 1992

28 20,381.41 -5,039.54 23,546.99 1,848.82 25.14 18,210.80 18,708.59
37 27,260.51 -7,249.45 28,808.53 5,648.36 53.07 24,322.85 24,819.46
46 32,131.68 -8,542.39 31,209.30 9,384.06 80.71 25,483.18 26,176.18
65 28,758.89 5,417.68 7,671.66 13,4E)8.78 2,200.77 18,937.28 22,614.72

Series for Males and Females Aged 46 in 1992

1992 32,131.68 -8,542.39 31,209.30 9,384.06 80.71 25,483.18 2,5176.18
2011 28,489.89 1,519.47 8,841.90 15,591.32 2,536.47 15,457.15 2,3474.12

Series for Males and Females Aged 37 in 1992

1992 27,260.51 -7,249.45 28,808.53 5,648.36 53.07 24,322.85 24,819.46
2001 29,727.39 -11,600.19 33,380.24 7,861.01 86.32 24,096.07 24,096.07
2020 27,809.76 1,874.98 9,456.95 13,764.92 2,712.91 13,978.24 23,274.54

Series for Males and Females Aged 28 in 1992

1992 20,381.41 -5,039.54 23,546.99 1,848.82 25.14 18,210.80 18,708.59
2001 23,500.90 -10,039.38 30,812.47 2,671.04 56.76 21,357.46 21,357.46
2010 27,045.90 -13,449.21 35,702.20 4,700.58 92.33 21,922.54 21,922.54
2029 24,918.65 1,861.76 10,114.78 10,040.49 2,901.63 11,141.49 21,303.81

Source: Authors' calculations.
aTransfers minus taxes.

bConsumption minus Medicare and Medicaid transfers.

Table 5.19

Raise Taxes, Lower Benefits in 1994

Total Net Labor Capital Pension Medical Total
Age Income Transfers a Income Income Income Transfers b Consumption

Profile Males and Females in 1992

28 20,381.41 -5,039.54 23,546.99 1,848.82 25.14 18,210.80 18,708.59
37 27,260.51 -7,249.45 28,808.53 5,648.36 53.07 24,322.85 24,819.46
46 32,131.68 -8,542.39 31,209.30 9,384.06 80.71 25,483.18 26,176.18
65 28,758.89 5,417.68 7,671.66 13,468.78 2,200.77 18,937.28 22,614.72

Series for Males and Females Aged 46 in 1992

1992 32,131.68 -8,542.39 31,209.30 9,384.06 80.71 25,483.18 25,176.18
2011 33,530.81 6,772.16 8,841.90 15,380.28 2,536.47 19,263.74 27,280.72

Series for Males and Females Aged 37 in 1992

1992 27,260.51 -7,249.45 28,808.53 5,648.36 53.07 24,322.85 24,819.46
2001 28,254.67 -12,988.54 33,380.24 7,776.64 86.32 22,902.32 22,902.32
2020 33,436.92 7,758.07 9,456.95 13,508.99 2,712.91 18,226.92 27,523.22

Series for Males and Females Aged 28 in 1992

1992 20,381.41 -5,039.54 23,546.99 1,848.82 25.14 18,210.80 18,708.59
2001 22,301.67 -11,210.11 30,812.47 2,642.53 56.76 20,267.60 20,267.60
2010 26,148.24 -14,214.17 35,702.20 4,567.88 92.33 21,194.92 21,194.92
2029 31,009.23 8,182.51 10,114.78 9,810.32 2,901.63 15,740.07 25,902.39

Source: Authors' calculations.
aTransfers minus taxes.

bConsumption minus Medicare and Medicaid transfers.
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less than the average level of consumption of 6,-'_i-yearolds, the tion, adjusted fbr growth. Finally, under the assumption of

same will be true in future years as well. To determine the health care and Social Security benefit cuts starting in 2009,

absolute d stribution of age 65 consumption in !'uture years, 69 percent of the oldest baby boomers, 77 percent of the

we simply blow up the current distribution by the ratio of middle baby boomers, and 88 percent of the youngest baby

mean age ,35consumption projected in that future year to boomers are projected to consume at age 65 less than current

mean age 65 consumption today. The source for our current age-65 median consumption, adjusted for growth.

consumptian age distribution is the 1987-1990 waves of the

Bureau of Labor Statistics' Survey of Consumer Expenditures. CONCLUSION

Ignoring potential fiscal adjustments, our distribu-

tional anaiysis shows the following: roughly 40 percent of the The United States faces a fiscal crisis of enormous magnitude.

oldest baby boomers (those born in 1946) are projected to This report has used the modern technique of generational

consume less at age 65 than today's (actually 1992's) median accounting to quantify' the problem, to measure the size of

65-year oht's level. For those born in 1955, this fraction rises fiscal responses :needed to address it, and to evaluate the

to 42 percent. For those born in 1964, the ti,action rises to prospects for baby boomers under a variety of possible visions

50 percent, for the future..
However, the assumption of no fiscal adjustment Even if no changes in fiscal policy affect the economic

seems highly unrealistic. If we assume instead the enactment decisions of baby boomers, their current behavior and the
of the combination of immediate tax increases and benefit cuts fiscal policy they now face lead to the conclusion that their

considered in table 5.19, we project the fallowing: a total of living standards in retirement will not keep pace with those of

49 percent of the oldest boomers, 52 percent of the middle past generations, after accounting for growth. Under the types

boomers, and 60 percent of the youngest boomers will con- of fiscal policies that might be adopted to address the current

sume less at age 65 than today's typical 65-yea r old. Thus, fiscal imbalance, the baby boomers' future looks far bleaker.

under this fairly optimistic fiscal adjustment scenario, it

appears that over one-half of all baby boomers will consume REFERENCES
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The second issue that I'd like to revisit is bequests• I

DISCUSSION AFTER KOTLIKOFF PRESENTATION think that there's probably no real important dispute here on

the factual issues, as there isn't much dispute on many of the

MS. MANCHESTER: I think the Auerbach-Kotlikoff paper is factual issues. I think that people will actually end up with a

a very important extension to the work on the well-being of lot less than $30,000. First, their parents are going to live

baby boomers in retirement. I would like to make two points, longer than they expect them to live. Second, there are

The first is that they've used reasonable assumptions substantial end-of-life expenses that are going to dissipate the

to arrive at their conclusions. A different set of reasonable bequest. But even if it's $30,000, if you compared $30,000 with
assumptions would arrive at a different set of conclusions. It's retirement needs, the difference between 30 and 23 is not that

possible to get a substantially lower tax rate on the unborn big. It just isn't going to make a big difference. So for the
than the 82 percent rate in the Auerbach-Kotlikoff study if you typical baby boomer, inheritance is not the solution. We don't

use a slightly different set of assumptions, have disagreement on that.

Joyce Manchester raised an issue about the quality of

MR. KOTLIKOFF: I'm not sure, Joyce [Manchester], exactly data. We all wish that we had better quality data to work

what fiscal scenario you had in mind. with. If one wants to use current data as opposed to data that

are somewhat older, one has little choice but to try and get the

MS. MANCHESTER: I was talking about using different best telephone survey data that are available. That's what you
parameter values, do if you want to use data that are available within the last

year or two.

MR. KOTLIKOFF: What parameter values do you have in Of course, data quality problems plague the CBO
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study as well. The Federal Reserve appears to be renouncing 20 years. A typical 70-year old's consumption relative to that

its benchmarking of the 1962 data. That calls into question all of a typical 30-year old's has gone up by a factor of two.

of the comparisons in the CBO's report. We don't know Leaving out health care, it's gone up by about a factor of 1.5.

whether we're comparing apples to oranges here or not. So what 'we really have going on, in my view, is that

With respect to housing, it is true that my study the government is taking income from the boomers and

found that saving would be roughly 84 percent adequate if younger people--working people--handing it to old people in

baby boomers used 100 percent of their housing equity to the form of health care benefits and other benefits which
finance retirement. Now that 84 percent is, of course, an they're consuming to a very large extent. Even if the boomers'

optimistic number, because it assumes, for example, no saving rates were very high, they would not be left with that
reduction in Social Security benefits. It assumes that baby much from which they can actually save because so much is

boomers aren't going to live any longer than current genera- being handed over to older people to consume.

tions. I would say that the targets that I use for assessing That's the real story underlying our national saving

adequacy in my survey are very low for these reasons, rate decline. This intergenerational redistribution doesn't
Also, if you use up all of that housing wealth to show up in the deficit in general. This pay-as-you-go financing

finance retirement, where do you live? If baby boomers is leading to this debacle with respect to national saving.

downsize their houses to get at half of their equity, they will

still be far, far short of the mark of adequacy. MR. COLEMAN: Instead of comparing 1950 to 1990, we
There is also a basic issue of whether we should compared 1990 to 2030, because in 2030 surviving boomers

conclude that the baby boomers are okay because they're will be aged 66-84, when most of these surviving boomers will

heavily invested in housing. It was great for their parents to be retired. 29Our results are fairly similar to those in the CBO

be heavily invested in housing, because over the course of study and we used fairly similar assumptions. These assump-

their parents' lifetime the real prices of houses were rising tions ultimately drive our results in the future. In our study,

rapidly. Bu_ the forecasts for the baby boomers are the we considered a middle-of-the-road scenario that is basically

opposite. Is it a wise investment? It was wise for their parents, consistent with the Social Security Administration's 1991
but not for the boomers, alternative II assumptions. We also looked at what we

Finally, let me revisit one item about my study, consider to be a very pessimistic scenario and a very optimis-

because there is an element of confusion about what my study tic scenario. The differing assumptions in each scenario

did. My study calculated what income is necessary to have the obviously have a profound effect on boomer retirement income

same consumption immediately after retirement as immedi- in 2030.
ately before retirement. Consumption varies before retirement Second, we're hearing a lot of the same facts with a

according to household composition. I have allowed house: very different spin put on them. All the analyses project that

holds to consume significantly more, for example, when they the income of boomers in retirement will be higher than the

have children in the household. The study also allows con- incomes of the current elderly. The issue is whether or not

sumption to fall off fairly rapidly during older ages. The they're (boomers) going to consider that income to be ad-
standard is not to be able to maintain a fixed level of con- equate. I think t.bat's something all of us have to decide for

sumption fi)rever. I project falling consumption. My standard ourselves. I think the idea that boomers are going to wind up

is therefore very conservative, with less in absolute terms than now is not shown by the
studies being debated here.

MR. KOTLIKOFF: Regarding the issue of saving, it does not Third, our study concluded that there is probably

make a lot of sense to look at saving rates out of'current going to be a large class of boomers who are going to do very
income because the definition is really up for grabs, poorly, such as people who now have low incomes, poor

Saving out of the present value of lifetime resources educations, and who have not yet become married and have

is a more appropriate way to measure saving. I'm doing a the advantage of being part of a two-income family. I think

study right now with John Sabelhaus that shows that there's that we need to talk about both how big the pie is and who
been a remarkable increase in the propensity of older people gets the slices. Some of those slices are going to be pretty

to consume. A large part of this has to do with their health small.

care consumption. Their propensity to consume has basically

tripled in the last 20 years. The consumption of old people 29Lewin-VHI, Inc., ,_ging Baby Boomers:HowSecureIs TheirEconomic
relative to young people has risen dramatically over the last Future? (Washing;on,DC: AmericanAssociationofRetiredPersons,1994).
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MODERATOR SALISBURY: Did this study use the original be earning an amount right before retirement that is roughly

model? comparable to what they would be earning at age 40, in real
terms. I'm preserving consumption expenditures corrected for

MR. COLEMAN: Yes, it did. household composition.

So if the household immediately before retirement is

MODERATOR SALISBURY: Have you adjusted that model saving 25 percent, this calculation gives them enough to

since the work was done for the Social Security Advisory replace that 75 percent of income that's being consumed.
Council in 1990 or does it still assume near total annuitization

of both defined benefit and defined contribution values at the MR. WASSERMAN: Could you give us the value of their

point of retirement? consumption in today's dollars, so we're not talking in relative
terms?

MR. COLEMAN: It is the same model, but the model does

allow boomers to consume lump sum-distributions from MR. BERNHEIM: The numbers are calculated separately for

pension plans prior to retirement, different classes of households. It is probably roughly the case

that a household with a $40,000 income would be given
MODERATOR SALISBURY: I have looked at those assump- spending in real terms of around $30,000 after retirement.
tions, and it assumes very high annuity rates. The 1987 to

1990 IRS data on lump-sum dollar values suggest that there is MR. KOTLIKOFF: I think that comparing income for middle-

a lot of money that the model assumes stays in as retirement aged people and old people is a little bit tricky because older

income that does not. Yet, available data would not allow any people are retired. Consumption of the retired should, in a life
model to be deemed accurate. I am hopeful that the Health cycle model, exceed their income in retirement. There should

and Retirement Survey will improve this situation for the be dissaving. The actual consumption of old people today

future, versus middle-aged people is lower. On average, a 46-year old

is consuming $25,400. A 65-year old is consuming $18,900. So,

MR. WASSERMAN: Part of my confusion in trying to it's 25 to 19. Then think about the fiscal adjustments again.

determine what is adequate income is that we've been talking The 46-year old earning $25,000 today will be down to about

in relative terms. CBO compares the baby boomers relative to $21,000 when he or she hits age 65. That $21,000 could end up
their parents. Dr. Bernheim talks about relative to their down at $15,000 if reforms are delayed until 2009, and it

preretirement income. The gentleman from Xerox, similarly, comes in the form of Social Security benefit cuts at that point.
uses 70 percent of preretirement income fully adjusted for

inflation, but no one has talked about income in dollar terms. MS. MACUNOVICH: I really appreciate the generational

I would find it very useful if these researchers defined accounting. I think it really clarifies the issue for a lot of us

what they mean in terms of the dollar income of elderly and allows us to get a better handle on what's going on.
households. For example, using the CBO census numbers, the One major problem that I have is this emphasis on

baby boom generation--defined as households from 35 to the American dream. If you talk about the American dream,

44 years of age--has income of $40,000. Using the CBO table you're talking about a long-term, secular trend.

that defines elderly retirees as households headed by someone For example, if you think of population growth over

aged 65-74, their income equals $20,000. So it strikes me that the last 100 years, you've got a nice, long-term, secular,

in terms of dollars, CBO is saying the baby boomers will have upward trend, but if you look at the pattern of population

adequacy income, that is, they will do better than the $20,000 growth over that period, you've got two major blips. You've got

of their parents, one blip that is the parents of the baby boomers who are a

I wonder what numbers Dr. Bernheim is using to very small cohort, and then you've got the baby boomers
project incomes for baby boomers when they're about to retire themselves, who are a very large cohort.

and take 70 percent of that? Instead of having a constant trend, you've got a blip

in it. We are at this point because we're not sufficiently

MR. BERNHEIM: I use low real wage growth forecasts based differentiating between the long-term trend and the baby

on recent experience. There is also a cross-sectional pattern of boomers. We're making the mistake of comparing the baby

rising wages and then falling wages right before retirement boomers with their parents, instead of looking at the overall
that comes from seniority and life cycle patterns, secular trend.

The average baby boomer is projected in my model to I think it's very possible that the overall secular trend
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in the American dream can be upward, but if you compare the So this is very valuable in showing that we're going

large cohort of the baby boomers you're going to see them not off track. I think the quote that 50 percent of the current
do as well as their parents because of this tremendous population feel th at the older generation is not getting their

difference in average cohort size. fair share of government benefits is particularly significant. I

In generational accounting, you are comparing all of think this tells, us how far off track we are in terms of the way

the revenue that's coming from the different generations with we shifted those benefits.

revenue coming from future generations and then balancing A technical question gets to the discount rate and the

that against government expenditures and the current productivity rates that you assumed. You assume a

government debt. You just balance them out. 0.75 productivity rate, because you say that, in general,
In calculating the official government net debt, I productivity has declined and so you're not assuming an

would have assumed you would have taken the ,current debt optimistic increase. At the same time, for your discount rate,

that we recognize as the debt that's published in various which is assumed to be the rate of return that you get on

places, but you say that your measure of official government investments, which somehow should be related to the produc-
net debt for 1992 is formed by adding together annual deficits tivity rate, you're taking a long-term rate that was established

from 1900 through 1992. How different is the debt figure that when productivity rates were high. So you have a discount

you're using in your calculation from the debt figure that rate of 6 percent but a productivity rate of only 0.75. Don't you

we've seen published by the government? think that those two are very inconsistent?

MR. KOTLIKOFF: Our net debt number might be about MR. KOTLIKOFF: Not at all. The discount rate is connected

$1 trillion less than the $4 trillion number that's published by to what economists call the marginal product of capital. In the

the government. United States the marginal product of capital has been around
CBO ihas five different definitions of the deficit in 10 percent. The economy can go down the tubes and the

their statement. Sometimes they differ from 2 percent- marginal product of capital can stay high. The more we

7 percent of Gross Domestic Product (GDP) in the same dissave, or the less we save, the less capital we accumulate

report. We're trying to do analysis that is consistent with the and the higher the marginal product of capital will be, due to
national income accounts. We think that's the best source for a capital shortage. Capital relative to labor will fall. I think

government statistics. OMB and the other agencies have given we're actually using too low a discount rate at 6 percent. If we
us forecasts that are consistent but are done on a different discounted at a higher rate, things would look even worse.

basis. They look bad enough, as it is.

What we have is a fiscal policy that for four decades

has been transferring from a successive set of young people to MR. AMBACHTSHEER: We're talking about savings and

older generations through pay-as-you-go programs. This is whether the savings rate is 2 percent or 4 percent or

leading us to consume like crazy and save very little. We're 6 percent, but there is also the whole issue of what happens

going to eDd up in a steady state with very low levels of per once the savings become capital formation.

capita wealth and income. I'm not saying absolutely lower The financial markets are telling an interesting story.
than the 1.ith century, or absolutely lower than today, but The long-term markets have public debt selling at rates that

we're really stealing the economic inheritance of future are historically high in terms of real rates of return required

generations by engaging in this fiscal policy. Because we're to get sold. You have equity capital selling at historically high

doing it through a pay-as-you-go, under-the-cover deficit, it's rates in terms of the value of how dividends are being capital-

really a form of deficit finance, but it's not described that way ized. Both suggest that you have some interesting things
because of our bookkeeping. We are expropriating from the going on in the financial markets. This may reflect what we're

next generation. We're sleeping very well at night because we talking about here today. The U.S. Treasury is having a lot
don't see it on the flash board in Times Square. more difficulty selling their bonds, while issuers of corporate

equity capital are having a very easy time selling stocks.

MS. MACUNOVICH: Yes. One of the main reasons I really It's proh,ably another conference, but there's a whole

like this study is because you're showing us how we have gone issue about capital formation in the kind of world that we live

off track. Because we were dealing with the small cohort as in. Certainly, investors seem to be favoring productive corpo-

they retired, we tended to increase their levels of Social rate investments over government bonds, based on current

Security, medical care, and have assumed then that we can do pricing relationships relative to historical ones.

the same thing wi_h the large cohort in the future.
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MR. RUSSELL: This is a question for Larry Kotlikoff and So from the perspective of individual planning and

Doug Bernheim. When you look at consumption profiles by saving, I think the right standard is to compare

different age groups, is there a breakdown of family balance postretirement prospects with the standard of living that they
sheets to look at? For example, a percentage of consumption achieve for themselves before retirement.

dedicated to housing? There has been a dramatic shift in that There is also the separate issue of the right standard

number from the information that we've been looking at. for making public policy. Maybe for public policy we don't care

While there are a number of key drivers to what greatly if the baby boomers in retirement are going to be able

causes people to save, the leftover amount at the end of each to drive around in BMWs. It may not be a public policy

month that a family can even consider saving can be dramati- objective to maintain baby boomers at a very high level of

cally impacted by the housing expense figure alone. Do you get consumption. But most baby boomers aren't that well off to

into that level of detail? begin with. It isn't a matter of maintaining them at an

extremely high level of consumption; we're talking about

MR. KOTLIKOFF: Yes. The consumer expenditure surveys whether they will be able to maintain a living standard that

have been connected with the national income account very few of them currently find luxurious.

aggregate data. The aggregate data have an imputation of Moreover, policy is really a matter of politics. By the
rent on housing. We had to go to the microdata and figure out time the baby boomers retire they're going to be a huge

how to attribute the housing rent to households. Housing political force; and they're going to be a political force that's

seems to be a larger share of total consumption now, and it's going to be affecting decisions about Social Security and other
certainly part of the reason for the increase in consumption of retirement policies.

the elderly relative to younger people. If 40 years from now we're telling the baby boomers

to be quiet because they are making as much as their parents

MR. RUSSELL: And the ability to save. Isn't it two or three made back in 1990, I don't think that's going to have much
times what it was in the generation that was doing family influence on them at that time.

formation in the 1950s? What they're going to look at is how well off are they

relative to nonretirees. Are they a relatively deprived group?

MR. KOTLIKOFF: Let me say it in these terms. If you have That's going to affect their thinking. They may also look at

a government policy that takes from young people and gives to retirees in other countries. People of baby boom age now in

old people, it lowers the consumption of young people and Germany, Japan, Italy, and a lot of other countries are saving

raises the consumption of old people. If you have a change in a lot more than the baby boomers of this country. They're
the value of housing, the value of assets that old people own going to be doing a lot better.

goes up, which young people are trying to buy from them. I think that the comparisons that will affect political

That means that young people are left with less money left decisions and political pressures in the future are not compari-

over to save from. So their consumption ends up going down, sons with what retirees are getting today. Even for policy, it's

and the older folks' consumption goes up due to big capital therefore worth thinking seriously about the issue of main-
gains, taining lifestyles.

MR. BERNHEIM: There were a number of comments about MS. MANCHESTER: I would like to make two points. First,

the appropriate standard of adequacy during retirement. I the share of total income of households aged 65 or older in

think the uncertainty about the appropriate standard arises 1990 coming from asset income was 25 percent. Now that's an

because there are a couple of different contexts in which one average, and there's certainly a lot of diversity according to

can think about that question. We tend to blur them. One income level and so forth, but it relates to an earlier point
context is from the point of view of individual decision making about the income gap.

or individual planning, that is, making my own decisions for Second, some picture of housing assets for baby

my retirement. If a retirement planner comes in and lays out boomers relative to the parents' housing assets comes from

a plan for me that will just keep me out of poverty during table C-3 of the CBO study. That table shows median

retirement, I'm not going to be very happy with that. If he lays nonhousing wealth by educational attainment. It shows that

out a plan for me that will let me achieve the income standard those with no high school degree are falling behind and have

of my parents, who earned a lot less than I did, I won't be less nonhousing wealth than their parents at a similar age in
happy with that either, the 35-44 age group. Those with four years of college, how-
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ever, have about the same median nonhousing wealth. That's MS. MACUNOVICH: Employees that we're thinking about

just one snapshot of how housing and nonhousing assets planning for are still a relatively small proportion of the total
stack up. baby boomers. When you think about all those other baby

boomers who aren't planned for in this way and add that to

MR. KINGSON: Twocomments that move away from the fiscal crisis that Larry Kotlikoffis talking about, I think
econometrics. One, I think there are important issues of you've got a major problem.

unrealized expectations that will drive the policy discussion. I really agree with the point that Larry made that
The baby boom cohort's work experience is, on average, one of the major types of education that we have to do right
comparable to or better than their parents' circumstances. But now is with current retirees and our expectations about what
that isn't the comparison that many boomers use in assessing the system can provide for retirees.
their well-being. Many feel worse off because they expected to I'm always horrified when I hear interviews with
achieve equal and then higher standards of living within a few older people who think that they are only getting back from
years of starting to work. the system what they've put into it. There's so much education

Second, I have a concern about generational account- that needs to be done out there about what kinds of transfers

ing related to how it affects the policy discussion. It moves us are actually occurring right now and the fact that those can't
away from thinking about diversity within cohorts and asks continue in the future.
us to focus only on one set of policy issues affecting baby
boomers. For example, whether they, as a whole, will achieve MR. MADDEN: There will be 62 million retirees in 2030 and
the American dream of an excellent standard of living now 60 million in 2080. We see the melon getting smaller, then

and in retirement and whether, as a whole, they are getting pass through, and the continuation of a system that has more
fair returns on their government "investments." demands on it than we can accommodate with today's struc-

But there is another way to think about the American ture. We're trying to get rid ofthe blips a little bit and look at
dream and about what's fair. One could say the American more than the 500-year kind of average.
dream has never existed for a substantial portion of all
cohorts. I think that's part of the difference in the discussion. MS. MITCHELL: I'm worried about that group because it's
Generational accounting lumps everyone together, overlooking my kids. I'm also worried about things that happen sooner for
intragenerational inequities. I am concerned that exclusive the people who are now aged 51 through 61. They're not
focus on generational accounting moves us away from very boomers. They're the people who are making retirement
important questions about race and gender and educational decisions right now, and it is important to look at where they
status and income position today and the implications of these stand. Based on the Health and Retirement Survey, it appears
differences throughout the lives of baby boomers and other like people aged 51-61 have a bit less than $50,000 in home
cohorts, equity. They also have about $25,000 in financial and other

assets. That's not a lot for the next 25 or 30 years.

MR. KOTLIKOFF: We need to do intragenerational account- Median pension wealth is around $38,000-$40,000.

ing. Our distributional analysis with respect to how we're Then you must ask, how do we value Social Security wealth
treating different groups within a generation is almost as bad and Medicare wealth? Using current law, the median present
as our cross-generational analysis, value is about $130,000 for Social Security. The Medicare

valuation may be worth another $150,000-$250,000. So we're

MR. RIVERA: Is the income problem specific to the baby talking about, on the outside, $400,000 to $500,000 worth of
boomer? Does it go beyond that or does it go away? That "birth present value that is mostly government/taxpayer supplied. In
dearth" that's sitting at the tail end of the melon moving other words, the personal, private leg of the three-legged stool
through that python is small relative to the baby boomer, but is quite short.
in absolute terms it is very, very significant. Some have
referred to the birth dearth as the lost generation. You're MODERATOR SALISBURY: EBRI has been engaged with
looking at situations where the mindset goes beyond instant the Public Agenda Foundation on a retirement prospects
gratification to despair. Is there any consensus that a problem project. A second project with the National Academy of Social
is going to be here for a long time or is it specific to the baby Insurance looks at confidence in Social Security.
boom generation?
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PART TWO

ATTITUDES TOWARD RETIREMENT PLANNING, SAVING,
AND PREPAREDNESS
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CHAPTER 6: Public Attitudes on Retirement:

Can't Stop Now to Plan for the Future
Steve Farkas and Jean Johnson

INTRODUCTION issues, they will engage, consider the options, and enter a
dialogue among themselves. When we talk to Americans about

In the fall of 1993, Fidelity Investments asked Public Agenda their retirement, they initially react with ambivalence and

and the Employee Benefit Research Institute (EBRI) to then go on to display a mixture of bewilderment, underlying

conduct a multiphase study of Americans' attitudes toward fears, acceptance of personal responsibility and admission of

planning and saving for retirement. Public Agenda's work in irresponsibility, and skepticism and anger at government all

other major policy areas such as education and health care in the same breath. We also confront deeply embedded

has often shown that experts and leaders are on a different resistance to saving and preparing for retirement. This

wavelength from the public, with different agendas, levels of resistance is driven by psychological factors and cultural

concern, and perceptions. We therefore adopted a two-pronged values, mirrored and reinforced by social and economic trends

approach to studying this important public policy issue, as well as government policy.

assessing both the public's and the experts' perceptions.

We began our assessment of the public's thinking on PEOPLE ACKNOWLEDGE PERSONAL RESPONSIBILITY FOR
this issue through a review of existing survey data. Expert RETIREMENT

perceptions of the issue were assessed through one-on-one
interviews with leaders from government, corporations, the Some issues--such as health care or education--are perceived

media, independent research organizations, and academia and by Americans to involve a "right" whose fulfillment is the

reported in the January 1994 report, "Are Americans Ready appropriate responsibility of the government, not individuals.

for Retirement: An Expert Forecast." In the next phase of The public expects programs ensuring such "rights" to be
research, detailed in the March 1994 report, Hidden Anxieties: publicly financed or at least mandated and resists individual-

Public Views on Retirement and Retirement Planning, we level responsibility. Retirement planning is a different kind of

conducted 16 focus groups in 8 cities across the nation, issue. In our focus groups, people directly acknowledged a

Participants were divided by age (under and over age 45) and significant amount of personal responsibility for their retire-

income (under and over $35,000 per year annual income), ment planning and saving. They said they are not relying on

Four types of groups resulted: older, lower income; older, business or the government to prepare their retirement for

higher income; younger, lower income; and younger, higher them.
income. Individuals with less than $20,000 annual income or

under 22 years of age were excluded from the focus groups. "The buck stops here. If I don't do it, it's not

Retired persons were likewise excluded, going to get done."

This report summarizes and integrates research --Older Denver man, lower income

conducted as of early spring 1994. It served as a foundation

for designing a questionnaire that was used in a national "You can't lay blame on anybody other than

telephone survey of the public conducted and analyzed during yourself. It's your risk, it's your goal, it's your

the spring and summer of 1994. Additionally, Public Agenda life. Nobody else is going to take care of your

surveyed a sample of America's leadership to test hypotheses life for you."

drawn from the foregoing research. A full report of all research --Younger Atlanta man, higher income

undertaken in this project was released in early autumn 1994.
Recent survey data support the notion that the public

THE RETIREMENT ISSUE IN CONTEXT has limited expectations of business and government. For
example, when asked "What do you expect to be/is your main

Retirement and planning for retirement are unusual policy source of income in your retirement?," 31 percent say savings/
issues. When we talk to Americans about most public policy investments, and an additional 8 percent say earnings. By
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contrast, only 21 percent expect Social Security and another Research Institute/The Gallup Organization, Inc., 1992).3 In

20 percent expect employer-sponsored pensions to be their contrast, most of the experts we interviewed thought the

main source of retirement income (Employee Benefit Research public--or at least sizable segments of it--was not preparing

Institute/The Gallup Organization, Inc., 19!)0).1 These data adequately for retirement, because people are unrealistically

may even underestimate the public's acknowledgement of counting on Social Security and employers to do the prepara-

individual responsibility. People in our focus groups repeat- tion for them. But the research consistently shows the public

edly and incorrectly lumped defined contribution plans with acknowledges that it is more responsible for its retirement
traditional pensions, planning than either government or business.

Some survey data show public support for requiring

employers to provide retirement benefits to workers. For THERE IS WIDESPREAD IGNORANCE ABOUT How
example, 72 percent say "companies should be legally required SOCIAL SECURITY WORKS
to provide retirement benefits, in addition to Social Security,

as part of every full-time employee's compensation," while Most people we spoke with have little understanding of Social

28 percent said they should not (Employee Benefit Research Security. They did not know where the government puts the

Institute/The Gallup Organization, Inc., 1992). 2 Our initial Social Security tax it takes out of their paychecks, how it

research suggests that this survey question may actually be determines people's retirement benefits, and who is eligible for

capturing people's wishful thinking that employers would the program. This lack of knowledge is consistent across age

provide retirement benefits. Our focus group research strongly and income levels. Some admit their ignorance freely, simply

suggests that support for requiring employers to provide saying "I don't know," and leaving it at that. But others

retirement benefits is soft and weakens on reflection. Many venture some wild--and cynical--guesses. Many believed

more people spoke against the idea than spoke for it, and much of the money is lost through government fraud, waste,

arguments that it would overly burden small businesses or cut and mismanagement; others thought much of the money is

into employee wages seemed to resonate with others in the used to finance the deficit, welfare programs, foreign aid, and
focus group who were undecided, nonsensical research.

THE PUBLIC EXPECTS VERY LITTLE FROM GOVERNMENT "They give it to foreign countries."

OR _OCIAI.. SECURITY --O, lder San Antonio woman, lower income

The great majority of people we interviewed expect very little "Some of it is probably going out to Califor-
from Social Security, and many do not even think it will be nia for the earthquake."

around to pay them a benefit when they retire. Low expecta- --Older Atlanta woman, higher income
tions of Somal Security seemed to drive home a sense of

personal responsibility for some focus group participants. Survey research bears out this finding. In 1992,

Gallup asked respondents whether or not they knew where

"Social Security won't be there. That's why I their F.I.C.A. taxes go. More than one-third (39 percent)

thi ak it's important to save now for (retire- incorrectly stated that F.I.C.A. taxes are put into an account to
ment)." pay for one's own Social Security benefits on retirement

--Younger Atlanta woman, higher income (Employee Benefit Research Institute/The Gallup Organiza-
tion, 1993). 4

The doubts we found in the focus groups are borne

out by survey data: 49 percent think the Social Security PEOPLE RESIST CHANGES TO _OCIAL SECURITY
program will be able to pay them a benefit when they retire,

but another 49 percent think it will not (Employee Benefit Paradoxically, despite low expectations and cynicism about

1EmployeeBenefitResearchInstituteFrheGallupOrganization,Inc.,Public 3Ibid.

AttitudesonRetirementAgeandPlanning,1990,EBR[Reportno.G-14 4EmployeeBenefitResearchInstitute/TheGallupOrganization,Inc.Public
(Washington,DC:EmployeeBenefitResearchInstitute, 1990). Attitudeson Taxai!ionofEmployeeBenefits,I992, EBRIReportno. G-42

2EmployeeBenefitResearchInstituteFrheGallupOrganization,Inc.Public (Washington,DC:EmployeeBenefitResearchInstitute, 1993).
AttitudesonRetirementIncomeand Savings,1992EBRIReportno.G-34
(Washington,DC:EmployeeBenefitResearchInstitute, 1992).
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Social Security, respondents recoiled from proposals that Finally, people balk at running the Social Security

would fundamentally change the program. Participants program privately. They feel the government would not go into

rejected three reform ideas we presented to them: scrapping bankruptcy as a business might. As it is, the program is

the system altogether and keeping the taxes as salary, making susceptible to pressure from its citizenry, while a business

Social Security a voluntary system, and privatizing Social might be immune. With the government they have an "ad-

Security by contracting a private firm to administer the dress" to go to in times of trouble.

program's funds. Frustration with the program does not

automatically translate to support for fundamental reform of '_Who's ever saving it for you in the institu-

the program, tion, what if they do something with it, or

Most reacted negatively to a proposal to eliminate run offwith it, or whatever. At least Social

Social Security and to put money in the hands of workers. Security... it's been there all of my life."

They do not trust others or themselves to use the extra money --Older Cincinnati woman, lower income

to prepare for retirement. They wanted a safety net to be

there for the hard-of-luck and a way to compel the irrespon- In explaining their opposition to changes in Social
sible to contribute. Security, people revealed some of their more profound beliefs,

which shape their approach to retirement preparation. They

"There are so many irresponsible people who desire a safety net, a mechanism that forces saving, and a

aren't going to save for their future. Who's secure place for their money. Social Security seems to appeal

going to take care of them when all of their to these interests. They do not want to fundamentally alter

money's run out because they had a good the system. They just want it run better.

time and spent it?"

--Younger Atlanta woman, higher income "Social Security, the way it was originally
defined, is an excellent plan. I think the way

"We have to subsidize the country, we can't the government has access to the money is

just think about ourselves. The system was the problem. I think Social Security needs to

put in not as a retirement plan. It was put in be there. I want it to be there. I just want the

so that everybody would have something to government to stay the hell out of it."
lean on." --Younger Atlanta man, higher income

--Older Chicago man, higher income
RETIREMENT IS A REMOTE CONSIDERATION FOR MOST

Some participants, especially in the younger groups,

were attracted by the notion of making Social Security a Although retirement is an issue for which most accepted

voluntary program. But in every group several people foresaw personal responsibility, it is also very remote in people's

trouble with this scheme. They worry that some people would minds. Most said they had not thought seriously about the

act irresponsibly, opt out of the program, but then neglect to issue.

prepare and save for retirement. When their time came to

retire, they would rely on someone else, probably taxpayers, to "I've not thought about retiring. I'm not

foot their bill. Forcing everyone to participate would avoid this concerned about it. I'm not interested in it."

problem. When other participants heard this argument, their -- Older San Diego man, higher income
doubts about the proposal were reinforced.

"I really didn't know about planning for

"The people that choose not to volunteer for retirement. You hear about it but I guess I

that, the first time that they get down on had other things on my mind and I couldn't

their luck and need something, they're going afford it. Therefore, I just didn't pay that

to run to the government and say 'Gimme! much attention. _

Gimme! Gimme!' anyway. So those of us who -- Older Boston woman, lower income

have been volunteering are going to have to
For many respondents, particularly younger ones,pay for them anyway, in welfare or some

other form." retirement seems far off while more pressing financial

Younger Atlanta man, higher income concerns--jobs, education, health, bills, children--demand
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immediate attention. Day-to-day obligations push retirement "If you thought about it, you wouldn't want
saving off people's agendas, to retire. You would never want that time to

come because you'd know you can't make it.

"Between the day care and the mortgage and You don't want to face it, you don't want to
the car payments, we're trying but really look at it."

we're just taking care of today." --Older San Antonio woman, lower income

--Younger Chicago man, higher income

"I hope that I will be well off enough to enjoy

"As soon as you start saving a little bit it it and just relax and do nothing -- play golf

seems like something comes up--whether and travel in a Winnebago. But it frightens

the car goes in the shop, it could be anything, me to think seriously of the financial aspect.

And all of the sudden it's gone." I mean I :have got to fantasize about it."

-- Younger New Jersey man, higher income -- Younger Boston woman, lower income

MOST PEOPLE SAY THEY SHOULD BE DOING MORE A 1993 survey item highlights this lack of confidence.

A question asked, "How confident are you that you and your

Although many people reported having some retirement spouse are doing a good job of preparing financially for

savings, an individual retirement account (IRA), or a 401(k) retirement?" While only 23 percent responded "very confi-
plan, only a small minority dedicate substantial energy to dent," fully three-quarters (75 percent) said either "somewhat

learning and planning for their retirement. Most people we confident, not too confident, or not at all confident" (Mathew
spoke with did not hesitate to say they were not doing enough Greenwald & Associates). 6
planning and saving for their retirement. Survey data confirm

this finding. In a 1992 survey, 78 percent said the statement,"I MANY LEAVE RETIREMENT PLANNING TO FATE
need to start saving more for retirement," describes them. 5

The person who spends significant time thinking, planning, With so much underlying anxiety about financing retirement

and carrying out a retirement plan is simply atypical, and so little concrete action by many, it was perhaps not

surprising to find :people resorting to fantasy or fate--hitting
FEARS LIE JUST BENEATH THE SURFACE the lottery or dying--to resolve this burdensome issue, at least

in their minds.
The surface inattentiveness many display toward retirement

belies a reservoir of concern and anxiety. When we asked "I just hope and pray that I'll die before I'll

people to tell us what comes to their minds when they think get real old and then I won't have anything
about retirement, they talked about financial worries much to wont about."

more than about vacationing and enjoying their leisure time. --Older Cincinnati woman, lower income
This was especially true for lower income participants. We

also heard recurring concerns about the costs of health care "I'm on retirement plan C. Plan A is that

during retirement, you've made enough money in your life to put

it away for a good retirement. You can forget

"It's kind of a scary thing to me 'cause I don't that. Plan B is that you win the lotto. Plan C

know what I'm gonna' do. I don't have a plan, is that I'm gonna' drop dead behind the
and I don't want to go to work, and I don't barber chair."

want to retire." --Older Denver man (a barber), lower income
--Older Denver woman, lower income

Given immediate financial pressures, negative

associations with retirement, and the perception they are not

doing enough saving for their retirement, it is no wonder

many of the people we interviewed did not spend much time 5Time/CNNnational telephone surveyconductedAugust 19,20, 1992by

thinking about retirement. They seem to have a great deal of Yankelovich, Clancy, and Shulman.
incentive to avoid the issue. 6MathewGreenwald&Associates.
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THE ROLE OF KNOWLEDGE AND INFORMATION that only gets 4 percent interest. I can't even
pronounce half of these things. So basically

PEOPLEDO NOT KNOW WHERE TO BEGIN right now, I wouldn't know where to go to get

a good straight answer, someone telling me
People approach retirement planning with uncertainty. Most the truth and the facts."

readily admitted they do not know how to plan for their -- Younger San Antonio man, lower income
retirement and what they should be doing. The problem is

even more basic--many would not know where or to whom to Experts noted repeatedly that even workers who are

go if they wanted to start planning for their retirement, eligible for employer-sponsored plans don't receive enough
information. As a result, many do not participate in these

"I wouldn't even know where to begin." plans or choose inappropriate investment strategies for their
--Younger San Diego woman, higher income retirement funds. The experts said employers may be reluc-

tant to provide information or advice because of government

"I'm probably the worst example around regulations, because they fear litigation, or because they do

because I've spent most of my life just not have the expertise and knowledge to do so.
working and not looking up and seeing

what's around in the financial world. I didn't PEOPLE AVOID SALESMEN AND SEEK OUT PERSONAL

do much as far as educating myself with CONTACTS FOR ADVICE

respect to investing and financial planning."

--Older Chicago man, higher income The people who try to fill the public's information gap are

often the wrong kind of people as far as the public is con-

Many feel there is little help available to them in the cerned. Many do not trust financial advisors or representa-

hunt for information. They would have wanted someone to tives of companies in the financial services industry. It seems

take them by the hand and explain to them the options and to be a problem of perception--they heard stories about

alternatives, bilking, and they are wary of advisors who act like salesmen.

Many of those who had actual experiences with such advisors

"There was no conversation, no push from and representatives had good experiences to report, but others

the media, there was really no thought out were frustrated by "hard sell" tactics.
plans. If you wanted information, you got a

pamphlet from the Social Security office." "If you call these guys, they're so hard sell

--Older Boston man, lower income they turn you off. You don't want to invest,

you want to go down and punch them in the
"No one has ever talked to me about retire- nose."

ment or explained to me what it is that I -- Younger New Jersey man, higher income
need to do. Now, I'm in my late forties and

still to this day, I really don't know. I think if People are quite positive about getting advice from

someone had reached me 20 years ago and personal friends, family, and neighbors--sources they trust

explained what to do, I'd be better off, but and with whom they are familiar. Many focus group partici-

that never happened." pants also related positive experiences with company-man-

- Older Boston woman, lower income aged or sponsored-retirement plans due to their trust in these
information sources. Advice was given to them by someone

Even when people make the effort and seek out information, whom they respected, knew on a personal basis, and who did

what they receive sometimes overwhelms them. There is too not have a profit agenda. Some said they would research the
much of it and it is often presented in terms they do not issue on their own, going to the library and reading up on

understand. The end result is often frustration, options.

"One bank sent me an envelope that was this "I would go to friends, family, co-workers--

thick, with fliers of everything from sending people who have been in similar situations."
your money to Russia to putting it in a thing Younger Cincinnati woman, lower income
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"The first thing I would do is get out all of was that America's savings gap stems at least in part from a

ms information about the 401(k) plan and history and culture that encourage consumption and credit

read it thoroughly: I really trust the corpora- and discourage savings. Presently, they said, easy access to

tion that I work for to give me a good steer." credit and government policies that penalize savings by taxing

--Younger Chicago man, higher income interest from savings reinforce cultural tendencies to spend
now instead of save for the future. Some experts called for a

Discussion of information sources sometimes led consumption tax to discourage spending and ending the

participants to talk about the need for education about taxation of interest income.

retirement planning. Some even suggested the public schools

should take the lead in this regard. _TAY_S TAKE AWAY OUR ZNCENTIVE TO SAVE _

Bearing out people's skepticism of financial advisors,

a 1993 survey asked, "When making investment decisions, Few participants had positive things to say about whether the

from where do you get the most information'?" The most government was helping them save, and many said govern-

popular response (mentioned by 29 percent of respondents) ment was making it harder on them. They complained that

was financial newspapers or magazines. Eighteen percent taxes leave them with less money to save; that the govern-

mentioned friends or relatives, and only 10 percent mentioned merit punishes them for saving when it taxes their salaries

financial advisors or experts (Employee Benefit Research once and then taxes them again on the interest income from

Institute/Tke Gallup Organization Inc., 1993). 7 their savings, and that the government rewards them for

Experts agree there is a need tbr a neutral source consumption with tax breaks.
that can disseminate balanced educational information to the

"How (:an they be encouraging us when theypublic without a hidden financial motive. There is no one

currently filling this need: the government is not playing that take so much in taxes for everything?"

role, financial service companies do not play that: role, and -- Older San Diego woman, higher income

even the media are too busy providing short-term financial
news. "They're gonna' tax me twice. You've earned

Bw; it became clear that the problem of inadequate $400 of interest over the year, you've gotta'

retirement planning is driven by much more than a simple bring that to your accountant. I earned

lack of information and attentiveness on the part, of the public, money offthe money I already made, and

There are sourc,es of resistance to planning and preparing for now you're gonna' tax me again? What's the
use? I :might as well keep it underneath myone's retirement that cannot be overcome merely by exposure

to additional information about how to plan for retirement, bed or in a jar."
--Younger New Jersey man, higher income

BARRIERS TO RETIREMENT PLANNING
Some acknowledged the government is trying to do

Respondents' explanations of why they are not doing more to something to help and cited IRAs and other tax-deferred plans
prepare for their retirement reveal a complex tangle of social, as evidence. About one-half of the people who had IRAs told us

cultural, and psychological factors that are difficult to unravel, this was money tlhey would not have saved if not for the

External barriers to deferring gratification seem to converge program.

with internalized values that make saving and planning for Finally; some think the government has a credibility

retirement a difficult struggle. Americans face economic problem: it cannot balance its budget or save mone_; how

uncertainty, a consumers' economy, and government tax policy could it ask this of its citizens?

armed only with a "live for today" sensibility, a preoccupation

with immediate gratification, and the widespread absence of "[The government is] like a parent telling us

an internalized savings ethic. Prospects for long-term plan- saving would be good, saving's gonna' help

ning and saving under such circumstances are bleak, you. But they can't save anything. They owe

A recurring theme in our conversations with experts billions, trillions of dollars. If they think it's
so important to save, let's see them do it.

Don't tel] :me to do something that you can't

- EmployeeBenefitResearchInstitute.q_heGallupOrganization,Inc.,Public manage to do."
Attitudes r_nIlvestment Preferences,EBRIReportno.G-44(Washington,DC:
EmployeeBenefitResearchInstitute. 1993). --Younger Atlanta woman, higher income
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Survey data support the finding that taxes present an struggle because I think inflation will keep
obstacle to savings. A 1994 poll asked: "There are many us down."

different reasons people give for having difficulty saving as -- Older Boston man, lower income
much money as they'd like. Please tell me how each one (of

these) affects your own ability to save." Among those who had "Just live life as it is, enjoy it as you're going

not saved, 46 percent cited too many taxes as their obstacle to along. I don't want to work myself to death

saving. Even among those who had saved, fully one-third now, and not enjoy it in the future. I may not

(34 percent) also cited taxes as something limiting their be healthy enough to enjoy retirement."

savings (Princeton Survey Research Associates). -- Older Cincinnati man, lower income
Experts were highly critical of government's approach

to encouraging the public to save. Most said that, in effect, A 1994 survey asked "please tell me how each one (of

there is no coordinated strategy or sustained attention paid to these) affects your own ability to save." Among those who had

the issue. They cited IRAs as an example of government not saved, 38 percent pointed to the "unpredictability of life"

nonplanning, saying that tinkering with tax-free ceiling levels as their primary reason for not saving. Among those who had

and other regulatory changes were driven by tax revenue saved, only 14 percent cited unpredictability as a reason

considerations, not by thought of what individuals needed to (Princeton Survey Research Associates).
save for their retirement.

SOME TAKE A '_LIVE FOR TODAY" ATTITUDE
DEFERRING GRATIFICATION FACES MANY CHALLENGES

A sizable group of participants refuses to do more even though
Many of the people we spoke with objected to the notion of they readily admit they could be doing more. They reject, often

disciplined savings. Two related but differently motivated vehemently, suggestions that they sacrifice or postpone a

variations emerged on this theme. Some people argue that measure of life's pleasures. They do not want to give up the

unforeseen events could destroy one's best laid plans, making comforts, the small (or large) pleasures that bring them joy.
years of discipline meaningless. For them, the possibility of a Asking these people to forego immediate rewards is like

stock market crash makes diligent saving seem unappealing, asking them to adopt a drab existence--they envision a life

Taking another tack, others believe TVs, VCRs, and vacations dominated by work, self-denial, and responsibility and very
are not frivolous luxuries but rather deserved necessities, little fun and relaxation.

After all, they point out, what is the point of working if one

cannot enjoy it? "I'm not a test rat living in a cage. What's the

purpose in life if you can't enjoy it a little
'_HAT_S THE POINT OF SAVING FOR TOMORROW?" bit?"

--Younger Cincinnati man, lower income
People sometimes spoke with a fatalistic air about the limited

benefits of planning. According to this line of reasoning, they "It seems like all you do is work, work, work,

could do everything right, but many factors beyond their work. If I was to start taking away some of

control could spoil their plans. They invoked a philosophy of those things that I get some enjoyment from,
life that tells them foregoing today's pleasures is foolish you wonder, 'what's it all for?'"

because there may be no tomorrow--your life or your health --Younger San Diego woman, higher income
may end unpredictably. Many perceive America's economic

future in bleak terms, where negative trends--budget deficits, DISCIPLINE ISN'T ENOUGH WHEN RESOURCES ARE

decreased job security, or increasing health care costs--could SCARCE
ruin their efforts. Almost no one spoke of future economic

conditions optimistically. It was interesting to hear high levels Some people told us it was not a lack of discipline that kept

of anxiety about inflation even though the nation has seen them from saving, but rather a lack of resources. They said,

relatively low inflation rates in recent years, often adamantly, they were doing all they could given their

financial and family situations. You can give them all the

"Inflation is terrible. I'm very pessimistic information and advice you want--they simply don't have the
about the future. I'm concerned about extra money to prepare for their retirement.
medical insurance. I can see I will have to
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"I'd like to see where the hell he's (a well- ONLY A FEW HAVE A PI.,ANNING-ORIENTED

intentioned advisor) going to get more blood PERSONALITY

out of the turnip. I'm sacrificing as much as I

want to maintain the life style that I'm Across the age and income groups we interviewed, we ran

accustomed to, and it's no great life style." across individuals who took naturally to plotting the strategy

--Older Chicago man, higher income and details of their retirement, who investigated and re-
searched the options, leaving as few questions unanswered as

SOME SAY THEY ONLY NEED MORE INFORMATION possible. It seems clear this is a function of their personality.
They set specific objectives for their retirement, planned their

Others acknowledged they could do more but said they did not approach, and carried it out much as they did for other aspects

know enough about how to do so--give them a plan, a mecha- of their lives. This personality type was a distinct minority in

nism, and they would consider signing up. These individuals our focus groups.

seem most likely to be responsive to information or advice,

especially if it were easy to understand and simple to carry "It's a real fun thing for us to imagine our
out. retirement--we don't sit and bite our nails.

We know exactly what we're gonna' do, how

"Show me how. Put it in black and white. I'll much we're gonna' have, what a typical day's

listen." going to be."

--Older San Antonio woman, lower income --Younger Atlanta woman, higher income

"If they could show me a reasonable sacrifice

and what we would gain with it and actually BABY BOOMERS VERSUS OLDER GENERATIONS
show us a program that we could work with,
I'd consider it." Experts and the public alike distinguish between the life

styles and savings habits of the baby boomers and older
--Younger Cincinnati man, lower income

generations. Both younger and older participants in our focus

PEOPLE DO NOT THINK ABOUT SAVING UNTIL groups think there are differences between individuals who
experienced the Depression and World War II and those born

MIDDLE-AGE later, especially in terms of an ethic of savings and financial

Most, though not all, of the experts we interviewed cited the responsibility.

life-cycle effect as a prevalent phenomenon. They pointed to
the mid- to late-30s as the age when most people begin to BABY BOOMERS ABE IN TROUBLE

save. Until then, they suggested, many young people feel There is a consensus among participants that the younger
invincible or cannot see far enough down the road to under- generations, the baby boomers, will do worse in retirement
stand the wdue of saving. Participants spontaneously dis- than older generations. People talked about adverse economic
cussed the effects of life stages as well, saying that awareness trends affecting younger cohorts: corporations are quicker to

and planning for retirement increase as one moves from youth lay off workers than in earlier times, the federal budget deficit

to middle age. will burden taxpayers for many years, and the very size of the

baby boom generation will put more pressure on Social

"The younger you are, the less you worry Security than ever.
about it. You got morn and dad, you're going

out on the weekends, you got a girlfriend, "The whole working environment has

you got a fast car, and that's all that mat- changed. People don't stay in one company or

ters." one job for a length of time like they used to.

--Younger New Jersey man, higher income Even if they work for companies that offer

"My daughter is out of the nest in one or two benefits, they may not stay there long
years. I gotta' get serious, and fast." enough to get retirement benefits."

--Younger Denver woman, lower income --Younger San Diego woman, higher income
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At the same time, they said that baby boomers grew BABY BOOMERS ADMIT THEY HAVE A PROBLEM

up in affluent times, during an era when it was easier than
ever to obtain credit and there were many more consumer It is perhaps not surprising to hear older people criticize

goods to buy. "young people today" on any given moral or behavior issue and
especially regarding money matters. It was surprising,

"Our generation has made it so easy to shop however, to hear the younger generations readily confess and

and buy, you don't even have to go out of your criticize their own shortcomings when it comes to saving. They

house anymore." also think their problem is a lack of discipline about spending

Younger San Diego woman, higher income and saving--they simply don't have good financial habits.

"When my parents were first married, there "I never really learned how to save. I don't
wasn't the new cars, there wasn't cellular know if it would make any difference but I do

phones, VCRs, microwaves -- there just know that it was never taught to me and

wasn't as many things to spend your money when I was gonna' get a car, I didn't have to

on. So it seems like they were able to save save for the car. My dad went out and co-
more than we do now." signed the loan."

--Younger Chicago man, higher income --Younger Atlanta woman, higher income

Many of the experts we interviewed suggested baby "I know I should (prepare for retirement),

boomers were caught in an era of transition. Responsibility for but I'm not because I'm not thinking about it.

retirement planning has been shifting from employers to I've never been one to look long term, I look
individuals, they said, and baby boomers have not adjusted for next week. I can't think in years."

their behavior accordingly. A few experts disagreed and think --Younger New Jersey man, higher income

baby boomers are not in trouble because their incomes and

savings matched, if not exceeded, those of earlier generations. What they want most is a way out of their dilemma, a
solution to a problem they readily acknowledged.

OLDER AMERICANS CRITICIZED THE INSTANT
"I don't need somebody to show me how to do

GRATIFICATION GENERATION
more. I need somebody to show my wife and

The barriers to saving among baby boomers seem to go beyond me how to stop spending money."

economic trends. Older participants predicted younger people --Younger Chicago man, higher income

will have a more difficult retirement not only because of

negative economic trends but also because they could not CONCLUSION

postpone gratification and lacked a savings ethic. They

criticized younger people for borrowing too much, for spending Much of the current expert discussion about retirement

too much, and for not thinking enough about the future, focuses on making technical changes to regulations covering
programs such as IRAs and 401(k) plans. Our research with

"They want instant gratification. If they had the public to date indicates that, while some of this kind of

to spend five minutes in the drive-thru, then reform may be necessary, it will probably not be sufficient. The
that's too long. They're not going to have any barriers we encountered are unlikely to be scaled by regula-

money put away for their retirement, they tory tinkering. The psychological and cultural obstacles to

probably haven't even thought about it." increased preparation for retirement will require fundamental
--Older San Antonio woman, lower income shifts in attitudes that are deeply ingrained. A broad-based,

long-term effort may be more to the point if we are to chal-

"I think the reason our kids are like that is lenge the cultural norms that prevail.

because we gave them all that stuff instead

of making them earn it. I'm afraid I raised

some lazy kids."
--Older Denver man, lower income
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DISCUSS[ON AFTER FARKAS/JOHNSON MR. FARKAS: People really like the automatic deduction

PRESENTATION fi'om their salary---put it away because I don't want to be able
to touch it. I don't want to see it. I'll adjust my life accordingly.

I know I'll spend :itif I get it.

MR. RIVERA: I want to quickly describe two situations, and The easier you make it for people who don't have an

then I'd like to ask a few questions from the employer's internalized saving ethic, the better.

perspective.

We have an administrative assistant in the depart- MR. GREENWALD: I have advice on getting people to save
ment. She's 26 years old. We were able to sit: down with her more. Employers have two key advantages in encouraging

and in one New York minute show her that there's going to be saving. First, they often have high credibility with employees

a future problem. As a result, she's saving at 8 percent in a on issues concerning how much is needed for retirement

401(k i. She's doing a very good job. saving and investment strategies. Employers are seen as

We had somebody else that went through the same being interested in employees, as opposed to some financial

exercise. In this case and because of her particular situation, advisors who are often perceived to be mainly interested in

when this employee saw the future requirements, heart the commission. Second, employers know when pay increases

failure almost set in. (So we quickly recalibrated the Con- are given. The time of a pay raise is the best time to encourage

sumer Price Index assumption and saved her $600,000 in the an increase in saving. Because people are living on the "pre-

process. ! raise" income, they are especially amenable to saving at least

Xe cox is looking at a number of traditional and a part of their increase in take-home pay.

nontraditioaal ways of trying to get this message across to On a different point, my organization has done a

employees. Financial planning seminars are well and good, number of surveys on retirement issues and has found a

but at the end of the seminar people may not take appropriate somewhat different flavor than the focus group results

action. From a policy perspective and from an educational/ reported by The Public Agenda Foundation.

communication perspective, what would seem to be key for an Almost all Americans do not expect to be solely
employer, i.e., what should be an underlying consideration as responsible for their retirement income. Despite considerable

an employer develops an educational or communications concern about the future of Social Security, most Americans

program? expect to obtain a considerable amount of retirement income
from Social Security and from a pension plan.

MR. FARKAS: A life-endangering condition or a. birthday Also, few people are inattentive to financial prepara-
may represent moments in life where people reexamine tion for retirement. It is on their "radar screen." Saving for

fundamental issues. These are the times when you can catch retirement often begins when people are in their 20s. There is
them. an awareness of tlhe need for saving for retirement and for

most people it is the main reason for saving. The movement
MR. RIVERA: We couldn't do one-on-one sessions with toward 401(k)s will only accelerate public awareness and

55,000 employees, and therefore the company is exploring interest in retirement savings.

alternative measures of providing on-going education and Our polling has strongly indicated that almost all
encouragement. Americans do not expect to be poverty stricken during retire-

ment. Indeed, people's confidence in their financial security in

MS. JOHNSON: One of the things that really struck me is retirement might be an impediment to higher saving for

how much people's ability to deal with this problem depends retirement saving. The things that worry people about their

on a very basic personality type. There are the planners and financial situation in retirement is not the amount of money

savers. There were people who would save, if you could just they will have accumulated, but things beyond their control,

convince them they could do it and give them the crutch they especially inflation and their physical well-being.

need of taking the money out of their paycheck before they got We also found differences from The Public Agenda
it in their hand. Foundation findings on public support for the Social Security

There are other people either so pessimistic about the system. Our surveys have consistently shown that the public

future, or se happy-go-lucky about the future, that they can't is very supportive of Social Security. This is, in a way, an
even think about it. I think these are the tough ones because amazing finding because there is low confidence in the long-

it is not related to education, age, or any of tlhe usual demo- term financial future of Social Security. One of the factors that

graphics. It's just a personality feature. I believe explains high support for Social Security among
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workers who are contributing a good deal of money to the on the list of what people rely on. Only 11 percent or 12

system in FICA taxes is that Social Security is currently percent have a financial professional who is their primary
supporting their parents; that to them is, of course, a good source of information and advice.

thing. The really interesting thing is that people trust their

Finally, The Public Agenda Foundation found distrust employers. That is really important. The fact that has to be

in financial advisors. Our surveys find that distrust, too, about coupled with that is that right now practically none rely on
financial advisors in general. But, many people have insur- their employers.

ance agents, stock brokers, bankers, and other financial We found that the number of people who rely on
advisors that they rely on. So, many people do put trust in prayer as their primary source of information and advice was

financial advisors, even though they are distrusted as a group, greater than those who relied on employers. By the way, we
didn't offer prayer as an alternative.

MR. FARKAS: Regarding the first point on the income people There is a real gap between who they want to rely on
are counting on in retirement, I don't think we should look at and who they do rely on. What's the barrier?

what the public expects from Social Security the same way we There are now some companies taking steps to

look at what they expect from pensions: they are two different provide their employees with information, but they are
issues. People in the focus groups had low expectations of relatively few and far between. I think a lot of the reason for

what they would get from Social Security, and there's plenty of that is a fear of liability under ERISA that might arise from
survey data that show this is generally the case. As we providing this elaborate planning.

indicated in the presentation, the focus group participants An important public policy target is to break the

strongly supported the existence of the program and people liability fear down so that employers can be a more important
thought the principles that underlie the program were very source of information and advice.

important. They were dissatisfied because they don't think it's I also found your comments on IRAs and 401(k)s

working the way it should be. And Social Security may be a perceptive. The tax advantages are perhaps secondary to

victim of the public's skepticism toward government in these other cognitive forces. Something like IRAs and 401(k)s

general, can really be a focal point. A raise in salary can be a focal

From talking with people it seemed that retirement is point. I think it worked that way in 1982 when we expanded

not something on most people's day-to-day agenda; it's the IRA system and provided a channel by which, you know,
something far off. But it's also a source of concern and even the country could focus on this issue. There was a lot of

anxiety to people--there seems to be fear and avoidance discussion of it. These things go hand in hand.
bound up with retirement that consistently emerged in our The last thing I wanted to comment on was the issue

discussions. Most people in the focus groups were not confi- of"baby boomers in denial," of them not really focusing on the

dent or comfortable with what they were doing. Perhaps focus retirement savings issue. We can sit around as professionals
groups are more likely to pick these kinds of attitudes because and talk about the relative merits of different studies on the

people have time to talk freely about the issue in their own adequacy of saving and at the end of the day realize that there

words in that kind of setting. We can nail down how pervasive are good points and bad points to different studies; but the

a lot of this is in the upcoming survey, average person out there goes through processes of cognitive

dissonance and selective perception.

MR. BERNHEIM: I was particularly interested in the When the press reports a number of studies, even in

conclusions about the sources of information and advice that nonbiased fashion, my guess would be that the inclination of
people relied upon: that parents and relatives and friends the average person in a state of denial is to focus on the

were ranked highly. I can offer some corroborating evidence on information that says, "Don't worry, you're doing just fine."

that. I was recently involved in designing and implementing a That's one of the things that's been really concerning me about
survey sponsored by Merrill-Lynch. It looked at sources of the way the press has covered the information we talked about
information and advice. We found that parents and relatives earlier.
are the number one source of information and advice on

financial matters. We also found that those who rely on their MS. JOHNSON: It provides a wonderful excuse to stay in
parents tend to save less. I think the correlations between denial.

what you rely on and what you do are interesting.

Financial professionals ranked about fourth or fifth MR. BERNHEIM: Yes, exactly.
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MS. RAPPAPORT: One of the first issues at employee

meetings is if they don't have a 401(k) plan, they want one.

MODERATOR SALISBURY: You still run into the issue that

Paul Rivera was mentioning of 401(k) participation running at

50 percent. The point is that if employers put in 401(k) plans,

they're going to get some level of participation.

MR. BIRNBAUM: The Participant Reference Model, devel-

oped by J.P. Morgan Investment Management finds differ-
ences in attitudes based on whether or not participants in

defined contribution plans are also covered by traditional

pension plans. People who only have defined contribution

plans place a much higher value on education than people who

are covered by both. It may be that the awareness that you're

covered by a defined benefit plan makes the decisions you're

facing on the defined contribution side seem of less

importance.

There are many issues that the model addresses,

demographics, plan design, fund features, and so on.
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PART THREE

ACTION, INACTIONAND PLAN DESIGN:

CAN WE FIND A PREDICTIVE MODEL?
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CHAPTER 7: Understanding Participant Behavior:
A Research-Based Approach
Robert Birnbaum

INTRODUCTION great strengths of the model is that it can accurately predict

the behavior of participants in an existing plan even though
The voluntary nature of 401(k) plans requires plan sponsors to these particular individuals are not included in its underlying
take participant preferences and behavior into account if they base of interviews.

hope to design effective plans. Generally, sponsors seek to Table 7.1 and chart 7.1 provide an example of a
implement a combination of design features that--given a typical tradeoff sequence. Table 7.1 shows, for example, "a
plan's unique circumstances--delivers the highest level of balanced fund with U.S. stocks and bonds" as one individual's

participant satisfaction and most desirable investment first choice in a plan. Suppose that, in response to another
behavior at the lowest possible cost. Cost information is question, this same individual attached great value to the
readily obtainable, and design ideas abound. But how can the ability to take loans from the plan with no transaction fee. The
impact on participants be predicted before costly and hard-to- computer then constructs a tradeoff question, as shown in
reverse schemes are tried? chart 1. The idea is to force the individual to make a tradeoff

What if plan administrators could construct a menu between features he or she likes--in this case, between a plan
of alternative plan designs and then determine in advance of with no balanced fund and with free loans versus a plan with
implementation how plan participants would react to each a balanced fund and a $50 transaction fee for loans.
design in terms of both satisfaction and investment allocation? Repeating this procedure enough times with an
With such knowledge, a plan administrator could evaluate individual will produce a good model of how that person
both the costs and the benefits of potential plan designs, much makes decisions. Expand it across a population, and the result
as an analyst might use a spreadsheet to evaluate financing is a predictive model. The question is, of course, how accurate
alternatives, is the prediction? Table 7.2 contains a "back-test" that corn-

The Participant Preference Model (sin) was developed pares the actual allocation of contributions in J.P. Morgan's
to help plan sponsors obtain such knowledge and does so by own profit-sharing plan with the model's predictions. The
answering two key questions: results illustrate the strengths and limitations of the model.

There are several points to notice:
• Which plan features are most valued by employees and

therefore have the greatest impact on satisfaction and • The model's predictions are generally accurate--and
participation? sometimes startlingly so, as evidenced by the predicted

• How will changes in funds or the addition of new funds versus the actual results for the capital preservation, the
affect participant asset allocation? diversified, international equity, and JPM stock invest-

ment options.

TRADEOFF ANALYSIS • The two largest discrepancies between predicted and
actual results are for the money market fund and the

The model makes predictions based on interviews with a small capitalization fund. Both discrepancies can be
national sample of 401(k) plan participants and a group of explained by externalities. For example, the money
employees ofthe four large companies that, together with J.P. market fund is the "default option" in the Morgan plan;
Morgan Investment Management, developed the model. All when no decision is made, the money is invested in this

interviews were conducted by computer, using a methodology fund. Default options are clearly outside the scope of the
known as tradeoff, or conjoint, analysis. Tradeoff analysis asks model. However, one can surmise that some portion of the
participants to rank features of a plan according to their allocation to the money market fund would have gone to
importance and then choose among plans built from features the fixed income fund--whose allocation was below the

with high rankings. Out of this comes a realistic decision predicted level--had all participants made active
model that can be used to predict future behavior. One of the decisions.
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an actual allocation of 25 percent (12 percent plus

Table 7.1 13 percent). Therefore, the model was quite accurate in

Sample Question: predicting the overall equity allocation, even if it missed
the allocation between large and small capitalization

In an investment fund for a defined contribution plan, which of the stocks.
following would be your first choice?

Money Market Fund It is important to understand that the model predicts
allocations at the margin. Usually, this means the allocation of

IncomeFund (GIC) current contributions, when participants are asked to make

Intermediate-TermBondFund decisions. The implication is that, if there is no communica-

Long-TermBondFund tion or information concerning choices, or no request for a
decision, no decisions will be made. Over time, the allocation

LargeU.S. Companies Stock Fund of existing balances ("old money") will come into line with that

Small U.S. Companies Stock Fund of current allocations, but there are long lags. These lags are

InternationalStock Fund largely due to inertia. Under normal circumstances, partici-

pants are not "forced" to make decisions about "old money"
CompanyStock and so simply do not. In those relatively rare cases in which

BalancedFundwithU.S.StocksandBonds ] decisions are forced--for example, an option is closed or all

BalancedFundwithU.S.andInternationalStocksandBonds existing options are replaced by new ones, requiring redistri-

bution of existing balanees--"new money" and "old money"

Source: J.E Morgan Investment Management Participant allocations are very similar.Preference Model.

SCENARIO TESTING

• In the case of the small capitalization fund, the external

factor was the extremely positive media attention that The model is used by plan sponsors to test the effectiveness of

small capitalization stocks received during the fourth alternative plan designs and answer questions such as: Which

quarter of 1992. This attention obviously influenced funds should we add? Which managers? How important is the

allocations made in January 1993. But, if the allocations availability of daily transactions? Are there certain features

for the plan's two U.S. equity options (equity and small we must have in the plan? Which could we safely eliminate to

capitalization) are combined, the result is a predicted lower costs?

allocation of 23 percent (19 percent plus 4 percent) versus Table 7.3 shows an example of scenario testing drawn

Chart 7.1

Sample Conjoint Question
Which one of the;following defined contribution plans do you prefer?

No BALANCED fund offered BALANCED fund offered

AND AND
OR

Able to take LOANS against balance Able to take LOANS against balance
for NO FEE , for $50 FEE

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

STRONGLY NO STRONGLY
PREFER PREFERENCE PREFER
LEFT RIGHT

Source:J.P. MorganlnvestmentManagementPa_icipantPreferenceModel.
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Table 7.2 9 percent, from 53 to 48. In scenario 2, the GIC fund is back in

Back Test on J.P. Morgan Profit Sharing PlanI the plan, but company stock is eliminated. The drop in the

Index is much greater: 21 percent. The model reveals that,

Model's Predicted ActualAllocation because this particular stock had done well, employees valued

InvestmentOptions Allocation (January 1993) it quite highly. Thus, removing access to it would be a very

MoneyMarket 1% 9% unpopular design change. Removing access to GICs would be
somewhat more acceptable.CapitalPreservation 17 19

In scenario 3, company stock is back, but a money
Fixed Income 11 5 market fund and a balanced fund are substituted for the GIC.

Diversified 18 15 The preference index rises to 58--above the base case level.

Equity 19 12 Total satisfaction with the plan goes up due to the provision of

Small CapitalizationEquity 4 13 appropriate GIC alternatives. While this does not mean the
GIC fund should necessarily be closed to new contributions, it

[InternationalEquity ] 7 6 does indicate that the plan sponsor has more freedom to

IJPM Stock I 22 21 modify the GIC fund than had initially been thought.
In fact, one of the strongest revelations of the model

Source: J.P. Morgan Investment Management Participant is that participants have a high degree of trust in their

PreferenceModel. employers, particularly in the selection of investment options.1ThisbacktestwasperformedinJuly1993.Thetwoinvestment
optionsenclosedin boxeswereaddedto theplanthatyear. Outside the plan environment, the brand image and reputa-

tion of investment funds is of great impact. But inside the

plan environment, the imprimatur of the employer is the

from a "real life" application of the model. This particular plan critical factor. In other words, employees are more influenced
sponsor was growing uncomfortable with the size of the plan's by the fact that the employer selected a fund for inclusion in

guaranteed investment contract (GIC) exposure but was the plan than they are by the reputation of the investment

concerned about participant reaction to any changes. The organization associated with the fund.
plan's initial design--the "base case"--included four invest- Let us examine how employees will allocate their

ment funds. The analysis begins by entering into the model contributions under the same plan design scenarios. The

over 30 characteristics of the base case design. The model then characteristics of the specific choices currently available in the

calculates a "preference index"--in this case, 53. The purpose plan are modelled--asset class, performance, manager, style,

of this index is to provide a basis for comparing the impact of and fees. (The current bond and equity options are, frankly,
design alternatives, not particularly attractive. Company stock, because of its very

In scenario 1, the GIC fund is closed to new contribu- good performance, is quite popular.) Table 7.4 compares the

tions. The Preference Index drops a statistically significant actual current allocation with the model's predictions. Once

Table 7.3

Case Study: Modifying or Closing a Guaranteed Investment Contract (GIC) Fund

Investment Base Scenario Scenario Scenario
Option Case #1 #2 #3

MoneyMarketFund No -- -- Yes

IncomeFund(GIC) Yes No Yes No
BondFund Yes -- -- --

StockFund Yes -- -- --

CompanyStock Yes -- No Yes

BalancedFund No -- -- Yes

PreferenceIndex 53 48 42 58

Source:J.P.MorganInvestmentManagementParticipantPreferenceModel.
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Table 7.4
Case Study: Closing a Guaranteed Investment Contract (GIC) Fund

Investment Actual Model AddBalancedand Eliminate
Option Allocation Allocation MoneyMarket GIC

Company Stock ,4-3% 46% 40% 50%

Large Cap Equity 18 20 15 21

Bond Fund 6 5 4 7

Income Fund (GIC) 33 29 23 0

Balanced Fund - - 15 19

Money Market Fund - - 3 4

Total 1O0 100 1O0 1O0

Source: J.P. Morgan Investment Management Participant Preference Model.

again, the model is an accurate predictor. When a balanced hourly staffs. Thus far, preference differences between salaried

fund and a money market fund (the specific funds modelled and hourly employees appear to be largely unremarkable and

were of average attractiveness) are added, participants are mainly correlated with income levels. (There are significant

predicted to allocate 15 percent and 3 percent to them, differences in preference associated with income.)Additional

respectively. Allocations to company stock and GICs drop, demographic analysis--to uncover preference differences

which is probably a desirable outcome, between men and women, for example, and between age

If the GIC fund is then eliminated, the bulk of the groups--is continuing.

new allocation goes to company stock. This is quite Although the model has proven to be highly accurate

counterintuitive; rather than choosing the next least risky in predicting allocations, its underlying foundation of data
alternative, participants flee to a more speculative invest- clearly has a limited life. Interviews must be conducted every

ment. However, in the minds of many participants (particu- two to three years, at a minimum, to maintain accuracy. A

larly less sophisticated ones in the GIC option), the next least significant market event would, in all likelihood, necessitate a

risky alternative is company stock. It is associated with the shortening of the interview cycle.
employer, whom they trust, and it carries a familiar name.

Eliminating the GIC fund is therefore predicted to have a DISCUSSION AFTER BIRNBAUM PRESENTATION
perverse effect.

Oil the basis of the model's analysis, this company MODERATOR SALISBURY: Are you doing any followup
decided to keep its GIC fund open but modify it with market- data collection and analysis?

value investments and over a five-year period migrate it to a

short-term bond fund. MR. BIRNBAUM: Yes, this model was run with large compa-

The model, therefore, is able to help sponsors evalu- nies. It was all salaried and had no hourly or union workers.

ate the plan design that is specific to their company and Now unionized and hourly have been added to the model.
analyze plan design scenarios of interest without the need for We're not sure yet whether there will be differences in terms of

extensive research among company employees, investment preferences. Chances are not; but a big question is

whether union and hourly workers regard their employers

CONTINUING RESEARCH with the same de_ee of trust as salaried workers seem to.

The ol;her is the difference between large companies

The Participant Preference Model (sin) was developed in the and small companies. In a small company there could be many

first half of 1993, using data from salaried ,employees of large more points of influence, and you may have more direct access

companies. The data base has recently been expanded to to people making plan design decisions. The other big differ-

include hourly employees, both union and nonunion, so that a ence is the role of company stock, which in a large, publicly

more complete population can be modeled for companies with traded company is a huge factor in a plan, and in small
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companies we're not sure yet what kind of a factor it is. So phenomenon is absolutely consistent, regardless ofwhere you
those are some of the current data collection exercises going look, with an unsophisticated investor audience.
on now.

MR. JACKSON: Here is a quotation from Bernard Baruch,

MR. AMBACHTSHEER: It seems to me, people respond advising individuals on investments in common stocks. He
based on the level of knowledge. Are these "standing start" said, "If you are ready to give up everything else to study the
type respondees? whole history and background of the market and all the

principal companies whose stocks are on the board as care-
MR. BIRNBAUM: These are. fully as a medical student studies anatomy, if you can do all

that and, in addition, you have the coolnerves of a great
MR. AMBACHTSHEER: There is no education or informa- gambler, the sixth sense of a clairvoyant and the courage of a
tion provided? lion, you have a ghost of a chance."

MR. BIRNBAUM: There is some information provided, but MODERATOR SALISBURY: Larry Thompson, last week Mr.

the process tried to assure no education beyond what people Rostenkowski [Rep. Dan Rostenkowski, D-ILl and various
already knew. The only thing we had to be sure of was that others made proposals for adjustments in the Social Security
terminology was understood. So if we said "bond fund," people program that would have the effect over time of bringing down
would know what we meant. There was about a five minute the present value of benefits. Second, the Social Security
exercise before the questionnaire. This was videotaped and Administration (SSA)will soon begin sending annual state-
printed for consistency. The purpose was to make sure people merits to all Americans telling them what they are going to
had the terminology right, receive from Social Security. Is this a goodidea or a bad idea?

One of the things we did find from running the model Is it something that will enlighten or potentially mislead?
and using it in plans is a sense ofwhat people have to know Should it, in fact, be repealed, would be a question, as well. If
about a fund in order to make a rational decision about it. It's there is a prospect that Social Security will prospectively be
not all that complicated. People want to know something adjusted downward, how will SSA communicate that in the
about the asset class. They want to know something about statement process?
who's running the fund. They want to know how it's being run.
That doesn't mean a detailed description of process, but is it MR. THOMPSON: The PEBES [Personal Earnings Benefit
active, is it indexed, and what is the fund trying to do, They Estimate Statement] statements are being issued by an Act of
want a performance history for evidence that the fund has Congress, or, more to the point, by an Act of Pat Moynihan
achieved something in the past. Last, if they are paying the [Sen. Daniel P. Moynihan, D-NY].He makes no secret about
fees, people want to know those fees in context. If you can put why he thinks Social Security should issue these statements.
fees and performance in context, you will get results very He believes they will increase confidence among the American

similar to what the model projected. Youdon't have to go that people that, in fact, benefits will be there for them when they
far beyond it in order to get those results, but people really reach retirement. I agree with him.
need to have those five pieces of information. Then you do get Alarge percentage ofAmericans say they have no
more rational decisions, confidence that Social Security will be there when they retire.

(At the same time, only a tiny minority seem to have made
MR. RUSSELL: I think one of the explanations for why, when any alternative retirement plans, but that's another topic.)
GICs are pulled out, people run for what may not necessarily Sen. Moynihan fears that the lack of confidence can become a
be the safest option has to do with what we define as comfort self-fulfilling prophecy. If the American people don't think
zone. There is a certain level of comfort when your career is Social Security will be there, they will not urge their elected
with an organization that spends a lot of its internal commu- representatives to fight to make sure it is there. He happens
nications focusing on your own company--what it does; how it to believe--as do I--that it should be there. He believes that
does what it does; and how it communicates things to its the dynamic resulting from issuing the PEBES can increase
employees to try and motivate them to push the stock price up confidence in the system and therefore increase political
by getting them to work more productively. There is a certain support for the system. This, in turn, will increase the chances
level of comfort about an employing organizations' stock that that the benefits will be there at a level that's not too dissimi-
doesn't exist for some outside organization, some outside fund, lar from what they are today.
something that's less familiar, therefore less comfortable. That Will this affect the relative probabilities that the
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long-range deficit will be addressed through revenue increases preservation of the retirement age.

as opposed to benefit reductions? Probably. It may not change Social Security makes 75-year projections of currently

the political dynamic totally, but it may move the percentages scheduled taxes and benefits. It's the right thing to do, but

of the population favoring one approach over another up or there's some baggage that comes with it.

down by a few percentage points. The first piece of baggage is that the projections

Public preferences on this issue are not all that clear provide the information needed to calculate the rate of return

right now. Social planners are convinced that the public that benefits appear to afford payroll tax payments. Econo-

rejects payroll tax increases so that long-range balance must mists love to make these calculations and to propose alterna-
be restored through benefit reductions. On the other hand, tives to Social Security based on the results. Note, however,

when pollsters ask the public: "Would you pay more in payroll that they only make them for Social Security because Social

taxes to protect your Social Security program?," they usually Security is the only program that provides them with the
find a majority who say, "yes." So who's right--the social wherewithal to do so. Nobody is projecting the income tax for

planners or the pollsters? 75 years into the future. So nobody calculates the rate of

As an economist, my view is that the most important return on an alternative to Social Security that is financed by

factor deciding how we will actually adjust to the coming general funds or subsidized through tax expenditures. Thus,

demographic changes will be the underlying state of the we don't know bow the rate of returns of alternative instru-

economy. History suggests that leisure is a normal good. That ments compare.

means, simply, that as people get richer they want to con- The second piece of baggage is that analysts have

sume--to enjoy--more leisure. Early in this century, as real become obsessed with the idea that no one's benefits are

wages rose, the work week shrank. People consumed more secure unless these projections always show a balance

leisure by working fewer hours each day and fewer clays each between revenues and expenses. Not only that, but they

week. The work week stopped shrinking about the time it implicitly assume that whatever decisions are made today
reached 40 hours. Thereafter, increases in real wages led to about the best way to balance revenues and expenses over the

increases in annual vacations and in increasingly generous next 75 years will, in fact, never be revisited--that the 75-year

retirement benefits, projection will turn out to be an accurate portrayal of precisely

For all intents and purposes, real wages stopped what will happen over the next 75 years.

rising some 20 years ago, and the demand for increased The deficit now projected needs to be dealt with. It
leisure slackened at that time. In the more recent economic doesn't have to be dealt with this year, but legislation closing

environment, people are less interested in getting more leisure the deficit should be enacted sometime in the next few years.
than they are in preserving their standard of living from the And, we need to begin now a debate over what kinds of ways

effects of higher taxes. If real wages are rising, people can we might want to change the program to adjust. People

accept modest tax increases. If your real wage is rising from planning for rel;irement need to know what our current plan

one year to the next, you can afford a modest tax increase and for financing: Social Security is.

still have a higher real income. But if real wages are stagnant, History suggests, however, that we should expect that
tax increases cause reductions in after-tax income. Tax the program will never develop precisely in the manner

resistance rises when economic growth slows. Hence, in recent projected. Every couple of years the Congress is going to

years ta_ increases have become quite unpopular, and the idea adjust Social Security, sometimes in minor ways and some-

of increasing the retirement age as a way of avoiding further times in not so minor ways. And, ultimately, the changes will

Social Security tax increases has gained wider acceptance, reflect the actual development of the economy. If you tell me

[ suspect that the actual adjustments that will be what's going to happen to real wages in the 2010-2030 period,

made in Social Security over the next several decades will be I'll make a prediction about whether the retirement age is

influenced greatly by the future course of the economy. If real increased between now and then.

wage increases resume, I suspect the probability of restoring The Concord Coalition got center stage late last year
balance by increasing revenues will also rise. If real wages when the major feature of the proposal that they made to

remain stagnant, I suspect that benefit reductions will play a balance the budget deficit was to cut back on Social Security

significant role in restoring balance. Put differently, a growing through means-testing of benefits. The means-testing was

economy will lead to an increased desire for leisure time and introduced far in advance of any need to adjust Social Security
will lessen resistance to the tax increases needed to finance and seemed to have more to do with the deficit in the rest of

currently scheduled benefits; a stagnant economy will cause the budget than with the longer range Social Security financ-

people to prefer maintenance of their living standards to ing problem. Chairman Rostenkowski subsequently presented
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his own plan, which was designed to show that there was no MR. THOMPSON: Right.
need to means-test Social Security. Whatever anybody said,

the 75-year deficit could be handled relatively easily through MR. KOTLIKOFF: These things are not independent.
some modest changes. He did this to illustrate that the

problem was manageable. MR. THOMPSON: That's right.
Although I personally favor now enacting changes

that will close the projected long-range deficit, I'm not sure MR. KOTLIKOFF: Are they worried enough?
that such changes will by themselves increase public confi-

dence in Social Security. I suspect that the thing people focus MR. THOMPSON: They're worried, first of all, about health.
on most is not the projections that Social Security will run out They worry most about health. They urge immediate action to
of money in 2027 or 2029. Such future dates are remote deal with health financing.

abstractions. I sense that people have a gut feeling that Social The trustees have also urged the Congress to begin
Security costs are going to rise and create financing problems, working on a way to restore balance to the cash benefit trust

Their more pressing fear, however, is that the government is funds. Personally, I think that the right thing to do is to give
taking the money paid in for Social Security and using it for the American people the projections and to develop and enact
something else. This is the concern that is reflected in talk a plan of action for closing the financing gap. But the plan we
about government bonds being "worthless IOUs." Thus, the enact today doesn't necessarily need to include changes that
fear of cuts in Social Security comes not from a fear of a take effect in the next few years. The plan should put Ameri-
decline in public support for Social Security. Rather, the fear is cans on notice about the changes that may come, but we
that Social Security benefits will have to be cut because the should also recognize that this financing plan will be modified
rest of the government will be unable to get its fiscal house in as time goes on.

order and eventually will be unable to pay Social Security the The long-range financing problem in Social Security
money that is owed it. Put differently, the fear is that Social is serious, but it is not the end of the world. The gap that we
Security benefits may get cut not because of a lack of public have to close between scheduled benefits and scheduled

support for Social Security but because the general fund of the payroll taxes out in about 2040 is a gap that's about the size of
Treasury can't pay off the loans it has taken from the Social what we've done with the overall budget deficit over the last
Security account, two or three years.

The pension problem can be solved; the world is not
MR. KOTLIKOFF: Is there any sense of some kind of fiscal going to end. The world might end if health care cost increases
disaster occurring? I know you're just talking narrowly about are not brought under control soon. For if they are not brought
Social Security and leaving out health insurance. Is waiting to under control, they will grind on year after year, forcing
"balance the books"going to be a prescription for a disaster, as health spending as a percentage of GDP ever higher. In

opposed to doing something right now to get things in order? contrast, the Social Security financing gap next century is in
the neighborhood of 1.5 percent of GDP. Governments can

MR. THOMPSON: Youmentioned health. Everyone realizes adjust to those kinds of gaps.

health is what's driving the government's fiscal problem. Introducing new changes such as those advocated by
Right? the Concord Coalition may not have the macroeconomic effect

posited by their advocates, anyway. I submit the following
MR. KOTLIKOFF: Well,health is in large part driving it. It's question: If we weren't running a $60 billion surplus in Social
certainly connected with health and demographics. Every- Security right now, would aggregate savings be lower? In
thing is interacting. Are the trustees in the state of near panic other words, after ricocheting through all the political adjust-
that they should be? Are they sufficiently exercised? I get this ments, is the current Social Security surplus having any effect
sense listening to you that there's a feeling of, "We'lljust go on the aggregate savings rate? Are we really saving more, or
along, we'll see how things turn out, and maybe if real wage are we just playing a game here with the American people?
growth turns around, everything will be okay."I think we

need to understand that the reason our real wage growth is so MR. KOTLIKOFF: I think we're playing a game.
low has to do with our capital accumulation, which has to do

with our investment rate, which has to do with our saving MR. THOMPSON: That implies that trying to solve it today
rate, which has to do with our fiscal policy, isn't really going to achieve anything, is it?
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MR. KOTLIKOFF: On the contrary! It's absolutely critical being able to predict fairly reliably from DNA how long we're

because we need today's elderly to help us solve this problem going to live.

with reductions in their benefits, certainly in the growth of Some families live a long time and some don't. For the
their health care benefits, person told that life will end in their sixties, a 70-year-old

retirement age is not going to be an exciting idea. Why pay for

MR. THOMPSON: You keep slipping into health. That's a Medicare, Social Security, or whatever? Compare this with a
different issue, person told they will live into their nineties.

I'm wondering whether our generation is about

MR. KOTLIKOFF: You can't make these fine distinctions 20 years ahead of our parents in terms of burn-out or accom-

between one program and another, plishment in life. It used to be that you were 55 or 60 before
you could make vice president or president of the company.

MR. THOMPSON: Yes, you can, because pensions are totally Now people are making it at 30 or 35. I'm amazed at the

controllable. You set a schedule, and you pay out cash. You can number of my friends who are suddenly saying at 46 that they

adjust the schedule for future years. With health, you have to want to transition into retirement. They're not going to be

make major modifications in the entire health care delivery happy if you suddenly say they can't have Social Security until

system. That's much more difficult, they're 70. Could this be one of the driving factors for SEPs
and 401(k)s and approaches where people have more control?

MR. KOTLIKOFF: We need to tell the elderly that, like

everybody else, you're going to have to be under managed MR. RUSSELL: We've talked about the fundamental issue of
care; and we need to do that immediately. If we wait for even individual investors and savings plans and if individuals will

10 years, this whole elderly population and the near elderly, have enough to retire. We've talked about the fact that our

are going to retire with much higher levels of benefits, which major challenge now is whether I am going to outlive the

are going to be a huge burden on the next generation to pay resources that I have put aside.
for. I've heard various people quoted as saying that the

Furthermore, the baby boomers will come up and life expectancy according to the medical profession keeps

retire at these higher benefit levels than currently exist and at hiking up, but the life expectancy assumptions inside of Social

a higher health care benefit level. It's absolutely imperative Security have not. What is the life expectancy assumption in
that we get the older generation today to help contribute to the Social Security Administration projections?

resolving this problem. If we wait for 20 years, they will be

dead, and we will be left with much bigger bills. So that's my MR. THOMPSON: I don't have the numbers with me, but the

concern. And the issue is urgent. Moynihan and other people assumption is that mortality rates will decline quite substan-

say let's just wait and see what happens with real wage tially. A substantial increase in life expectancy is assumed,

growth and other factors. If we wait, we're going to have an and I think the age 65 life expectancy goes up three years

unmitigated disaster, or so.

MR. HUNT: We seem to be on the verge of a change in terms MR. SCHIEBER: Baby boomers are expected to live about a

of the retirement income needs and wants of people. I under- year and a half longer than people who are retiring now.

stand from the medical people that we're within a few years of
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CHAPTER 8"Determining the Retirement Income Gap
and Employers' Changing Role
Paul A. Rivera

INTRODUCTION technique that we provided to Xerox employees with their
annual benefit statements in April 1994.

The proposition that the traditional "three-legged stool" will The discussion does not attempt to treat any related

no longer provide adequate resources for retirement in the public policy issues or corresponding proposal, which would

21st century is very disconcerting. Unresolved, the problem clearly go beyond the scope of this article.
may pose potentially significant issues both to the individual

and to the global economy. WHITTLING OF THE THREE-LEGGED STOOL
Compared with the health care dilemma, the issue

can become a greater threat to the overall financial well-being A number of factors will shift a greater portion of the burden

of retirees in the future. For those looking to retire in the of retirement planning to personal savings. The first factor is

medium term, some studies would put the average personal the much needed overhaul of the Social Security system and

savings of the 75 million or so baby boomers at about $15,000. the corresponding uncertainty of its reform. Second is the

When combined with about another $30,000 in accrued growing trend among private pension plan sponsors to move
retirement entitlements, on average, this segment of the away from traditional paternalistic and entitlement-based

population appears to lack appropriate resources to supple- arrangements toward greater choice, flexibility, and partici-

ment their retirement. Younger segments of the population, pant engagement in retirement programs. The latter is

being further away from retirement, and more readily influ- reflected in plan sponsors' growing interest in and preference

enced by an "instant gratification" life style, are apt to be even for defined contribution and participatory programs over the

less prepared on retirement, more traditional defined benefit plans. This trend shifts the
Although it may undergo extensive debate and risk to plan participants.

deliberation, the health care dilemma may be resolved However, because of the long-term nature of retire-

(determining the most appropriate solution is the major ment planning and its future impact, and without the assis-

challenge.) tance of a personal financial planner, employees may not fully

However, for the 30-year-old person earning $30,000 understand the value of effective and early retirement

today, who will need a retirement income fund of approxi- planning. Even less apparent may be the risks associated with

mately $2 million at age 65, there may be no viable solution in inadequate or no planning at all.

the absence of appropriate and timely retirement planning. 1A Even if the 30 year old in the above example were to

$2 million retirement income fund would be needed at age 65 become aware of his or her $2 million requirement at retire-

to provide an annuity of final pay, indexed for inflation and for ment, it is not likely that he or she would take appropriate

life expectancy, and immediate action. A requirement concerning an event

The purpose of this article, therefore, is to suggest a 35 years down the road remains "35 years down the road." For
role for the employer in helping employees become more alert others, the magnitude of the future requirement could be

and aware of this potential future significant issue. Addition- intimidating if perceived in current dollar terms. The intimi-
ally, the discussion introduces and describes one of a number dation could lead to denial.

of measures developed and used by Xerox Corporation to help Most behaviorialists would suggest that when

employees determine their retirement income needs and any something does not seem achievable, the mind manages to

corresponding shortfall (the retirement income "gap"). The circumvent the dissonance or intimidation by "rationaliza-
example below is based on the individualized modeling tion," excuses, or falsely believing that the goal or requirement

is truly not of value or not required, or it seeks to find fault or

shortcomings to resolve or minimize the issue. This is an
1 Based in a probable set of tong-term assumptions of annual CPI=3 percent,

annual salary progression=5 percent (with promotions), long-term invest- aspect of the typical "sour grapes" psychological phenomenon
ment growth of 7 percent, and life expectancy to age 85. of rationalization to reduce psychological dissonance. It
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becomes a major obstacle in planning for the future, and the Recognizing that total personal financial planning
mind is steered into an incomplete notion of "reality" to justify goes beyond retirement income planning and encompasses

not taking action, personal tax planning, estate planning, insurance planning,
A research project conducted by The Public Agenda and investment planning, Xerox continues to introduce

Foundation produced the following findings and observations alternative solutions on an affordable and understandable

concerning attitudes toward retirement planning: employee-paid basis.
In related areas, Xerox has expanded the number of

• Denial, fate, and fantasy were characteristic, coupled with investment funds (to six) available to its 401(k) savings plan
reliance on future miraculous fortune ('hitting the participants. Extensive use of technology and voice processing

lotteD'"), is available.
• Barriers to retirement planning were nominal to deep In 1990, Xerox amended its combined money pur-

seated, chase and defined benefit offset formula arrangement with a

• Youth ignore the long-term and see retirement planning minimum cash balance pension plan--a "win win" arrange-
as a task for later life. ment that favors both participants and Xerox.

• A prevalent fatalistic outlook was observed, i.e., a "live for The advantage to participants is portability and more

today" mind set with no feel for an unpredictable future, favorable accrual at younger ages (than traditional defined
benefit plans). The plan sponsor benefits from the potential

All of these tendencies are reinforced by a culture funding efficiency inherent in defined benefit plans. It should

that encourages spending and not saving, be noted that the cash balance pension plan concept may also
The individualized modeling technique described facilitate the needed portability in economic regions such as

below, by intent, does not focus on long-term objectives in the European Union, where defined benefit plans are
absolute dollar terms. Therefore, the long-term objective is traditional.

instead reflected in terms of percentages. Xerox, in 1992, developed and implemented a unique

The whittling of the three-legged stool may seem to cash-value lifie insurance program with extensive choice,
be an unfair statement that suggests the total erosion of flexibility, and capital accumulation opportunities. The

traditional resources for retirement income. However, whether redesign of the Xerox retirement and capital accumulation

there is reform in Social Security, through "means testing" or programs were completed on a cost-neutral basis and in some

an assessment of generational accounting, or curtailment by cases with significant cost savings. The resultant array of

private phm sponsors, the "three-legged stool" is changing programs remains highly competitive and offers extensive
dramatically. It is becoming unbalanced and at best may end flexibility and choice to participants. Chart 8.1 illustrates the

up significantly "shorter" for future retirees, future value of benefits for a typical Xerox employee currently
The role of the employer in this context could be to aged 43, with retirement age of 61, 15 years of service, salary

educate and provide tools to encourage and facilitate a greater of $35,000, and other reasonable inflation and investment

engagement by participants in the retirement planning growth assumptions.

process.
EMPLOYEE BENEFIT STATEMENT

THE NEW ROLE OF EMPLOYERS
To better help employees understand the potential future

The key role that employers can play is that of a collaborator impact of company programs and to assist employees in their

with employees in their retirement income planning. In basic retirement income planning, in 1994 Xerox introduced an

terms, collaboration is a process of introducing a problem or added feature to the annual employee benefit statement. Each

making employees aware of a problem and then engaging employee received an individualized projection to show the

employees and facilitating the problem-solving process, combined effect of company programs (both contributory and
Effective collaboration includes providing tools for employees noncontributory), Social Security, and any shortfall (or

to identify and determine an appropriate set of solutions and opportunity) corTesponding to other additional resources.

the corresponding implementation procedures. The statement used reasonable and probable eco-
For obvious reasons, employers should avoid render- nomic assumptions that were not less conservative than those

ing financial/investment, legal, or personal tax advice. At used in the current pension plan valuation. It used the long-

Xerox, the policy is one of strictly helping employees obtain term Consumer Price Index (CPI) as projected by the Social
educational and generic information. Security Administration (SSA).
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Chart 8.1
Full Complement of Xerox Retirement/Capital Accumulation Programs

TypicalCase
CurrentAge43,RetiringatAge61

CashValueLife
Insurance= $25,000

Profit-Sharing& 401(k) PossibleFuture
Savings= $275,000 Complementof

I RetirementIncome
Supplements--Typical

ESOPa= $15,000 XeroxEmployee

CashBalance
Pension=$350,000

Souse:XeroxCorporation.
aEmployeestockownershipplan.

Although the final output was expressed as a percent- current purchasing power, an inflation adjusted (or
age of final pay, the algorithm may be expanded in subsequent effective) interest rate, was used.

years to solve for the additional percentage of pay needed to be

saved annually to achieve the 75 percent final pay objective. DETERMINING THE RETIREMENT INCOME GAP
The purpose was to determine what percentage of an

employee's final pay--indexed for inflation--could be funded Chart 8.2 is an example of the individual analysis provided to

by the pension plan, employee stock ownership plan (ESOP), Xerox employees. The Retirement Income Fund is defined as

and 401(k)/savings, and what balance would have to come the amount needed in a lump sum at retirement age sufficient
from personal savings, to meet a 75 percent replacement to provide an indexed annual retirement income of 75 percent

income ratio objective. The output represents percentages of of an employee's last year's pay. The 75 percent replacement

the lump sum (Retirement Income Fund) that are needed to ratio is commonly recommended by financial planners as an
fund an indexed annuity, appropriate retirement income objective.

The analysis illustrates on an estimated basis the

The following assumptions were used: percentage of a lump sum needed to fund an indexed annuity
of the estimated final pay that could be provided by each of

• The current pension valuation long-term interest rate as the various capital accumulation and retirement programs,

the assumed long-term investment rate, for savings including how much would need to come from other personal

investment growth, savings. In other words, the illustration is based on the lump

• The SSA long-term CPI assumption, sum amount needed at age 65 to fund an indexed annuity of

• Age 65 as the assumed retirement age to determine the 75 percent of an employee's estimated final pay.
number of years to retirement. As indicated, the personalized projection included a

• The mortality assumption used in the pension valuation, sensitivity analysis to show the impact on any potential gap

for consistency, to determine the length/term of the that increased participation in the 401(k) plan could have.
retirement income stream.

• Assume the objective is a retirement income replacement HOW EMPLOYEES COMPARED

ratio of 75 percent of final pay and that current pay will
increase at CPI up to age of retirement. A further analysis by salary levels as indicated in table 8.1

• So that the retirement income objective will be solved for and table 8.2 summarizes the corresponding component

in "today's dollars," i.e., adjusted for inflation to preserve contributions to the 75 percent of final pay objective.
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Chart 8.2

Example of Employee Illustration: An Excerpt of the Personalized Projection Provided to Each Xerox Employee

Saving for Retirement

While individualsituationswill varysignificantly,experts say that,on average, a retireewill need approximately75 percentof hisor her
preretirementgrossincome in orderto maintaina similarstandardduringretirement.The chad:belowis designedto giveyou a general idea of
the roleyourcurrentXerox retirementprogramsmay play inmeetingthis goal.The assumptionsare listedbelow.

Forthe chart,we firstestimatedyourpay at age 65 (by assuming Age 65 Pay--
that yourpay increasesatthe long-termrateof inflation).We
thencalculatedthe lumpsumyouwould need at age 65 to
provideongoingincomeequal to 75 percentof that amount 75%--
(includingincreasesfor inflationto preservethe same purchasing
power). Finally,we calculatedhowmuchof that lumpsumwould 13% AdditionalRequired

be provided by each of the sources listed. _ 8% Profit Sharing & Savings

Your chart estimates that the Xerox plans, plus Social Security,
would fund 62 percent of your age 65 pay (indexed for inflation).

IIYou would need to have an additional 13percent of this amount 32% RIGPa & ESOP
funded from other sources to achieve the 75 percent target.

This calculation is based on the following assumptions. It is an
estimate only, designed to help with your planning, and does not 22% Social Security
guarantee the projected result:

• Youcontinue to work at Xerox until age 65.
• Yourpay increases at the long-term inflation rate (3 percent) assumed by the Social Security Administration.
• Youcontinue your current rate of saving in the Profit-sharing and Savings Plan.
• The annual earnings on your profit-sharing savings accounts are 7.5 percent.
* Yourcurrent profit-sharing and savings and employee stock ownership plan (ESOP) balances remain in these plans.
• Deferred optional profit-sharing is not included.
• Yourpension estimate.

This projection of your future benefits is based on the assumptions above and current records. These estimates are for illustrative
purposes only.They are not a guarantee of pay, earnings, or continued employment and do not suggest a mandatory retirement at any
given age.

Increasing Your Savings

One strategy for providing additional retirement income would be to increase your savings in the profit-sharing and savings plan. You are
currently saving 2 percent of your pay.The charts below show the effect of increasing your savings to 4 percent and 18 percent, and the
corresponding increase in funding that would come from your profit-sharing and savings plan.

Saving 4% Saving 18%
Age 65 Pay-- Age 65 Pay-- 100%

75%-- 8% Additional Requiredb
75%-- 46% Profit Sharing & Savings

13% Profit Sharing & Savings

32% RIGP & ESOP 32% RIGP & ESOP

22% Social Security 22% Social Security

As _ndicatedabove the individualized projection included a sensitivity analysis to show the impact on any potential gap that increased
participation in the 401(k) plan could have.

Source: Xerox Corporation.
aRetirement Income Guarantee Plan (Xerox's defined benefit plan).
bNotethat the amount required from other sources is reduced because of the increased savings in the profit-sharing and savings plan.
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For those not currently participating in Xerox's 401(k) The underlying principles with these future efforts

savings plan, the gap or shortfall is prevalent and significant will continue to be:

at all salary levels above $20,000. • educational

• generic

CONCLUSION • affordable

• accessible

Xerox continues to explore on-going educational programs and • provocative
services. A very affordable ($39.95) multimedia (audio, video,

work books) program offered to employees on a voluntary and In addition, there will be continuous reminders of the need for

direct credit card purchase basis, was also introduced in 1994. and value of timely and effective retirement income planning.

Other measures that will be examined include financial The belief is that employers can play a very impor-

planning/retirement counseling seminars, individual computer tant role in the retirement planning of their employees,

interactive software, and voice processing, particularly as the trend away from entitlement continues.

Providing market information, education, access, and tools

may help mitigate the potential problem for future retirees.

Table 8.1

Retirement Income Gap Analysis, Salaried Participants [in 401(k)]

Group SalaryRange Pension/ESOP Profit Sharing Social Security Sum "Gap" Add'l Required

Salaried All 32% 40% 29% 101% (26%)

Salaried $0-$20,000 30% 33% 42% 105% (30%)
$20,001-$30,000 31 39 38 108 (33)
$ 30,001-$40,000 32 40 35 107 (32)
$40,001-$50,000 32 43 30 105 (30)
$50,001-$60,000 32 44 27 103 (28)
$60,001-$70,000 32 40 24 95 (21)
$70,001-$80,000 32 38 21 91 (16)
$80,001-$90,000 32 35 18 85 (10)
$ 90,001-$100,000 32 34 16 82 (7)
$100,001 and Over 30 30 13 73 (2)

Source: Xerox Corporation.

Table 8_2

Retirement Income Gap Analysis, Salaried Nonparticipants [in 401(k)]

Group Salary Range Pension/ESOP Profit Sharing Social Security Sum "Gap" Add'l Required

Salaried All 31% 2% 33% 66% 9%

Salaried $0-$20,000 31% 1% 43% 75% 0%
$20,001-$30,000 31 1 39 71 4
$30,001-$40,000 32 2 35 69 6
$40,001-$50,000 32 3 30 65 10
$50,001-$60,000 32 3 27 62 13
$ 60,001-$70,000 32 4 24 60 15
$70,001-$80,000 31 4 21 56 19
$80,001-$90,000 31 4 18 53 22
$90,001-$100,000 31 5 16 52 23
$100,001 and Over 29 5 13 47 28

Source: Xerox Corporation.
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DISCUSSION AFTER RnrERA PRESENTATION

MR. SCHIEBER: In your aggregation of benefits, are you

including their full Social Security benefit?

MR. RIVERA: Yes. Everything is taken to age 65 and is

inflation adjusted. We purposefully projected inflation-

adjusted income. The assumption was that 70 percent would

be an adequate replacement ratio. The underlying inflation

rate used was the long-term Social Security Administration

projection. A 30-year old earning $30,000 today, at age 65 in

today's dollars would earn $118,000 per year. The gap illus-
trates how much needs to be saved to continue that annuity

from age 65 to life expectancy on an inflation adjusted or a

fully indexed basis.
This measure is one of many things that Xerox will

do. Next year we'll probably get inside the gap and try and

provide the employees tools to better understand how to

mitigate the problem.
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CHAPTER 9: TRANSFORMING OVERLY CONSERVATIVE "SAVERS"

INTO EQUITY ORIENTED INVESTORS

Curtis Mikke]sen

INTRODUCTION PROFIT-SHARING PLAN

J.P. Morgan is a global financial intermediary that has built J.P. Morgan's deferred profit-sharing plan was established in

its business over a period of 150 years. We have offices in 20 1959. It currently has 9,800 participants. Over the past seven

countries around the world. Our total employment approxi- years, our annual profit-sharing award has ranged from

mates 15,000, of which about 10,000 are U.S. employees. The 13 percent to 20 percent of base salary. This is split fifty/

average total compensation and benefits expense per em- fifty--one-half cash and one-half mandatorily deferred. The

ployee is in excess of $100,000. plan contains an unmatched 401(k) feature. Morgan assumes

Recently, the concept of a career at J.P. Morgan has all plan administrative expenses as well as investment fees.

been changing. While for many employees Morgan is still a Chart 9.1 shows that we now offer eight investment funds,

career employer, the concept of a full career is fast changing, which range from money market to company stock.

Employees, as a very practical matter, can no longer aspire to Effective January 1995, we will be adding a ninth

a 35- to 40-year career with retirement at age 60 to 65. investment fund--an emerging markets equity fund. In 1993,

Instead, employees who continue to meet our rigorous the rate of return for that fund was a stunning 92 percent. So

performance standards will probably aspire to careers of far in 1994, it has given back 8 percent. These are perfor-
20 years to 30 years, with retirement in their early to mid- mance numbers that underscore the volatility of the fund and

50s. Accordingly, sufficient capital accumulation is a mutually the need for us as plan sponsor to very carefully communicate

shared objective within this short time frame, its objectives and risk/reward characteristics.

Perhaps not surprisingly, we have long sponsored The essence of our achievements over the last three

highly competitive defined benefit and defined contribution years with regard to investment education is perhaps best
plans. However, in recent years our benefits development summarized in table 9.1, which shows investment fund

philosophy has evolved from one that views the company as a holdings from September 1990-January 1994. There has been

sole generous provider to one that emphasizes our role as a a steady increase in percentage of total holdings invested in

contributor and facilitator, equities. This increase is further amplified in light of addi-

Chart 9.1
Investment Fund Option--Investor Steps

Small JPMStock
SAFETY Company

Equity

L International
Equity

• Equity

Diversified
Fixed

Income
Capital

Preservation
Money
Market

RISK
Source:J.P.MorganDeferredProfitSharingPlan.
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tional fund offerings starting in 1993. transfers and loan applications. This voice system currently

The column marked "capital preservation" represents receives about 2,000 calls a month.

our guaranteed investment contract (GIC) fund. It has been in Third, we use print as creatively as possible: First, a

place in our profit-sharing plan since 1979, and, as of September guide to investing booklet; second, a monthly financial

1990, it held 60 percent of total plan assets. Since that time, it planning newsletter. Third, an ever-evolving personal annual

has been shrinking quite swiftly down to about 36 percent. Most compensation and benefits statement, which now includes

of this asset shift has been to the equity funds--both large and hypothetical, real rate-of-return projections over various time

small capitalization U.S. equity, international equity, and frames for a range of deferral percentages and asset allocation

company stock. In addition, in this past year, less than strategies.

20 percent oEour annual profit-sharing award was invested in Fourth, we utilize video, having created in the last
the GIC fund, down from 57 percent in 1988. two years both a profit-sharing/401(k) video and a broad-based

benefits video for new employees. Finally, we offer individual

INVESTMENT EDUCATION plan participant counseling by plan administrators.

We honestly believe that it has been possible to provide plan CHALLENGES
participants the information that they need to make appropri-

ate investment decisions without stepping across the line and A major challenge for plan sponsors in general is to educate

offering investment advice. What then is the scope of our participants about risk. Of critical importance is to educate
educational effort? our employees not to view risk as a risk of losing principal in

We have adopted a multimedia approach, consisting of, the short-term, but rather the real risk, in our view, is that
first, group financial counseling seminars for employees at all they will not being able to meet their longer-term financial

levels in the organization. We utilize both internal and external goals. Participants should be asking, how much will I need,

resources, and how do I develop my investment plan to meet that need.

Second, we leverage the technology in that we have an At Morgan we are addressing these challenges. As the data

interactive voice response system that permits both account illustrate, we are, in fact, transforming excessively conserva-

inquiries and most plan transactions, notably investment fund tive savers into equity-oriented investors.

Table 9.1
Education Results:

Investment Fund Holdings

Capital
Small International Fixed Preservation Money

Date JPM Company Equity Equity Diversified Income (GIC) Market Total

($millions)

9/90 $43.1 N/A N/A $28.4 $35.1 $14.7 $195.2 $6.6 $325.1
13% 9% 11% 4% 60% 3%

9/91 $73.8 N/A N/A $43.8 $48.2 $19.3 $208.9 $11.7 $405.7
18% 11% 12% 5% 51% 3%

9/92 $92.9 N/A N/A $58.1 $63.4 $23.1 $211.9 $12.3 $461.7
20% 13% 14% 5% 45% 3%

9/93 $124.5 $14.9 $15.,4 $73.2 $78.0 $24.2 $219.9 $13.0 $563.1
22% 3% 3% 13% 14% 4% 39% 2%

1/94 $125.0 $24.9 $27.8 $82.9 $90.2 $25.6 $222.5 $14.3 $613.2
21% 4% 4% 14% 15% 4% 36% 2%

Source:J.P.MorganDeferredProfit-SharingPlan.
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CHAPTER 10: An Employer Perspective on Action,
Inaction, and Plan Design

Donald H. Sauvigne

INTRODUCTION 1946 and 1964 who comprise one-third of the nation's popula-

tion) beginning in the second decade of the 21st century.

A sluggish economy, corporate transformations, changes in Analysts now project the operating surpluses of Social Secu-

employment relationships, and federal regulations have all rity will peak at approximately $5 trillion in the year 2025. 3

contributed to recent changes in pension plan designs and And then they expect a dramatic change. The decline in the

what employers are coming to expect from their employees, national birth rate and the aging of the baby boom generation
While the number of defined benefit plans has been on a will result in a gradual decrease in the work force. This will

steady decline since 1986, it is estimated that through 1993 have a significant impact on the financial well-being of seniors

the American work force will have contributed more than who are primarily dependent on social programs for their

$1 trillion in defined contribution plans. 1 On the other hand, retirement income and a corresponding impact on the work

it appears that savings in America have been on a steady patterns of the current younger working population. A greater

pattern of decline over the last 20 years. This decline in burden will be placed on the working generation through
savings combined with a somewhat stagnant economy, flat to increased taxes to correct the shortfall. But what of their own

declining real wages, the escalation in health care costs, an financial future? It is estimated that fewer than one-half of

increase in life expectancy, and the "bubble of baby boomers" American households are saving for retirement. 4 And for those

nearing retirement will contribute to a potential social and who are, it is not likely to be nearly enough to generate a

economic crisis in the United States. If personal savings do sufficient and stable future income flow. The continual process

not generate additional income for retirement years, i.e., if of change, a business focus on simplicity, quality, leaner

American workers do not respond to their responsibility to organizations, and a response to global competitive pressures

understand basic investment principles, maximize investment have led to reduced job prospects, reduced wage growth, and

returns, and assume a proactive role in financial planning, the trimmed benefits, including pension plans and health cover-

results could be staggering. We will experience a reversal in age. 5 Many labor analysts believe the increase in competition

the retirement patterns as they exist today, and we will not set offby the population boom in the mid-20th century has

enjoy the comfort of retirement's promise. In an effort to kept baby boomer salaries 10 percent to 15 percent lower than

anticipate the impact on future retirees in this country, we the expectation of an average generation. In addition, indi-

need to step back and review the demographic shifts that have viduals are under increasing financial pressure to meet health

taken place over the last few decades, care, housing, education, and taxes--all further challenging
Three separate demographic phenomena are converg- the savings dilemma.

ing on us that could potentially handicap the lifestyles of

retirees in the next century. They are the senior boom, the EMPLOYER-SPONSORED RETIREMENT PLANS
aging of the baby boom generation, and the decline in the

birth rate. 2An increase in life expectancy, combined with As American workers seek out alternatives to respond to these

better health among the older population, has resulted in a financial challenges, they need to measure more precisely how

dramatic increase in the senior citizen population. This much their employer-sponsored retirement plans will provide

upward swing of retirees will further explode with the arrival and what resources they need to fill the gap. And in doing this,
of the baby boomers (the 76 million Americans born between employees must recognize the importance of the long-term

1Rose Darby, "Trends in 401(k): A Return to Reality in the 90's," Fortune, 4Merrill Lynch, How Employers Influence Retirement Savings in America, the

May 31, 1993. Fifth Annual Merrill Lynch Retirement Planning Survey, Including Industry
2Ken Dychtwald and Joe Flower, Age Wave- The Challenges and Opportuni- Benchmarks (New York, NY: Merrill Lynch, Pierce, Fenner & Smith, Inc.,

ties of an Aging America (New York, NY: St. Martin's Press, 1989). 1993).

3 "Will the Baby Boomers Bust Private Pensions?," Wyatt Insider (Washington 5Congressional Budget Office, Baby Boomers in Retirement: An Early
DC: The Wyatt Company, 1994). Perspective (Washington, DC: Congressional Budget Office, 1993).
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view of financial planning. Employers must respond to these reliant and less dependent on government social programs.

needs by encouraging workers to save for retirement and IBM has embraced this concept; one wonders if Congress lost

provide an environment of continuous education to assist sight of it. If present patterns continue, more of the U.S. work

them in achieving their objectives--both through employer- force will become dependent on defned contribution plans and

sponsored programs and on their own. It does not come easily accrue less from traditional defined benefit pension plans as
or without commitment and yes, cost. Because few individuals the main source of their retirement funds. "Among the

seem truly prepared to take on the responsibility for their own explanations for tlhe growth in defined contribution plans is
financial future (remaining dependent on the government and the shift in employment from large unionized firms in manu-

their employers), employers need to transform a complex and facturing, which traditionally have provided defined benefit

frightening task into an informative, enticing, and most plans, to smaller nonunion firms in the service sector, where

importantly, successful adventure for their work force, defined contribution plans are more common. In addition, the

Employers can provide both the opportunity and motivation federal legislation has added to both the cost and complexity
for individuals to save for their retirement. Many already do of defined benefit plans. "6 This being the case, good plan

this by providing a broad package of benefits and programs design, excellent communications, and continuing education

that serve as a foundation for personal planning. This founda- are the primary items of focus for retirement security. "Better

tion enables employees to design a personal blueprint or informed workers, if they are provided with the right informa-

roadmap to follow to realize retirement financial security, tion and given the right tools, will come to understand the
long-term issues and will make good decisions as investors. ''7

THEIBM REPONSE This writer suggests caution and questions the long-term
impact to a country overly dependent upon defined contribu-

IBM has responded to this challenge by encouraging greater tion plans.

self-reliance among employees in achieving their goals As a member of the benefits planning team in IBM's

(chart 10.1). Policy analysts recognize the imporLance for corporate headquarters human resources function, this writer

employers to assist employees to save and to be more self- has had direct experience in addressing the issue of future
retirement security. IBM is clearly a company in transforma-

tion-dramatically responding to revisions in our employment

Chart 10.1 relationship and shifting from a culture of entitlement to one
Building Blocks of Financial Security of partnership and "responsibility sharing." A paternalistic

approach, which served us well in the past, would doom us
and our employees in the future. It just does not fit any more.

So, as an employer, we needed to and will continue to change

mind sets about retirement security to create career duration

savings patterns, in effect inducing material changes in life-

cycle behavior.
The IBM transformation is a topic in itself. The

points that follow focus on actions taken by IBM in plan

design and on our education process to change savings and
investment behavior. We are not done--perhaps we should

never expect to be. In 1991, we set in motion a "retirement

and capital accumulation strategy" and a redesigned approach

to employee education that is, in fact, going through signifi-

cant review and redesign studies at this time. Most signifi-

cantly, we realigned the plans and education tools to more

personalize company benefits and underscore the importance

6 Employee Benefit Research Institute, Pensions in a Changing Economy

Source: Author. (Washington, DC: Employee Benefit Research Institute, 1993,.
7 "Retirement Planning: The Big Shift in Accountabilit)_" Financial World

(December 7, 1993): 77-86.
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of employee participation. The focus was on 40 l(k) participa- tools respond to continual "what if' personal modeling needs.

tion, personal modeling, and understanding investment Investment education, in conjunction with frequent

techniques. Communications could not consist only of periodic communications, needs to dominate the main stream of

statements, an updated prospectus, or an occasional SPD. retirement planning. Many 401(k) participants are simply not

Employees needed access to information to encourage and getting the most from their investments, nor are they select-

educate them and to reinforce the primary objective of ing investments that map to their time horizons or risk/

achieving financial security, reward tolerances. We all know that too many participants

We established a quarterly newsletter specifically seek safety for their retirement contributions and earnings by
addressing IBM's plan while providing rather specific and largely overweighing them (at times, exclusively) in low-yield

sophisticated investment information. The newsletter dis- money market funds, guaranteed investment contracts (GICs),

cussed the benefits of compounding, saving on a tax-deferred or bond funds. GIC investments, remaining most popular

basis, determining risk and return threshold, and the impor- among plan participants, will not alone achieve the asset

tance of diversification and incorporating a life-cycle invest- accumulation necessary to finance a successful retirement.

ment approach (chart 10.2 and chart 10.3). Communicating Chart 10.3 and chart 10.4 illustrate two themes we communi-

through traditional announcements is no longer an effective cate through our education campaigns.

method for educating and informing, nor is it satisfactory in In addition, plan design needs to strike a balance

stimulating personal interest and motivating employees to between company objectives and a recognition that, for many

action. We found that announcing plan modifications and of today's workers, a career will include multiple employers.
making periodic changes throughout the year would have Therefore, the need for portability, or "value accumulation,"

greater impact. It was a subtle message to participants to incorporating tax-advantaged rollover provisions is becoming
review their present savings strategies. Many employees increasingly important, and retirement programs should be

develop a laissez-faire attitude and assume their affairs are in flexible enough to accommodate differences among employee

order, dedicating little time to an evaluation of their plans, groups and individuals as well as changing needs at different

Reminding them that former financial actions may no longer points in time. Lapses in "value accumulation" or capital
be appropriate, or that past choices could potentially erode preservation would clearly be detrimental to a mobile worker's

asset value, should be a part of a seamless communications retirement security. Also, the creation of diversified portfolio

process. Both "single sheet" and elaborate software forecasting investment options that provides automatically rebalanced

Chart 10.2
The Power of Compound Growth and Tax Deferral and the Company Match
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Chart 10.3
Retirement Savings Asset Allocation
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allocations, offers a degree of assistance to participants who tools. In the implementation of plan design changes, an

choose not to take an active approach in fund management employer must account for the impact on participants' percep-

(chart 10.4). Such an approach provides limited investment tions and what result in investment behavior is expected. If

experienced participants with more investment power. The you don't know, keep working on the design!

most common and basic plan provisions play a vital role in In a related discipline, employers are moving to new

any participant's ability to maximize returns. The frequency grounds to provide their employees with retirement planning

of valuation cycles, the types of investment options offered, or services. These se_ices were formerly offered only to execu-

the number of fund transfers permitted provide the opportu- tive-level employees, to assist them in defining financial

nity to improve asset performance while "quietly" influencing strategies that would result in a substantial retirement nest

education and behavior. Plans that limit participant-directed egg. Many employees have now expressed a desire and a need

activity are counterproductive to the plan's basic intent. Also, for this assistance. It has been demonstrated repeatedly that
overly generous latitude in initiating 401(k) loans without those who receive retirement planning services are better

some built-in restrictions (i.e., a maximum number of loans a prepared for retirement than those who do not. In response,

participant can initiate from the plan), can lead plan partici- IBM recently introduced its newest capital accumulation

pants into viewing and using their 401(k) accounts as a program, Personal Financial Planning (PFP). PFP further

savings account rather than a tong-term retirement savings establishes the financial planning partnership between IBM
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and its employees. The program offers professional financial in altering investment behavior as IBM employees shift from

planning guidance to employees through two nationally GICs to portfolio holdings more heavily invested in equities
recognized firms. Educational seminars, individual consulta- (chart 10.5).

tions, and related services are all available to assist IBM Perhaps the jury is still out on hew influential

employees in defining a financial strategy. To attract employee employers and plan sponsors can be on employee investment

participation in the program, IBM offers employees up to a behavior. However, it is obvious that employers who are

$250 annual reimbursement of PFP expenditures from their proactive in assisting employees to plan for the future are the

company-provided Life Planning Account. PFP thus far has ones heading in the right direction. Today, more than ever,

been well received, employee reactions are positive, and employees must become active partners with their employers

hundreds of employees are using the program, in establishing comprehensive financial strategies. The federal
Is there any one ingredient that would guarantee sector must also take notice and assume a level of commit-

increased plan participation, an increase in employee aware- ment to this endeavor, expanding its role in supporting income

ness and understanding, or a change in savings behavior? creation by simplifying rules applicable to employer-sponsored

Probably not. However, past experience at IBM has proven plans, stopping the erosion of the tax preferences that support

that a link between strategic communications, effective necessary long-term savings. Without a change in public
education, and plan design can collectively influence employ- policy and individual behavior, Americans will lower their

ees' financial preparedness. Although IBM has undergone a retirement standards of living. By taking advantage of

decline in its work force over the last few years, it continues to opportunities for long-range planning, individuals will

experience a rise in employee participation in its 401(k) plan. respond to the things that are worth pursuing. When we get to

In addition, investment education tools have proved successful tomorrow, good enough will not be good enough.

Chart 10.4
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Chart 10.5
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CHAPTER 11: Affecting Individual Behavior When
Diversity Abounds
Allan C. Martin

THE PROBLEM generations. This leads to a declining savings rate in the

aggregate. Our personal savings rate now stands at

As the press frequently reminds us, circumstances today approximately 3.5 percent of Gross Domestic Product

necessitate that employees effectively plan for their retire- (GDP), less than one-half the average annual savings rate

ment income security or face a lower standard of living in from 1950 to 1980, and among the lowest in the industri-

retirement. The September 1993 Congressional Budget Office alized world, a

study of baby boomers indicates that many employees are not

saving at all or at rates sufficient to assure an adequate • Retire earlier longer. People want or are forced into

retirement income level. This is confirmed in analyses of retiring earlier, yet they tend to live longer (23 years on

participants in many plans. There is some encouraging news average) in retirement. An adequate retirement plan must
in a public opinion survey sponsored by the Employee Benefit assume a longer than average life expectancy.

Research Institute and The Gallup Organization, Inc. in • Bank products deemphasized products

January 1994,1 which found that younger people are begin- promoted. Low returns on FDIC-insured products have
ning to save for retirement at an earlier age. However, they do fostered significant mutual fund and cash management

not understand the magnitude of the dollar savings they will account inroads into traditional bank deposits. Less

need. "While $150,000 in savings may sound like a lot of sophisticated investors or time-poor employees (those

money, it may not give people as much purchasing power in employees who do not have sufficient time available for

the future as they think when inflation is factored into the activities such as retirement planning) may make poor

picture. Today, $150,000 in savings can purchase a monthly decisions in their efforts to drive return and/or follow last

annuity for life of $1,060 at age 62. ''2 year's hottest trend.

What are the significant drivers of this need to save A recent Bankers Trust asset consulting study

effectively for retirement? determined that, for virtually all periods of 7 years or longer,

during the past 40 years (the period for which some form of

° Reduced company/government support. Social Security savings plan existed), the average defined benefit plan asset

and pensions will represent a much lower percentage of mix outperformed the average defined contribution mix by

postretirement income than they did for prior genera- 200 basis points per annum--a result due primarily to the

tions. Changes to Social Security are inevitable given latter's lower allocation in equities and the use of guaranteed
current demographic trends and their impact on future investment contracts (GICs) as the f_xed income proxy. That

Social Security spending. Pensions are impacted by difference compounded over a 40-year working life for an

significant changes to defined benefit plan design com- employee earning $30,000 per year and contributing an

bined with changing patterns of employment, unmatched 6 percent a year to a savings plan would result in

• Reduced savings expenses. Real salary growth, an incremental retirement accumulation of $188,000

company benefits, and job security are all down, while ($466,000 versus $278,000).

major expenses--health care, insurance, housing, tuition,
taxes, credit card interest--are up in relation to prior THE CURRENT SITUATION FOR DEFINED CONTRIBUTION

PLANS

1 Employee Benefit Research Institute. The Gallup Organization, Inc., Public Given the increasing importance of defined contribution plans,
Attitudes on Retirement Income, 1994, EBRI Report no. G-55 (Washington,

DC:Employee BenefitResearchInstitute, 1994). especially 401(k) plans, as the primary retirement savings
2 Carolyn Piucci Pemberton, "Americans Are Saving for Retirement at Early vehicle for many employees (especially among service indus-

Age," EBRINotes (April 1994):12. tries, smaller companies, and growing technology companies),
3 Organization for Economic Cooperation and Development.
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it is especially important for sponsors of these plans to encour- NUMBER OF FUNDS OFFERED
age eligible nonparticipants to participate and for participants

to contribute at higher levels and to broaden their investment For the large plans represented in the study, one of the most

diversification. Defined contribution plan assets ($1,063 billion) dramatic results is the increase in the number of funds

constitute 42.4 percent of all private trusteed pension assets, offered. Since 1986, the percentage of plans offering four or

versus defined benefit plans of $1,134 billion, or 45 percent, 4 more funds has risen from 41 percent to 63 percent (chart

and are compounding at a significantly higher growth rate. 11.4). For the most part, there has been significant participa-

The aggregate results reflected in the update of tion in the new' funds being offered, although we observed

Bankers Trust 1991 Study of Defined Contribution Plans diminishing allocations (e.g., less than 5 percent participation

indicate considerable progress, at least for the larger plans in additional options) in many cases where more than six or

represented by the survey (the survey covers 201 defined seven options were offered.

contribution plans with total assets of $135 billion and Obviously, the increased number of options directly
3.5 million participants), increases the diversity of the array of fund options offered to

the participant. Sponsors have gone beyond the traditional

AVERAGEBALANCEPER PARTICIPANT array of assured income fund options (GIC and money market
funds, which are offered in over 90 percent of the survey's

While slowing slightly in the recent period, the average balance plans), company stock, and a single active equity option to

per participant in the Bankers Trust universe has increased include a variety of passive equity options, international

significantly faster than inflation (chart 11.1). There is consid- equity, and balanced funds. With this increasing array,

erable indi_idual plan evidence to indicate that improved participants have indeed diversified their choices.

communication has significantly affected growth.

One aggregate measure that we look at gets at the INVESTMENTS SELECTED

overall efficiency of the plan assets in terms of expected return
and associated risk. Chart 11.2 and chart 11.3 illustrate the The percentage of employee money (excludes employer

efficient frontier for the funds in a sample plan, with the restrictions on investment) directed to specific options, where

expected return for aggregate plan assets indicated below the that option is included in the plan, reflects a broadening

efficient frontier line. In chart 11.2, the plan is assuming more movement away f_om GICs and fixed income options to

risk than necessary for the expected return. In chart 11.3, the balanced fund and active equity vehicles (chart 11.5).

plan is so low on the risk curve that it is missing out on the While it can be misleading to examine aggregate

long-term opportunity of investing retirement money for statistics across plans, or even within a particular plan across
growth, employee classes (age, salary, length of employment, etc.), the

foregoing results suggest a positive impact of the extensive

plan redesign, educational efforts, and expanded participant

4 Employee BenefitResearchInstitute, Quarterly PensionInvestmentReport, access initiatives being implemented by a broad range of large
Fourth Quarrier 1993 (Washington, DC: Employee Benefit Research
Institute, 1994). defined contribution plan sponsors.

THE SOLUTION: BETTER PLAN DESIGN,

Chart 11.1 BROADER PARTICIPANT AWARENESS, ANDAverage Balance per Participant
EASIER ACCESS TO RETIREMENT VEHICLES

35 $28.4

3o While all elements of a successful defined contribution plan

25 $20.4 must be examined together and in the context of the specific
2o employer environment, effectivecommunication/education

o 15 seemsto be one of the most cost-effectivemeans of accomplish-
10 ing employer objectives.

5 Retirement planning, specifically in company-

0 sponsored savings plans, must be marketed effectively to the

1986 1988 1991 1993 participant base (current and prospective) to create close to
Source:BankersTrustCorporateDCSurveys. universal awareness and to change on-going behavior. The
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Chart 11.2
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Chart 11.3
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Chart 11.4
Number of Funds Offered
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challenge is presented by the demographic and psychographic In a recent sm_ey Bankers Trust fielded with Market Facts,

diversity of the employee base along with the complexity of 43 percent of employees stated that they were unwilling to
the product in terms of investment risks, constantly changing spend any time learning how to better manage their savings

patterns of investment returns, and new product proliferation, and investments. Yet an overwhelming number could not even

A useful psychographic approach views awareness of differentiate among savings and investment vehicles. This

retirement income risk in four stages: suggests that information must be presented artfully and with

intrigue in multiple media to break through lack of interest.

• Unaware--think company and Social Security will Repetition is essential to catch each individual at a receptive
provide for them; moment.

• Aware but can't fight feeling of futility; Diversity in the employee base encompasses tradi-

• Aware but can't overcome inertia; tional demographic data such as age, income, marital status,

• Aware and acted, often with professional advice, and literacy level. It also reflects attitudes about risk, money,

control, status, and the employer. Add varying skill sets and

In many cases, employees do not have the know-how interests and it is clear that marketing retirement planning is

or tools to estimate what their retirement income needs will more complex than marketing a traditional consumer product.

be or how much personal savings is necessary to supplement Yet many of the same marketing principles apply to under-

their pension and Social Security. Providing this personal standing the targeted segment and creating a plan to generate

information, accompanied by manageable solutions, can awareness of the need and drive intent to make a change.

overcome the first three stages. They must, however, be applied effectively and with continu-

Further complicating the situation, many employees ous pressure. Ironically, most communications and education

do not have any interest or competency in financial planning, efforts look like legal documents, onerous reports, or
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worksheets or software that are difficult to follow. They often and advice) and goals. Although the incremental direct

require collecting and inputting a lot of data as well as making and indirect expense can seem high at first, it is small

assumptions with no relevant knowledge base. Certainly, the compared with the opportunity cost of individuals con-

proposal requiring prospectuses for 401(k) plan options will tinuing with inefficient portfolios and not fully leveraging
further confuse the situation, the savings plan benefits.

At the point of making a change, our research • Know the savings plan customer. Field a survey to

indicates that many employees seek confirmation of their understand needs and behaviors. Analyze plan demo-

proposed actions either from a perceived expert, a family graphics and compare them with similar plans. Based on

member, or a trusted friend or coworker. This should be no these analyses, identify plan design issues and necessary

surprise. After all, most senior executives take advantage of plan enhancements. Communicate survey results and

company supplied financial and estate planning. Our research implications back to employees.

indicates one-on-one counseling in person with an objective • Target employees with less investment savvy and those

third party is preferred. However, in general, the employees who are time poor, because they are the majority. The

do not want to pay for the service. Objective interactive more sophisticated employees are probably proactively
workshops and one-on-one counseling over the phone are well managing or seeking advice.

received alternatives. • Lay out a staged, multimedia program that recognizes

Across our customer base, we have observed six that employees vary in where they are on the retirement

common characteristics of successful retirement planning/ planning learning curve. Borrow from the experts in

education efforts, consumer marketing, financial planning, mass media,

adult education, benefits, and asset consulting. Break
• Attain sponsor and investment manager support and through the information overload we all face at home and

agree to parameters (particularly around company stock at work by utilizing eye-catching design and powerful
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copy. Keep it simple, concise, and involving by providing DISCUSSION t_FTER MIKKELSEN_ SAUVIGNE_ AND

sample scenarios to which employees can relate. Facilitate MARTIN PRESENTATIONS
the decision to make changes by providing all the infor-

matiorJforms/voice response system instructions in one MODERATOR SALISBURY: Have you done an analysis of

packa_:e. Wherever possible, be plan specific and even the "need" that these programs might fill?
personalize to the individual.

• Evaluate results monthly and fine-tune programs accord- MR. SAUVIGNE: Yes. We have been providing that informa-

ingly. Communicate results to employees. Word-of-mouth tion for a few years on our annual benefit statement. We take
is a powerful tool. an individual's current account and their current savings rate

• Repeat what is working and identify innovative ap- and project. We tlben show what happens if they move that up

proaches to keep the pressure on. Many employees need 1 percent, 2 percent, 3 percent, etc.
constant reinforcement. For example, a voice response

system message reminding investors that if they are MODERATOR SALISBURY: Have you done cumulative

investing for the long term, they do not need to react to analysis?
each market gTration.

MR. MIKKELSEN: Yes, we have. We've long been advocates

SUCCESSFUL COMPANY PROGRAMS of income replacement ratio analysis work. We have not as yet
communicated it, as Mr. Rivera has, to our employees,

Across the Bankers Trust client base, there are many indi- although I suspect that's probably the next step.
vidual examples of the successful application of the foregoing

approach, although for many the results are just beginning to MR. FLUHR: I have a question for both Curt Mikkelsen and

become apparent. Perhaps the most significant example is the Don Sauvigne having to do with the level of participation in

IBM plan. the 401(k). I saw that for Morgan it was 66 percent, and

Focusing primarily on plan design, effective commu- overall it was 59 percent. Has the education improved that?
nication, and broader use of a dedicated 1-800-number

participant: access platform, IBM has increased its participa- MR. MIKKELSEN: Yes, it has.
tion rate from approximately 70 percent to over 85 percent,

while expe ciencing a pronounced shift in asset allocation from MR. FLUHR: Second, are all these people who are not

approximately 60 percent fixed income, 40 percent equity to participating those who would inherit a lot of money and don't

almost 50 percent equity, 48 percent fixed income, and an have to worry?
emerging commitment to a balanced fund option. Of particular

interest is that IBM achieved this result despite maintaining MR. MIKKELSEN: First, in terms of 401(k) monthly deferral

a low match. Based on Bankers Trust's studies, the extent of statistics for the nonmatched plan, among the highly compen-

the company matching contribution is perhaps the most sated group, 71 percent are participating; among nonhighly

powerful variable (and one of the most expensive to change!) compensated, 611percent participate, for an overall 63 percent
in influencing employee participation. Based on a match of rate. I think what many people are doing is simply cycling

30 percent one would expect IBM to have a participation rate their cash profit sharing into the 401(k).
of 70 percent, versus the 85 percent actually realized.

The results would indicate that employer-sponsored MR. SAUVIGNE: At 88 percent, the differentiation between

defined contribution programs that emphasize s;ound design, highly and nonhighly compensated is minor. There's a higher

effective communication, and broader employee access, can correlation to age and service. We eliminated the one-year
cost effecti_'ely foster a greater degree of efi_ctive participant wait; you can join the plan on day one, to get people started

utilization of these plans. Combined with sound legislation to right away.

continue incentives for employer-sponsored plans, greater The education process has a very heavy influence. We

recognition of the impact of defined benefit plans and retiree emphasize that you don't have to be making $50,000 to

health care on retirement security, and continued innovation participate. You can find a way to contribute at $20,000. At

from retirement services vendors, it is possible to significantly 3 percent or 5 percent you can do it. It has worked.
increase tt_e assets individuals accumulate for their own

retirement!
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MS. MACUNOVICH: I have a question about these software start seeing a much higher participation rate.

programs. You say they allow individuals to play around with

things like expected inflation rates and expected returns. Do MR. RUSSELL: There's another point that's relevant here. A

the programs establish bounds so that they can't just conve- lot of these models are absolutely fantastic in terms of what

niently assume 1 percent inflation and a 10 percent return on they allow you to do, but there's a fairly steep curve in terms

equity? of utilization rates that is tied to age. You can link that back to

when PCs and such things appeared in classrooms. Typically,

MR. SAUVIGNE: Our software does have limits in it. It also people who are over about age 35 are not computer literate. So

has frames of reference to use. For our 401(k) plan, we have the models aren't used. So utilization rates are typically in the

built in for the eight funds, a 10-year history (as available) single-digit percentages. Obviously there are exceptions to the

with the actual performance so that you can do scenarios. If rule. They are slick tools that are absolutely fantastic. They're

that fund would continue to perform the same way in 5 years, fun to play with, but they're not being used by a very broad

what would it do in 10 years, and you can do a lot of other segment of the population.

variations. You can put in spousal income. You can put in
after-employment income. You can do a lot of"what ifs." MR. BIRNBAUM: I wanted to second Keith Ambachtsheer's

We've also recently introduced a personal financial comment about the importance of expectations and expected

program to further influence employee behavior about savings returns. Some of the models, not specifically the ones referred

patterns for retirement. We'll pay up to $250 per year for a to today, end up saying, for example, "you need to make

personal plan, so an employee can focus on the importance of 10 percent so get more aggressive." That's the end of the

personal financial planning, model. From the perspective of an investment manager, that's

the beginning of the problem, not the solution. It's particularly

MR. AMBACHTSHEER: The Achilles heel in these projec- true in the case of fixed income. Looking at the past 10 years
tion models are the return assumptions. You really triggered it will lead participants to very unfortunate conclusions about

by saying we give them the last 10 years. That's a very bad what to expect, and it may well be true of equity markets as

forecast for the future, well. They will expect high returns.

Employers need to wrestle with how comfortable they

MR. SAUVIGNE: They can pull up 1 year, 5 years, or 10 are in projecting results. We all know from the regulatory side,

years, as available. It's a method to assist in analysis. We just and it's absolutely explicit in mutual fund regulation, you
don't have 30-year histories on these funds, can't project results. You can only show historical results. Yet

what people need to have is a reasonable set of expectations

MR. AMBACHTSHEER: But it suggests there's a shopping for the future for a diversified portfolio. For employers, that's

around that you're promoting. I think there's a real issue the key area: Are you willing to begin to make projections?

about what's realistic today, looking ahead 10-20 years. Where are you going to get those projections? How certain or

Where does that input come from? uncertain do you portray those projections to be? What

liability do you incur by presenting projections?

MR. SAUVIGNE: I understand the shopping around concern, I really agree with Keith. Performance expectation is

but in the frame of why it's there, it's working wonderfully, the one piece of information that somebody getting serious

about mapping out an investment strategy needs to have. It's

MR. FROMME: I'm from AT&T. I'd like to answer Howard also the piece that people are very reluctant to give them.
Fluhr's question and give you some background. We have two

401(k) plans, with 100,000 participants in each one. We MR. FROMME: I think there's a connection being made by

presently have about 87 percent participation in the manage- corporate America driving down DB [defined benefit] formulas
ment 401(k) plan. When you cut the data by age, you find that from a 1.5 percent final five-year average to about a 1 percent.

you start to ascend up at about age 35-40. From 40 on we They are very interested in communicating that they have

have at least a 90-95 percent participation rate until they changed the pension commitment, so therefore, you better

retire, start saving. Together we will get you to the same place that

We see the same thing in our union plan, even with you were before.

wages that are lower on average. Again, it's the same ascent I think the corporations have changed their commit-

going from about age 20 to about 35, where we have about ment on defined benefit plans and have decided they should

40-50 percent participation. Once you get to age 35 or 40, you educate their employees about this change in commitment.
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That's what I think is happening out there, so you're not MR. SAUVIGNE: Or on the plus side, a lot of credibility and

gaining on the gap that's needed for the future, you're simply thank you very much for pointing that out.

reallocating.

They're going to cash balance defined beneft plans MR. McCORMACK: I agree, but then the opportunity is also

from traditional plans, there to deal with post-retirement inflation.

MR. MARTIN: We have not seen significant reductions in DB MR. SAUVIGN_E: We've had ad hoc increases, if we're talking

formulas, although we are starting to see more discussion about the already retired.

about converting to cash balance plans. In some cases,

companies are proposing an increase in the accrual rate when MR. McCORMACK: No, I'm talking about educating indi-

converting to a cash balance format, viduals to the need to keep pace with inflation after retire-
ment.

MS. RAPPAPORT: I see more change in the form of an

increase in the amount the employee has to pay for retiree MR. SAUVIGN:E: Yes. We have. We've been addressing that

health versus a reduction in the DB plan benefit. The DB through script files that are in the software I talked about. We

plan's benefit is usually fixed, whereas it was more likely to have it in our quarterly newsletter that goes out with our

increase in the past. So you encourage people to save more, 401(k) plan. That talks about plan horizon--if you're 15 years
and they have to pay more of their health benefits, away, 5 years away. It also talks about 10 years after

retirement.

MR. SAUVIGNE: I hope you're right. I rather agree with So the education is there. We're trying to build the

George Fromme. As we look at a very competitive global awareness. We're not necessarily delivering the actual value.

economy, ]i'mjust not so sure that companies can fund the What we're saying is we can't. We are not Mr. Thompson's

continuance of a 1.6 or 1.5 DB plan. I'm not suggesting they're Social Security system that only has a 1.5 percent problem.

going to leave them altogether, but I think the value is going

to shrink. Therefore, that scale has got to come up on the MR. SCHIEBER: My recollection of the discussion of the

other side through education as employees do more on their targets that Xerox was setting were for indexed benefits. It

own from day one of employment. I think this government has doesn't mean that they index the benefit, but in terms of

got to put the emphasis on training the work force to save. defining the gap. If you've got the resources laid aside at
retirement, hopefully, you can cover it.

MR. MIKKELSEN: Many plan sponsors are increasingly

dealing with the defined benefit commitment they have in the MR. MIKKELSEN: I think it's great that it's being recog-

retiree health care arena. We took steps several years ago to nized. That's my only point. It needs to be recognized, and
transform our commitment from defined benefit to defined then the funding that is already insufficient becomes an even

dollar, and we've even eliminated retiree health care benefits greater challenge.

for new employees who joined us after January of 1989.
MR. STEINBERG: I think that it is being recognized in some

MR. McCORMACK: Have any of the plan sponsors that have of the more sophisticated software programs. They'll reflect

engaged in a high degree of education dealt with the post- those pieces of their retirement income that will grow with

retirement inflation issue? Most people set a goal. We heard inflation, like Social Security and the defined contribution

70 percent at Xerox is the goal as a replacement ratio of final assets. They will also show different rates of inflation for

salary. Obviously, if you have even a 3 percent :rate ofinfla- different pieces of living expenses after retirement such as

tion, within a 10-year period after retirement that 70 percent separating out medical versus other living expenses.

has a whole lot less purchasing power. So not only is there a

savings gap issue to deal with before retirement, there is MR. WRAY: Some of the mutual funds have very sophisti-
inflation after retirement. I think any employers that point cated programs. I agree they're not used enough.

out a gap situation in their pension program are really

opening themselves up to a lot of criticism from their MR. JACKSON: As a pensioner I haven't heard two things

employees, that I think are important. One is the three-legged stool. I get
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Social Security. I get a pension. I've saved money. As far as I'm change them to investors is a long-term challenge for all of us.

concerned, the more legs the stool has, the better. For ex- How do you get to the smaller employer plans?
ample, maybe the company, if things get bad, will increase the

pension benefits. That's something that helps the pensioner. MR. MIKKELSEN: First, ours is a multi-media approach. We
Second, although we're all talking about wealth here, feel we have to continue to "shell the beach," and we think it's

there is a qualitative difference between a pension, an old- effective; but we dedicate an awful lot of resources to it. We're

fashioned pension--paid monthly as long as Martha and I are atypical in that our work force is quite well educated. We're in

alive, one or the other--and assets. Some assets are different the financial management business, broadly speaking, and

from others, but this pension amount we can't outlive. A home arguably our chore is an easier one than the one faced by

provides monthly benefits in the sense of imputed monthly other employers in other industries.

income. But as a homeowner I can also say there are local

property taxes that keep mounting at a tremendous rate, and MR. SAUVIGNE: I think large employers have an advantage.
you have to have cash to pay them. Happily, I work with that part of the work force. We have an

Regarding investment income, if you merely live on advantage of economies of scale and the ability to educate, the

the interest and the dividends, it lasts, but the dividends can ability to provide the programs, the ability to provide feed-
be cut. Interest rates can drop. I have a neighbor who had his back, etc.

retirement income assets in CDs and found his income drop to I think something has to be done. I don't know what

a point where he couldn't live on it. Then you start drawing the answer is, but that group of DC [defined contribution]-only

down the principal, people that are going to be out there in the future may have

There is a difference between a defined benefit problems. I think DB [defined benefit] plans have to remain as

pension plan and a defined contribution plan, and despite all one of the legs of the stool for as many people as possible.

the negatives, at least some defined benefit is good, I think. Whether we go cash balance or some other way, that's

Finally, I have a question. We were talking earlier fine, as long as it's a DB and you get yourself some kind of

about Social Security and employer-related pensions. We've security in the annuity. That's why I think there's so much

got studies of individuals who are working and they have need to focus beyond the 15 percent of the work force that

income and get pensions. It is entirely possible that, as you go works for large companies. Who's looking after the other

out 10, 20, 30 years, there will be fewer employment opportu- 85 percent?

nities for individuals who want to work. All sorts of companies

are downsizing at this point. Everything we're talking about MR. VALENTINE: A hot topic many years ago was portabil-

here is employment related. If we should get to a point where ity of pension plans. This seems to have been lost in a lot of

a larger and larger percentage of individuals in our society do the discussions. I think one of the things we need to do is

not have employment income, not because they don't choose or foster vehicles that can be used outside of corporate America;

don't want to work but because jobs are scarce, where is the things of the Keogh nature and the IRA nature that people

safety net for them? The Social Security program is based can use and understand more readily. Maybe this could be

entirely on earnings, and the employment-related benefits are married with something that is portable.

as well. I think this could be a serious problem in the long run. For me, it's been something less than that as I've

moved through various companies. Are companies still looking
MR. ECK: I see some conflict here. Obviously, in the large at their retirement benefits today as being golden handcuffs

plan market there's a lot of investment in communication/ versus a social obligation?

education, but we all know that's not the masses. How do we When vesting was 10 years, the retirement plan

get to the folks that are outside the J.P. Morgans and the would be skewed to benefit only those people that had re-

IBMs? We're putting a lot of faith into the programs, but we're warded the company through longevity. Many companies have

certainly not getting to all of the individuals. I'd like to find switched now to a defined contribution plan in order to attract

out who these people are. So I wonder if we have to start the people who will be the job hoppers and to emphasize

taking a look at whether we really need to go out and tell folks benefits presently available for people willing to change

what to do versus go out and educate them? A defined benefit careers and change companies mid-term.

program makes a lot of sense for a lot of coverage reasons, and

individuals may not really want to learn how to be investors. MODERATOR SALISBURY: Defined contribution plans are

The bottom line is that people are traditionally savers, and to fully portable. About 40 percent of defined benefit plans now
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provide an option for full cash portability. A fairly significant their lives.

portion of the total plan universe provides for full portability. One comment from the high tech companies raises
Paul Yakoboski and Celia Silverman's paper relates to this new issues. I've heard recently from two of them who have

question of the difficulty of portability in the absence of been total DC companies and felt employees wouldn't stay

preservation, very long. Now they have employees in their fifties who can't

You're seeing the cash-balance approach introduce afford to retire. You say to them, "Do you have any retirees?"

more portability, which is more readily a career-average and they say, "Yes, but they're still at their desks, they can't

formula than a final-pay formula. You're seeing it, as was afford to leave." The issues they're facing now are difficult.

mentioned by George Fromme and others, in a redefinition They have a different kind of work force/management issue.

downward of the accrual rates in defined benefit plans and

greater emphasis on defined contribution buildup to comple- MR. KINGSON: Anna Rappaport's comment again highlights

ment that smaller floor that's on top of the Social Security the need to look at how change in the retirement income

floor. You then get to the issue of communication. Enterprises system affects groups differently. For example, to the extent

absorb the front-end cost of developing the software programs that we initiate tax changes or benefit deliberalizations, the
that will then be available to small companies at an affordable effects of Social Security on the low-income population should
rate. be uppermost in our minds. We need to look carefully at the

The Lewin VHI model assumes in all of its projections consequences of changes we might make on today's older

nearly 100 percent portability and preservation and population, which is equally diverse, and on that next popula-

annuitization. To put a rough number to that, in 1990 that tion of retirees as well--people in their fifties and sixties.

means it assumed carry-forward of about $50 billion that, in Similarly, in terms of planning savings, we must

fact, left the system in that one year. If you take the four years consider that benefit reductions for middle income populations

of IRS data for 1987-1990, it would have assumed about may, on the one hand, increase incentives for retirement

$230 billion left the system. So we have both data issues and savings, but may have an offsetting effect by feeding into a

modeling assumption issues, sense of hopelessness about how to achieve retirement savings
goals.

MS. RAPPAPORT: I will add to earlier comments on diver-

sity and will raise the issue of women and the family alloca- MR. MARTIN: I just wanted to add to the commentary on the
tion of retirement funds, small company. I hate in a public forum to say something good

Many corporations are doing a great job today of about mutual funds, but indeed Fidelity, Vanguard, T. Rowe

improving information about investment options and motivat- Price, and Putnam do pursue plans as low as 100 participants

ing people to save more. At the same time, we're not doing a and have very strong communication programs.

very good job of helping the family focus on the consequences They may be pricey per average dollar, but they are
of the death of a primary earning spouse, generally the effective plans, and I think competition will draw other firms

husband, and the fairly long periods of widowhood, into that marketplace through regional alliances. I think

I participated last year in a study group at the House Frank Russell actually does some of that.

Committee on Aging that looked at women in retirement and Technology is going to cheapen the cost of access in

the problems for women after widowhood. We should consider the long term. Cable television already has the capability for

this with the data in the CBO study of differences in income 500 channels, and we're getting to be able to be interactive.

levels. I'd like to encourage us to think about that as a new Five or ten years from now, people will be able to go to their
dimension to our retirement planning, television set and listen to the retirement news network. I

Another comment about participation levels focuses really believe this will happen because it's a huge marketplace

on work forces with many single parents and others in very in that plan size below 3,000. So I think it will get better for

difficult economic straits. They don't have high incomes. There the smaller companies.

is not much chance to get some of those people to save. A

single mother that's making $20,000 with two kids has too MR. FLUtIR: A couple of fears that I've had have not at all

many immediate problems, been ameliorated. I haven't really heard any answer to the

One thing that we didn't talk about much today, but issue of, if we're going to delay retirement ages, what are

mentioned, is retirement patterns and encouraging people to those people going to do for a living? I've heard we're going to

retire. We should be thinking more about definitions of train and educate them so we'll have more people with higher

retirement, and rethinking how people are going to live levels of capability, but where will the jobs be? I'm not optimis-
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tic. I'm just looking at what I see going on in the world. We educate and, as with PCs, there are a number of people who

have many more people in the employment pool because are chronologically challenged when it comes to learning. Long

50 percent of women work now, versus 15 percent 25 or term we can be better off than we are, and certainly we want

30 years ago. Family income has gone up at a rate lower than more responsibility and not less, but we shouldn't depend

individuals' because it now takes two, or one and a half upon people who just can't be that responsible to be
people, to support a family. I don't see how we're going to responsible.
support that system.

We've heard about very good experiences from MR. WRA¥: There's a lot of pessimism around the table. I

Morgan and IBM. I'm not so sanguine about the ability to would just mention that it wasn't too long ago when

educate a wider range of people. Some of you may remember 80 percent of the people in this country were involved in

John Stuart Mill, not as a contemporary but as a writer; he raising food, and now only 1 percent or 2 percent are doing
believed that if we educate people early on and give them that. Everyone else is employed in other areas, some of which
exposure and then teach them, that they will learn whatever didn't even exist in 1900.

they need to. I think that there is reason to be optimistic. There's a

Anybody who has tried to tutor physics to somebody lot of change happening; but 401(k) plans, for all the knocking
who just can't get it knows there are learning limits. I wonder around they are taking, are still the best way for individuals

if in the broader population we're not doing them, and ulti- to accumulate wealth in this country. Defined benefit plans

mately everyone, a disservice by thinking that by giving them are never going to be available in a lot of company environ-

information and opportunity they can succeed in providing ments. We need to encourage the one vehicle that really
themselves with security. In some ways, I think we're giving works. I'm not saying that it's the only solution, but there's a

them more opportunity to make more errors more frequently, real cause for optimism here.

The 1987 crash provides an example. Everybody left the 401(k) plans are now penetrating the market where

market and went the wrong way. It is not easy to change, there never were real retirement benefit plans in existence.

I hark back to somebody else. We've all heard of B.F. You talk to vendors, and they are putting in hundreds of plans

Skinner trying to modify behavior without great success. All of a year where people have never had the opportunity to have

this drives me to more concern, not less, that if we are going to any retirement benefit. This is a very positive thing. We have
rely on educating people to figure out how to save, we're going a big challenge. It's an amazing thing to watch American

to be in for a big shock. Just when I get to retirement, business and all their service providers gear up to teach
people to be investors. Only the elite ever understood invest-

MR. STEINBERG: I think a pessimistic approach tends to ing in this country.

foreclose a lot of good opportunities and ignore what we've I personally am optimistic, unless we want to do what

seen in the past 10 or 15 years. If we assume that individuals has been suggested by some, which is kibosh the employer

can't take more of this responsibility, and act appropriately, system altogether, take our indexed defined benefit system,

there will be more reliance on Social Security and other which is Social Security, and just crank it up. We have that

government programs. I expect our experience with such option, but if we're not going to do that, there are certainly
programs will not be as good as it will be under approaches reasons for optimism.
that rely on the private sector and the marketplace.

It takes time, but that doesn't mean people aren't MR. BIRNBAUM: On the question of education, one of the

trainable. Think about changes in how people conduct bank- things that has come out in our research is what actually has
ing--the increased use of technology; how people manage their import. A lot of what is done is very specific around invest-

money--the growth in mutual funds. A lot of things have ments, and when that didn't work, then the idea was to

changed. It takes a while. Look at the growth of 401(k) plans, introduce investment concepts so people would have a frame-
These things do take time, but people are indeed trainable, work for making decisions. The problem is that people don't

This isn't rocket science. It's complicated, but I think it's care about investment concepts. Inherently there's nothing

doable, that the vast majority of adults are going to find interesting

about investment concepts. If they are not interested in that,

MR. FLUHR: I didn't mean to imply that we should give up. what are they interested in? The answer is, they're interested

I'm concerned that we're a little too optimistic about being in themselves. They are interested in themselves and their

able to be really successful. I'm also concerned about the time families and their money and their future. That is actually
frame, because the clock is ticking. There are a lot of people to where we think the most effective education takes place. The
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education is not about investing, it is about your problem, and MR. JACKSON: Just one observation. If I were an active

your problem is a retirement problem--the fact that your investment professional, I would think the best thing that
salary stops and your need for income doesn't. How are you could happen to me would be to have millions of mill workers

going to fill that gap? in South Carolina, steel workers in Pittsburgh, and so on,
Education in that regard is actually motivational timing the market by shifting from guaranteed investment

because when people begin then to recognize the long-term contracts to equities to international stocks to small cap stocks
time frame over which it has to be solved and are presented a and so on.

long-term investment solution, the concepts begin to make a
lot of sense. MODERATOR SALISBURY: Our objective today was to put

So we think the key to changing behavior is the a series of observations on the table, a series of research pieces

motivational piece. The piece that talks to people as adults and facts, to begin bringing additional focus to the challenges

about the problem that they're about to experience. That of meeting the hmg-term retirement income security needs of
works for mill workers in South Carolina as well as for Americans. Particularly in light of the challenges that have

bankers in New York. been pointed out to us by the government in recent weeks
regarding Social Security and Medicare and trying to balance

MR. ECK: David Wray, I agree with your optimism that we those systems.

are covering more people. But we also have to remember that There is not one approach. The emphasis that I take
in the lower end of the market these are primarily out of today is that we need to build on all of the pieces of the

nonmatched plans. So participation levels are going to be in system. We need to expand educational efforts all the way

the 50 percent range. So we still have a gap in coverage, around so that people are in a position to deal with life

Although there's some good news, we still have to recognize contingencies, both preretirement and at retirement.
that there's some bad news longer term.
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